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PREFACE 

The literary part of this volume comprises fragments of earlier Greek poetry, and 

of New Comedy. 3963-4, edited by Dr M. L. West, are plausibly assigned to the 

burlesque Alargites\ 3965, edited by Parsons, offers remains of elegiac poems by 

Simonides, notably one which described the campaign of Plataea. Of the seven papyri 

of comedy, 3967 edited by Dr Margaret Maehler and the rest by Professor Handley, 

four can be attributed certainly (3967) or plausibly to Menander. 

In the documentary part, Section III comprises administrative documents of the 

Roman and Byzantine periods. 3973—3984, edited by Dr J. E. G. Whitehorne, centre 

on the strategus: they illustrate his manifold bureaucratic functions, and as usual 

provide new details lor the fasti. 3895—7, edited by Professor Maehler, give a view of 

the appointment and functioning of officials in the fifth and sixth centuries. 

Section IV, 3988-4008, consists of private letters of the Roman and Byzantine 

periods. I hese were edited by Dr H. G. Ioannidou as a doctoral thesis at University 

College London under the supervision of Professor Maehler; they have been revised 

for publication by Rea. As usual, they cover a wide range of day-to-day business. We 

hear about the sale of non-laying pigeons (3989), the making of a doctor’s instruments 

4001), the building of a church (4003); a literate young man promises a lady sweet¬ 

meats 3992 , a suspicious husband makes enquiries (3994), a friend offers condolences 

on the death of a wife — and moves straight on to business (4004). Commodities 

mentioned include cotton (3991), gold leaf (3993), soap (3996?) and weaver’s combs 

4005 ); lexical items of interest include cayyadov (3997), KapTaXa^iov (4006) and the 

fish CifJidpLOV 4008 . Two writers assume that their letters will be read aloud to an 

addressee (3996, 3997 ): more evidence, perhaps, on the question of functional literacy. 

Rea made the documentary indexes; for the indexing of the literary texts we are 

indebted to the skill and precision of Juliane Priwitzer. Once again we record our 

gratitude to our printers, Charlesworth & Co, who have set a difficult text with 

phenomenal accuracy. 

Alay igg2 P.J. PARSONS 

J. R. REA 

General Editors 
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NOTE ON THE METHOD OF 
PUBLICATION AND ABBREVIATIONS 

The basis of the method is the Leiden system of punctuation, see CE 7 (1932) 

262-9. It may be summarized as follows: 

aj8y The letters are doubtful, either because of damage or because they are 

otherwise difficult to read 

Approximately three letters remain unread by the editor 

[a/3y] The letters are lost, but restored from a parallel or by conjecture 

[ ] Approximately three letters are lost 

( ) Round brackets indicate the resolution of an abbreviation or a symbol, 

e.g. (apTaflr)) represents the symbol —, CTp(aTrjyoc) represents the 

abbreviation crp$ 

[[a/3y] The letters are deleted in the papyrus 

'aj8y' The letters are added above the line 

<A/3y> The letters are added by the editor 

{a/3y} The letters are regarded as mistaken and rejected by the editor 

Heavy arabic numerals refer to papyri printed in the volumes of The Oxyrhynchus 

Papyri. 

The abbreviations used are in the main identical with those in J. F. Oates et al., 

Checklist of Editions of Greek Papyri and Ostraca, 3rd edition (BASP Suppl. No. 4, 1985). 

It is hoped that any new ones will be self-explanatory. 



I. NEW POETIC TEXTS 

3963. Homer, Margites 

71 /3(c) 4.8 x io.2 cm Second century 

A fragment with remains of twelve verses, written in a formal round hand. The 

upper margin is preserved to a depth of 3.5 cm. There are some accents and punc¬ 

tuation. In line 2 the iota of col is added above the line. 

This and 3964 were provisionally assigned by Lobel to the Margites, the burlesque 

poem supposedly composed by Homer. Metre, dialect, and what can be discerned of 

the subject matter are consistent with ascription to the Margites, and it is not easy to 

suggest even a theoretical alternative. A fragment of somewhat earlier date, XXII 

2309, was assigned to the poem on similar grounds, and is included in the edition of 

the fragments of the poem in my Iambi et Elegi Graeci, ii. 

Metre. Lines 3—4 and 6—9 appear to be the ends of iambic verses, no doubt 

trimeters. Lines 1-2 might be iambic, but 1, at least, looks much more like a dactylic 

hexameter, and 2 may well be. Hexameters and iambic trimeters in irregular alter¬ 

nation were characteristic of the Margites. Line 5 presents a problem which is discussed 

below. 

Dialect. Ionic features are the masc. a-stem genitive in -eoo (3), and contraction 

of eo and eeo to ev (4, 6; if the text is archaic the original spelling was eo, and ev 

represents a modernization). 

Subject matter. It is not very clear what is going on, but it is a lively narrative 

(1-2) with a domestic setting (3, 7), involving a woman, perhaps a bride (4, 8). The 

story of Margites’ marriage, we know, formed a part of the poem, perhaps the principal 

part; see frr. 4 and 4a(a) W. There is direct speech (6), something not hitherto attested 

for the Margites but in no way surprising. 

]vtik’ ave8pap[ 

]cu' T7T€(j>oftrnjLey\ 

] [ejcuvoi/ce _ ecu 

] £aXevpevr] 

5 ].tov 

] t6.t’ epacKOTrev [ 

] OVC&O/jLOVC 

]€Ka\vfjL€vr) • 

]<j)acyavov 

10 jemo _ ( .A.c[j [ 

] [] 
]^?[].[ 

a]uTi/c’ avi8pap[ 

]au Trecfroftrjpiv [ 

] CVV0LK€T€0) 

e] ijaXevpivrj 

] TOV 

]ra t’ ip.a CKorrev 

] ovc Sopovc 

k ] e KaXvp <( p y ivrj • 

] (f>acyavov 

]erno , ,A.c[] 

] 
]«™[] . [ 



2 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

3 The first letter was e or a blotched c, cancelled by a through-stroke and a dot above 

5 ] : horizontal traces at letter-top height and on the line. One thinks first of c, but the top of c might be 

expected to hook over more, k or tt may be possible 7 ] : a spot at the top left corner of the letter; 

most plausibly j3, y, r, v 10 o: less likely c or w Traces above and to the right of o, and a spot at 

letter-top height midway between 0 and 9 After 9e the foot of an upright, slightly turned out; it seems 

rather far to the right for t. -q conceivable but not attractive 

I Cf. Margites fr. 7. 8 f. ctvdpotice] Xincov ano 8epvia ... Ik S’ eSpapev j; It. xvi 813 auric aveSpapc. 

3 Perhaps divisim cvv oikctco>, but more likely a single word. cvvoiKcrqc seems to be attested hitherto 

only in Hesych. cvvoiKcrac cvvoikoi. In the present fragment the meaning is more probably ‘fellow-slave’. 

4 Ionic vocabulary. Cf. Archil, fr. 231 W. i£a\evpcvoc, Semon. fr. 7. 61 aXevp,evr). 

5 I cannot read the letter before rov as e, and no other vowel comes into question. So not a trimeter- 

end, as it stands, yet clearly too short for a hexameter. Perhaps the copyist left the line incomplete for some 

reason. 

6 Perhaps ko]t6.. Anyway c... and examine my ...’. One thinks perforce of the episode in which 

Margites’ bride, to guide the idiot into intercourse, pretended that her vagina had (or was) a wound that 

only a man’s penis could heal (fr. 4). Lines 8-9 can be interpreted to suit this. But the line may well have 

some quite other reference. 

7 Perhaps just rove 8op.ovc. 

8 K]eKa\vfiWy^vV seems likelier than -e /eaA<€)up.eVij. A fifth-foot anapaest seems to have been admitted 

in this poem (see the introduction to 3964). But it did not necessarily occur here, as the verb may have 

been compounded, e.g. ava-, Kara-, TTpoK]eKaXvppevrj. If the suggestion made above is right, a reference to 

uncovering may be suitable, e.g. rpr/p.’ avaKCKaXuppevr). 

9 Elevated language was evidently not confined to the hexameter lines. The ‘sword’ may perhaps be 

a sexual metaphor, though it seems not to be a usual one in Greek; J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse (New 

Haven 1975), 122, cites Ar. Lys. 156 and 632 (neither a certain case), and otherwise only Hesych. s.v. ckI<)>oc 

and two very late epigrams (A.P. 5. 238. 1, 9. 361. 5). 

10 I cannot suggest a reading here, or determine whether the line was a hexameter or a trimeter. 

emcy9ctc does not seem to fit the traces. 

M. L. WEST 

3964. Homer, Margites 

48 5B-3°/K(4-5)a 8.6 x 14 cm Second century 

A very tattered fragment with the ends of eighteen verses written along the fibres 

in a formal round hand of the second century. The upper margin is preserved to a 

depth of 2.6 cm. There are occasional lectional signs (accents, diaeresis on initial 1 

and v) and punctuation (high point). In two instances the iota of the diphthong 771 is 

added above the line. 

On the ascription see the introduction to 3963. 

Metre. There can be no serious doubt that the lines were iambic trimeters and 

dactylic hexameters. (Line 1 presents a problem which is discussed below.) In the 

trimeters it looks as if an anapaest was admitted in the fifth foot (2, proper name? 15). 

This is perhaps paralleled in Hipponax’s scazons (fr. 25 W.), but not in Archilochus 

or Semonides. Mute and liquid do not make position in 4 Acf>poSAryc (epic scansion) 

or 12 'HpaK\\rf\c. 



3964. HOMER, MARGITES 3 

Dialect. Ionic features are -77(1)0. (1, 6), if dative (if subjunctive, an epicism found 

occasionally in elegy but not otherwise in iambic verse, I think, until Herondas); 

psilosis perhaps at 2 (but not 12); evmvewc uncontracted in spelling (though contracted 

in pronunciation). The contracted form 'Hpcu<A[r)]c is noteworthy. 

Subject matter. No continuous thread can be followed, but there are references to 

amorous concourse (2-3?, 4, 12-13), perhaps to a new marriage (11), and to music 

and dancing (14-15). In the commentary it is suggested that the fragment may come 

from near the end of the Margites. 

] ajvya [ ] v8ep,ipScvrj' 1 'cittoiki \ 

] _ eureA rjvilSwv 

]vey XcecL 

]cca(f)po8iTT]c 

5 ]vovcofxr]Ai,Kac 

l' CLVeVTUV€(JJC 

] , KOfjLO) [ ] ac; 

]oic[ ]j]d civ; 
p 

].[.]«: [ joucai 

10 ] avoy[ 

]veovyap,[ ]781.[ J 1 

]ca>codrjpaKA[ ] 

jcurove/xiy[ ] 17[] 

JAc/xp-af _ ]c[ ]770ci 

15 ] VTTOTTTjKTi8oC' 

]o8i.ov(j>ajc' 

] .7Ti.(.)]^ov 

k<^[.,(.)]°' 

] aiv yap [ojuSc p.r]8evrjici 770i/ciA[ 

] cutcA TjV i8(OV 

]vcv aAccci 

]cc’ A(f>po8ijrjc 

jvouc opncjAiKac 

jiyiClV €V7TLVCOJC 

] _ KOjj.aj[]pac- 

]°ic[ _ _ _ ]rjd clv 

] . [. ]/c [ joucai 

]cf>avoy[ 

]v€ov yap.[ _ ] j8i[ _ . ] . 1. 

]c toe 66’ 'HpaK\\rj]c 

TTp](l)TOV ipLix[d]rj[ ■ ] 

]Ae/xp.a[ ,]c[. _] Trod 

] VITO Trr)KTl8oC- 

]o8iov<f>ajc 

] .^[.(.)]^eov 

1 Stray ink above aiv After a the trace of an upright 2 After A a low trace of a rounded 

letter and a spot at letter-top height; then the top of an oblique stroke and most of an upright, perhaps to 

be combined as v 3 After y the left corner of a triangular letter 4 Of ]c only the lower tip 

7 Before k a spot at ground level Before a the right side of a small bow; p is likely, though some spots 

of ink are not accounted for The high point after ac may be illusory 8 After 6 the top of e or o 

9 After k the upper left extremity of a letter, perhaps v or u 10 Before a the right side of a circle: 0 

or 0 rather than 6 At end, three low traces close together 11 The peninsula carrying jveovya^f 

can perhaps be manoeuvred a little further to the right, but I think not far enough to combine the letters 

as ya/j.fip[ ] _: the end of a horizontal bar and below it a thick spot as of a diagonal from left; perhaps e 

or k, scarcely r After 1 a flat base. No subsequent letters, apparently 12 Above the first ]c an 

indistinct trace 14 ]A: or a, 8 ]c[: or 0, ai If w, only one letter lost before 7too. 15 Over 

u two unaligned dots, I suppose intended for a diaeresis 16 Of 8 the left corner and top; of 1 the top 

17 ]the foot of an upright 18 koj doubtful, and so is the high point 



4 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

1 I race and space do not suit ydp.[o]v 8e, so presumably yap [o]i58e. Then one thinks of fxqSev rjici 

or (‘tj/rt), or conceivably p.q8 ev-qici {eveipu or evlqpu), or evrjici (‘not even on the first day of the 

month’), as -ij(t)ci as a subjunctive ending is unexpected in iambus (see introduction). The syntax is obscure, 

and the line extends much too far to the right, even if ovSe or p.q8e(v) is eliminated as a dittography. 

Something must have gone wrong here or in the preceding part of the line. Possibly two lines have become 
conflated. 

2 Perhaps evt’ ’EXevqv I8mv, in a comparison of Margites’ reaction to that of Paris or Menelaus when 
he first saw Helen. Cf. 12 f., and Ar. Lys. 155 f. 

3 -vev or -v( ’) iv aXceci. 

4 ]fc if rightly read may be a verb ending -cc’, but there are other possibilities. AppoSdqc, at the end 

of a hexameter, seems rather far from aXceci to be likely to depend on it directly; but aXcoc AppoSirqc 

appears as a sexual metaphor in anonymous hexameters ap. Hippol. Ref. 3. 8. 
5 Perhaps 7rap#e]vouc. 

6 eumveujc ‘cleanly’, ev-mv-qe and 8vc-mv-qc are otherwise first attested in Attic literature of the late fifth 
century, -qiav may again be either a dative or a verbal ending. 

7 I suspect t\]aKo^fpac, not necessarily applied to dogs; cf. the non-canine uses ofvXaKrica, p.a^vXdKac, 

and also Semon. fr. 7. 12-15. Three-termination declension of compound adjectives is more frequent in 

poetic language than in prose; see Lobeck, Paralipomena, 455-98. 

8 Dative plural either of a perfect participle (yeyqdociv, XeXqdociv, TreTrXqdociv) or of a noun or adjective 
m ]q6(civ (iv CTiqdecw, cvv-qdeciv, etc.). 

10 <pavov ‘torch’ is one among many possibilities. Cf. Margites fr. 7. 13 Pavi(ov). 

, 11 veov r“P[°1']? Assuming that viov represents the fourth foot, there can only be two syllables after 

yap.[ov], so presumably not 0i[ but f}p[. E.g. ftofaxjef{.}. The sense might be that Margites, after being 

successfully initiated through his wife’s stratagem (see above on 3963 6), now consummated his new marriage 
in a short space of time (/Spa^€i|xpovojt 

12 f. Margites is comically compared to Heracles in fullest vigour making love for the first time to one 

of his regular partners. For ttP]wtov cf. II. xiv 295 otov ore npurdv 7rep ipucylcdqv PiXoTqri, and for the comic 

comparison to Heracles, Lucillius, A.P. n. 95. The most appropriate of Heracles’ partners here would be 

the most desirable, so perhaps Hfirji /caAAt/co/xou poSorrrix^t or the like. 

*4 H:. .]?[. .] must correspond to the fifth foot of the iambic trimeter. E.g. ]$' iuu.aUflcofc] -nod. 

he reference may be to dancing outside the bridal chamber by the pannychizing -napOtvoi 6u.-qXi.Kec (cf 5)- 
cl. Sappho fr. 30. or r~ / • jy, 

- ^ th<: accomPamment of a harp’, tttjktic is otherwise first attested in Sappho and Alcaeus ( as 

naKTic). In Greek literature and art generally, harps appear in contexts of love and pleasure, in the 

banqueting-room or the boudoir, and in the classical period their players are usually women 

!b Contracted 0o,c would be unexpected, yet it seems less unlikely than ‘man’. I should be happier 
with 77J001 <K)ou<pu,c, but I see no room for the kappa. 

17 Possibly d]jP7r[a]Aeov. 

after misfortunes? ^ PCrhaPS & ^ foll°Wed ^ or ‘A happy outcome 

If the interpretations suggested above are on the right lines, one may speculate that the author after 

recounting Margites ludicrous misadventures, brought his poem to a conclusion with this scene of sexual 

riumph and general festivity, somewhat in the manner of an Aristophanic comedy. 

M. L. WEST 

3965. Simonides, Elegies 

No inventory number fr. t 5? x 7-7 cm Second century 

Mr Lobel assembled these fragments, the ‘unpublished manuscript’ referred to in 

P. Turner 3(e). He left a transcript, and some notes towards a commentary, to which 
I am greatly indebted. 



5 3965. SIMONIDES, ELEGIES 

The writing runs with the fibres; the back is blank. Upper margin at least 3.7 cm 

(fr. 3), lower margin at least 1.5 cm (fr. 6); an intercolumnium of at least 1.2 cm 

survives on fr. 21. Sheet-joins appear on frr. 2, 12, 18, 20, 21, 23 (?), 42, but we have 

no direct evidence of the width of the sheets. 

The column had at least 24 lines (frr. 2, 19); since that represents only 1 1.5 cm 

of papyrus, the original height may have been substantially greater (see p. 33). 

The scribe wrote a small, neat, upright script, assignable to the second century. 

Mr Lobel observed a likeness with the hand which copied the commentaries XXI 

2306 on Alcaeus, XXIII 2368 on Bacchylides, and perhaps also XXXV 2742 on Old 

Comedy. The hand of 3965 aims at a more stylised manner (ligature generally 

avoided). But he shows himself slipshod in the execution. There are inconsistencies in 

the shapes of letters (thus v with the right side straight or curved), in the ductus (e.g. 

v sometimes as a shallow bowl with stem added below, sometimes in a single movement 

with a loop at the top right), and in the ornament (the stem of t sometimes bare, 

sometimes serifed to the left, occasionally hooked to the right); inconsistencies also in 

the letter-widths and letter-spacing. All this makes the identifying of traces, and the 

estimating of lacunas, more than usually uncertain. 

Lectional apparatus includes: accents (acute commonly; circumflex fr. 25. 12; 

grave 8. 3?, 20. 6?); rough breathing frr. 2. 16, 36. 2; diaeresis frr. 2. 3, 20. 5, 25. 3?, 

26. 18?; longum fr. 25. 2. Punctuation by high stop; low stop fr. 2. 4, diastole fr. 1. 3, 

double oblique frr. 2. ig (see note), n.g, 18. 10 and 11. Elision is marked at frr. 1. 13, 

2. 12, 11. 9, 26. 10, 14, unmarked (unless damage has removed the sign) at fr. 26. 5, 

6, 8; no clear example of scriptio plena. Iota adscript is written at frr. 2. 10 and 18?, 

26. 16 and 17; no clear example of omission. 

The main hand seems to have been responsible for all or most of the lectional 

signs. He also entered a number of suprascript corrections or variants; others are the 

work of a second hand, a thinner pen writing more cursively, which also added a few 

marginal notes. These notes, like those in 2327, refer to the scholars Apion (frr. 2. 11; 

20. 8, 10) and Ni(canor) (fr. 2. 11). 

For the text, Mr Lobel noted two sets of coincidences: (i) fr. 5 overlaps Simonides 

fr. eleg. 1 1 West, which Plutarch cites CqiamSov ... ypa<f>ovToc; fr. 26 overlaps Simonides 

fr. eleg. 8. 8-13 West, quoted by Stobaeus with the heading Cl/xwoISov. Some scholars 

have ascribed the latter to Semonides of Amorgos. About the former, we have no 

reason to doubt, (ii) Fr. 1. 1-6 overlaps 2327 fr. 6, and fr. 27 overlaps 2327 frr. 3-4. 

Add to that the likelihood, argued below, that fr. 1. 9 ff. contains the same lines as 

2327 fr. 27 i. Prima facie, then, 2327 and 3965 are two copies of the same book, and 

that book contained poems of Simonides. There is a remoter possibility, that we have 

here not the substantive Simonides (i.e. a book from the Alexandrian edition), but an 

anthology including poems of his, or even two anthologies. But the latter would be a 

remarkably malign coincidence; and I discount the former, because frr. 1 and 2 

contained a narrative of substantial length, and many fragments show scholarly 

annotation. 



6 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

We may therefore assume that both papyri represent the same ‘book’ of Simonides. 

It follows that any fragment of one of them may contain lines represented in any 

fragment of the other. More collocations must be looked for. But we have to remember 

that, on any normal assumption about the length of a ‘book’, neither papyrus offers 

more than (say) 10% of the contents of the original roll. 

This ‘book’ consisted, so far as our fragments go, of elegiac verse. The variety of 

subject suggests a series of separate poems. The coronis entered in the upper margin 

below 2327 fr. 7. 2 confirms this; and it is certainly tempting to recognise a first line 

in 2327 fr. 1 + 2 (a) i. 3, and perhaps a transition between poems in 3965 fr. 26. 12-3. 

We know nothing about the book-divisions of the (presumed) Alexandrian edition 

of Simonides. The garbled notice in the Suda (IV 361. 10 ff.; see West, IEG II p. 112) 

says only: yeypairraL avrap Aoopthi InaXektco rj Kapfivcov Kal Aapelov fiaccXela Kal Sep^ov 

va.vp.ayia Kal 17 ctt’ Aprepiclcp vavpayla [v. om. G] 81 eXeyelac rj 8’ ev CaXaplvL peXiKooc 

dpfjvoi, iyKwpia, e-rnypappara, iraiavec Kal rpaycphlai [-ia A cp. VJ Kal aXXa. Elsewhere 

we hear of a possible iXeyeiov on Marathon (Vita Aeschyli 8); scraps are quoted Ik tojv 

iXeyelwv (fr. 9 W) and eiriypappaTwv (fr. 13 W, cf. fr. 6 W); quotations in elegiacs 

cover a variety of topics, convivial (frr. 4-5 W), moralising (fr. 8 W) and political 

(frr. 10-11 W, the Corinthians at the Battle of Plataea). 

The contents of 2327 + 3965 in part overlap these hints, and confirm that 

Simonides’ works included a collection of substantial elegiac poems: 

(1) The Battle of Plataea. 3965 frr. 1 + 2 + 2327 frr. 6 and 27 i: a hymn to Achilles, 

and a salute to Homer, lead to an invocation of the Muse, and that to a narrative of 

the Spartan march and the mustering of the allies at Eleusis. In 2327 fr. 27 ii Persians 

and Dorians meet on a plain; in 3965 fr. 5 (overlapping fr. 11 W) the Corinthians 

fight valiantly. Add perhaps 3965 fr. 21. Other scraps might belong to this, or to other 

battle-scenes (3965 frr. 10, 13, 18, 19; 2327 frr. 5, 19). The main portions would occupy 

at least 50-60 lines; given the leisurely pace of fr. 2, and assuming that others besides 

the Corinthians got their meed of praise, the whole piece must surely have reached at 

least 100 lines. Structurally, it presents the old form of Hymn and Epic in miniature 

and in elegiacs. Historically, it represents a witness to the campaign a generation 

earlier than Herodotus. The date can be fixed in relation to Simonides’ death (tradi¬ 

tionally 468/7); Pausanias still has a place of honour. The occasion can only be guessed 

at: a public commission (for the Eleutheria?) is one possibility. 

(2) The Battle of Artemisium? Fr. 20, which probably refers to Kalais, would fit 

neatly in the preliminaries of the battle. Fr. 12 may belong; so might 2327 fr. 31 ii. 

Two sources mention rj h1’ AprepLclcp vavpayla among Simonides’ works: the Suda 

(Sd eXeyelac) and Priscian (lyric snippets, PMG 533). Scholars have normally thought 

the Suda wrong. 3965 now confirms an elegiac poem. If Priscian is right, the busy 

poet celebrated (or mentioned) the same victory twice. 

(3) Youth and age. Fr. 26 overlaps the famous quotation fr. 8 W. The new context 

shows that lines 1—5 of the quotation did not originally belong. 
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(4) Fantastic journey? Fr. 27 + 2327 frr. 1-2 col. ii, 3, 4. The content is very conjec¬ 

tural. a journey, an island, a symposium. One possible outline: the poet longs to escape 

(from old age?) to an Elysian euco^ta of love and song. If 2327 frr. 1-2 col. i (Adesp. 

Eleg. 28 W) begins the same poem, the contrast of age and youth, and perhaps the 

erotic note, are reinforced; and this poem too ran to some length (at least 40 lines). 

(5) Other scraps too suggest a sympotic context: frr. 3 the charming boy?, 4 mixing 

wine?, 14 dance??, 23 crowns and song?, 25 laughter, charm and the donkey. 

2327 has been re-edited by Professor M. L. West in Iambi et Elegi Graeci II (ed. 1, 

1972) 3-S Adesp. Eleg. 28—60 (with notes in Studies in Greek Elegy & Iambus (1974) 

167f) - Fragments of Simonides are cited here by the numeration of that first edition; 

the forthcoming second edition will include 3965, and renumber other fragments 

accordingly. 

I am grateful to Dr R. A. Coles, who advised on fibres and sheet-joins; to the 

members of seminars in Berkeley and Oxford which discussed parts of the text, notably 

Professor R. L. Fowler, Dr G. O. Hutchinson and Professor D. M. Lewis; and above 

all to Professor M. L. West, who purged my draft of many mistakes, and contributed 

the many readings, supplements and interpretations marked ‘MLW’. 



8 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

Fr. i 

]c€OVC [ ]?T[ 

Fr. 2 

(a) ]6pwTra)[ 

J _ _KCUTOv8[ 15 

] _ prjc'ivaTLc\ 

]v.OLcnapT[ 

K w[] . . [ 
J _ 7]ceXa9[ 

] 9ptp to [ 

] arrav/<a[ 

J ap.OVTTOUCLx[ J O/Lt [ 

J Sp lOKCLKO(f)p[ J C,(OC 

J 6eirjcapp.a adetXeS [ 

lyTrepcavrecacnSipLOvl 

]coa> ayep,axoi8avaoi[ 

\ aTOVKexyrautXeoca [ 

\AoKapLtuv8et;aTOTTL€pL8[ 

]9eirjvKaientowpiovo [ 

J detovtoKvpiopovyeve [ 
] vvwxcupedeacepiKv [ 

] Atovvrjpeoc avrapey [ 
Jc’ €7TLKOVpOV€p,OL [ 

] _ €VXOpL€Vlp[ 

] (/>/3ora«:[ 

'].[ 

J5 

20 

W M 
]vovpavo [ 

] adavaTo [ 

]cacTv\i7Tovr[ 

]I,TjVOCTTa CLCVVL1TT7o8apiOlC 

] _ C'r)poL>ciKa\r1\evpvfiir]ip,eveAaLp\ 

] dnr]cr)yep,ov€CTT[ ] eoc° iV 

] . []?. °v. [] . [ ]/ apicr[ 

1 a' Ja rravcavarjc 

] KaL€mKXeaepyaKopLv[]ou 

J avTaXiSeameXoTTOC [ 
] covTToXivevdaTr€p-ti)[ 

] vXaTrepLKTLOvtuv 

] _ Cl €TTOL0OT 0l8[]ccuy[ 

] . [] . T. weSiov" 

j St voce£e\ ]vT€ [ 

]..ocav. >.[].[ 

] c8aptacav [ 

] _ _ et8op.€y[ 

]vvp.ova [ 

]..[ 
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Fr. i + 2327 fr. 6 
]oc Xao [ 

Jo/cAou 

J juacceve [ 

]a>voc x€tP‘[ 

]ceouca77 [ jcr[ 5 (0 

— w ^ — np]idfxov ttouci x[. . , . ]o/n[ 

— ^ dlAe£d]ySpoio KaKO(f>p[ovo]c a>c 2327 fr. 27 

— uu] detrjc ap/jLa KadelXe 8iV[^(—) col. 

— ww —]v nepcavrec aoiBip-ov [ot«ra8J t]«rorTO 

i 

(5) 

col. ii 

— ww— Tp]<jL)(oy ayepLayoi Javaoi[ 

— wwa^djyarov Keyvra 1 ^Aeoc ay[8pocJ Hkt/tl 

10 

— w u — Tr]AoKap,a>v 8e^aro /7teptS[aiv 

— uw — ]0eLT]V, Kal €7T(VWpiOV OTT[\oTep]oLCiV 

-uu^]i^€aiv uiKvpLOpov yevea[v (10) J#ea[ 

— ww—Jv vvv Xa^P€ 9eac epiKv[8eoc vie 15 W[ 

— ww — JaAtou Nr/peoc avrap eyep J 7TT0 [ 

— ww —]cJ eiTLKOVpov ipLol [ ]e Movca ]eTepV[ 

Fr. 2 ]dpa>Troj[ ] evxo/xev a>[ ]K0V(f)[ 

«rairovS[ ] 4>povai<\ ] 8rjc (15) 0[ ]77-roAe[ 

(20) ] .pr]CLvaTLc[ }.[ ] 20 T . A[ ]apa[ 

]y. otc77apr[ ]ap 6<t>p’ arro jaev Mrj8[ajv 

5 ]a.w[]..[ M ] Kal Ilepcdjv, Adipov S[ 

] T]ce\ad[ ]vovpavo [ ] c rraicl Kal 'HpaKXeoc [ 

] 9pcp oj [ ] adavaro ..W irrel ec -ne8iov [ 

(25) — w w Ev]pu)Tav «:a[t Cna-pr^c olctv Xl7tovt[ 25 ei]camol 8e(f>[ ]ve [ 

— w w — ] Zr/voc jraccl cvv lmro8ap,OLC ]/3ecre[ _ ] vr[ 
10 — ww — ] c r/pcocL Kal evpvpLr/i MeveXda)[i 

— w w — ] (oltjc rjyepiovec 7r[d]Aea)c 

] . []?.ou. [] . []/ aptcr[ ]. .[ 

(30) — ^ w — w w-] a riavcaviac 

— ww — kj ^ — ] Kal imKXea epya Kopiv[9]ov 

r5 — ww —ww —] TavraXtSeaj IleXoTroc 

] cov ttoXiv, evdarrep di[ 

— ww — ww — ] <f>vAa vepiKnovoiv 

(35) — ww — KJKJ— ] tct 1J€TTOl96t€C ol 8e cvv[- 
] TOV TTeSiOV 

20 JStpvoc e^e[. ]vrec 
ocav 0e.[J.[ 

] c8ap,acav [ 

(40) ei8op.ev [ 

]vn/xova [ 



10 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

Fr. i 

i ]c, x not excluded c. [, above c, thick rising oblique with junction to right, perhaps part of angular 

a, then level with the tops of letters a wavering horizontal and a thick dot, perhaps part of the same ]c, the 

lower curve abnormally extended; k not excluded? 2 ]., high point of ink, broken to left and below 

Of only the left-hand elements 3 ] _, dot at mid-height, then upper part of upright . t, hole, 

speck on left edge at two-thirds height, another to right level with letter-tops oic _ . _, of c the back and 

lower curve (no trace of cross-bar), then small traces on a single fibre at line-level, first, dot (foot of 

upright?), second curving (base of e, c? not 0, since it does not continue upwards?), third perhaps end of 

oblique descending from right to left 4 ] .> foot °f upright a , two dots low down, one joining tail 

of a 8 , [, top of upright, top of upright sloping towards the left 6 a> , top of oblique descending 

from left to right, and top of upright cutting it, possibly more traces (upright?) on the edge before a 

(together, v?) aoi[, foot of 1 joins oblique sloping down to left, anomalous serif? diastole (cf. 3)? 

7 ] , foot of descending oblique joins foot of upright, v? «Aeoc, top of c doubled, so that it looks like a 

malformed c (the extra ink too wide to be a stop) a. [, upright, junction at top with apparent oblique 

descending to right, v? 9 [, upright, junction at top with horizontal or oblique extending to right. 

10 ] , ink towards top of line, perhaps sloping down from left to right (but perhaps thick upright given 

oblique profile by damage) _ [, high trace curving gently upwards to left 12 ] _, foot of oblique 

descending from left to right [, perhaps high (curved?) trace joining cross-bar ofy r 3 [, probably 

n (ye not excluded?) 14 ] , top of upright 15 ]., top of upright 16 ].[, second, 

top of circle (e, c etc.); third, part of high horizontal; fourth, oblique top as of A etc; fifth, upper part of A 

or the like; sixth, high oblique, e.g. left branch of u 

Fr. 2 

Two smaller fragments are joined to the main piece (b) on the basis of the fibres: (a) (beginnings of 

1-7) joined after the first curve of omega in 7 ] ,9pa>; (c) provides marginal ink to right of 12, and ]ov in 14 

Sheet-join to far right of 8-10, cutting v of Aiotovt[ in 9 

2 ] ., probably v, the lower part of the oblique lost in damage; if kl, the lower branch of k unusually 

short? 3 ]., ink (perhaps right-hand end of horizontal) at two-thirds height iV, after v extra ink 

(damaged down-hook on the second upright?) c, left-hand arc of circle on the edge 4 on-, c 

overwritten on y? 5 a. > apex as of A, more ink to right; if one letter, p. ]. . [, point at line-level, 

slightly concave upright ]<*>[, only lower part of loops, but p less likely 6 ] , y or right-hand side 

of r . [, ink at line-level, part of oblique rising from left to right, perhaps trace of junction at top right? 

7 ]., two points level with letter-tops w, the initial curve on one fragment, dots at line-level on the other 

a). , first, point of ink at line-level, then foot of upright; second, ink at line-level ] , ‘dot on line, 

followed by lower part of upright with foot hooked to right’ Lobel, the former in fact a short horizontal as 

from the base of € etc., the second stands so close that 1 or p is suggested, more likely p? to, then a ragged 

sheet-join; the new surface may be a little damaged, but enough top fibres remain to show traces of a 

written letter, unless it was very small 8 ]., foot of upright a little below line-level 9 a , ink 

(foot of upright?) at one-third height 10 ]., upright on the edge 11 ] _, ink at mid-height on 

e<ige ]., oblique back as of a 8 A 12 ]. [, oblique trace at line-level; possibly more ink before, on 

disturbed fibres o , foot of upright v []., first, c or lower part of e; then seemingly undamaged surface, 

but ink must be lost; then flat trace at line-level ]y, r not quite excluded? 13 ]a. , flat strokes 

level with tops of letters, first with traces of upright below, i.e. y, or r (if a shadowy trace to left, touching 

top of a, belongs); then horizontal trace at half-height, cutting upright trace and perhaps extending to join 

the top of v 14 ]., trace at mid-height 15 ]., horizontal level with letter-tops, remains of 

upright below, r rather than y, n 16 ]., point of ink at line-level? 17 ] , horizontal at mid¬ 

height, above, flattened oblique descending to join it? 18 ]., top of upright e, confused traces, 

one a horizontal level with letter-tops t , of r only parts of the cross-bar, and the foot; then trace level 

with letter-tops, then perhaps parts of left-hand arc (c?) and emphatic point (tip of c? high stop?) 

l9 ].[]., trace below line-level on projecting fibres; second, oblique back as of a etc. r., perhaps parts 

of a small loop, i.e. 0 20 1 , trace at mid-height, space allows only a narrow letter [, lower left- 

hand arc 21].., right-hand end of thick horizontal, or parts of upper arc, level with letter-tops; 

then probably n, the right upright damaged v trace at two thirds height (left-hand end of horizontal?); 

lower part of upright, hooked to the right? e. []. [, parts of small loop (o)? then, well to right, remains 

suggesting top and lower left of a left-hand arc 22 ]., dot level with letter-tops [, left-hand end 

of high horizontal (7r, r) 23 ]. ., anomalous traces (like parts of a coarse cj>), then foot of upright (1?) 

24 [, dot on edge at two-thirds height 
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Fr. 3 Fr. 4 

top . 

.acTepaca y[ 
]....[ 

]cL0€OCTTOy [ J^xtcy. [ 

]t>7revep#€|U,[ 1 ev[ 

]€vavdeac aXX [ 
] eA [ 

JatSeparov [ 
5 ].[].[ 

] _ erpe(f)9\ 

Fr. 3 

1 1. i point of ink on the edge, level with tops of letters (ye^K^ncrvcfix) a v[, Mr Lobel saw A 

(unmetrical) rather than a; but the microscope shows a doubling of the ink at the lower left extremity, with 

damaged surface above, suggesting an alpha of the narrow pointed type; after that, a doubtful high point 

of ink on damaged surface, the damage apparently occupies a relatively narrow vertical space, which would 

hold i or p 2 v [, foot of upright hooked to right, two more points of which the lower might complete 

the hook ;which must then be quite marked); to right, single trace (of upright?) on projecting fibres 

Perhaps only one letter 4 aAA. [, or perhaps cqx [, but a slight thickening of the ink halfway along 

the bow may suggest two letters touching, rather than one; at the end, high ink most like the left-hand arc 

of a circle high in the line 5 ]atS, after delta a high broken trace, oddly shaped for an elision mark, 

perhaps accidental v [, upright with a junction at top, foot hooked sharply to right: c rather than f? 

6 ] _, top of upright Above 0[, a filled-in circle which looks most like a coarser 8 

Fr. 4 

1 ]....[> first, dot at line-level, well in from the beginning, then foot of upright nearly touching it, 

i.e. ] 1? or simply upright with broken oblique serif to left? third, c or lower part of e; fourth, foot of upright 

2 [, upright trace in upper part of line, joining horizontal or flattened arc descending to right 4 [, 

top of upright, possible signs of junction below top (e?) 5 ][]_[, first, apparently upper branches 

of x (extra ink on right-hand branch might be top of following upright, but not necessarily, cf. x in fr. 1. 

11 xa‘P€)i after an interval, short horizontal at two-thirds height 

Fr. 5 + frr. 10-11 West 

1tieccotc 8’ 01 t’ ’Efivprjv voXv7Ti8a.Ka vaieTaovrec 

vavroLipc aperrjc fSpiec iv TroXepLcp, 

01 re ttoXlv rXavxcno Kopivdiov actv vepcovrec 

Fr. 5 

yxaXXicrov p,aprvv edevro vovojv, 

] atdep[ Xpvcov TLpirjevToc ijV aL0€pLi■ /cat c(f>iv ae^et 

]A.[ ai/To/i' t’ €vpelav /cAj^8oyLa /cat rrarepatv 

J-n-oAy [ ]77dAy [ 

Fr- 5 
1 ]., foot of upright with junction to left, v acceptable 2 ] 8, [, first, probably cross-bar and 

right-hand side of 77; second, perhaps upper right-hand arc of small circle; third, short horizontal trace at 

upper level 3 ]tto\v[, of n the top, part of the left-hand junction, and the right-hand side with a 

rather messy join (so rather than y (or the like) e Lobel); of u the left hand branch (v Lobel, but the stroke 

extends too far to the left) 
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Fr. 6 Fr. 7 Fr. 8 

].[ ].[ ].™[ 

] .°vi ]....[ ]tppL€V [ 

].".[ ] Papfi.[ Jarouca[ 

W. [ joy [ ]lZTeCT[ 

foot 5 ] *?[]/?.[ 5 ] ovvcov[ 

] M 

Fr. 6 

2 ] _, y or right-hand side of r 3 ] _ co, [, first, high horizontal, part of upright below, y or right- 

hand side of t?; second, probably left-hand junction of v (angle too sharp for c) 4 . [> sloping trace, 

or part of left-hand arc, at half-height (of vowels, o, co) 

Fr. 7 

2 first, probably right-hand angle of S; second, upright not extending below line-level, some 

thickening at top; third, elements of co?; fourth, perhaps upright with junction at top? 3 , [, traces 

on edge, remains of upright? (i.e. 1 rather than a, whose oblique top ought to show on preserved fibres 

higher up?) 4 [, trace at line-level, and another well above the letter-tops 5 [, left-hand 

angle as of S, £ (too sharp for a, too low for </>?) 6 [, rr? or y ? 

Fr. 8 

1 ]., perhaps upper right-hand arc in the upper part of the line (0, co?) 2 [, y, rr? v not 

excluded? 3 a[, a mark like a grave accent, but curiously short and stubby 5 ]. > slightly 

convex upright on the edge Of y[, the left-hand junction and part of the oblique 

Fr. 9 Fr. 10 Fr. 11 

].[ ].[ 

]a>yap/xe[ 

jaccore [ 

]tjvvt. [ 

]o)V 

5 ]TTOLC'T [ 

K[ 

]eA7n8[ 

>T. . [ 

] w^xvi 
5 ] aovKa o[ 

]ou8ep. [ 

]_ _kv8 [ 

]€7T\ 

[ 
]. 

JeAerav 

5 ]cue o(f>op[ 

stripped 

stripped 

].voc- [ 

]8pdirXrj . ’a [ 

10 ] _ en€CLv[ 

] ... [ 
]...[ 

Fr. 9 

1 ].[].[> second, foot of long descender 

4 , [, top of small loop (o, p) 

3 ]a, A not excluded? [, high point on the edge 
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Fr. 10 

1 . [1 upright, damage to top right 3 [, foot of upright (spacing may suggest 1); lower arc of 

circle at line-level (tSoc w)? 4 ]., foot of upright (if a short vowel, 1) 5 ] _, point at line-level (foot 

of descending oblique rather than upright?) Ofy, left and right elements (hardly j) *a. o[, apparently A 

with the left-hand branch blotted (or altered from a?) 6 [, lower left-hand arc (of vowels, e, perhaps 

co; too low for 0?) 7 ] , ink level with letter-tops; then flattened top arc (e, c?) S f, dot at line- 

level on under-fibres, then oblique top as of a etc. 

Fr. 11 

2 ]. ., foot of upright; lower arc of narrow circle Short line (pent.) 3 ]..[], top junction of 

A etc. (but concave?); then apparently elements of v; then space for narrow letter, set high (no ink shows 

below the hole) [, doubtful trace on the edge at mid-height 5 e , high horizontal, point of ink 

below at line-level (y? or t, for the spacing of the stem cf. 4 er?) 8 ] , point on line, then point at 

mid-height (of short vowels, e most likely, o possible?) 9 ]Spa, above a a short oblique, which might 

be an acute accent, then two points of ink (separated by damage) suited to another similar y. back 

and lower curve of e, 9, o, c, o>; then top of upright followed by elision mark (apparently not to be combined 

as stem and loop of p) a [, trace after a may be end of tail, or beginning of next letter; above a, oblique 

lines in a different ink, too much for an acute accent, perhaps a sharp-nosed a 10 ] , horizontal at 

line-level (5, £, f? apparently not A) 11 ] , probably p.o, with the left-hand side of 0 lost in the 

narrow vertical strip of damage [, upright hooked to left at top, more ink to right (possible left-hand 

junction of v) 12 Traces only, part on displaced fibres 

Fr. 12 

].[ 
].[ 

] . . ,V.vH<p[] . [ 

] £av9p(X>TTO [ 

5 ].[]?<£. . U.vtl 
]X£pCOy8l€7TU)[ 

] Oeoca [ 

] . . .[ ]k. .0. []pe[ 

]....[ ].vo.[].[ 

10 ] ?7aS [ ] oA [ 

jetvo [ 

Fr. 12 

Sheet join half way across (cutting pi in 4 9pwir) 

1-2 Traces probably of two lines rather than one 3 ]. . ., first, ink at mid-height on projecting 

fibres; second perhaps 7r (or y, but one might expect the right-hand loop to go higher?); then trace on line, 

followed by foot of descending oblique? y , lower right-hand arc ]<y[] [, lower left-hand arc (e, c?) 

4 [, lower part of upright curving to the right (not enough curve for c?), then doubtful remains of a 

descending oblique (together, k or v?) 5 <(>.,[, on disordered fibres, trace at middle-height, then foot 

of upright a little below the line ]., damage followed by concave oblique (A, fj.?) 7 ] [, surface 

stripped ] , top and foot of tall upright e , points from letter with descending oblique, y rather than v? 

[, top and back of c (but e, 9 not excluded)? 8 ]...[, third perhaps a (but a further point of ink 

Fr. 13 

] .aG . . [ 

]<^ax[ 

] orec[ 

] tac.[ 
] eyaAa</>[ 

.[ 
]..[].[ 
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above) k _, first two dots of ink ranged vertically in the upper part of the line; second, part of upright, 

then oval arc (or rounded junction) at line-level; then after a space horizontal ink touching the back of /3 
at mid-height /?_[], ink touching the lower loop of /3, part of the loop or next letter (e.g. a would suit 

and fill the gap, but no letter is expected to come so close)? 9 third and fourth perhaps k 

and top and back of t or c vo [, probably top left junction of v 10 ]77, damaged at the top left, 

but the cross-bar is horizontal, therefore not v [], probably nothing, since any letter narrow enough to 

fit would show on the preserved papyrus towards line-level 11 [, shallow left-hand arc, with 

horizontal projecting to left at half-height (e, 9?) 12 , , [, allowing for distorted fibres to the right, 

probably the tops of p. or of two triangular letters (AA etc.) 

Fr. 13 

1 ] , top of rising oblique, more ink below (k, v, x?) . , . [, first, perhaps left-hand part and right 

foot of x; then traces at line-level 3 ]., high and low points on the edge, e.g. extremities of k, x °r 

7r, c 4 ]., obscure, possibly j3 (the j3 with extended base-line), but very cramped _ [, probably 

back and lower curve of a 5 ] , oblique descending from left to right e likely, although what 

remains, the top and cross-bar, form a closed loop (too angular for n\ not <j>) 6 [, point at line-level 

Fr. 14 Fr. 15 

].[ 
] _ VKTO)[ 

]lCLV€7T [ 

] . .C 

].P..[ 

)vc. [ 

].€v\ 
Ve.[ 
].m.i 

] ,av[ 
5 ].€.[ 

Fr. 14 

Mr Lobel originally saw traces of three more lines above line 1 (]..[> ]a[, ] v[), and extra letters at 

the end of 3 (enet [) and beginning of 6 (]pi?): these since lost, as he notes 

2 ]., gently slanting trace in mid-line, below apparently blank (o? but e.g. e, v not excluded) 

3 . [, left side of e, 6 4 ]. . ., second, perhaps elements of small loop (o, p); third not explained (too 

much ink for 1, too little for u?); then c suprascript . at, corrected or cancelled x (J- R- Rea)? [, high 

point of ink on the edge 5 ],, elements of small loop at half-height (o?) [, beginning of high 

oblique sloping down to right, then similar at lower level (to be combined as x?) 

Fr. 15 

1 ]., foot of upright, perhaps thickened by a join (right-hand junction of v?) Space after p not 

enough to prove line-end 2 v, ink at top right is a serif, not a careless high stop? [, upper part 

of c, or lower of e (but o not excluded)? 3 ]., top of upright with serif rather than junction? 

]. [> upper arc of circle, further ink to right (on twisted fibres?) 4 ] , oblique back as of a, A 

5 ]., tip of horizontal at half-height . [, triangular top, probably trace of horizontal base at left, i.e. S 
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Fr. 16 Fr. 17 

]....[ ].[ 
]caiT€V [ ].v.[ 
JrSouce [ ].«• [ 

]..[ 

]..[ 
]K [ 

5 ]*..[ 

M [ 

].[]...□[ 

].“W. [ 

]."..[ 
].VP**.[ 

xr[ 
]C17G . [ 

ME 
]. EM 

]evoc [ 

M 

]v.[ 

Fr. 16 

1 ].[> second, perhaps loop and back of a; then 1?; lower curve of e or c; then point at mid-height 

(extended tongue of e?); foot of upright (e.g. ] ,atet[ MLW) 2 [, lower part of e, 6 3 [, 

upright on edge 4 [, faint point at line-level 

Fr. 17 

1 ].[> oblique feet as of A etc? 2 ] ,v [, first, right-hand end of high horizontal; last, left-hand 

arc of small circle? 3 ] [, second, right-hand junction of v? Above this, ]. a- written quite large, 

but the line-spacing strongly suggests that the letters are interlinear, not an independent line-end 

4 ]. . first, a rather than A 5 ]/e [, a or A, then high horizontal with traces below on the edge, 

e.g. ]k-o.t[ 7 ] .ay, feet as of a k A x\ of y the foot and part of the left-hand branch (if i', the first dot 

of the diaeresis was elongated into a short oblique, not so at fr. 2. 3, but cf. fr. 26. 18) [, left-hand arc, 

perhaps descending oblique above, i.e. c Suprascript: ]...[, last probably a, perhaps ]c’a[ 

8 ] ,ai [, first, right-hand junction as of v?\ second, highish horizontal joining upright to right, too short 

for r, 1ji, but if 77 (y) the next trace, a point near line-level, follows unexpectedly close 9 ] apee [, first, 

top of upright, r) l v? last, upright, damaged at top, no junctions visible, 1? 10 . [, first, oblique feet, 

the former curled to the left: A? k? ii ].,A? 12 ].[, lower curve as of e, c 15 on displaced 

fibres ]v. [, loop of a? 



i6 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

Fr. 18 

5 

io 

]«.[ 
] oqu-evo _ [ 

].[]ov>[ 

] €fJLOV 

] OOLO 

} yea>y [ 

]eiv€§€77avTcr 

] pacaro[] air' 

] . Seotifro• 

?[].[ 

] tcl"kclt\]et>[ 

[ 

Fr. 18 

Sheet-join at extreme right 

i Further traces on a once detached strip to the right, ink on the stripped underlayer of fibres, from 

this line or the one before? 2 ] , lower right-hand arc of circle, or junction of descending oblique 

and concave upright [, foot of upright, apparently further ink to the right (on the underlayer?) 

3 ] [, upright with cross-bar to the right at mid-height, i.e. rj? This does not explain the thin horizontal 

which seems to cross the base of o. But if it was (say) ] _ 9ov, I do not see what to do with the remaining 

space v ,, ink (part of descending oblique) above a hole, more ink to the right at line level. If a vowel, 

€ best suits trace and space? 5 ].) foot of upright with hook or junction to the left 6 ]., curving 

tail as of a y, corrected Final v dotted above and below 8 ] , point on the edge at two-thirds 

height 9 ] ., lower part of upright curving rightwards at the foot, traces of cross-bar above and 

projecting to the right? i.e. 77,7r? 171-cy, perhaps right side of small loop Above, by another hand, 

eXrr, [] _, first trace foot of upright, then after a gap a high dash or end of high horizontal (eAmc, the sigma 

with its top prolonged to the right? or eArnfc]'?) 10 ] a , first, apparently left-hand end of high 

horizontal; after a, apparently iv 11 ] , upper right arc of circle, or part of sloping upright, towards 

top of line 
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Fr- 19 

col. i col. ii 

1 

5 

10 

15 

20 

S[] nvt[ 

] xUvh^A 
] <M ]M.[ 

ayperoc [ 

8r/pov[ 

rovca[ 

pvcioy[ 

Kaip,[ 

aijix[ 

] $....[ 
]. . 7?<^/G I 

] . [ ]eoua[ 

] ?[. ]<“<**[ 

] aAAe [ 

^C7rat[ 

<f>p€LK(pd\ 

J a^ou CTTeuSoi'f 

] €v\eKr[ 

£eivov [ 

] €/?x°e4 

] .VN.L 
•4] [ 

x.L 
]..[ 

]aAA[ 

Fr. 19 

Col. ii 

1 ]., point on edge at half-height 2 [, triangular junction at line-level, S? 3 <j> [], point 

of ink at half-height 8 [, curving lip of v, cu? 4 ay, of gamma the foot and the right-hand tip, r 

perhaps possible [, upright or convex back with leftward projection at mid height (of vowels, e rf) 

7 y[, upright with only a trace of the central oblique 9 a, high point of ink to the right 

10 S. ., a or A, then foot of upright 11 77, left hand arc, horizontal at half-height extending to the 

right fj. [, apparently the upper elements of rj, though rather narrow 12 [, upper part of upright, 

with join from the right at half-height (e.g. top left of rj, «■)? Very doubtful 14 [, perhaps a wide n, 

perhaps re 19 [, a, 8 2 x 77, </> or ifi; if <f>, the loop is narrow and carelessly made, but there 

seems to be more ink than i/r would require e [, first a, 8; second, point level with letter-tops? 22 x. [> 

long descender 23 ]. . second apparently <f>, but the loop anomalously far to the right Mr Lobel 

originally saw remains of two more lines, now lost: 25 8v a, 26 ac 



7 TEXTS 

(c) (d) 

. . I'fppt 

] fjiovaX [ 

•a»i[ 

]evov[ 

Fr. 20 

Sheet-join to left (visible after 3 ]v) 

Four small pieces combine, (a) and (b) are ranged one above the other by the back fibres and the 

sheet join visible to the left; (a) above (b), because in 6 the letter-tops in (a) seem to combine conveniently 

with the letter-feet in (b). In 11-12 (ac|car) (e) joins (b) on the right (the join was made by MLW on 

grounds of content; the fibres confirm it perfectly), (d) is ranged to the right of (c) by the horizontal fibres, 

and spaced in such a way that in 14 nva (c) provides the first part of v, (d) the second upright 

1 ] [, foot of long descender 2 ] ., v (but left-hand side unusually sloped)? or a (8, A) 1? or a>? 

to the right, unexplained point of ink, e.g. low stop or foot of 1 (or from suprascript letters in 3?) 

3 ]v, high stop seems clear [, badly damaged, first perhaps rising oblique as of a etc.; fourth, long 

descender as of p etc. suprascript _ _ _ [] v, before first trace perhaps a point corresponding to that at 

the end; first, perhaps back and part of loop of a; third, long descender, but it may belong to p in 2; fourth, 

damaged o or second loop of w 4 ]., upright on edge (1, v?) 5 . [, lower part of upright, ink 

above to left (stroke, or left-hand dot of diaeresis?) 6 ].[, traces on upper and lower fragments 

combine, first, lower curve as of e etc?; second, top and base as of e, c, apparent grave accent above; third, 

triangular top and right foot of a, A; then top and lower arc (6? too large for o?); then top and lower curve 

of e, c, perhaps trace of cross-bar, i.e. e ] _ [, lower part of A or perhaps x 7 ]., upper part of thick 

upright; another high dot to right (interlinear? very long descender from 6?) 8 ] _, right-hand end 

of horizontal at one-third height, e.g. e 10 ] , a, A ] [, no ink visible on damaged surface 

11 ] , concave upright or shallow right-hand arc r , upright, then hint of horizontal at mid-height, 

then concave upright (together, 17?) 12 v [, lower elements of a? ] _ [, top and lower stem of r 

(stem very curved)? iy [], 7r[]? or y ligatured to a left-hand arc (e.g. ye, yo)? 13 ] _ ', first, top 

elements of p,, or of aA, Aa etc.; second, trace above small hole, of vowels only o would fit the space? [] , 

lower part of upright, [jiora single wider letter, e.g. 17 . . first, anomalous, apparently A corrected by 

overwriting to or from o; second, left-hand and lower arcs of circle with further ink top right, c or possibly 

a>? 14 [, first, oblique top as of a, 8, A ] _ [, top of upright [, left-hand end of high horizontal, 

perhaps traces of upright below (i.e. n?) 15 ]i, right-hand arc of 0, w [, left-hand branches of x 

rather than A 

18 

>5 

(b) 

NEW POETIC 

Fr. 20 

].[ 
] €piCOv[ 

V. 
]v.I 

] 0T7)Tr r[ 

]k<iAa [ 

.[ 

e^epe^evcK[ 

] Sqjpo[ 

] (j)OLCl6[ ] [ 

],vT.vi_ 
][]accav.[ 

]..>[: 

]cpv' TLV 

] .. [ 

]..[ 
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Fr. 21 

] Sovj8aAAo/x [ 

]eytL>7roTa/xou[ ] 

] ipaiTTpa)Tafil]ri\ 

5 j/xa/cer v e a [ 

]/jirjvrip.aTaTTav [ 

]..[]ceAac[]. ivev olvto[ 

•a■ -ye- 
]v7jVCU/X/X [ ] rjv(f)i\ea)[ 

] _ vajiya ].[ ] prjTreidaj [ 

}. n. i }.PLVV.[ 
]>[ ]er770Te</>[ 

!?-?...[ 

]qjCT-[ 

] [ 
] vojv[ 

]xn[ 

]..[ 

Fr. 21 

A sheet join touches the end of 7, and runs through S at the end of 9 

2 ] , curving tail, a likely, A, p possible . [, ink in upper part of line, sloping up steeply from left to 

right 3 7, the top of the upright (anomalously hooked to the left), and the horizontal (not £, c, r) 

TWP, of r the left-hand end of the cross-bar; of a the back and top junction; of o the right-hand arc 

] ■ . [’ hrst, descending oblique, possible trace of junction as of A etc.; second, perhaps shallow curved trace 

at line-level, e.g. a 4 ] _, if not delusory, a point well below the line, e.g. p at, of a the three 

extremities, of 1 the top and foot £[], if the fibres lie correctly, a very narrow space (1 possible, but not 0) 

5 ]m> right-hand part only, A not excluded? r , upright trace in upper part of line, hole to right e a [, 

first, probably t (left-hand cross-bar and stem), but tt not excluded?; second, perhaps extremities of A, but 

fibres disordered (apparently not *); third, top of stroke descending to right, but on disordered fibres, 

perhaps originally a simple upright with thin cross-bar (y, r[!) 6 . [, r likely, 77 not excluded 

7 ]. . > first, short oblique cap as of c etc.; second, lower part of upright c rather than p, (Lobel) ] , right- 

hand tip of of horizontal at two-thirds height v , confused fibres, but apparently elements of single letter 

with rounded back, i.e. c? 8 . [, small trace sloping sharply upwards from left to right (of vowels, 

a, 0 most likely?) ] _, upright above <jn, ye or perhaps re (but the left-hand cross-bar would be rather 

short, assuming that the trace at the extreme left is a separate point, corresponding to that after e) 

9 ]., top of upright, well above the line (e.g. <f>), unless the fibres are shifted ya [, so rather than y\ 

(Lobel); first trace may continue tail of a; then only part of upright at line-level, broken above and below 

]. [, ink level with letter-tops r[, only the left-hand part of the long cross-bar 10 ]_«_[, first, left 

hand arc of small loop (o)?; Tt, perhaps tt not excluded; second, lower elements of a rather than A? ] , upper 

right-hand arc (o?) [, dislocated elements with elision mark to right (Lobel)? or rather remains of upper 

loop and stem ofp? 11 ] ,, v rather than rj (Lobel), since the cross-bar slopes? 12 ]no [, of 

TT the right-hand part of cross-bar and the joining upright, of o the top and left-hand side (]tc Lobei); then 

trace perhaps rising from left to right, but fibres disordered; then elements in the upper part of the line, 

perhaps combine as cu 14 apparently blank line-end (pentameter), possible traces (marginal?) near 

the right-hand edge on displaced fibres 15 ]., point above the top level, to right, at line-level, end 

of oblique sloping down from left to right (a, A etc.) 16 . [, possibly top of upright, and part of 

upper branch, of k i 7 ]. . [, slightly convex upright on edge; then perhaps left-hand, and upper right- 

hand, elements of v 



20 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

Fr. 22 Fr. 23 

]«*.[ ]..[ 

] TTpOTraTO)[ ] [ 

] dcpVTjV _ [ ].v.[ 

] <x>vv7Tepr]pi\ ]cT€(f)[ 

] XLyfcayXao _ [ 5 ]^V[ 

1 .ol 
]^eAe[ 

]eSeu[ 

Fr. 22 
1 X [> X rather than A, to judge from the heavy curl at the lower left; then short upright, with heavy 

oblique serif or junction at top (v rather than t?) 2 ] , lower right-hand arc at top level (o, p?) 

3 ]., point of ink level with the letter-tops 9w, 9 small, cross-bar projecting to touch next letter, whose 

first stroke is overwritten (correction to or from 17? but not enough ink for 7701) _ [, left-hand arc of 

flattened circle (c?) 4 ]., foot of upright, high cross-bar extending to right (y, r) 5 ]., sloping 

back as of a, A [, apparently tall vertical ink above thick horizontal ink in mid-line, <t> (but with loop 

filled in) rather than 1/1? then hooked trace, top of angular loop or left hook of uj? 6 ]., top of slightly 

concave upright 

Fr. 23 

Possible sheet-join. 

1-2 stripped; in 1 traces of ink on the underlayer 3 ].r [, first, oblique back as of a; 

second, left-hand end of high horizontal, foot of upright below, r? (but another trace at mid-height follows 

unexpectedly close) 

Fr. 24 

] [ 
] [ 
] [ 

] °.t0 [ 

5 ] M. [ 

]^A[ 
]..[ 
] [ 

Fr. 24 

1-3 stripped; 4 might be top of column, but possibly a trace of ink at the beginning of 3 5 [, part 

of horizontal at line-level, more ink above (S not suggested; | possible?) 6 A[, rather than p 

7 ]. . [, first, AA rather than p?; second, spot on edge at line-level 
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Fr. 25 

J airjovoc[ 

]eye\aT€_[ 

Jiret^tAoctc [ 

]u/<:ayap<,cye[ 

5 ]v-Suo/<pecc[ 

] . . p. .covoc[ 

] . . £0^77 [ 

] ayovcafiel 

J IfyAicr/caiAty [ 

10 ] . . . A^tTWOU/cf 

Tom[ 

]..ac..V.[ 

].,arpe[ 

] V7TpOC [ 

r5 ] . . ea/xic _ [ 

] tura</>epa>[ 

] cruyoc [ 

2 I 

Fr. 25 

1 ]., curving upright, hooked sharply to right at foot (too shallow for c) 2 ]e, only tip of upper 

stroke and cross-bar .[].[, left side of A or possibly /a; to right of gap, lower part of oblique descending 

from left to right, or lower left arc of circle 3 ]irei rather than ]crj (Lobel), although e is rather 

shallow? ic [, trace above 1 to right (part of diaeresis?); at end it seems top and stem of -rr or r 5 stop 

faint, not to be trusted 6 p , first, doubtful ink on twisted fibres; then perhaps top of e, c; p likely 

(not 0, unless lower traces do not belong); fourth, apparently stem and horizontal as of y, but the horizontal 

thick; then lower right-hand arc of circle, i.e. o? final c does not have its top extended; short blank after 

may suggest, but does not prove, line-end 7 ] £, indeterminate traces (]. ef Lobel, but f seems certain) 

8 ] ay, confused traces on straggling fibres; y plausible, but r not excluded? 9 traces on 

straggling and displaced fibres; of 9, only the lower part, on twisted fibres, but fairly secure ia-, the stop 

very doubtful y [, high trace, perhaps tip of oblique descending from left to right, no clear ink below 

this (if so, only suitable vowels v and perhaps a>) 10 ] A, first, on a piece attached by a few fibres, 

a thick trace, touching a long thin horizontal level with letter-tops (this might combine with next to make 

t); second, upper part ofy or r; third, elements of a or A (not it seems combining with A to make p.) or, the 

stop seems secure 11 doubtful trace on straggling fibres; then perhaps projecting cross-bar 

of e; then convex upright; last, tall upright with junction at mid-height, ink to right near line-level (*??) 

a [, point of ink at mid-height before this, unexplained 12 ]_., second, oblique back as of A 77, first, 

probably a; then long horizontal top with ink below, n, r J3 ]. .> elements of triangular letter, then 

upright, e.g. Si (very doubtful); to left of this, more ink on movable scrap 14 oc [, above 0 a vertical 

(suprascript 1 rather than tail of p in 13?); end, doubtful ink on twisted fibres 15 ].., fibres 

disturbed; apparently foot of upright, perhaps with end of horizontal at mid-height before; then probably k 

16 ] _, twisted fibres, immediately before w top of upright? r likely (n, £ Lobel) iy[, only the initial 

curl 17 ] , traces on projecting fibres; then perhaps € . [, possible stop, then high oblique trace 

descending from left to right, perhaps junction at top as of a etc., but v not excluded? 18 ]..?.[> 

second perhaps c; third, upright on edge descending below line 



NEW POETIC TEXTS 

Fr. 26 

]..[ 
]uSo[ 

] . 

} eyapeX [ 

] ioioicTay[ 

]voce[ 

M ].[ 
]6oV TTiypol 

]to77ap/xev [ 

] vdoc'X.[ 

]o^77-oAAaT€A 

J iyrjpactp. y [ 

] _o^rtSe^etK[ 

] etTau>ooc[ J 

]c/cat/3torot’ oA[ 

] oic-aAA[] [ ] aurapiadco [ 

] ayadu)VT\T)Oixa [ ] 

] [\(f>paI,ev8evaXa[ 

]yXa)ccrjceK(f)vy’ op.r] [ 

15 \7Ja. 8ap,a[ 

]anJjy8prj tce[ 

] vdaXirjic [ 

] €VCTpeTTT<X) [ 

]a>vey[]0a/cou[ 

~ ]..’[].[ 

Fr. 26 

The beginnings of 13 ff. on a small strip originally separate, joined here by Dr Rea and MLW 

independently 

1 ]. trace (of horizontal?) at half-height; then upright, thickened at top, damage above (1? v perhaps 

not excluded) 2 ]. [, foot of long descender, if not delusory 3 v ., lower left-hand arc 

4 ]. . [> foot °f upright; then rising oblique higher to the right, then descending oblique e.g. y* (Lobel 

thought of p\, or of interpreting part of the ink as an accent)? , [, upper arc, or top of upright with 

oblique cap descending to right (among vowels, e, o) 5 ]., lowest elements of a? c , trace at line- 

level [, lower arc at line-level 6 ]. _, space for two letters, but only one trace, foot of upright 

. . [> first, probably top and right-hand end of cross-bar of e; second, top of <e, c? 7 ] , ink on straggling 

fibre [, left-hand end of cross-bar at two-thirds height ] _, high trace sloping down from left to right, 

then elements of upright p. , high and low ink consistent with e 8 ] ., foot of upright, high 

horizontal above to right, touching another upright ] , upright trace on edge in upper part of line 

9 ]. 1 right-hand end of high horizontal, ink on line below ] , foot of oblique descending from left to 

right ].[, doubtful ink at half-height 11 ] , elements of horizontal at two-thirds height ] [, trace 

towards line-level, sloping down from left to right ] , right-hand end of high horizontal? [, top and 

foot of upright 12 ] [, stripped 13 ] [, stripped 14 [, trace on edge at two-thirds 

height 15 «. > apparently a small closed loop as ofo 17 ]., perhaps lower curve with cross¬ 

bar (e) or flat top (c) above . [, upright hooked to left at top 18 ] , upright on the edge? ii, single 

trace which I have taken as left-hand part of diaeresis, but large and elongated, cf. fr. 17. 7, possibly part 

of suprascript letter or even long descender from 17 [, A, p, v? 20 ] [, three tops, could be 
combined as tu or e.g. v 



3965. SIMONIDES, ELEGIES 

Fr. 26 + fr. 8. 6-13 West 

1 ]..0°[ 
M ].[ 
]0ov iirl xpo[vov 

] . . [ ]o» napfiev [ 

5 dvr/TiojV 8 o^<f>pa riCj avdoc fXfi1, 77oXvrjparov rjjdrjc 

Kov(f)ojV e^a»Lv 9vp.j6v ttoXX’ dreXecLra voer 

oujje yap eXirli8 e^jei yrjpacep-ev Loure Oavelcdai 

ov8 v^yiTjc ojLav 171 <f)ApovrL8’ e'xet «Lafiarou. 

vr]jTtioi cue TavLT7]Lj Kelrai uooc oLuSe fcaciV 

10 XP°_ivoc vfivN KaL fhoToi oXLiyoc 

9vr)jTotc‘ aXXa Lci»j javra p,a9(ov LjSiorov ttotI repp,a 

ilJVXVt T<*>vj dya9wv tXt)9l xaipit,6pievoc 

- w w — ] (f^pd^ev SenaXa [ 

— w w — ] yXcoccrjc €K(f)vy’ op.ri [ 

15 l770. Sofia [ 

]a» ijjv8pr)ice[ 

]ev 9aXirji.c [ 

, 101-I 
] _ eVCTpeTTTCO | 

]cov ev9a koi[ 

]..[ ].[ 

23 

20 



24 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

Fr. 27 

top 

Kocfi[ _ ]yio[ 

]eSoc. []>&?[ 

]ayaXp,a [ 

]_ v£av9ojp[ 

5 ] _ eipaAa/3oi [ 

] a7TOXpoocay[ 

] ijU.epoevTa[ 

] 60c _ vav9e[ 

] apKiSaceK _ [ 

10 ] v t /3Aacr[ 

Fr. 27 + 2327 frr. 3-4 

] 
ici 9aXaccr]c [ 

] ovcavopov 

]p,evoc ev9a 7repava[ 

] 
\0ipu Ke\€v9o[ 

]y KOcpi[o]v io[cr]e(f>avu)v 

) eSoc TTpXvbevSpov Iko[ 

]a vfjcov ayaXp,a [ 

JS'pv £av9oTp[ 

) v xe'LPa Acl^Soi [ 

]VTOC O.TTO XP°°C aV[ 

] CUV lpL€pO€VTa[ 

] 80c iv av9e[ 

] </>ap/a8ac €k [ 

]a v'eo/3Aacr[ 

15 

Fr. 27 

1 ] _ _, traces of one or two letters, first perhaps parts of upright, together possibly elements of v 

2 [ ] _, first, left-hand end of horizontal at two-thirds height; second, damaged area, points of ink at line- 

level and above to right 3 _ [, upright with junction at half-height? ‘Perhaps left-hand base angle of 

8’ Lobel, but there seems too much ink for that; in some ways /3 or k suggested, but only if the branches 

cross and project to the left of the stem (abnormal); 6 would leave some ink unexplained, and again the 

crossbar does not normally project 4 ]., parts of upright with crossbar at mid-height (disordered 

fibres)? 5 ]., right-hand elements of^? [, low arc, initial curve of /x? 6 ] , tip of descending 

oblique at two-thirds height (overhang of c etc.) 7 ]. > faint trace towards the top of the line, perhaps 

delusory 8 ] 8oct) first, ‘loop of p suggested, but anomalously rectilinear’ Lobel (but perhaps rather 

flattened top and stem of v); second, elements reconcilable with the back and crossbar oft 9 ] , short 

horizontal trace at mid-level, surface destroyed above to left _ [, high horizontal, hole below (r? but y, 

7t perhaps not excluded, if thickened ink to the left indicates a junction) 10 ] v ,, first, sloping back 

as of a? after v, upper and lower elements of a circle; then at upper level junction of upright and descending 

oblique, or top of angular loop 
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Fr. 28 Fr. 29 

]_ASa _[ .[ 

].uca.[ stripped? 

] av^.[ stripped? 

]....[ 

] 0ap,ev 

]vova> 

Fr. 30 

].[ 
].VV..[ 

]..[].[ 

J.’K.t 
L • • 
.[ 

Fr. 28 

1 ]., curving tail as of a etc. AS, traces of the flat base of S? but [x not excluded? [, upright, 

horizontal trace joining at top right 2 ] , curving tail and top junction as of a etc. [, upright 

hooked left at top, right at foot 3 ]., branches as of k, x . [, left-hand arc of circle? 

Fr. 29 

4 ]....[> first right-hand junction of n-?; second, apparently e, but unexplained point below; third, 

very long descender, ?p, but no trace of the loop 5 ] , curved tail as of a, A [, after a space, foot 

of upright 6 oi [, first perhaps c (distorted fibres); traces of two more letters partly concealed by 
fragile turn-over 

Fr. 30 

2 . . [, first, lower arc as of e, c; second, lower part of upright and descending oblique («r, v?) 

4 ]., upper arc of c or the like [, left-hand end of horizontal at mid-height? 

Fr. 31 Fr. 32 Fr- 33 

] .MV. . [ 

1VM. [ 
]..[ 
].[ 

]§a>p’ ava[ 

].««“.[ ] [ 

].[ ]*£«v[ 

• • ] [ 

Fr. 31 

1 /?. . . [, or perhaps then foot of upright (1?); probably base of S; lower arc and part of cross-bar 

ofe? 2 ] ., long horizontal at mid-height 3 ]y, in the v-shape (anomalous) 

Fr. 32 

2 [, first, upper and lower elements of c?; second, long high horizontal, r? 



26 NEW POETIC TEXTS 

Fr. 34 Fr- 35 Fr. 36 

* top? • 

] Np[ ] [ 

] poca [ ]ya[ ] . >CP[ 

] 080c• [ ] [ 

Fr. 34 

2 ].., top of upright, with high horizontal projecting to right; feet as of 77,7r . [, sloping upright, 

joins oblique descending from left to right (A, v?) E.g. ]T-ppoc, ] _irpocaX[ 4 ]perhaps branches 

ofu [, upright, high horizontal joins and continues to right, y or n? 

Fr' 35 
1 ] , upright, high horizontal extending to right, y or r 

Fr. 36 

2 ]. (, oblique trace directly below breathing, of vowels a, 0? 

Fr. 37 Fr. 38 Fr. 39 

]p. .[ ]....v[ ]. [ 

] [ ] deac 0 [ ] [ 

] [ V [ 

Fr. 37 

1 ]p,, rather than A? [, first, probably feet and traces of cross-bar of 77; second, lower arc as of c 

etc. 3 ] .5 probably short trace at line level (end of horizontal or descending oblique), then 1 

Fr. 38 

1 1. . . ., first, foot of descending oblique; then probably elements of evo; final v, if rightly seen, very 

wide, i.e. line-final? 2 ]., apparently e, but cross-bar oddly short Space after c [, upper and 

left-hand elements of triangular letter 

Fr. 39 

1 ]., curving foot of long descender, p MLW 
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Fr' 4° Fr. 4, Fr. 42 

].[ J 

] TJt [ 

lot r 1 r 

>.[ ]" [ 

' ' ].[ 

Fr. 40 

1 ]...[» first probably loop of a; then A, intersected by a very long descender from the line above 

Fr. 42 

Sheet-join on the right 

Fr. 43 

]%<•[ 

Fr. 44 
Fr- 45 

].[ ] . tour[ 

]...[ 

]"A.[ 

].c.[ 

Fr. 43 

2 [1 traces of high horizontal and upright (together, 77?); third, probably c; fourth, tip of oblique 
descending from left to right 

Fr. 44 

2 ]...[> first anomalous, £ altered to e or vice versa?; then blank space of one letter? 3 [, left- 
hand arc 4 [, high horizontal, n, r? 

Fr- 45 
1 ].. apparendy A, but anomalous ink close up on edge to left 2 ] , descending oblique as of A 

etc. _ [, upright, another point further right 

Fr. 46 Fr. 47 

]™t[ ].«..[ 

Fr. 47 

first, part of oblique descending from left to right, trace of vertical before it?; second, upright 

and upper branch of k (or cross-bar of 7?)? e.g. j/cafc. [; or ]xair[ MLW 
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1- io 2327 fr. 6 [Adesp. Eleg. 33 W] provides 1-4, and overlaps 5-10. 2327 fr. 27 col. i [56 W] provides 

ends for 9 ff., and the continuation of the text in col. ii [58 W] (reproduced for convenience in the transcript 

on p. 9, although its exact horizontal range in relation to 3965 cannot be determined). On the placing of 

fr. 3, see below. 
2327 fr. 6 is the top of a column, fr. 5 the foot. MLW suggests that fr. 5, which clearly refers to a heroic 

death, directly preceded fr. 6, where some one apparently dies at the hands of Apollo. Fr. 5 has a sheet- 

join to the right (in the second foot), and fr. 6 another (in the fourth foot), so that we cannot expect to 

trace horizontal fibres; but the width of the sheet, estimated from the metrical lengths it would contain, is 

roughly comparable with that between the two joins (the former inferred from a discontinuity of fibres) in 

2327 frr. 1 + 2 (Lobel p. 69). But other contexts could be thought of, even within this poem: the fall of 

Masistius, or Mardonius? 
West restored 2327 fr. 6 to refer to Patroclus and Apollo. The new piece confirms the Trojan context: 

Greeks (10) sack (9) a town, Priam and Paris make plausible supplements (6-7). 11-14 describe the fame 

which their poet assured to those short-lived heroes. 15 f. say farewell to some one, apparently Achilles; a 

formula familiar from the Homeric hymns leads over to a new theme. 

1 Hex. ]?c Lobel: ]cuc not excluded. 

[, ‘an upright’, i.e. v or 1 West (v preferable, if the trace of an oblique join at the top is not delusory). 

2- 4 J7arp]oVAou(c), Sjdpaccev, Arr6XX]wvoc West, referring to the death of Patroclus {II. 16. 788 r/vrero 

•yap toi @ol/3oc ... 791 wAr^er SI ... ! XelPl Karanprivel ... 845 Zevc KpovISrjc xai AttoXXcov, 01 p.e Sapia ccav). 

The new fragment shows that Achilles was central to this section; that might explain why Simonides gave 

Patroclus a substantial niche even in this short-order view of the Trojan War. But the transition is sudden: 

7-8 sum up the cause of the war, 9-10 its conclusion. Therefore (argues MLW) Apollo should figure here 

for the death of Achilles himself {II. 19. 416 f.; 22. 359)—alluded too again in 14. 

2 Pent. [, the lower part of an upright, hooked to the right (e or c); the beginning of a stroke rising 

to the right. IlaTpoKXov ca[, cA[, cx[? Homer has genitives -ov, -oto, -ijoc; TLG registers no instance of -ovc 

(the nominative IlaTpoKXrjc Theoc. 15. 140). 

3 Hex. ] , top and foot of shallow oblique, alpha likely. . [, ‘apparently the bottom left-hand angle of 

S, but <f> also possible’. 
4 Pent. Various patterns are suggested by II. 9. 405 (and often) | $01/800 A-noXXwvoc, Hes. fr. 25. 12 

MW aAA’ vtt’ AttoXXoovoc x^p[c(v, CEG 572. 5 AxcXXfjoc x€lp'1 Sap.eic edavev. 

5 (1) Hex. jceouc _ [ 3965, with alpha (probably) suprascript over the second c, then a flat top com¬ 

patible with 77■: ]uca7r. [ 2327, ‘a trace compatible with the top left-hand corner of e or o’ (but perhaps just 

part of a thick upright). 

6 (2) Suppl. Lobel. naici 3965: iraici, S suprascript, 2327. 

x[, though damaged, seems inevitable; a participle would fit well at the line-end. x[api£]op.[er- has 

attractions: commonly in this place (fr. 26. 12 below; Archil, fr. 6 W, Theogn. 920, 1000, 1224); for -rrtnSi x-l, 

see the fifth century epigrams CEG I 58. 6, 169. 2 (epitaphs; favour done by the living to the dead), 365. 2 

(.Kpovov 77. x-, dedication, favour done by man to god), and especially Theogn. 773 f. <foi)Se avaC avtoc piv 

invpycocac 7toAiv aKprjv, j AXieadouj IUXottoc iraiSl xapi£dpo>oc. But if Apollo is the subject here too, doing 

favours to the sons of Priam, or to a singular son (Hector; not Paris, if he comes in the next line), we have 

an awkward transition from Apollo’s intervention to the punishment of Paris’ sin. MLW therefore proposes 

to introduce in 5 the deities hostile to Troy, and therefore to restore ^[aAe7Tr]op[ev- in 6. 

7 (3) jotoKa, [ 2327. Suppl. Lobel, who thought also of KaKo<f>p[a8I]c {Kat<o<j>p[a8Io]c excluded by space 

as well as by metre). After the sigma, apparently a diastole; that assures word-end, but what ambiguous 

division was it intended to prevent? 

Paris is not normally so described (his Iliadic epithets are Sloe and SeoeiS77c); and in fact KaKO(j>pa>v 

occurs in the epic only as Zenodotus’reading (conjecture) at II. 11. 123 and 138 | — w w Avrip-axoco 8atif>povoc; 

and then in poets of the Roman period, of Phaethon Q_. Sulpicius Maximus, Kaibel, Ep. Gr. 618. 3, of 

Oenomaus QS 4. 527. Earlier uses in Pind. fr. 211 and tragedy. Not normally in prose (only Theophr., 

Piet. 3. 3), but later a favourite with Athanasius. 

cue [, the second trace perhaps e or c: were possible, cue to less likely, not cue wore. 

8 (4) ] det-qc, the foot of an upright: i; nt p v possible (y t excluded by the spacing?), though -7 and n 

in particular normally have a hooked foot. 
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apfia clear in 3965; 2327 has ]pp,a«:[, with ] ep written above ]p, before € a horizontal trace, not a 

point to mark the beginning of the variant (in any case, no such point can be seen at the end). That is, 

appa with variant rippa (not 'ippa, cf. Aesch., Eum. 564) (Lobel)? 

8ftc[> Sf.[ very likely as a reading, the last trace consistent with aS-qiKpvvx• Context and metre 
suggest some part of Shop 

7—8 (3—4) The general drift emerges from KaKO<f>p[, xadelXe and Sik[, that the destruction of Troy 

resulted from the sin of Paris, cvvripvovci yap / ddov noSwKeic rove KaKO(j>povac j3Aa/3ai (Soph., Ant. 1104). 

There are two main problems in reconstructing the syntax: (i) what attaches .JlAefdjrSpoio to the context? 

(ii) what forms the subject of Ka9el\e? 

(i) (a) The genitive may look back. In that case I see nothing for it but to write e.g. eivt/c’ at the 

beginning (II. 6. 356 -MAe|dvSpou eve*’ arpe), and begin a new clause with die (die). Alternatively, (b) 

the genitive may look forward, on the pattern vfipiv AlAefajvSpoto KaKO(/>p[ovo]c (or dapcoc JfAefaJvSpoio 

KaKO</>p[aSe]c) die ... lea^elAe. 

(ii) (a) The subject may be Alk[17, appa (rippa) will be the object; ] Herpc must then be a noun, or an 

adjective agreeing with a noun now lost; if we reconstruct 7 on the pattern of (i) (b), space must be found 

for a connective linking the two accusatives. Dr Hutchinson suggests that we need a noun to mean ‘pros¬ 

perity’, as at Eur., HF 780 (the lawless man) IBpavcev oA/Sov KeAawov appa, or ‘vice’, ‘foolishness’ or the like: 

ei3]-pQti-qc could be considered. 

(b) I he subject may be appa (rippa) ... AIk[t]c. We could then write ] Wei-qc, or perhaps ejvdei-pc, to 

agree with it (l- might be expected in epic and ionic, cil- in Attic; but Tyrtaeus and Theognis, as transmitted, 

use both). For this traditional epithet see Theogn. 330, Solon fr. 36. 19 W etc., and West on Hes., Th. 85-6; 

] dei-qc remains an alternative (MLW). Here there are related problems about the use of appa (rippa), and 

the precise meaning of KadelXe. If the poet wrote appa, we have an image of Justice not (so far as I see) 

attested elsewhere: the personification normally sits enthroned (West on Hes., Op. 259), or with balance, 

keys or club (Bacch. 16. 25 f.; Parm. 28 B 1. 14; Eur., Hipp. 1172); no chariot appears in art, or in 

descriptions of art (Aesch., Sept. 642-8; SVF III 197-8 fr. 1; QS 5. 45 fi), as surveyed in LIMC III i 388 ff. 

But this may be too literal-minded; no doubt any powerful deity could command a vehicle. If the poet 

wrote rippa, it might mean ‘destined end’ (Aesch., Ag. 781 tt5.v S’ ini rippa voopa, sc. AUa), or more 

generally ‘authority’ (‘Simon.’, AP 13. 26. 4 = FGE 830 repp’ Zxwv Koplvdov). If the two are variants, we 

should expect them to function similarly in the image; and it is a question whether we should treat the 

phrase as pictorial, or as a simple paraphrase. If the latter, the sense will be equivalent to naripapifie Si/cr7, 

Theogn. 207, and KadelXe will mean ‘brought (him, it) down’: Od. 2. 100 etc. palp’ oAot) KadiX-qa ... davaroio, 

Aesch., Ag. 398 pait’ aSiKov Kadaipel, sc. deoc. But if a visually coherent image is sought, rippa seems alien 

to violent action; appa would make a violent image, but perhaps not a practicable one, if Kad- implies ‘from 

the top down’ or ‘down from a height’. 

(c) The subject might be Paris (less likely a paraphrase for him, with appa or rippa), the object appa 

{rippa) Alk[t)c (less likely Aii<[r]v). Again, a question whether to look for visual coherence: literally, Kadaipeiv 

appa seems implausible, k. rippa less so (though I find no evidence for the meaning ‘boundary stone’, which 

would suit best). 

9 ff. The reconstruction proposed depends on two assumptions. 

(i) 2327 fr. 27 col. i provides the ends of the same lines. There is no direct physical proof of this. But 

the arguments seem overwhelming, (a) The spacing works very well: that is, if you reconstruct the line- 

ends of 3965 on this basis, you find that the line-ends in 2327 appear in just the right vertical range (the 

pentameters, and the hexameter 15, would be too short to show). The mid-line lacunas in 17 and 19 are 

estimated on the same basis, (b) The text which results confirms itself, at least in 9 (the Homeric allusion), 

13 (Theocritus’ allusion), and 17 (where the sense requires the vocative). 

(ii) The supplements of line-beginnings are all guess-work. But in 15 aAAa cv pi)v seems practically 

unavoidable, and I have used that as the standard; other restorations suggested, and lacunas indicated, 

conform to this, unless otherwise indicated. 

9 (5) ].««>.[ 2327 
The change of subject is clear, and the allusion to II. 1. 19 iKnipcai IIpi.dpoi.o noAiv, eu S’ oikaS’ UicdaL. 

At the beginning, ol Se no\i]v would meet all requirements, except perhaps that of space (therefore roi Si 

MLW). doi'Sipoc of places, HHAp. 299 (a temple), Pind. fr. 76. 1 SM (Athens); here ‘proleptic’ (cf. Ibyc. 

SLG 151. 2 and 6), the theme taken up in 11 ff. 
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10 (6) In 2327 only an acute accent, perhaps from aye, perhaps from pdyoi. 

aye'payot. Hesychius has ijye'payoe noXepapxoc; otherwise the word is not attested, except as a proper 

name, (i) Formation. EM 299. 43 (Herodian, nepl nadcbv 2. 261. 6) shows ancient grammarians comparing 

such names as 'HyeAoyoc, and explaining the first element either as a reduction of rjyeci- or as deriving 

from rjyw rather than rjyw. (ii) Accent. The papyrus (how far the first hand?) writes an acute accent on 

epsilon, and cancels one on the second alpha. This conforms to the rule stated at Athen. 154E: derivatives 

of payiy are proparoxytone (<j>iAopaxoc), derivatives of paxecdai paroxytone (nuXaipaxoc). (iii) Vocalisation. 

I cannot explain the initial a. Elsewhere the papyrus shows entirely epic or attic forms. 

Aavaol The scribe, or a corrector, cancelled an acute accent on omicron. The accent would conform 

to normal rules, if -oi was intended (Chandler §223). One could suggest (a) that the accent was actually 

written on the preceding alpha, and cancelled as incorrect: it is true that one might expect the accent on 

a diphthong to stand further to the right, but then it stands rather far to the right of alpha too; or (b) that 

the accent was cancelled as incorrect, because what stood in the text (originally, or as a result of correction) 

was Aavaoi[c. 

Below iota, and touching it, an oblique stroke similar to the diastole in 3. Yet here it cannot be a 

diastole, for this is the last word of the line. Anomalous serif? 

Aavaol nominative seems likely. It remains a question whether the phrase means ‘the Greek leaders’ 

or ‘the Greeks who led the battle’; if the second, whether ayepayoi is a stock epithet, or distinguishes the 

officers from the rank and file. The same question touches the restoration of ]aia>v, for which (say) both 

Tp\u>u)v and rjp^coujv could be considered. If dyepaxoi could govern a genitive, we could think of av8pwv 

rip]d>tov, if not, of <j>epraToi T)p]cucjv. If Tp]cocuv, the genitive might depend on a noun in apposition to ‘city’, 

or on an epithet ‘victorious over’. 

A quite different solution would be e.g. die el^av Tp]ajwv ayepaxoi Aavaoi[c. 

11 (7) dda.]yaTov. The trace is the foot of an upright, ending at line-level and turning to the left: this 

turn might represent a hook (serif) or a junction. ]v looks likely; and on this basis Lobel suggested a.da]vaTov, 

cf. Bacch. 13. 65 adavarov /cAe'oc (so Plato, Symp. 208C and in a fourth-century Attic epitaph, CEG II 486. 2; 

apdiTov is of course commoner, and often in Trojan contexts: II. 9. 413, Sappho fr. 44. 4, Ibyc. 282 (a) 47, 

‘Ion’, AP 7. 43. 4 = FGE p. 156). 

As an alternative, Dr Hutchinson proposes i]parov (Pind., Pyth. 5. 73 en-pparov kAcoc); Dr H.-C. Gunther 

dyr/]paT0v (Eur., IA 567; the long alpha is first attested in the fourth century, CEG 548. 4, 721. 2, cf. 

‘Simon.’, AP 7. 253. 4= FGE 713). ]p cannot be excluded as a reading: cf. fr. 6. 3 for an eccentric form 

with short upright and hooked foot. But the trace, and the spacing, favour v. 

av[8poc. The trace is an upright, with a join (projecting to the left) at the top. The joining stroke seems 

to descend, which would guarantee v; but a horizontal (y, n?) is not absolutely excluded. 

12 (8) -7r]Ao«:dp.aiv. The Muses are called lo-, xaAAt- and epaci-nAoKap.01. (Theogn. 250, Pind., Pyth. 1. 1, 

PMG 1001; Eur., IA 1041; Prod., Hymn. 1. 44), and no doubt many other capillary compliments. It seems 

inevitable to write IIiepI8[wv in agreement. 

11-12 (7-8) The two verbs show that we must reconstruct at least two clauses. 

The first has /cAeoc as its subject. I have not found the simple yeeiv so used, though the parallel of x^€lv 

avS-r/v can be adduced (fame might reasonably be seen as ‘poured out’ like a libation, or ‘heaped up’ like 

a grave-mound?): imyeeiv (dp-pvov Pind., Isthm. 8. 58, the image of the libation?) or Karaxeeiv (/A) cpwiv 

IXeyxeiTjv Karaxevr] II. 23. 408) might be easier. We have also to provide a connection with the heroes who 

go before. Mr Lobel proposed a supplement which meets both needs: olci tear ddd]yaTov xexvrai /cAeoc. 

After that, Iktjti (provided by 2327) requires a genitive, and so I supply dy[Spo'c]; equally possible djeVijn, 

but I do not see what could precede. This is the Xioc avr/p (Simon, fr. 8. 1 W, if indeed it is Simonides, see 

on fr. 26 below). The line balances and contrasts ada]yaTov and ay[8)odc: immortal fame depends on (mortal) 

man. This contrast confirms a9a]yaTov as the right restoration. It is itself reinforced by the use of Ix^ri: in 

Homer (Od.) the word is used only of gods, and so elsewhere in older poetry (Hes., Op. 4; Archil. 193. 2; 

Alcm. 59(a)); Pindar and Bacchylides join it with the names of gods and with abstract nouns; the earliest 

example I can find, in which it applies to a human agent, is Eur., Hec. 1198. 

If this is right, Homer will be the natural subject of 8e£aro, and the expected object must follow in 13; 

that is confirmed if, as seems likely, we recognise a high stop (sentence-end) after ]dei-qv. Thus: oc nor’ 

(nap’?) loTr]\oKap.a)v Se'^aro Ih.epI8[wv] / [nacav a\r)]9elr]v. The last phrase Homeric (Od. 11. 507 and 
elsewhere). 
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r3 (9) oir[XoTfp]oiCLv. Dr Hutchinson’s brilliant supplement is made certain, now that 2327 has contri¬ 

buted the word-end. The word normally means ‘younger’ within a group; in the sense ‘of a later generation’, 

the first examples have so far been Hellenistic (though the first line of Epigonoi comes close, fr. i p. 30 Bern., 

p. 26 D.). See Theoc. 16. 46 and Gow’s note. But in fact Theocritus is clearly recalling our passage: 16. 

34 fT. Antiochus and Aleuas, Scopadae and Creondae, would be forgotten el /xiy Beloc dotSoc 6 Kr/ioc aloXa 

<f><x)vewv I flapftiTov tc 77oXvxopSov tv avSpact Bi)*:' ovofiacrovc / orrXoTtpoic, 48 ff. similarly the exploits of the 

Trojan War would be forgotten but for 'Idovoc avSpoc aoiSai. Theocritus understood indivv/xov as equivalent 

to dvofiacTov, as the context in Simonides certainly suggests. I have found no parallel for this usage. 

14 (10) Since the next line is visibly a new start, we must fit in a verb here to match Theocritus’ fb)*’: 
7701170’ or the like? 

^xjiflecuv, ‘not a completely satisfactory interpretation of the first ink’, Lobel. Certainly the dispersed 

bits are rather wide for the top of an upright, and might rather belong to a descending oblique; on the 

other hand, the back of a, or (say) the right hand side of a cramped v, would be expected to show on the 

apparently undamaged surface to the left of 9. In the Trojan context, this vox propria is hard to resist. 

Materials are collected in Wests note on Hes., Op. 160: note II. 12. 23 ^puBecov ytvoc avSpcuv (the heroes 

who had fallen in the war—looking back from after the destruction of Troy); Hes., Op. 159 f. dvSpwv r/pdtcov 

dtiov ytvoc, of KaXtovTai \ r)p.I9toi, nportpr] ytvtr) (killed at Thebes and Troy); in similar context fr. 204. 100, 

Ale. 42. 13 (specifically Achilles), Bacch. 13. 155* 2327 carries the marginal note rjpoj[, i.e. rjpw[wv as gloss 
or possibly as variant. 

wKvp.opov: in II. only of Achilles, except at 15. 441 (arrows); in Od. of the suitors (22. 75 arrows). The 

word is otherwise rare in early poetry (Bacch. 5. 141; Emped. B 2. 4); not in literary or epigraphic epitaphs 

before the third century (Anyte, AP 7. 486 etc.); not in tragedy. 

ytvta[v: a[ seems the most obvious interpretation of the high oblique trace, but perhaps 77[ should not 

be excluded, cf. the eccentric form in fr. 2.6] 17c. 

Achilles epithet is transferred to the whole generation. That the rjp.i6eoi in general did not reach old 

age Simonides apparently stated in one of the ©pijvoi (PMG 523: corrupt, but if the context was consolatory 

the gist is presumably ‘did not reach old age’ rather than ‘reached old age only after a life of troubles’). 

15 (11) aXXa cv pe]y vvv looks virtually certain. This combination seven times in II., once in Od. (and 

according to TLG, otherwise only at AR 1. 303), always with the imperative; texts normally write vvv, 

some ancient scholars chose vvv, see schol. on 11. 1. 421. Dr Hutchinson notes that /cat cv p.kv ov]v represents 

a possible, but unattractive, alternative: awkward with vvv, and poorly attested (Denniston 479 gives no 

exact parallel, and TLG finds only two examples of this exact phrase—in Origen). 

Otac ipi.Kv[Stoc vie: Lobel’s supplement seems unavoidable: note (i) Malrjc epiicvdeoc vie HHMerc 550 

and (ii) Btdjv ipucvSea TtKva Od. 11. 631. (i) represents a common enough line-end (otherwise nominative 

or accusative): the mother is Leto in HHAp. 182 etc., Maia in HHMerc 89, 550, Semele at HH 7. 1, Gaia 

at Od. 11. 576. Apart from Tityus, son of Gaia, the offspring are all gods themselves. Given that, and the 

hymnic context, it would be tempting to interpret this line of Apollo, who has played some part in the 

poem (4). This assumes, reasonably, that Leto could qualify as Bed. But the idea founders on N-qpeoc, which 

follows so closely that we can hardly attach it to a different subject. The conjunction points rather to 

Achilles, son of Thetis (Bed ©eric II. 15. 76) and grandson of Nereus: already in the background of 1-4, 

and hinted at by a>Kvp.opov in the line before. 

16—18 (12—14) Mr Lobel suggested that 2327 fr. 28 contained line-beginnings (to judge from the size 

of the initial letters), and that these corresponded to the ends in fr. 27 i 8-10, our lines 16-18; they are so 

printed in Adesp. El. 56 West. If this were right, our freedom of action would be limited by the knowledge 

that 16 began with </>p. [, 17 with toA[. But I doubt whether it is safe to place such small scraps at so great 

a distance. Certainly I have thought of no suitable supplement for 16; on 17 see the note there. 

16 (12) There is more than one way in which the relationship could have been expressed. We could 

write ] aXlov, and compare the common Homeric use ofaAtoc yepeuv in reference to Nereus; but also tlv\aXIov, 

cf. Aristoph., Thes. 325, Orph. H. 24. 1. The phrase, as Mr Lobel noted, might continue the description 

either of Thetis (/couple tiv]aXlov) or of Achilles himself (vlcov’ tiv]aXIov, or, with anaphora, ticyovt ^afp’] 

dXlov). 

17(13) c’ is most likely to be the pronoun. We then need a verb to govern it, and a vocative to explain 

it (since avrap iyw excludes a reference back to Achilles). The vocative is supplied by 2327, Movca; before 

that, ]e, possibly an imperative, more probably an epithet which will occupy most and perhaps all of the 
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three or four syllables missing after epoi (the trace excludes ep.otc[: it is of n, or possibly ye). The verb must 

then stand at the beginning, or follow in 19: if the former, e.g. kikX^cko.i] c’. (Or, if 2327 fr. 28 is placed 

here, roAfpijcai]. But the placing is doubtful, see on 16-18; and the verb would imply an infinitive in 18, 

which in turn makes the supplement there more difficult, see p. 34.) Among attested epithets, irapdev]e 

(Emped. 3. 3 DK) leaves a gap awkward to fill; -n[oXvnoiKLX\e, even if otherwise plausible (Orph. H. 76. 11), 

looks too long for the estimated space (but the estimate is more than usually fallible, see 9 ff. note). tt[oXv- 

seems likely enough: e.g. ir[oXvwvvp.]e? The sense may then be complete within the line, with ep.01 depending 

on 67riKovpov: Timoth. PMG 791. 204 epcoic eX6’ e-nii jvpoc upcvocc, Irpe Tlaiav. 

18 (14) ] evxop.evvL the trace apparently the upper part of an upright; w might be v. It is tempting, 

in this context, to look for a dative: the pattern as in Theogn. 13 eilyop-e^V P01 «\v6c (Artemis), Solon 

13. 2 W Modem rii,epL8ec, xXvre poi evxop.evV (both beginning of poems); cf. Emped. 131. 3 DK evxop.evV 

vvv avre Traptcraco, KaXXtorreta ktX. But evyopcevco[v cannot be excluded (PMG 1018(b) 3 evyopevajp 

enaKoveaT’; Ant. Thess., AP 9. 428. 5 £; Orph. H. 28. 11 etc.); and see below for the possible combination 

with fr. 2. 

2327 preserves a marginal note -rrep aP. The second element could plausibly be taken as dp.(<f>oTepoi), 

i.e. Apion and Nicanor, the two scholars cited elsewhere in the marginalia; so K. McNamee, Abbreviations 

in Greek Literary Papyri and Ostraca 5. The first element should then be a variant. 

19 (15) ]. <f>povax[.] .Stjc, the first trace perhaps the upper part of an upright, the second an 

upright. One guess would be p.eX]l(f>pova x[ocp.ov aoJiSijc. For the adjective, cf. Pind. fr. 122. 14 p.eX(rf>povoc 

... ckoXiov. For xoepov, cf. (apart from fr. 27. 7 below) Solon 1. 2 W, Parmen. 8. 52 DK k. erretov, Pind. 

fr. 194. 3 k. Aoyoir; especially HFIBacch. 59 xocp-eiv ... aoiS^v, and Orph. fr. 14 (another address to the 

Muses?) eKTT) 8’ ev yevea xaraTravcare xocpcov doiSijc (so quoted by Plato, Phileb. 66 C: Plu., Mor. 391 £ has 

9vp.ov in all MSS). 

15-19 (11 — 15) yaipe ... avrap eyd> ktX. The pattern is familiar from the Homeric Hymns: HHApoll. 

545 f. Kal cii per ovtc0 xa‘Pe> 2J10C xal Atjtovc vie' / avrap eyui xal ceio i<ai aXXrjc p.vr)C°X d.oi8ric. For the 

assumption that this, and the parallel formula cev 8’ eyes ap^apievoe perajS^copat aAAov ec vp.vov, represent 

the rhapsode’s transition from hymn to epic recitation, see Kranz, Rh. Mus. 104 (1961) 11 £; Richardson 

on HHCer 495. Later, certainly, adaptations of these formulae could serve as the beginning of a poem 

(Xenoph. 7 W), or in hellenistic poetry as the end of a book (Call. fr. 112.8 f.) or of a poem (cf. Posidippus 

SH 705. 21, with Lloyd-Jones, Academic Papers II 185 £.). Here the formula of closing leads on to a formula 

of beginning, the invocation of the Muse. But there is no clear divide: the formulae are integrated, both in 

syntax and in line-structure. I assume therefore that we have here a transition, not from one poem to 

another, but from one section to another within a single poem. 

This argument is important. If the next section concerns the Persian War (see below), and if that 

continues the same poem, then we can assume a set of formal parallels: 

(i) The first section parallels the Homeric Hymn, the second the Epic which followed it. But, very 

strikingly, the ‘epic’ takes the form of an elegy, the ‘hymn’ addresses Achilles. For Achilles as a divinity see 

H. Hommel, Der Gott Achilleus (ig8o): he is already addressed with a hymn-formula in Ale. 354 LP; and 

that must connect with the stories of his being transported to various versions of the Islands of the Blest 

(Leuke: Aethiopis arg. p. 69 Bern. p. 47 D., cf. Pind., Nem. 4. 49 £, Eur., Androm. 1260-2; peaxapeuv vijcoi 

Pind., 01. 2. 71 ff., PMG 894 etc.) (cf. CPh 83 (1988) 1 ff.); Simonides represented him married to Medea 

in Elysium (PMG 558). Among cults note Paus. 3. 20. 8, a temple of Achilles as you leave Sparta by the 

Arcadian road: ephebes sacrifice to him. 

(ii) The Trojan War serves as prelude to the Persian War, with clear implications—the scale of the 

war, the battle of East and West (Herodotus 1. 5. 1), a possible parallel between Achilles and Pausanias. 

(iii) Homer secured the immortality of the heroes of Troy; it is now for Simonides to immortalise the 

Persian War. Simonides quotes Homer as an authority in PMG 564; and see on fr. 26. 13 ff. 

20 ff. (16 ff.) Fr. 1 breaks off; 2327 fr. 27 i preserves only scattered line-ends, but then, to the right, 

some beginnings from the next column ( = Adesp. El. 58 W). Here the poet speaks (13-15) of Medes and 

Persians, of the sons of Dorus and (...) Heracles; then ec ne8iov. The juxtaposition suggests batde; and 

‘plain’ suggests battle on land. We know that Simonides wrote about the battle of Plataea, and in elegiacs, 

from frr. 10-11 W; that he wrote an eXeyeiov about the battle of Marathon is implied by the Vita Aeschyli 

(quoted at fr. 9 W). The mention of Dorians clearly favours Plataea; and indeed a poem about Plataea 

certainly figured in this collection, for 3965 fr. 2 narrates the march of the Spartan army to Eleusis, and 
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fr. 5 coincides with fr. 11 W. I go on to consider how the pieces might fit, if they do belong to the same 

poem. But it must be emphasised that the general argument is very fragile. We have no systematic account 

of Simonides output: he may have dealt with other land battles of the Persian wars; he might have 

mentioned the land-operation at Thermopylae as background in the attested poem on the Battle of 
Artemisium (see fr. 20 below). 

A preliminary question concerns the format of the two manuscripts. 

We know that one and the same verse was top of column in 2327 fr. 4, and third line of column in 

3965 fr. 27. But we have no other evidence about the relative formats. 

We know that 2327 had a column of at least 24 lines (since 2327 fr. 1, a column-top, must belong to 

the same column as fr. 27 i); and that 3965 had a column of at least 24 lines (fr. 2; fr. 19). 

How much more might be expected? Since the papyri are of the second century, we need not expect 

a small format: from the figures collected by Bell, Books and Readers2 50 f. and Cavallo, Libri Scribi Scritture 

a Ercolano 14 f. and 48, a roll-height of 25 cm would be normal, 30 cm exceptional. Deducting for the upper 

and lower margins, we could think that in 2327 a maximum of 21—26 cm would be available for writing, 

giving a column of 29 to 36 lines; in 3965 a maximum of 18-23 cm> a column of 38-49 lines. I emphasise 

that these sums are very chancy, and for illustration only. 

In 2327, then, we can reckon with a gap, between the invocation (fr. 27 i 9) and the scene with Medes 

and Persians (ii 13 ft.), of at least 27 lines, and possibly as many as 32-39 lines, of which 7 survive as ends 

at the foot of col. i, and 7 as broken text above col. ii 13. 

If 2327 ii represents Persians and Greeks encountering at Plataea, 3965 fr. 2, which certainly describes 

the preliminaries of this campaign, should belong in the gap. Since it has 25 lines, it might just fit without 

overlapping any of the fragmentary verses preserved in 2327. 

This means also that 3965 fr. 2 followed relatively soon after fr. 1: that is, probably either (a) below it 

in the same column or (b) in the next column. If (a), the column would have at least 37 lines, acceptable 

under the dubious estimate above. 

If fr. 21 too stood in the same column (see note there), the total rises to 54 lines. 

Fr. 2 

The arguments above suggest that fr. 2 followed close on fr. 1. Mr Lobel did indeed arrange them to 

make a single column, and in such a way that fr. 1. 18 would continue fr. 2. 1. This proposal can be judged 

on two criteria: 

(i) The fibres. The front (horizontal) fibres neither confirm nor deny. The sheet-join on the extreme 

right of fr. 2 provides no evidence, since the corresponding area of fr. 1 is lost. The back (vertical) fibres 

give no support either, so far as I see; but Dr Coles thinks that they do not exclude this placing. 

(ii) The supplements. The combination of frr. 1 and 2 and 2327 fr. 27 i looks like this: 

— ^ av]dpcuTrw | v ev)(op.evu)[ 

—]_ kai tov8[6 iA€X]b(j>pova K[ocp,ov ao]t87)c 2 + 19 

r]p.eT]epTpc, fva tic 

— 01 Ctrapr[ jap 

-“jaHl.i M 
— ^ ^ ] -qc e\ad[ ]y ovpavp [ ] c 

— '-j a] ydpcoiTW [ j adavaro 7 T 24 

To these elements add (a) the marginal note ncp aft in 2327 fr. 27, at a level corresponding to 1 + 18; 

(b) 2327 fr. 29, a scrap with 1 ]Sef[, 2 ]e>cpt[, which Mr Lobel located to left of lines 5 + 22 and 6 + 23; (c) 

the marginal note in 2327 fr. 27, at a level corresponding to line 7 + 24, ]av cv aodpwrr[ (the placing may 

be confirmed by this coincidence in forms of avdpoonoc; but of course the word is common, cf. fr. 2. 1, and 

fr. 9. 5, where ]7rotc and ]cov are variants), (b) must be treated with caution: it seems to me again that, 

with so small a scrap, the fibres cannot prove a placing. 

As to the horizontal distance between frr. 1 and 2: if the back fibres are no guide, then the relative 

placing depends on the restoration of 1 + 18 (see below). On this basis, of the supplements printed, that in 
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19 [e/u.eA] is a letter too long; that at the beginning of 20 conforms exactly to the margin as estimated for 

fr. 1. 15. 

Now for the detail: 

1 + 18 ]9pconw[ ] 4evyop.evuj[, no doubt dr]dpwntoy evxopcevai[v ^ ^ . The ink interpreted as v would 

equally suit 1 or even the right-hand side of to. But hiatus at the diaeresis of the pentameter is very rare, 

even in inscriptional epigrams (Page, Epigrams of Rufinus p. 31; FGE p. 200 on ‘Simon.’ AP 7. 251; CEG II 

696. 3 note), and not to be created when the reading is doubtful. 

How then to attach this genitive phrase to what precedes in 17, the invocation of the Muse? It might 

depend on a noun in apposition to inUovpov or Movca, with the sense ‘saviour’ or the like. It might more 

neatly belong to a dependent clause, of the pattern el ri nor dv]9pd>naiy evxop.evw[v dieic: notice 19 /cat 

(another favour). That leaves no room for the sense to spill over from the hexameter, as a junction with 2327 
fr. 28 might require (fr. 1. 17 note). 

This still does not account for the marginal (variant) 7rep. MLW therefore proposes, most elegantly, 

that Simonides wrote einep y’ dv]6ptbncoy evyop-fvco[v peXeai; in 2327 the text will have offered nepi (and so 

perhaps in 3965, to judge from the spacing), the margin nep as correction. He notes a parallel for the 

general sense in Emped. B 131. 

2+19 Perhaps evTvvo]v Kal tov8[c /xcA]icppova K[ocp,ov aojtS^c. For evrvvo]v cf. HH 6. 20 (but there 

preceding the avrap iyco); sense recommends an imperative, and the space a short one (even this may be 

a little long). peX] too may be a little long: 8a]i<f>pova MLW. 

3 + 20 r]p,€T] 67177 c. If the trace is rightly seen as the end of a horizontal, e suits well; among many 

possibilities (yAwcJfp^c, p.aKpoT]epr]c etc.), this supplement matches the margin of fr. 1. 15(11) above. 

I guess the sense to be iva tic pevr/ceT’ ev oipiyovoic (iccopevoic) / av8pcb]v ktA. See especially Od. 1. 302 

"va tic ce Kal oi/nydvajv iv €17777. Trace and space would allow [pvrjc]cr ); but I can make nothing of what 

follows. 

4 f. + 21 f. After ]v, a spot of ink on the line, too decisive to be accidental: therefore a low point. This 

might indicate a minor break in syntax or simply clarify the articulation; in either case, there must be word 

end before 01. If we recognise Cnapj[, ot makes a word; I don’t know whether the absence of diacritics 

points to the article or to the relative (probably not to the pronoun). A guess: av8pw]v of CrrdpT[-qc ujppLTjcav 

Kaprcpov aA/c]ap, or CiTapT[rp-SovXiov rjpcjap. If the latter, and if dp.vvpp.[ev- is recognised in 5, MLW 

suggests: CrrdpT[r]i T€ Kal 'EXXaSi Soi/Aiov fjpcjap / ecyov] dpLVv6p.[evo^ p.77 tiv’ I8eiv <J>avep]d)[c, after ‘Simonid.’ 

Epigr. (FGE) xvi, xx (a) 4. 

6 + 23 A guess in context: ovS’ apej-rijc iXa9[ovTO, <f>dtic 8’ exe]v ovpavop,[riK^T]c. (e^ejv MLW. oiipav- 

o/x[17/c] 17c I. C. Rutherford: /x seems to suit the trace better than any likely case-ending of ovpavoc; \tj on 

2327, faded traces, apparently a horizontal at half-height followed by an upright, ‘ct or 77 suggested’; the 

spacing, on the very rough calculation possible, seems to suit.) For the beginning cf. II. 16. 357 AadovTo ... 

dA/eijc, Aesch., Suppl. 731 dAicpc Aadecdai; for the end, epigram ap. Athen. I 19C (FGE p. 419), Aristoph., 

Nub. 460—1 kXcoc OVpaVOp.T)KCC. 

7 + 24 a]ydpajTrw [ seems likely, although the traces are much damaged. 

2327 preserves only the marginal note ]av cv avdpwTr[. The second character is raised to show 

abbreviation. The whole note might be a variant, or a comment; or it might contain parts of each. One 

approach: -av( ) ev avdpd)n[oLc variant, text originally iv a]vdpwTru>i or in’ d]v9pd>naiy. Another: av represents 

aim tov, as often (McNamee, Abbreviations in Greek Literary Papyri & Ostraca 7), the gloss then follows. 

At the end, apparently, ] dda.va.To<( ) (or -a davaTo( }, but I do not see where that could lead). If 

the same line combined ‘men’ and ‘immortal’, the reference might be (as is inferred for the line before) to 

Fame: Tyrt. 12. 31 ovSc ttotc kXcoc ccOXov anoXXvTai ovS’ ovop,’ avTOV, / aAA’ vno yfjc nep icov ytWrai 

dddvaToc. For the damaged letters, consider (a) ]ap (or ]ap’); (b) ]€/? (or ]€/?’); (c) ]ai. Under (b), we could 

think of 77675, mrep, arep (possible leads are offered by II. 17. 327 vnep deov, Pind., Pyth. 5. 76 ov 9ewv o.Tep). 

(c) is less attractive palaeographically, for the iota would be unusually long and hooked; but gives scope 

for a verb (thus Kal kXIoc d]y9pwnajy [eccerjai ddavaro<(v)> MLW, the genitive explained as iv dv9pwn[oic). 

8 ff. (25 ff.) Sparta was mentioned above in 4 + 21; then, it is conjectured, words about their valour 

and immortal fame. 8 ff. describe the march of the Spartan army. Note (a) that there are no signs of a 

catalogue (tribes, individual names, districts of Laconia); (b) that nothing is said about the Spartan delay 

and their covert departure, as Herodotus will depict it (9. 10), or about their march along the Eurotas 

valley (Gomme & others on Thuc. 5. 64. 3), for which line 8 (25) is almost misleading. 
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8 (25) Ev]f>wTav ra[i CndpTri]c dcrv Aittovt[: suppl. Lobel, who compared Theogn. 785 C-ndprpv t 

Evpibra 8ovaKOTP6(f>ov dyXaov dcrv, cf. 1088; Eurotas represents its country, as later in CEG II 632. 4 (after 

the battle of Leuctra) oil rov d-n’ Evpaira Sei'cac cro'Aov. An alternative, as Professor R. L. Fowler points out, 

would be *a[t ewcAeejc dcrv or the like. For the genitive pattern, see II. 14. 281 tco ^rqv A-^pvov re Ka’l 

'Ipfipov dcrv Xmovre (v.l. Xittovtsc); cf. Mimn. 9. 1 TIvXov NpX-q'Cov acrv Xmovrec. 

These parallels confirm what is in any case likely, that we should write A«rdvr[ec here. If the subject 

is 11 (28) r/yepovec, the finite verb will have come at the beginning of 9 (26) or 11 (28): in 9 e.g. efe'Aacav], 

cf. Hdt 9. 13. 3, efi)A0ov] (Fowler), cf. 9. to. 3, dippr/cav] (MLW). 

9 (26) Zpvoc: both sons of Zeus. This version was apparently found also in ‘Hesiod’ (fr. 24 MW), and 

is implied by the title Dioskouroi, which goes back at least to the sixth century (CEG I 373, Laconia,'391, 

427, a Theran graffito, IG XII iii 359, is tentatively assigned to the seventh). Other versions made them 

both sons of Tyndareus (Od. 11. 298 fi), or one son of each (implied in Cypria fr. 8 B = 6 D.). 

l-mroSdpoic: normally Castor is the horse-tamer (II. 3. 237 etc.). But both tame in Aleman PMG 2 (i) 

and (iv), and of course both ride (Alcaeus 34. 5 f. LP, HH 33. 18), and appear with their horses in art 
(■LIMC III i 569). A Spartan trait? 

Both brothers accompany the army. For the practice, see Hdt 5- 75* 2> IttlkXtjtol c(pi eovrec cIttovto. 

Herodotus says that, after the quarrel between Cleomenes and Demaratus, only one king was allowed to 

go with the army, and accordingly only one Tyndarid. On this expedition there was indeed only one king, 

Pleistarchus (Hdt 9. 10. 2); but the Tyndarid rule was broken (or Herodotus, or Simonides, got it wrong). 

The poem provides no evidence whether the Tyndarids (and indeed Menelaus, 10) ‘followed’ in some 

physical form, and if so in what: see Pritchett, The Greek State at War III (1979) 14 f. 

10 (27) ] ,c r]pu)ci\ an upright on the edge, well-suited to iota. Two possible patterns of restoration: 

(i) dyvoTdro]ic r/pwci, in apposition (Tvv8apl8a]ic or cf. PMG 510, MLW); (ii) cvv T aAAojic r/pcoci. 

The Spartans had other ‘heroes’ in plenty (Robert Parker in Anton Powell, Classical Sparta (1989) 147 fi): 

but if Menelaus and the Dioscuri shared a cult (Aleman PMG 7■ 6 ffi, see below), we may prefer (i) Hdt 

8. 143* 2 (the Athenian reply to Mardonius) Oeolc 1 ... ttlcvvol ... /cat role rjpaja. 

evpvfT-rp: the adjective (not Homeric) commonly applies to marine deities (West on Hes., Theog. 239); 

of Zeus Bacch. 11. 52 (as corrected). HHCer 294 already uses it of a mythical king (Celeus); similarly in 

Pindar of Ajax, Neoptolemus etc. Was the epithet here conventional, or did it make some point? Probably 

not a glance at the name of Pausanias’ colleague Euryanax (still less, as Professor Lewis notes, at Eurybiadas, 

the Spartan commander at Artemisium). As a matter of political propaganda, the Spartans might well 

insist on the ‘wide sway’ of Menelaus, by way of justifying their own claims to Laconia and Messenia 

(P. Cartledge, Agesilaus 339). But that was an earlier stage; by the fifth century, it is normally assumed, 

Agamemnon had taken his place. 

A?eveAdco[i: Sparta is Menelaus’ kingdom, II. 2. 582, and that is where Telemachus goes to find him, 

Od. 1. 285. A fragmentary commentary on Aleman, PMG 7. 6 ffi, seems to refer to a cult of Menelaus with 

the Dioscuri at Therapnae; other bits of evidence refer to a temple at Therapnae (Aleman PMG 14(b)), 

a temple of the Dioscuri (Aleman PMG 2 (iii) and (iv)), a temple of Helen at Therapnae (Hdt 6. 61. 3), 

a temple of Menelaus at Therapnae where Menelaus and Helen are buried (Paus. 3. 19. 9). The site of one 

temple has been identified on a bluff above the Eurotas, with a monumental building of late vii/early vi, 

largely redesigned and rebuilt in early v; it has produced bronzes dedicated to Helen, of vii and vi, and an 

early v stele inscribed to Menelaus (SEG 26. 457-9, cf. 28. 407). 

11 (28) ], a>ipc\ the trace is an indeterminate point at mid-height. I do not know why the accent was 

placed: simply because of the ionic ending? or evidence of a recherche word? Easiest would be va^panTjc: 

yij, yaia Trarpuiia is familiar (II. 13. 188, Theogn. 888, 1210, CEG 66. 2 etc.); ttoAic narpana Aesch., Septem 

582 etc. 

■pyepovec: a (deliberately?) unspecific term: Hdt 9. 10. 2 pyepovlr] IIXeKrapyov, but the actual 

commander was his uncle and guardian Pausanias (13), who coopted a kinsman Euryanax son of Dorieus; 

contrast Thuc. 1. 128. 7. Note the epitaph on Megistias, which Herodotus says was composed (or set up) 

by Simonides (AP 7. 228. 3; FGE p. 196), ovk ItX77 CirdpTsfc r/yepovac rrpoXLTTelv, and the Oath of Plataea, 

as transmitted in Lycurgus, Leocr. 81, ov8’ eyKaTaXedpcj rove -qyepovac (the inscriptional text, GHI II 204, 

has a more specific list of officers). 

iroXeoc: co has been written above the second o. Next to it is the note a", and below and to the right 

of that N with a vertical stroke written through it. 2327 cites the same two scholars: the former in the less 
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ambiguous form amw (i.e. the Apion, antisemite and cymbalum mundi, who taught at Rome under I iberius 

and Claudius? see S. Neitzel, Apions rXwccai 'Op-ppiKai), the latter in the same form Ni( ), i.e. Nicanor? 

(K. McNamee, Abbreviations in Greek Literary Papyri & Ostraca 63). 

12 (29) tovc S’ 1hoc deioio KXeop]fi[p]6Tov et;[a\y’ aptcrfoc MLW, excellently for the traces. (At the 

end, Lobel had proposed p[e]y’ aptcrf: ‘not verifiable’, as he noted, and it makes difficulties with what 

precedes.) u 

13 (30) ]a : apparently ]ay or ]ar , the last trace anomalous, (i) Dr Rea proposes rjy]aye, which 

would suit the sense in general, but would come awkwardly after ef [a]y , if that is to be read in the line 

before, (ii) One could try to accommodate -]a re flavcavlrjc: pattern pripar’ dpicreviuv epy]a re? I do not 

see how to fit in the Heraclid ancestry (‘Simon.’, Epigr. (FGE) xxxix). In any case, no space remains for 

Pleistarchus or Euryanax: in the same spirit, Pausanias put his name alone to the Delphic Dedication 

(‘Simon.’, Epigr. (FGE) xvii(a)). 
14 ff. (31 ff.) The army advances by way of Corinth, Megara (16?) and the Eleusinian plain (19?), 

where the Athenians (20) join them. 
Our sources for the campaign are these: (i) Hdt. 9. 10-19; (ii) Plutarch, Aristides 10. 7-21, de Herodoti 

Malignitate 872D (quoting Simonides frr. 10-11 W); (iii) Diodorus 11. 29-33. 

As far as concerns the march itself, Herodotus gives a detailed and circumstantial account. 9- 1 
5000 Spartiates, under Pausanias, set out by night and (11. 2) march via Orestheum; ambassadors and 

3000 chosen perioikoi follow (11. 3). 14. 1 Mardonius hears that another force of 1000 Lacedaemonians has 

reached Megara; he sets out to attack them, but retreats on news doc aXeec ei-pcav ol "EXXyvec cv tw ’Icdp.<p. 

19. 1 Lacedaemonians arrive at Isthmus and camp; ol Xourol rJeXonovvria.oL roicc to. apeivw r/vSave join them. 

(The order of battle, 28. 2 ff., shows which Peloponnesians; 77 the Eleans and Mantineans arrive late.) 

19. 2 All of them advance from the Isthmus to Eleusis. Then to rrpocco inopevovTO, Adr)valoi 8k apa avToici, 

Scafiavrec fj.ev €K Ca.Xap.ivoc, cvppiyevTec Sc iv ’EXevcivi. Together they reach Erythrae. 

Plutarch (Aristid. to. 7) takes his account of the Spartan departure from Herodotus; but then represents 

the Athenians as marching straight to Plataea, where Pausanias and his Spartiates joined them, ko.i tcov 

aXXwv fEXXrjvcov incppci to nXc/doc. Diodorus, more vaguely still, has the Hellenes assemble at the Isthmus, 

and then march to Boeotia via Cithaeron; at this point it turns out that the army includes the Athenians 

(11. 29). 
14 (31) eVucAea: (i) the word has so far appeared first in AR 4. 1472 htikXccc dcrv -noXiccac, then GVI 

1076. 3 (epitaph for a Ptolemaic general, ii BC) ILpa^ayopac 8’ ovop’ ecxov e-mKXeec; add Opp., H. 1. 340, 

2. 130 (with the dative, ‘named from’), (ii) The form (used also by Oppian) represents -kXeea: this will be 

on the analogy of epic forms like SvckXco (II. 2. 115) and d/cAca (Od. 4. 728), however to be explained 

(Schwyzer I 252; Chantraine, Gramm. Horn. I 74). 

epya'. given the geographical detail which follows, this is more likely to mean ‘works’ than ‘deeds’, and 

presumably ‘agricultural works’, i.e. Corinthian territory: Od. 14. 344 ... Ydcuojc evSeieXov epy’ ac/oiKovto, 

Od. 2. 328 ’Ec^vp'pv (identified by some as Corinth) ... -nieipav apovpav. i-rnicXea may be more than generic: 

clrj poi ra perafti Kopivdov Kal Cucvdivoc (Zenob., Cent. 3. 57); agrum ... nobilissimae fertilitatis Livy 27. 31. 1. 

15 (32) The phrase Tyrt. 12. 7 W; Cypria fr. 15. 3 f. B (13. 3 f. D) vf/cov anacav / T. [-ou codd.] 77. 

The reference might be to a town (Pisa?) especially connected with Pelops; or to the Peloponnese in general 

(so Tyrt. 2. 15). If the latter, we could connect it (i) with the Spartan army which left it behind or (ii) 

with the other Peloponnesians who, according to Herodotus, joined the Spartans at the Isthmus (9. 19. 1). 

It would be relevant to know where the Peloponnese ended. In later times, it included Corinth: the 

boundary stone reported by Strabo (3. 5. 5, 9. 1. 6 f.) and Plutarch (Thes. 25. 4) stood on the boundary 

with the Megarid. The same seems to be implied by Hdt 8. 72: the Corinthians are among those who build 

the Isthmus wall. It follows that Peloponnese and Isthmus are not mutually exclusive. 

14—13 (31-2) Accordingly we might reconstruct: alipa S’ ikovt’ (MLW) ’Ic9p.6]v Kal i-mKXea epya 

Kopivdov, I (i) vf/cov 8’ efeAi7ror] (vr/cov t ecyaTvpv, cf. Od. 5. 238, MLW) TavraXiSeco IleXoTroc or (ii) cvv S’ 

avToic viol] TavTaXiSeco LleXorroc. (ii) will not do as it stands; at least, IleXoniSai normally refers only to the 

house of Atreus. But I cannot think of anything more plausible. Thus it may be better to adopt pattern (i), 

and bring in the extra Peloponnesians at 17. 

16 ff. (33 ff.) Herodotus represents the army as marching from the Isthmus to Eleusis, where the 

Athenians joined them. If Athenians are rightly identified in 20 f., then 19 neSiov may well refer to the 

Eleusinian plain. That leaves 16 770'Aiv as an intermediate stage. Megara has clear geographical claims, 

though Herodotus does not mention it here (but 3000 Megarians take part in the battle, 9. 21. 1, 9. 28. 6). 
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>6 (33 )N]Uov ttoXlv, perhaps, if we have reached Megara (the same phrase Eur., Here. 054; a similar 
paraphrase in 20?). 

ei’darrep a>[: a space and a bold high stop after ttoXlp marks the syntax; another high point after irep 

(too clear to be accidental) presumably marks the word-division; then above omega what looks more like 

a rough breathing, though that does not explain all the ink, than a suprascript letter (v?), for which more 
mk would be needed. 

*7 (34) 22o (Hector) kckXvtc, pvpia <j>vXa rrcpiKTiovojv emKovpuiv. In the context of Herodotus’ 

narrative, we could look for a reference (i) to the rreploiKot who set out the day after Pausanias, and 

constituted half the Spartan force (9. n. 3, 28. 2); (ii) to the other Peloponnesians who joined the Spartans 

at the Isthmus (9. 19. 1); (iii) to the Megarians who (presumably) joined up at Megara. 

i6_i.7 (33-4' Reconstruction depends in part on the syntax of 18. There we could write (i) ttcttoiOotcc, 

01 be or (11) -ncnmOorec ocSe. (i) suits a familiar pattern; we might expect a high point to mark the break! 

an perhaps there was one, but I cannot confirm it. If (i) is right, tt€ttol66t€c will probably continue the 

syntax of 16 f., linked either (a) to the subject of the main sentence (the r/yep-ovee or their men) or (b) to 

t e subject of the relative clause. If (b), we must suppose a masculine plural subject, so that puXa would 

be nominative m apposition (or vocative or accusative). The rough breathing (if rightly read) on omega 

adds a limiting element. We need a verb somewhere, but a>[pp.a>v has no obvious attractions (hardly w[ppeov, 

for the Athenians seem to come later, and in any case there is no room to introduce Salamis); I do not see 

how to fit in part of wpV. One possible pattern: Zvdairep cS[AAoi / tyrr/cav, p.aXtp.wv] faXa ncpiKTidvatv; with 

01 aXXoi cf. Hdt 9. 19. 1 oi Xourol IleXo-novvr]cioi. But I have no evidence that ancient editors would have 
distinguished this crasis with a rough breathing. 

18 (35) ttcttolOotcc: trusting in their strength (77 12. 135) or the gods (Od. 9. 107) or the omens (cf. II. 

I2- 256; Hdt 9. 19. 2 KaXXitprjcdvTwv)? Or, if these are the new arrivals rather than the whole army, in the 
Spartans (Hdt 9. ig. I opwvrec egidvrac CnapTiriTac)? 

oi 8c, if so divided, might introduce a new sentence, or a new phrase with oi p.ev preceding. If the 

former, it might refer (i) to a group already mentioned; or (ii) to the groups combined; or (iii) to a new 

group (i.e. the Athenians). If the sign after rrcblov represents punctuation, that would tell against (iii); but 
see 19 note. 

r9 (36) ]<?Tor likely; but there is another point of ink on a straggling fibre to the left. 

rreSiov: presumably the I hriasian plain (the plain of Asopus will play a large part in the battle, but 
that must be some way ahead: cf. above on 2327 fr. 27 ii 11). 

After rrcSiov, a short double dash. The same sign recurs at fr. 11.9 (damaged), mid-line; and fr. 18. 10, 

line-end, and 11 (damaged but fairly secure), mid-line. It could hardly represent a strong stop, for that 

would not suit the metrical pattern in frr. 11.9 and 18. 11. It could serve as a divider of words or word- 

groups (for single slashes so used, see Turner, GMAW1 p. 144, LV 3812 5 note, Miscellanea Roca-Puig 184 £); 

uneconomical^, it seems to us, at line-end, though cf. LIII 3712. But I can produce no parallel. MLW 

suggests that it might serve as cross-reference to a marginal note. 

18-19 (35-6) ol §€ cl»v[ I rjXdov EXevclvoc — ^ jarov tt€8lov (the pentameter after Theogri. 784) At 

the beginning e.g. cvv[ottXoi, the whole army; cvv [avToic MLW, the old contingents with the new? or the 

Athenians, looking forward to 20? jarov, epithet?: [yi)c cpjarov MLW. 

20 (37) Hex. jSioroc: Mr Lobel read jSevoc, but I think there is more ink than that; JStevoc could be 

considered, but what to make of it? There are clear temptations in Ilav^blovoc, for the Athenians must 

appear shortly. 77. yi), noXic Eur., Hipp. 26, Suppl. 562; or 77. -naiScc? 

*£«[. . . Ji'Ttc: e£e[Adca]vTec would suit the space, but there is a literal-minded difficulty: according to 

Herodotus, the Athenians sailed over from Salamis, so that ‘sallied forth’ seems an odd phrase to use. I can 

think of no suitable word for ‘disembarking’. Perhaps the passive, ttoXccuc IIav]blpvoc efe[Act#e]i/Tec? 

21 (38) Pent. ] _ ocav ,0c. []. [: at the beginning, a thick high horizontal trace, which might represent 

the right-hand end of a longer stroke, or perhaps a damaged top arc or a top of upright touching a 

horizontal to the right; then most likely ir, but damaged surface to the left, so that ] ti could also be 

considered. After av, r likely (the left-hand tip and possibly the foot); then what looks like the foot of an 

upright hooked to the right (rather than a full lower arc as of e); after dc, what may be a lower left-hand 

arc above the base-line. 

Together, this suggests ] ttoc avrideo . The final trace is oddly shaped and spaced, avrudeoc seems just 

possible, but sigma stands far to the right and leaves ink unexplained. Better for the spacing avri0eo[i]c 
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(J. R. Rea), but one might expect the foot of [i] to show. Possibly avrtdeoy, but y must be assumed to have 

its stem anomalously curved or eccentrically damaged. 

This epic adjective would normally apply to mythic persons (not e.g. to the Athenian commander, 

Aristides). I am tempted to read KeKp\oijoc avrideoy, as part of a paraphrase for Athenians : so a fourth 

century monument on the Acropolis, CEG II 760, describes them as [8i?po]c 58e avroxdwv avndeov KeKporroc. 

But once again, ]o is not an obvious, though it is a possible, interpretation of the first trace. 

22 (39) Hex. 8ap.acavr[ec o— likely as a pattern (the line would be unusually short, if it ended with 

r[ec). If the general structure has been rightly worked out, it will be some time before we reach the battle¬ 

field. Perhaps a look back to Artemisium or Salamis? ‘Simon.’, Epigr. (FGE) xxiv nalSec Adyvalu>v ... 

vavpagia 8apacavrec ktA. 
24 (41) Hex. -co]vvpov a. —? Among many possibilities, evco]vvpov of omens (Hdt. 9. 19. 2), as 

Professor R. L. Fowler suggests. 
In principle, the last line(s) of this fragment might overlap the first line(s) of 2327 fr. 27 ii, see above 

p. 33. But there are no obvious splices; and the poet may well have taken some space to move from Eleusis 

to the plain of Asopus (2327 fr. 27 ii 13 flf.). 

Fr. 3 
Top of column. Mr Lobel considered whether it might belong above fr. 1, but saw no clear join and 

no match between the content and what can be inferred of fr. 1. 1 ff. as supplied by 2327. 

In 4, evavdeac might scan (i) as four or (ii) as three syllables (the spelling does not exclude contraction, 

cf. 2327 fr. 2(a) ii 9 = Adesp. Eleg. 30. 9; West, Studies 82, 96). If (ii), eiiavdeic should either (a) begin the 

line or (b) stand in the second and third feet (Theogn. 1200). But (a) makes difficulties with the beginnings 

of 1 (which would project to the left) and 3 (what to supply in the space?); fb) might suit 3, whether as 

hexameter or pentameter (vrrevepd’ elided), but does not look plausible in 1. I therefore accept (i), which 

makes 4 a hexameter with evavdeac before the bucolic break, and arrange the lines accordingly. 

1 Pent. If 4 is rightly reconstructed, these letters should belong to the second half of the line. Thus (i) 

acrepa, y acre pa caiv[^^—, acrepac, yacrepac aiv[, , or (ii) wac, pac repac etc. Bellies might have a 

place, if the context is sympotic (Theogn. 1000, Solon fr. 24. 4; a passing likeness to Aesch., Ag. 725 f.). Or 

acre pa might refer to Sirius? (MLW). 

2 Hex. -ct deoc ttov . y [ — ^ ^ ? The trace perhaps favours rrove more than 7royo. 

3 Pent. End, e.g. yijc] vrrevepde p[o\cov (cf. Stes. PMG 221; Pind., Nem. 10. 87; Meleag. AP 7. 421. 7). 

If the context is sympotic, ‘eat drink and be merry’ would fit; but even then other senses could be made of 

vrrevepde, cf. Theogn. 843. 

4 Hex., evavdeac aAAo[ ^ —? The adjective may describe wreaths (2327 fr. 2 (a) ii 9 = Adesp. Eleg. 30; 

below p. 47), places (Theogn. 1200), abstracts (ydpov SLG 449. 7, o'Ajlov etc. in Pindar); note also Od. 

11. 320 eiiavdei Xdxvr) (adolescence), crecpavovc] ... aAAo[c?, cf. Xenoph. 1. 2 ff., MLW. 

5 Pent. Presumably 7t]cuS’ eparbv [T^-. Pind., 01. 10. 99 walS’ eparbv 8’ Apxecrparov; Theogn. 1348 

rrai8eir]c ... iparr/c. 

6 Hex. The first aorist erperpd-pv is attested in Attic, and as a certain emendation in Theognis 379. This 

might continue 5, on the lines of Ibyc. PMG 288 (and 3538 fr. 1 i 6 fi, on which see West, £PE 57 

(1984) 23 fi). 

Fr. 4 

Line-beginnings. Mr Lobel wondered whether this might belong to the lower left-hand side of fr. 2. 

But neither the fibres nor the matter encourage this idea; and the line-spacing tells against it. 

2 picye[ or prcyo[. Perhaps 1 should be read similarly prcy[ (or p]icy[), though I should have expected 

to see traces of the belly of p, and other readings are certainly possible (aiei[ MLW). 

E.g. 1-2 p(cy[e ... 1uicye (to the slave who mixes the wine), 3-4 ev [p.ev ... ev 8e [ (amounts of wine 

and water): compare Anacreon PMG 356(a). 

Fr- 5 
Mr Lobel noticed the coincidence with Simonides fr. 11 W, quoted by Plutarch (just after fr. 10 W) 

as Simonides’ account of how the Corinthians conducted themselves at the battle of Plataea. 
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Line-beginnings. 

2 SlO) [, 8/301 [? 

3 ^apj8t[r- rather than fiapf3a[p-? 

5-6 K€p8[5 Sitt[A, cf. Sol. fr. 13. 73 f. (Lobel)? 

Fr. 8 

5 Aiovvcov [? 

Fr. 9 

5 E.g. dvdpd>]noLc altered to -n]wv (by the first hand?). 

Fr. 10 

2 eAmSf, 4 (or e.g. eyepc]ipaxi?[), 7 (-J/rnSaf? MLVV recognises pentameters in 2, 4, 6: 6 ] ouSe 
7 ]_ cfcuSafir-wu-. 

Fr. it 

Line ends; 4 clearly pentameter. 

3 Hex. -]/xy[o];utVo[ictv (ra-, Ka-)? 

4 Pent. pjeAtrar or compound? This manuscript shows some doubts about dialect, but not enough to 
encourage pjeAeVav, TjeAerar, cxaT'rjjSJfAerav etc. 

5 Hex. -Jatero <f>op[~? <j>op[puy£ is one of several possibilities. (Not the same as 2327 fr. 2 (a) i 7.) 

8 Pent. Not the end offr. 25. 8 (to give ;nevoc); the line-spacing excludes a join. 

9 Hex. Apparently ]Spa" uXt/cl” a. [- - (a variant reading above a. [?). In ]Spa, the stroke above a 

might represent an acute accent, but that would not account for the following traces, which suit a second 

such stroke. I therefore take both together as the double dash found elsewhere in this MS (see fr. 2. 19 

note). Puma facie, it should coincide with a word-division. But then the prosody of -8pa makes difficulties, 

ci might be read in other ways, but I can find nothing more plausible in combination: not d-nXr/cj’. 

10 Pent. If eireciv, the word before must end in 8’ or f (’): e.g. roicjcF (Theogn. 20) MLW. 

11 Hex. E.g. j/xoroyf. 

Fr. 12 

It seems that at least one syllable is missing at the beginning of 4, and therefore at least two at the 

beginning of 6. If so, 6 must be hexameter, 7 pentameter. If in 7 ex^toc is to be read, that word is likely to 

follow the diaeresis. Therefore the sheet join visible after 6 xePc runs roughly after the second foot. Fr. 20 

has a join in about the same alignment. We might therefore place frr. 12 and 20 in vertical relation. This 

is the more interesting, because fr. 12. 5, 6 and 11 suggest naval matters, and fr. 20 may refer to the 

campaign of Artemisium. 

3 ] .7ay9u/coi[]c[ leads nowhere; ] ■navdvp,ui[]c[ may be possible. 

4 Hex. The credentials of i£avdpwrroc are poor; the final trace seems to exclude c]| avdpdmov. That 

leaves irepi]£ etc. (MLW); or ]£J (no trace of an elision mark, though the surface seems intact). 

5 Pent. €<t>pp/j.T/c[T], altered to -p.r/d[r\, MLW, which suits the traces very well (9 rather than w to suit 

the space). Cf. 11. 

6 Hex. xepcov Si£77a)[, 8t’ €7toj[. ‘Governing’ the dry land, as opposed to the sea (cf. 11)? MLW notes 

that the sense ‘traversing’ is not attested before the heilenistic period (Kaibel, Ep. Gr. 781. 2 aTpa-mrov, AP 

10. 24. 2 (Crinagoras xxxiv GP) aXa). Simultaneous advance by land and sea would suit the campaign 

which ended at Thermopylae and Artemisium. 

7 Pent, eyfleoc? 

8 Hex. /3ape[ or /S[o]pe[? Boreas would fit well with what is guessed from fr. 20. 5. Palaeographically, 

it depends on the ink attached to the foot of /S. At first sight, this begins another letter, though unexpectedly 

close; if so, not o. But perhaps the trace is simply a flourish on the base of [1 (something similar, but smaller, 

in fr. 27. 5 Aaj3). Before, perhaps ]kov (not ]/c[i]9V), but others (Jkoic, ]«iu) could be considered. 

11 Pent. opp.ov? 

12 Hex. y]tivojix[ev- or the like (op]civo/i[ev- MLW)? 
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Fr. 13 
1 Kavj£~, 2 p.ax[, 5 p-tyaAa (f>[povc- (or ptyaA’) might cohere. T think latter hemistichs, evens penta¬ 

meters. E.g. 4 ei5pii]j8iac a[vtp.ot>c, 6 ]t x^/rftpi-’ MLW. 

Fr. 14 
2 ]evKTtu[, ]vvk’tco[ perhaps possible. 
3 If £7rei 4 could be assumed (see app. crit.), this is presumably hexameter, — (Tree [? 

4 5 °P*[ possible. 

Fr. 16 
3 E.g. Saittyf, Saiceif; or (JRR, MLW) C7ro]v8arc. 

Fr. 17 

7 Perhaps ay]Aan?c (with suprascript as variant) MLW, although i' is not the obvious reading of 

the traces. 

10 Not KT[t)p, with variant xplvPt as 'n fr- ‘9- 22- 
13 might be line-end; but the space after c is not enough to prove it, especially since the surface fibres 

are damaged. 

Fr. 18 

Sheet-join at the right, beyond the line-ends; cf. fr. 42. 4 ff. line-ends; 4, 6 etc. pentameters. 

Verbs in the past tense (7 f.). Some elements consistent with a scene of planning and decision (5 yooio?, 

6 avtoi??, 7 ep£]eiv€ St 77-avra?, 8 e]<f>pacaTo?, 9 rjrop or eXirlc. 11 ko.t’ ev[x~?), and indeed (MLW) in war 

(2 pap]yapitvo _ [, 4 7roAJtpou?) 

2 Pent. From the position, line-end: e.g. ]yapevoi[, -oy[, -oy[; or if the last trace is real, -ore? 

3 Hex. E.g. v^-pov edv[-? 

5 Hex. Jyooio possible. 

6 Pent. Javeojv, the first v corrected (not simply to or from Ai, for that leaves ink unexplained), the 

final v dotted above and below (i.e. deleted?). The final v may be simply a mistake (e.g. viuov altered to 

vtcp). Or one could think of morphological variation in veaic (artwc). 

7 Hex. ]eiv€ looks like a verb: e.g. epejetve, or (with a normal spelling of long iota) txpjtti't or the like. 

8 Pent. E.g. ]rjpacaTO, tj^pacaro. 

In the right margin, a note by another hand: perhaps an1 [, i.e. Atti(iov) followed by a variant reading 

of which only the beginning (first trace 7], n, rp?) survives. In fr. 2. 11 the form of abbreviation used is a77] 

in 2327 amw. 

9 Hex. At the end, -prop with variant (or gloss?) iX-rric seems secure. This was not the epic ev St ol rjrop 

(II. 1. 188 etc.): t]y cannot be read, and the punctuation may suggest that the sense finished with the line. 

]t1 looks most likely: cf. e.g. KarenAriyri cfitAov r/rop (II. 3. 31 etc.), dipiVS-p St ol ■prop (16. 509) etc. 

10 Pent. ] -rraiv would satisfy the traces, but not Saiv or TfaJAaiV (cf. fr. 20. 5). Two short obliques at 

the end, and again in 11 after ] to; see fr. 2. 19 note. In the right margin, a[ followed after a space by a 

very high trace, probably a[7r]‘ as in 8. 

11 Hex. Ka.T€v[x~, kot’ ei3[x—? Dr Rea notes Karevxal among Simonides’ known titles (PMG 537). 

Fr. 19 col. i 

17 Marginal note, ] clkov or perhaps ] afiov; J/taxou could be read. I have considered whether this 

continues the note at fr. 18. 8, on the pattern am(wv) Trp[o]fcafov. But the fibres do not confirm, even if a 

more plausible variant could be thought of. 

col. ii 

1 S?7P7;t[ possible. MLW notes the Temple of Demeter (and the long delay, 5) in Hdt 9. 57^62. 

2 xip]VP-a ?[ (cf- Theogn. 64, 197), x[p]v E a?[ (cf- Theogn. 543; but you might have expected the 
scribe to mark the enclitic). 

3 ij>fj St Sy[, S’ tSy[? cf. 21. 

» 
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4 ‘Perhaps aypero (verb)’ MLW. The accent excludes aypardc (if indeed such a form can be inferred 
trom aypercu and rraMvayperoc). 

5 &VPdv. 

7 pvciov. 

8 Kai p.[e or the like, g kou p.[ similarly? 

11 drjev pr)[, p 7?[, (jpevp’ jjf. 

12 Pattern j)[A]eou a-? 

13 o[u]« icxe[ would fit. 

15 Jjc, r/cnac[p? The second might suit the fear and haste of 16 f. 

16 <t>PLKu>d[tic or the like: 6 damaged at the top, but apparently not e {c/>pcKd,e[ic etc.), since the lower 

arc rises to touch the cross-bar. But the verb has only a shadowy existence: (i) Hippocr., C'oac. Prom. 24 

(ppiKojcavra as vanant for ^pcKacacra, which editors normally print; (ii) Stephanus ^piK6opac horresco G1 
but 1 cannot trace his source. 

18 Ae/or[-, At/<T[p-, A(kt[uh (Hdt 9. 114). 

21 Perhaps (/>t) 8(e), cf. 3, and so (Od. 11. 237 etc.) rather than </yq. 

22 Xp[vp~ with variant k[t? 

Fr. 20 

Four small pieces combine, see apparatus criticus. 

The even lines are hexameters (see 4, 12). 

makes 3 S°°d readmS 111 5- ll is tempting to combine here three snippets of information, (i) 

1 ^ 534 (Schol. Ap. Rhod. i 211-5): Simonides iv rfj vavpaxla related how Boreas carried off Orithyia 

to 1 hrace, where she gave birth to Zetes and Calais, (ii) PMC 532 (Suda) ...jin’ Aprrpcdoo vavpayla 8c’ 

eXeyeiac, ,8 ev CaXapcvc peXcKOc among Simonides’ works, (iii) Hdt 7. 189 Xlyerac 8e X6yo c die Adpvaioc t6v 

BoPi}v €K deoTTponcov iveKaXecavro, iXdovroc c<f>c ciXXou xp-pcr-ppiov too yapflpXv inUovpov KaXtcacdac ktX, the 

great storm before the battle of Artemisium. This fragment may then belong to the corresponding episode 
in an Artemisium Elegy of Simonides. 

Fr. 12, which has a sheet-join in about the same place, and which may refer to naval matters (and 
even 8 to Boreas), could come from the same context. 

4 FfeX. — ww —] LOTTjTL' t[? 

5 Pent. ZrjT-pv rat] KdXai'[v or the like would suit the traces, and the diacritics. 

7 Pent. ipefievC (changed to -£eoc; cf. West, Studies 83). This phrase at this place in the line: 
II. 8. 368, Od. 11. 37 HHCer. 409. 

11 Pent. ] t]t’ rjv[K6poio] Kop[pc (Orithyia) MLW suits space and trace admirably. 

12 Hex. In context, 0dA]accav likely; for what follows, I can think of nothing more plausible than y[7ro] 

r[p]uyoc (a[77o], as at Archil, fr. 4. 8 W, cannot be read). The storm coloured ‘the sea with sediment’? MLW 

notes the relation to arpvyeroc (Schol. AbT II. 13. 27 q.tpvytrov' dfluccov. rpvya prj ryovra. one of many 
ancient etymologies). 

13 Pent. Tapcrjv 6.y]Xap<j>ppov aXoc (the storm roused Nereus or the like) MLW (the same epithet 
perhaps fr. 22. 5). 

14 Hex. ri, rwa. The high stop is clear. A connective might then be expected: rev a S’ or riva 3?) MLW, 
possible. 

15 Pent. End -yjevor altered to -van. 

Fr. 21 

The sheet-join to the right cuts the fifth foot of the hexameter in 9. Fr. 2 shows such a join at hexameter- 

end. From this imperfect match, we could consider placing fr. 21 above or below (above fr. 1, if the junction 

of frr. 1 and 2 is accepted). To judge only from the surface texture, a placing below would be acceptable. 

But the back looks quite different. Note that any such placing would produce a column of at least 54 lines 

(P- 33)> unless there were overlaps, and in fact more, iffr. 21 takes us into the battle which is only in prospect 
in fr. 2. 

No line-end survives, except in 14 (blank). But 8 looks like a pentameter, 9 clearly a hexameter. 

Some elements may suggest military action (2, 4, 8?); and a river (3) provides a focus for the battle of 

Plataea. I have wondered at times whether 2-3 might refer to the first battle above the Asopus (Hdt 9. 20); 
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or whether hints of first person (3) and singular (8), and cvppg[x](vv (8, if rightly read) , might combine in 

a form of the Oath of Plataea (6 tj] pr)v\). MLW suggests a different and very attractive possibility, that 

lines 2-6 (and more?) contain a speech of Tisamenus about the outcome of the battle, corresponding to 

Hdt 9. 36 [ovroc Si) ... 6 Teicapevoc ... epavrevero ev rf} FlXarauhi. rola. pev vvv "EXX-pei KaXa eyivero to ipa 

dpvvopevoici, Sia^dci Se rbv 'Acunbv kcl 1 payr]^ apyovei oil.), thus, 3 {npo)X\eyw ... 4 npwra P[i]r)[capevoic / 

Seivov d/xaiJ^aKSTOV re xa/efov plpvovci S’ ececdai / vlkt}v fjc pvr)]priv rjpara 77’av’r[a pevelv. * 

2 Pent. -]aSov j3aAAo/if[*'“wu-? e]?8o,;> «f«reA]aSrfv, op.]a8ov illustrate possibilities (e.g. o^jaSov 

/3aAAo/ae[va>v ca/eeaiv, cf. //. 12. 339, MLW). , , 
3 Hex. norapov possible. 1 am not sure that the trace would exclude 7rorapovc, nor 

afxovc-. 

4 Pent. -] .^ai Trpcira /3[i]rj[o^-, with variant j3[i]a[? j8[t]7?[i or another case, ^[i]i;[ca^evot or the like. 

5 Hex. -u dpai]paKerr)v or -or would be an obvious guess, pevoe, velieoc apaipa/eerov Pind., Pyth. 3. 3, 

Bacch. 11. 64, cf. 4 )3[i]ij[. 
6 Pent. ]pr)v ripa.ro. ndvr\a ^ —, The phrase often at line-end in epic (before the weak caesura, 

16. 449); and so CEG 108. 6 (hexameters), Mimn. 12. 1. 
7 Hex. End on the pattern revcavTo[^—? d he verb is not normally used in the middle, therefore 

vevcavTo[c MLW rather than reiicarro (ducavro cannot be read). Before that the spacing excludes e.g. ejmvtu-, 

SJeiveucavTo; eXdcei might be read for want of anything better; if ceXac (peXac, neXac cannot be read), I do 

not see how to continue. 
8 Pent. e.g. ]viyv cvppa[y]L-qv </>tAea>[ (v), with variants -tar and jeXeo)[(v). (Palaeographically, y may 

be preferable to 7. But yeXeu>[ leads nowhere; and the placing of the suprascript letters is against their being 

an addition, i.e. ye </>tAea»[.) cvppo[p]Lrjv seems less suitable to trace and space, but cf. 10. 

9 Hex. End seemingly K^p-gnelba (or compound) 7[ ^— (boot? stonework? foundation? Dr Rea com¬ 

pares Pindar fr. 77, Artemisium 66l naiSec Adrjvaicov efiaXovro <f>aerrar / Kprjnlb eXevdepcac). At the beginning, 

the trace suggests <j> (though the space is narrow): e.g. -Sa]<j>ran yap’, then [u]-rr[o] MLW. 

10 Pent. End -jopnjv j3[^^-? 
11 Hex. End ]ei7TOTe<^>[—? ei nore is one possibility (at this place e.g. Theogn. 1331) - often in prayers 

and appeals. 

Fr. 22 

Odd lines pentameters, see 5. 

2 E.g. dn]gnpo, npondra>[p (7raTTjJp nponaru>[p re, cf. Ale. 130. 20 LP, MLW). 

5 Presumably -^-JaAnjc (v.l. -ac) ayXaocf>. |>u-. MLW suggests e.g. Kovp-qc eiv]aXir)c dyXao<fn)[pe 

nai, cf. fr. 1. 16, which would place it in the Hymn to Achilles somewhere before fr. 1. 1. jj[ not in itself an 

obvious reading of the traces. 

Fr. 23 

E.g. 4 crecj>-, 6 peXe-. 

Fr. 25 
The likely restoration in 1, and the general shape of 3 and 5, show that the odd-numbered lines are 

the hexameters, and we have remains of the second halves of lines (five syllables lost at the end of 1, four 

at the end of 5, two at the end of 9? two or three syllables at the ends of the pentameters 4, 10, 16?). 

Various elements would suit a party scene: a paean? (1), laughter (2), charm (4); note the chime of 4 

with Theogn. 496, and of 6-9 (a donkey joke?) with Theogn. 996. 

1 IJai-povoc, nair/ovoc (or -ijoV, -rjov) likely; against tjovoc, or the place name, one might count the 

orthography (-71 expected), the prosody (in poetry normally iji-, though see CEG 155. 2 and note), and the 

difficulty of restoring what precedes (the trace excludes xai). The god? the song? 

2 Pent. End on the pattern yu.778]e yeXa reXe[cov? Or nalQe yeXa re ^ - (MLW, comparing PMG 646)? 

Or eyeXa? In either case, I do not see why the scribe bothered with diacritics (ye'Aa), in forms which should 

have given koine speakers no special difficulty. One could look for a rarer word (eAa imper.), a doric form 

(Laconian eAa), a proper name (FeXa). 

3 Hex. Pattern e]nel tj>iXoc (nom. or voc.?) icr[w-? Or rep]nei <f>iXoc (MLW)? (Apparently £cr[, 

possibly yc7[, not 9C7[ic.) 
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4 ^en*' °E'< aXaPLC yf[v€To or the like. Theogn. 496 yourcoc cvp.nociov yivcTai ovk axaPL — in a poem, 
MLW points out, addressed (by Euenus?) to a Simonides. 

5 Hex. The stop is faint, and need not be trusted. End, 8vo ^f'cc[ovu—? Two glasses are better? two 

anchors (Otto, Spnchworter 122)? two friends (Archil. 259 W. and note)? But see on 6. 

6 Pent. End, ]. pyoc ovoc? There is a slight space after the last sigma; but not enough in itself to prove 

line-end. The donkey is sustained by the panniers in 9 (and cuto or vcora in 16?); note also 9 Xiyv- with 

all. fr. 1. 29-30. Before it, perhaps ] .cpyoc (but e.g. 8v]cqpyoc may not be excluded; not vcKpoc, as Gleob. 3). 

Theogn. 993 d ddr,c AKa8iqp.c i<j>ip.cpov vp.vov ad8civ ... yvoiyc x' occor orcor Kpiccovcc rpdovoi. On this model, 

one might guess (5) 8vo Kpccc[ovec tnnoi / ... 7) (etc?) 7rep\lepyqc ovoc. Donkeys are inferior anyway; and 
proverbially unmusical. 

7 Hex. -top.cvr)[w-~? Feminine here and in 8: donkey, flute-girl? 

8 Pent. End ayovca fxi[Xoc or the like? 

9 Hex. ] Kaydr/Xta koi Aiyu[ ? 1 he first word imposes itself, though the initial traces are too scanty 

to confirm it as a reading. For the ovoc (6) Kavd-qXioc see Hermipp. fr. 7. 3 KA with note; the panniers 

themselves, Aristoph., Vesp. 170; description, K. D. White, Farm Equipment of the Roman World 96-8. If we 

recognise a thiid person imperative in the next line, we could guess e.g. cpepcTw before this, ‘let him (her) 

carry the load and .... But note that the stop after KavOr/Xia, which might introduce a new clause, is 

doubtfully read. Aiytlc, Xiyvpoc refer to penetrating sounds: here, the music? or the braying? 

10 Pent. End — Xc^ctco, ou«[^u-? I can think of no reading but aA^erco. That could be given a sense: 

let the donkey earn (food? blows?) . But we must then assume that the word before (ending in y or r) was 

elided across the diaeresis; no elision is marked by the scribe. The stop before ovk may set off a new clause 

continuing into the next line; or a contrasting phrase to complete this line (‘but not wine at the symposium’? 
ovk [aycqicu MLW). 

14 Pent. K]impoc altered to -ic? MLW. 

15 Hex. d]«Wa ^uc0[ovw-- (cf. II. 12. 435) might be read, with doubts about 6[. pucdovc ... e^epov 

(cf. 16) Theogn. 434. 

16 Pent. End ] cora pepcu(v) or ] coxa ^fpai[uu-? voira, ana might be relevant to donkeys 

17 Hex. CTilyoc or Crvyoc -? 

Fr. 26 

Lines 5-12 overlap Simonides fr. 8. 6-13 W. The quotation-fragment, thirteen lines beginning ev 8k 

TO ko.XXi.ctov Xioc eeinev avr/p, stands at Stobaeus 4. 34. 28 under the heading CipuovlSov. Of the three 

manuscripts, S offers the whole, MA only 6-13. That MA represent a different tradition from S is clear: 

they contain different selections of extracts. But divergence within a single extract is not expected, and 

editors have generally treated it as accidental. 

The papyrus now shows that in the substantive text fr. 8. 6-13 stood in a different context, without 

1-5. It is tempting to think that MA represent the original extract, S a secondary conflation of two extracts 
on similar themes. 

This has its relevance to the question of the author. Some scholars have assigned the whole quotation 

to Semonides of Amorgos: see against this West, Studies 179 f. Now we must divide it. (a) 6-13 occur here 

in the same papyrus as fr. 11 W, quoted by Plutarch as Simonides, and other references to the Battle of 

Plataea: a poem too late for Semonides, and presumably ascribed to Simonides by Alexandrian editors, 

(b) 1—5 remain assailable, though, as West notes, the citation of Homer would be quite characteristic 

(Simonides PMG 542, 579, 581), and late authority says that Simonides did indeed call Homer ‘Chian’ 

([PIu.], De Homero 2. 1, p. 7 Kindstrand). 

The real context, as the papyrus presents it, is badly broken. 5-12 = fr. 8. 6-13 develop the theme 

that youth, and life, are short: carpe diem. (Cf. Mimnermus 1 and 5 W, without the explicit moral.) 3-4 can 

plausibly be seen as anticipating this. These reflections might find a place in a longer poem about glamorous 

youth and failing age such as fr. 27 may represent. But they might also make a poem by themselves, 

especially if 13 ff. change the subject, i.e. begin a new poem (if that poem had to do with Homer, see 14 

note, it could provide the original home of fr. 8. 1-5). 

3 Hex. ]9ov ini xpo[vov-^u—? ‘Time’ might anticipate the theme of iof: life is short, but (5) the 

young do not see it. We could approach ]6ov as (i) a verb, on the pattern of Hes., Op. 133 navplSiov ^wcckov 

ini xpovov, or as (ii) an adjective, on the pattern of Mimn. 2. 3 toic ikcXoi n-qxviov ini ypovov avdcciv fiftyc / 
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repnopeda. (ii) looks more appealing. Perhaps (paXa) tvt]6ov, cf. AR 4. 1257 avdi peveiv rvrdov -ttep em 

Xpovov, Od. 12. 407 r) S’ e8ei ov paXa noXXov cttI ypovov. But I have found no example of a temporal use 

earlier than AR (in Homer the word refers to size and physical space). 

4 Pent. TTa.pp.ew [ - u u — ? A part of -rrapapeveiv (nappeve[i, -peve[ei, -peve[ovra etc.) might suit the theme 

of the transitory: Theogn. 197 f. xprjpa S’ 0 pev Atodev Kal cvv Si«j) avSpi yevrjrai / ... nappovipov TeXedet, 

Hdt 3. 57. 3 ... el avroici rd napeovra dyadd old re ecn ttoXXov ypovov rrapapeveiv (Handley on Men., Dysc. 

798)- . , . 
]co might then belong to a dative of interest (dv9pdnT]u>) ■ But on the scanty evidence, we expect the 

scribe to write iota adscript. An adverb could be thought of: 6-nlc]wl 

Fr. 19 (xPV9-a 2> 22> &VP°V 5) does not join here. 
3—12 The spacing makes no difficulties about restoring the text as transmitted in Stobaeus. 

5 ex€ti: hv Stob. Of e[, the lower arc; not 17, too low for 0. In similar expressions, MSS transmit the 

subjunctive at Tyrt. 10. 28 and Theogn. 1007, the indicative and the subjunctive as variants (editors print 

the indicative) at II. 18. 61 and its imitation Theogn. 1143. 

7 yv) pace pev: -a- now in the earliest witness (Bergk had wanted yr]pr)cepev). West, Studies 78. 

9 vy^TnoL otc: vryrrloKT MSS. Camerarius’ correction confirmed. 

10 jSioroi’ so written: j3to'rou MSS. Camerarius’ conjecture confirmed. 

13 ff. If the excerptor knew his business, we can assume that the syntax was complete at the end of 

12: not necessarily that a poem ended there, though an end is generally marked, on the pattern of Theogn. 

37 f. raira padwv ktX. What little can be seen of the matter (14 ‘tongue’, 16 ‘lying’) would suit a sermon 

on truth or sincerity—a change of subject, therefore a new poem? 

<t>pat,ev (or a compound); then 8e or 8’ seems unavoidable. <f>pat,ev commonly in admonitions; in 

principle, it might stand alone (Theogn. 557 tj>pdl,eo S’- o KXrjpoc toi ...), or govern an accusative (Theogn. 

99 f. cv 8e pot cf>lXe ravr’ evl dvpdi j tfrpd^eo) or a subordinate clause, d he connective might (1) connect within 

the line, on the pattern yrfdet pev, cj>pdl,ev 8e or (ii) look back, either (a) to join <j>pal,ev with rX-f/di or (b) 

inceptively, to start a new section or poem. If (ii), the line probably began with an item outside the syntax, 

i.e. a vocative (an earlier vocative may be presupposed by 11 cv). 

SemiAa[: possibilities include 7rdAa[t (an example from the past? a long-standing opinion, cf. Theogn. 

1038?), TTaXa[ioTepcvv (earlier generations? the elderly, as opposed to the foolish young?). 

14 ei«f>vy’ oprj [: I do not know how to interpret the accentuation. eK(j>vy(e) might be finite or 

imperative: perhaps the former, since it might explain why the scribe felt an accent necessary (to draw 

attention to the missing augment)? In opr7. [, the acute might distinguish oprjpoc ('Oprjpoc) from 0 p-ppoc; 

or the article o from the relative? (For 0 cf. Chandler § 739; Moore-Blunt, QUCC 29 (1978) 157 quotes e.g. 

1370 Eur., Med. 59 % contrast 841 Pind., Pae. I 5 0.) But none of this is reliable; and the final trace too 

slight to limit the possibilities. 

Various patterns. With imperative, prjpa 8e nav] ... eK(j>vy’ 8 p-p y[6pipov. With indicative, <=K<t>vy’ 

"Opr]p[oc v even among older poets (miAa[<.(-)), Homer did not escape slander? or, MLW suggests, old 

Homer’s words escaped oblivion, for they told truth (cf. fr. 1. 11 ff. above). 

15 Hex. — ^j-nxujSa/uaf, ]-7rapSa/xa[? I can make nothing of either: Trap8apdXr) seems out of place; that 

leaves only ^rrap or v]irap. MLW suggests vay8apa[Tcop, all-conquering time (cf. PMG 531. 5) cannot dim 

the fame of Homer. But y looks impossible as a reading (nu often does have its right-hand side curved; but 

not in the small tight loop that I seem to see here). 

16 Pent. —^w]a) ifiv8pfii(c). The adj. Theogn. 122 (v.l. i/iuSvoc). 

17 Hex Oa\Crpci[. ev daXlyc Od. 11. 603; without preposition HHMerc 56. 

18 Pent, -w] ivcTpeiTTov [? Above w [, 01 [, the final trace a point at mid-height on the edge, part 

of a letter? or of a short dash marking the end of the variant, as a short dash marks its beginning? The 

suprascript letters might represent a variation between dual and plural, i.e. -to 1 in place of -tco (not -toiv, 

for which the trace seems unsuitable, in place of -toiv). 

The adjective and its relations apply in epic to ‘well-twisted’ cords and the like; later to flexible things 

and adaptable people. The lyre {Od. 21. 408) might suit 17, cf. Theogn. 778; or dancing feet (AP 9. 533. 3, 

Byzantine), with variants n68e, iroSec. Pliancy might suit the lies of 16. 

tg Hex. — ]cuv evda Kal [. 
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Fr. 27 

t r. 27 contains text which overlaps that of 2327 fr. 3. 7—8 and fr. 4 [Adesp. Eleg. 29, 31], which are 

shown to be consecutive. The notes which follow refer to the lines of the combined text (p. 24)5 in 1—6 

2327 is the only witness, in 10 3965. 7 is top of column in 3965, 9 in 2327 
1 Pent. Short line. 

2 ]. .! indeterminate traces of two or three letters, the first possibly the bottom arc of a loop or oval, 

low in the line. Then ici with -o- written above sigma: i.e. -oict altered to -oio (Lobel)? 

Hex. Perhaps />o]Biota daXdccpc with poOioio as variant. 

3 ]., trace (foot of upright?) a little below the line, e.g. p. 

Pent. 7T0/30V, aiTOpOV. 

4 a[, ink at the lower level suitable to the bow of alpha. 

Hex. 7Tfpara[c Lobel, or 7repava[i West. 

5 Pent. Short line. 

6 Hex. -ot/xt /ceAev#o[v or the like. 

7 3965 io[, 2327 ] ^avcov[, apparently the foot of an upright, but ‘the extreme lower tip of e may be 
possible’ (Lobel). 

Pent. /cocp.[o]v to[ct]E</>avcov Lobel, quoting Theogn. 250 ayXad Moucacov 8wpa locre<j)dvajv (cf. Bacch. 

5. 3). 1 he only other obvious plurality is Athens (Pind. fr. 76 SM). What could be meant by koepov? Of 

s°ng, see above on Irr. 2. 2 T 1. 19? (On this basis, MLW elegantly restores TTpricc]oipu keAeu#o[v / (froprov 

ayiov Movcew]v Kocp.[o]v io[cr]e^ai'ajv.) Of a place, in this journeying context? — the sea, the glory of the 

Nereids, or the island, the glory of the Nymphs? somewhere glorified by the Muses (cf. 8 ISoc 1roXvupvov)? 

8 In 3965 wyAoStf can be read; in 2327 ]8erSpovi«o[, with ]upv- written above ]8evSp. 

Hex. ISoc TToXvSevSpov (variant noXvvpvov) iVo[ —. Neither epithet informative in itself. Lobel compared 

HHAp. 225 Q-qfi-pc S' ei’cck/uVcivev ISoc ka.Taeipi.evov vXr?. Add Solon 13. 21 (the wind) 9ewv ISoc al-rrvv hcavEt 

I ovpavov. At the end, iVofip-pr is one possibility (so West). 

9 2327 javijcov. [, a stroke rising to the right: A Lobel, but a not I think excluded. 3965 ]ayaA/xa. [. 

Pent, do judge from the relative alignment, — — wu]a vfjcov dyaXpa [u —. (Either ayaXp.’ or ayaXpa; 

ayaA/iai-f cannot be read.) Among the various meanings of ayaXpa, the juxtaposition with vfjcov might 

suggest ‘an object of pride to The last trace doubtful, perhaps j3 or k: apparently not 6[ecov; fi[tov MLW. 

10 2327 jS-pvfaf. 3965 ]_v£av0orp[. 

Hex. fav0oTp[ix indicated. Dr Rea proposed to join here 2327 fr. 8 j^ac nnr[ovc (see Maehler on Bacch. 

5. 37 for the idea). There is no clear support for this in the fibres; and the ink of fr. 8 is considerably more 

faded, but that need not matter. Alternatively, one can think of a person, whose name or patronymic may 

be represented by jS-^v: it is mostly gods or heroes who have yellow hair, but not exclusively, cf. Solon 

fr. 22a. 1 W (v.l. TTvppo-). 

11 2327 ]. v^ctpa[, ‘the right-hand arc of o or cob 3965 ] _ eipaXaiSoi [, the last trace perhaps the initial 

curve of p~ 

Pent. Aa/3oi, Adj9oqx[i ^A gesture of pledge {II. 6. 233, 21. 286), reassurance (24. 671), welcome 

(Od. 3. 37), courtship (HHVen 155) etc. 

12 2327 ] vroca[. 3965 ] _ a-7roxpoocay[. 

Hex. -vroc ano XP°°C -. an-6 XP°°C often enough at this place in hexameter poets, II. 14. 170 

arro XP°°C Ip-epoevroc etc. 

13 2327 ]wvip.[. 3965 ] ip.€poevTa[. 

Pent. ]cov lp.epoevTa[ ^ —. 

14 2327 ] Socev[, ‘a trace level with the tops of letters’, apparently from a horizontal or oblique, not 

an upright. 3965 ] 80c vavde[, first, ‘loop of rho suggested, but anomalously rectilinear’ Lobel (but perhaps 

rather flattened top and stem of upsilon). 

Hex. ].Soc ev dvde[i, avde[ci.{v) — ^ c--. 

15 2327 ]...[, third, ‘top of upright above the general level, <f> suggested’ Lobel. 3965 ] _ apKiSactK [, 

first, short horizontal trace at mid-level, surface destroyed above to left; last, high horizontal, hole below. 

Pent. <t>apKihac eK —. cjiapKiha ‘wrinkle’ is quoted from Sophocles (fr. 1108 R: <f>appaKiha MSS, corr. 

Brunck and others); otherwise the word survives only in grammarians (and the adjective (f>apKt8co8ric in the 
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medical tradition). Herodian apparently thought the iota long (Arcadius 221. 17 f. Schmidt; nepi Sixpdvwv 

Herod. II 18. 22-4 Lentz); but it cannot be so here. The last trace most suggests r, but y, 7r could be 

considered. 

16 Hex. veofiXacrl - w —. The adjective is rare, most often of new growth in plants or animals (so 

Nic., Al. 484; TLG adds Theophr., HP 1. 8. 5 and Aesopica 8. 2; Galen 13. 284. 15 of horn); Opp., Hal. 

I. 735 TtKva reojSAaon). 

These fragmentary lines offer some elements which could be combined: 

(i) ‘sea’ 2, ‘passage’ 3?, ‘crossing’ 4, ‘path’ 6, eSoc noXv8tv8pov (noXvvp.vov) 8, ‘island’ 9. 

(ii) an optative verb, and in the first person singular, can be seen in 6, is likely in 11, and could 

conveniently be restored in 8. 

(iii) 11 ff. hand, flesh, desire, flowers, wrinkles, new-grown. 

(i) and (ii) together, assuming that the optatives express a wish, not a potential, might yield ‘How I 

long to cross the sea to the island ...’. This journey might be (a) real; (b) escapist, on the pattern of Eur., 

Hipp. 732 ff., where the chorus long to fly away to the Island of the Hesperides; (c) post mortem, as 

Posidippus SH 705. 22 yr/pai' plvctlkov olpov ini ’Pa8dp.avdvv iKolp.r)v. The detail does not decide between 

these possibilities. Real islands may have many trees (8). But fantastic islands naturally tend to be even 

more fertile: Hes., Op. 170 ff. (paKapcuv vf/coi), Pherecydes FGrH 3 F 16 (dediv KTjnoc); Achilles lives on the 

Island of the Blessed with its noble trees (Pind., 01. 2. 73), or on the White Island (Aethiop. arg. p. 69 B; 

Pind., Nem. 4. 49), which Pausanias describes as Saceia vX-rj naca (3. 19. 11). 

In what follows, the speaker (the poet?) is to meet someone (11), perhaps someone golden-haired, who 

may be desirable (13) among the flowers (14). Again, the details don’t exclude a real party, to which the 

speaker looks forward. Nonetheless, I should guess that this is a fantasy, whether for this life or the next: 

in the idyllic landscape (14) the speaker will lose his wrinkles (15), perhaps even grow his hair again (16). 

The deified Achilles appears in fr. 1: he undoubtedly had yellow hair, and a place in Elysium (as 

Simonides himself said, PMG 558). But I see no other reason to bring him in here. 

Further considerations arise from 2327. There frr. 1 + 2 contain the top of two columns, printed as 

Adesp. Eleg. 28 and 30 W. Mr Lobel suggested that fr. 3 formed the lower part of col. i (POxy XXII 

p. 6g). Fr. 4 he placed to the right of col. ii 8-11, even though prima facie it contains the top of a column; 

and West assigned it to col. iii (since it does not fit well with suggested reconstructions of col. ii). 

3965 now makes it certain that the first line of 2327 fr. 4 follows directly on the last line of fr. 3. 

Therefore fr. 3 forms the foot of one column, and fr. 4 the head of the next. Therefore either (i) Lobel’s 

placing of fr. 3 must be given up, or (ii) fr. 4 must combine with frr. 1-2 col. ii. 

As to (i), there is no firm footing: Lobel himself noted ‘I cannot profess to identify the back fibres of 

the one in the other with complete certainty’. 

As to (ii), we can use two kinds of argument. 

(a) The fibres. As touches the horizontal fibres, nothing can be said for or against, since between the 

beginnings in frr. 1-2 ii and the middles in fr. 4 runs the sheet-join mentioned by Lobel (the edge visible 

in 8, cutting the chi of yapi, and below). As for the vertical fibres, I see no clear likeness or unlikeness with 

the vertical fibres of ii 9-11. 

(b) Possible supplements. The combined text looks like this: 

e.[.... ]eua. [ ]“ vrjcov ay a Xp.a [ 

.]eXe. t. . . iav86rp[ix 10 

?.[.] .r yelpa AajSoi [ 

°4>Pa. e. ]vroc ano ypooc av[ 
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KexAipevpc Aew<[ ] _ papxiSac ex [ 15 

XCutijI ]v XaPlf[ ]a veo/3Aacr[ 

. [.] evavPea 7rAt[£ 

/ro[ ] S’ Ipepoevra Xlyvv [ 

dpri[e7T€a] vaipwv yXwccav a[ 

20 

rdivSef 
n r 

€VKOp [ 

We have no objective means of telling how many letters would be missing between the two parallel 

strips. I have taken as standard the most plausible supplement, that in 13, and estimated the other lacunas 
from it. 

9 e. [> € stands a little in, but there is no clear ink to the left of it; the traces perhaps top and lower 

curve ofc. ]eua, [, upright, ‘perhaps e or possibly p' Lobel, but the irregularities of the ink may be deceptive; 

above ev, ] v suprascript, ‘the back of c, or possibly o, followed by a dot level with the tops of letters, not 

ev' Lobel (the dot might perhaps belong to a damaged upward extension of the oblique ofr). 

]a vfjcov: if the division is right, a seems inevitable, as the only reading of the traces which might serve 

as a word-end. Even so, final a is not so common in this dialect. One possibility: a genitive (so Kivvp]a 

West). Another: an uncontracted spelling in -ea. This points first to evaea vr/cov. (For the adjective applied 

to a place, see Hes., Op. 599 and West’s note; real islands no doubt enjoyed sea breezes, and so did the 

Island of the Blest, Pind., 01. 2. 71 f.). But the spacing seems to require one or two letters more: therefore, 

as MLW suggests, euaj/[e]a (‘splendid’ or ‘far-seen’; for the idea cf. Pind., J\f. 4. 49 fi; fr. 33c. 5 fi). Before 

that, (apparently not €y[): ecf-n-epov a little long. 

10 ]exe.[> the top of an upright, perhaps (but not certainly) a trace to the right from a joining stroke 

(‘perhaps -rr’ Lobel). 

As a speculation, I mention that the spacing would allow xa\l Kev] ’Exex[paTt]8r]v gavdorp^xa. For 

the beginning, see 14. For Echecratidas, see schol. Theoc. 16. 34, Antiochus, whom Theocritus records 

among the Thessalian princes made famous by Simonides, was the son of Echecratidas and Dyseris, coc prjci 

Cip.cuvi'Sijc (= PMG 528). Dedications by Echecratidas, @eccaXiac ... apxoc, and Dyseris, stand among 

epigrams ascribed to Anacreon (AP 6. 142, 136; FGE pp. 142, 139). Thuc. 1. 111 mentions 'Opecrpc 6 

’Ex^xparLpov vloc tov OeccaXcuv /3aciAeaic whom the Athenians tried to restore from exile in 457/6. Historians 

have posited at least two Echecratidai, a generation apart, to account for these snippets (see e.g. RE Suppl. 

XII s.v. Pharsalos 1051-4); and in any case the name is not uncommon. The Echecratidas of our poem, if 

he exists, floats in an amorous context (12 fi), must therefore be young (at the moment of writing? in the 

poet’s memory?); if he is a Thessalian prince, there is no obvious island on which his hand might be 

shaken—unless indeed on the Island of the Blest. 

11 o [, anomalous trace, ‘like the left-hand angle of </> but too high for this’ (Lobel). ]ov or ]oir, Ad/3oi 

or AdjSoi/x[i. 

12 o<hpa. €.[.].[, 4>p likely, although only their feet remain; after a, ‘parts of uprights suggesting v or 

7t’, then perhaps the base and the end of the cross-bar of e, but I do not think other rounded letters excluded, 

then to the right of a damaged patch a trace in the form of a small A, ‘prima facie x - 

More sensual circumstances? an6 XP°°C seems to stand in parallel with 13 Ik |3A[e</>dp]ajv. The subject 

there may be human or divine; depending on how divine, his flesh might radiate light, or beauty (koAAoc 

HHCer 276, HHVen 174; eiSoc Hes. fr. 43(a). 73 f.; x“Plc Hes., Th. 583 v.l.), or a sweet savour (see 

Richardson on HHCer 275). We could look for something on the lines of ofipa (o<f>p’ a-) ... ]vroc ano xp°°c 

av[9lvov o£ei. MLW proposes o<f>pa yeo[v] xlaP^e]VTOC XP°°C oiv[8oc aeL-rj (emending to Aeij3oi in the next 

line), well-suited to trace and space. 

13 Aei/Sei 8’ ix /3A[€</>ap]cuv Ip-epoevTa [7to9ov looks in itself highly plausible (West had already suggested 

P\[e<t>apuiv): Hes., Th. 910 f. (the Charites) rcuv xai ano fiXepapcuv epoc ef/Sexo 8epKop.tva.cov / XocLpeX-pc, Eur., 

Hipp. 527 f. uEpioc ’Epwc o Kan’ oppartov / crai/eic noPov (where, in spite of Mr Barrett’s notes, I should 

take the eyes to be those of Eros). There is one obstacle: the second hand has entered -n- above the beta of 

AetjSei. If he was right, the suggested reconstruction falls. But of course such interlinear variants may preserve 

corruptions just as much as corrections. 
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14 zceve.f, top of upright with high horizontal extending to the right: it Lobel, but I would have 

thought y equally possible, /cat /cev iy[ai(v)? The phrase It. 20. 367; repeated /cat /cev (cf. 10) II. 6. 456 f. This 

might introduce any form of conditional; in Homer normally optative, once subjunctive (It. 24. 655), once 

future (Od. 16. 257), past tenses for the counterfactual (II. 5. 898, Od. 20. 222). 

] 80c, in 2327 a trace level with the tops of letters, most suggesting the tip of a rising oblique; in 3965 
what looks like the upper part of a flattened Y. Against ]/?8oc: the p would be anomalously shaped in 3965. 

Against ]y8oc, which might suit palaeographically in both: if iy[w(u) is right, how to supply the gap? 

ac7ro]y8oc, 0 (f>po]y8oc (if the lengthening is allowable)? arc A]u8oc?? MLW. 

iv av0e[ci, av0t[i'? But clearly there are other possibilities. Related questions of scene and syntax: (i) is 

the reclining reveller lying on flowers, cf. the commentators on Archil. 196A. 44 ev avdeccv ... HkXivo., or 

crowned with them, for the use of iv see Bond on Eur., Her. 677? (ii) should 15 Aev/c[ be taken with av#c[? 

Aei//c[o]fc is a possible reading; but so is Aci//cac, see on 15. The two questions would be connected, if white 

flowers have some particular use or significance. For wreaths, certainly, the (white) lily was widely used 

(e.g. Aristoph., Nub. 911); cf. Archestr. SH 190. 3 = 59. 3 Montanari vyprjv xo-Hrjv XevKw Trev-vKac/xIvov avdei 

(if this refers to the bibber, not the wine). But the wreath may be premature here, if it is being made in 17. 

In any case, the main verb should stand at the end of 14: some equivalent of evoixotpLTjv? 

15 (ce/cAiiaevoc: of c the lower hook (not 1 or v). 

Acu/c[ ]_ _, the two traces stand on fr. 4 before the tall riser which Lobel identified as a cj>. The text 

here printed assumes that this is the (f> of (f>apKi8ac. The traces themselves are slight: Acuxrfojfc seems possible, 

but also XevKac (the spacing depends again on the precise ranging of the two strips). Aei//c[, not Aevpf, it 

seems (the upright is too short for p, and the junction seems clearly to represent two joining obliques). 

eK [ (on 3965), the horizontal trace taken by Lobel as r, but I am not sure that y or 77 are excluded. 

If‘wrinkles’ is a fixed point, we need something to govern the accusative—a verb to mean ‘smoothing out’, 

‘leaving behind’, ‘forgetting’? ‘Putting off’ old age is expressed in various ways: avaidelcOaT (HHCer 275), 

omot;v€Tv (It. 9. 447, HHVen 224), e/cSOvai (Aristoph., Pax 336, Call. fr. 1. 35, Anacreont. 53. 7 W), drToceUcdm 

(Aristoph., Lys. 670-1 etc.), aTrofidXXeiv (Aristoph. fr. 129 KA). But none of these seems helpful here. I can 

think of nothing more likely than lKir[po<f>vyd>v. 

Iv aiPe\cLV afipa Trddoip.T / /re/cAqievoc, Aev/cac <f>apKi8ac e/cr[oc iXcbv MLW. 

16 xalTrl[. . . ]v Xa/°lf[ °n 2327, xaLTV [p.e]r, xamyftctjv (West) among the possibilities; then ]a yfpjSAaerf 

on 3965. What was ‘new grown’ and had to do with hair? (i) Perhaps the hair itself, if the speaker does 

indeed look to rejuvenation; the charming object might then be the wreath which probably appeared in 

the next line, or the perfumed oil which would go with it (Xenoph. fr. 1. 1 ff. W; Plato Com. 71. 6 f. KA; 

Nisbet & Hubbard on Horace, Carm. 1.4. 9). (ii) Perhaps the fresh flowers which went to make the wreath, 

(i) would suggest xaiT7;[ici]v yapie[i/T]a reoj8AdcT[otc(v eAaia: but then how to continue in 17? Under (ii) 

MLW proposes ya/Tijftcijv xaPie[vr]a r€o/3Adcr[oto Kvirtlpov / wfoi/aAov] ktX. (cf. Aleman PMG 58, 60). 

17 . [, ‘the top of an upright’, possibly a junction at the top (i.e. y, it, v??), possibly part of another 

upright on the unhinged scrap to the right. 

■n-Ae[fa/a- cte<f>avov West (7tX([ktov or the like, cf. Xenoph fr. 1.2, is also available). I do not see how 

to join 3965 fr. 23 here (4]cre^[). 

18 [, ‘the lower part of an upright’. 

Aiyi/v rather than ALyvv (Aiyd v- a remote possibility). Xiyvc/Xiyvpoc may describe the singer, the instru¬ 

ment, the voice or the song. Given 19 vazp.d/v the subject is likely to be a masculine singular, i.e. the speaker 

himself? The gap at the beginning would accommodate e.g. p.o[XTrfp], Mofdcaic] (West); or say ^o[Xttt]c] 

... Xiyvv . [ ... oLptov (after Alcaeus PLF 347(b)). 

19 apr' [ ], ‘the upper part of an upright’, then a small upright trace (high enough to be a 

suprascript) above the line at the end of the gap. 

djOTf[e7rea] West, the suprascript explained as a v.l. -q for ea. dprierr-qc yXcucca of the poet, Pind., Isthm. 

5. 46 (a poem contemporary with Simonides’ old age, see the reference to the Battle of Salamis in 48 ff.). 

21-2 on a detached fragment, which Lobel thought ‘located here by both cross and vertical fibres’. 

Note that the overlap of cross fibres is very small, so that the horizontal alignment is not necessarily reliable. 

21 . [, foot of upright. 

22 _ [, part of upright. 

Probably, as Lobel suggested, variants evKOfj.n[, evrrop.n[. 

» 
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I hus the combination of 2327 fr. 4 with frr. 1-2 ii produces sense enough to seem plausible. Mr Lobel 

considered whether fr. 5, which has a sheet-join similarly placed, stood at the foot of the same column, but 

concluded that the backs were too unlike, POxy XXII p. 70. (If we accepted the placing, and MLW’s 

suggestion that fr. 5 immediately preceded fr. 4 (above p. 28), it would follow that the Plataea Elegy came 
next.) 

Thus the journey to the island leads to a party scene: someone (the speaker? that is, the poet?) would 

take someone’s hand, while someone (Eros? the beloved?) distils beauty and desire; he would lie on a bed 

of flowers, wear a wreath of flowers, and exercise his ready tongue in sweet clear song. If iy[di is accepted 

in 14, there is a first person speaker, cf. above 6; if 10 refers to Echecratidas, there would be more reason 
to see the speaker as Simonides himself. 

The reconstruction proposed for io and 14 makes those optatives potential. We are no closer to knowing 

whether the journey to the island, and the celebrations there, are practical anticipation, or wishful fantasy. 

The most distinctive element, the wrinkles (15)1 has no immediate context. 

The extreme view would be this: 

The aged Simonides longs to escape (now, or after death), carrying his poetry, across the sea to the 

place of many trees, the Island of the Blest (Elysium), there to meet again the dead Echecratidas in all his 

desirable youth; they will join in the symposium; the wrinkled Simonides too will recover his youth. 

Elysium was by now becoming less exclusively the haunt of mythic heroes (as by Plato’s time, Gorg. 

523~4> h W'H be open to all the eijcefieic): Harmodius is imagined there, PMG 894. That poets might join 

the [LCLKaptc is implied by Aristoph., Ran. 85 and so later, Sappho in the ixaKapcov dAcoc, Dioscorides AP 

7->4°7- 8, the pit nates in Elysium, Virgil, Aen. 6. 662. In Elysium, naturally, the good life is lived: p.aKapwv 

eva>xla Ar., Ran. 85, cvp.n6ciov twv oclcov Plato, Resp. 263C. The Blest continue the pleasures of their normal 

lives: so poets will practice their art after death (Nisbet & Hubbard on Horace, Carm. 2. 13, p. 204), just 

as they hope that old age will not deprive them of it (Eur., Her. 676 f.). I have found no evidence that the 

Blest were rejuvenated; the idea itself seems natural enough, given that conditions in Elysium parallel those 

of the Golden Age, where old age had no place (M. Davies, Prom. 13 (1987) 265 ff.: Hes., Op. 113 f.). 

If the reconstruction is accepted, we can confirm Lobel’s original placing of 2327 fr. 3 at the foot of 

frr. 1-2 col. i. At the head of the same column stands the passage printed by West as Adesp. Eleg. 28. On 

the doubtful calculation made above (p. 33), ten to twenty verses might be lost in between. We have no 

means of telling whether one poem ended within this lacuna (a fairly short poem, if it began with Adesp. 

Eleg. 28. 3, see below), so that fr. 3 belongs to the next. But given that the Plataea Elegy was of some 

length, we should consider whether fr. 3 and its attaching pieces continued the same poem from the top of 

col. i, or rather from i 3, which West plausibly identified as a first line. 

West, Studies 167 f. summed up his interpretation of the earlier fragment thus: ‘The poet confesses that 

his sexual inhibitions are losing their grip. Even since his pubic hair appeared, he has—d^vu/xeroc— 

respected Dike and Aidos, but now he is a prey to Desire.’ Difficulties remain in much of the detail. But 

at minimum, we could say that ff. 1 contains a reference to a symposium, desire and perhaps old age. At 

maximum, we could imagine a poem on these lines: ‘I can never be a cautious wallflower. Even now, in 

old age, I long for love and wine. Hasten the day, when I recover my youth in the symposium of the Blest.’ 

Fr. 28 

3 ov]«- auAo[ rather than (cauAp[ MLW. 

Fr. 32 

I E.g. ava[9etc (pent.?) MLW. 

Fr. 33 

Upper margin? I have tried joining fr. 35, itself a column-top, to give ] tv (hex.), ]ya (pent.). But 

the fibres do not convince. 

Fr. 34 
3 Pent. end. 
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Fr. 37 

2 Blank end (pent.)? Then 3 e.g. yvv]aiKo[c MLW. 

Fr. 38 
1 Perhaps ]/xerov[. The second v is wide, and could be taken as final. But if this is a pentameter, what 

to make of 2? 

2 o [ is separated by a short space, and might be taken as a marginal note. But, since the writing 

looks the same, and the careful suprascript correction seems more appropriate to text, it is better to treat 

the gap as accident or punctuation. 

Fr. 42 

3 Either an exceptionally long line, or top of column. 

Fr. 45 

E.g. aJAicor, ]a Xff[p- MLW. 

P. J. PARSONS 



II. COMEDY 

3966. Menander, Aarchedonios, Phasma 

or another play 

32 4B.4/E( 1 5)c 12.4 x 11.7 cm First century 

Remains of sixteen lines of comedy (or, as I think more likely, of 15 plus XOPOY) 

are given by this scrap from the foot of a column. The back of the roll is blank; the 

lower margin is preserved up to 38 mm. 1 he piece is linked by its handwriting to 

XXXIII 2654, which is identified by a quotation as part of a copy of Menander, 

A archedonios, and also to the unassigned comic fragment PKoln I 4., which has been 

thought to be part of the same roll; the two are respectively nos. 157 and 159 in Austin, 

Comicorum Graecorum fragmenta inpapyris reperta (1973)■ Aarchedonios is therefore a possible 

identity for the present piece. Enough of the content can be made out (or so I believe) 

to show that we are concerned with the familiar domestic ritual of bringing the loutra, 

water from the fountain as tor a nuptial bath, with a procession consisting of (at least) 

the woman who is the loutrophoros, a piper and a singer (it will be suggested that line 

12 in fact represents a snatch oi lyric); a bystander passes comments. None of this has 

yet been observed to link with any known text; but since the link by handwriting to 

A archedonios need not be a binding one, it is reasonable to consider among other 

possibilities plays in which a wedding or weddings were a specially prominent motif. 

Phasma was such a play; and, as it happens, is referred to by one of the ancient 

metricians for its use of a lyric metre. Other identities can be considered. The fragment 

was discussed at a colloquium held in Geneva in 1988, and has been published with 

some discussion in Eric Handley-Andre Hurst, Retire Menandre (Recherches et 

Rencontres 2, Geneva 1990): there the possibilities of Kres and Hypobolimaios were 

noted by N. Zagagi (see below on 7—10), while Thomas Gelzer outlined a case for 

identification with Georgos (text, pp. 138 ff.; discussion, pp. 162—6). The general 

interest of the piece, which in some ways is akin to the beginning of Act III of Dyskolos, 

emerges not without difficulty from the detailed problems of palaeography, reading 

and interpretation which it offers. 

The copyist writes in a small-to-medium upright hand of a basically formal 

character, but with some interesting variations in letter forms. It is the same as 

‘Hand T of 2654, which made its first appearance in mid-1968, and is no. 41 in 

Turner’s Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World (19711; 19862); it was in fact Turner 

himself who subsequently made the identification. ‘Hand 2’ of 2654 is larger, and its 

letters are ‘broader, squarer and spikier’ (GMAW, loc. cit.). The same contrast of 

styles is found in the Cologne fragment, first published in 1969, most of which is in 

‘Hand 2’, but the last line of col. i is in ‘Hand T. The strange (and so far unexplained) 

alternation seen in both pieces, together with the consideration that the Cologne piece 
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came reputedly from Oxyrhynchus,1 led both Turner and Koenen to conclude that 

they are parts of the same roll, and therefore presumably of the same play; they agree 

also that ‘Hand T and ‘Hand 2’ represent the work of two people and not one; they 

differ in assigning a date, in that Koenen thinks of the first century bc, while Turner’s 

view, to which I incline, is for the first century ad. 

In considering the three fragments together, one is reminded strongly, as so often 

in work on small pieces, how limited one is by the narrow extent of the data for 

analysis and comparison. The present fragment is set apart from the other two in that 

it has no alternation of styles, but a uniformity, and no sign of the marginal annotation 

which characterises 2654; but who is to say whether that makes it part of a continuous 

passage in ‘Hand T from that same roll, or part of another uniform roll by the same 

writer? By contrast, the new specimen shows that there are present within ‘Hand T 

some variations in letter forms which had previously been seen as signs of distinction 

between the two hands, most notably in the case of alpha and mu. 

In our piece, as in the other specimens of‘Hand T, alpha is normally narrow and 

upright, made in three strokes with mid-line crossbar. But we now have a variant, in 

which the left side and crossbar are written together in downward and upward 

diagonal movements, to which the right side is then added: so, for instance, very 

clearly in the largely cancelled a[^wmcov] in 12. That variant form is the one standard 

in ‘Hand 2’; but ‘Hand 2’ does itself on occasion produce the narrower upright alpha, 

as in 2654, 29 aTre\d[; both forms are found there in Sparrera 35 and in -npayp.ara 37. 

The other triangular letters, 8 and A, show minor variations of the same kind, as 

between an upright ‘isosceles’ pattern which is generally characteristic of ‘Hand 1’ 

and a more freely written ‘equilateral’ shape typical of‘Hand 2’: so in our piece 8 in 

vou8apt,ov 16, as opposed to p8ecoc 1 1 or KadevSev 13; A in aXrjdec 7, as opposed to peAoc 

15, where the second stroke meets the first half-way, as regularly in ‘Hand 2’. 

The regular mu of ‘Hand T is made in four strokes, not unlike two juxtaposed 

lambdas; but it is also found in our piece in the more rapidly written three-stroke form 

characteristic of‘Hand 2’. The letter is a little abraded, but clear, in p.e 15, where the 

e that follows takes on a cursive form, with the base written first and then the top and 

cross-stroke in one movement. The same mu is followed by a formally written e in 

jLtevroi, 10. ‘Hand 2’, we may note in passing, is not without its lapses into informality, 

as can be seen from the eta-nu of Koprjv, 2654, 38. 

Some other palaeographical features are probably worth noting here, not only 

for comparative purposes, but because they may affect the interpretation of damaged 

or broken letters. The presence of links or small serifs at the end of strokes is inter¬ 

mittent, and can be noted both here and in the other fragments under discussion; it 

is common to ‘Hand T and ‘Hand 2’. Epsilon, apart from the instance of a cursive 

form noted above, varies here and in the other fragments between having a formal 

1 According to the dealer who sold it: Koenen, ZPE 5 (1970) 60. 
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straight cross-stroke, and one in which that stroke tends to detach from the body of 

the letter and to reduce to a dot. Kappa is most formally written as upright followed 

by limbs which meet it at mid-point and are formed by two neatly diverging diagonal 

strokes, but the diagonals can be made in a single curving movement, or three strokes 

can combine to make a less formal letter. The differences can be seen in our piece 

from aKovccufA 11; Kai 10; and oiKorpu/j 16. The rho of‘Hand T is characteristically 

made with a narrow loop, but sometimes in the wider form that is regular in ‘Hand 2’, 

and is recognisable in that form, though damaged, in x\pT][v]r]c g. Tau can have a 

long top leading from the previous letter, and the vertical stroke may then go down 

rapidly from the right hand end of it; upsilon has similar minor variations. Of the 

round letters, omicron varies here and in the other fragments between an upright oval, 

with sides that can look deceptively straight when the letter is broken, to a compact 

small round; omega is in two joined curves in the ‘Hand T style, weightier and more 
formally rounded in 'Hand 2’. 

In shoi t, the accession of new evidence makes it possible to reopen the question 

of the distinction between the two hands under discussion, and to ask whether they 

may not alter all be the product of one person writing in two styles, rather than two 

in intimate collaboration. In either case the presence of striking common features is 

explicable; in neither is it clear what brought about the alternation. Of that, the 

present fragment shows no sign; nor, unlike the others, has it any sign of the activities 

of a reviser 01 editor. Though there is one correction (12), to all appearances that was 

made currente calamo; there is no punctuation or any other sign of lectional aids; only 

at 15/16 could we expect to see a paragraphos, and there, where the text seems to call 

for one, it is lacking. In other words, if this piece came from the same roll as either or 

both of the other two, it came from a part of the play in which there was less ostensible 

need, or less occasion, for extra work on the text. So far as I can see, nothing forbids that 

assumption, and nothing compels us to it. With Karchedonios indicated as a possibility by 

the handwriting of the fragment, the identity of the play it represents remains open 

to discussion. 

Phasma was mentioned above as a possible host to our piece.1 This idea began 

from the point that there are in that play several prominent references to a forthcoming 

wedding (10, 59, 61, 92) and one (somewhat obscure) reference to a line of lyric 

unlike, but possibly compatible with, what can be made of 12 (see the detailed notes 

1 Eric G. Turner, ‘The Phasma of Menander’, GRBS 10 (1969) 307-24 discusses the fragments published 

in the series as XXXVIII 2825 and has new observations on the Leningrad fragment. See also 

fS. Charitonidis—L. Kahil—R. Ginouves, Les mosai'ques de la maison du Menandre a Mytilene, Antike Kunst, 

Beiheft 6 (1970) 60-62 on the representation of a scene from Act II; Charles Garton, Personal aspects of the 

Roman Theatre (Toronto, 1972) 93-129; F. H. Sandbach, in Gomme-Sandbach, Menander: a commentary 

(1973); T. B. L. Webster, An Introduction to Menander (1974) 173-8; C. Corbato, ‘Osservazioni su papiri 

menandrei: II 0ac^ia (POxy 2825, Fr. B, Col. II)’, Actes du XV‘ Congres international de papyrologie: troisieme 

partie (Brussels, 1979 = Papyrologica Bruxellensia, 18); text of 2825 with notes in Austin, CGFP, no. 195. 
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that follow). Phasma also has, in the shape of the ‘vision’ which gives the play its title, 

a girl kept secretly shut up indoors (14 ff. with Donatus’ summary, and perhaps 85: 

see on evSov eyKeKAeipevp in our fragment at 13). One more coincidence (if that is what 

it is): at Phasma 52 ff. a slave sarcastically suggests to his young master that for the 

non-disease of lovesickness a non-remedy would be apt. He is to undergo what 

Sandbach (ad loc.) describes as ‘a ritual purification, washing and fumigation, 

sprinkling with water from three springs, in which salt and lentils have been thrown . 

All else apart, ano Kprjvpc (9) is not the same thing as airo Kpovvaov rpiwv (Phasma 55). 

But is there some way in which these motifs could be related? Suppose that the young 

man did indeed send for water, and that the speaker we have called (A) in our 

fragment took its arrival for a loutrophoria of a different kind? This would not be 

wholly unlike the comic development at Terence, Andria 490 ff., in which Simo, having 

overheard the midwife’s perfectly real instructions for the care of her charge, leaps to 

the conclusion that they are a trick to persuade him that a baby has just been born. 

One main difference is that the situation propounded here claims no higher status 

than that of speculation. 

]...[ 
1..LM 

]? [ 
\rjczav8trj9 [ 

5 ].[ }p[‘ 

] repov avToc_[ 

] a\r]9eco[ ) oyo[ 

]Aourparour yap[ 

] TOicyapLOvcLva [ ]p [ ]j]C(f)€p€iv 

10 ]ocauAo^/catrijU.e o pocdeoo [ 

] OT€7TaKOvcaLp.avr]8ea)cyvv [ 

_ ]yicora</>u7rvicova[[</>U7mcoi'] 

r]Ka9€v8evev8ov€yK€K\ei [ 

] €ivyapep,epuc9a>TOTTpocTOVTo\ 

15 7TpOC7TOLOVv8pO(f)Op€l,VpL€8€ip.eAoC [] 

7TCu8apLOv<UKOTpuJjyapeivaLpLOi8oKet,[ 
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-]yc, iav SerjO’, a[/xa. 

X]0 P [OY 

(A) ] _ T€pOV yyv avro c [ 

to Trpdy^fi aXrjdec o[i]yoyo[<2)v tic epycr’ rj 

<f>epo)v rd] XovTpa.- tovto yap[ vo/tu^erat 

ra Aot>rp]a role yapiOvcLV aTf[o K]pr/[v\r]c </>epetv, 

aSeiv 7Tp]oC avX6v Kdl Ti pL€VTOL ~ 77/DOC ded)V, 

rrapec ]7tot’ — ivaKovcaipi’ av r/Secoc, yvva[i. 

B d(f)V7r]vLcov, d(f)VTrvLCOv*dTj[o\(f)[- 

(A) o.VTTj Kadevdev ev8ov ey/<e/cAei/u.[ct'7p 

a]5etv yap ep,ep,ic#coTo irpoc tovto[v. (C) TaXav, 

TTpOC TTOLOV v8pO(f)Opelv p.€ 8ei pLeXoC 7TOT€; 

<A> jrat8dpiov oiKOTpaJj yap eivai p.01 8o/ce?[. 

1-3 are abraded, and 3 has, it seems, lost some letters entirely in that way 
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i ] [, mid-line horizontal, then a round letter, 9, e, o; then a descender 4 On twisted fibres, 

parts of two verticals probably linked: i.e. ]r)c rather than ].ic; at end, downward oblique, a[ not e[, o[ 

5 This line probably, but not verifiably, represents XOPOY rather than the remains of a verse. I he 

surviving rho is at centre column and has blank (though abraded) surface either side; the line spacing looks 

a little wider than usual, and the letter itself, though of no more than normal size, is noticeably carefully 

formed. One more speck of ink, of indeterminate character, is at the place where X]0 could be divined, 

supposing that the spacing used was that familiar from the Bodmer Dyskolos and elsewhere. But not enough 

undamaged surface is preserved to make it certain that there was no continuous writing. There is no trace 

of the decorative lines which copyists sometimes add; and the place where a marginal sign of act-ending 

might have stood is lost with part of the left side of the column 6 ] repov: r has a long top, leading 

from e, 0 or c; perhaps therefore Jerepov, perhaps a comparative adjective of a suitable formation. Next, 

...: two dots of ink, one over the other, represent a vertical rather than a curve; then downward oblique, 

suits upper part of v; then k or v, represented by parts of vertical and oblique: i.e. ovk (with improbable 0) 

or (better) yvy. At the end, c joins the top of an upright or of v 7 ]. suits /x or A, possibly a; if k 

the upper arm should show ] .o^of, first is foot of a vertical, close to o; y rather than A, judging both 

from general appearance and from a speck of ink at the top right 9 ]. end of sloping oblique 

cl-n-fo /c]/rrj[v]7)c can be guessed from the context; it can be verified by observing that the rho (with large 

bow, like the second of v8po<f>opeiv, 15) and the top of a vertical which follows it stand on a tongue of 

papyrus which is slightly deflected to the right; with this allowed for, there is space suitable for the letters 

presumed lost; 7r, on fibres now twisted, appears to be represented by the junction of top and first upright 

10 pLzvTOL suits, v being represented by the top of a vertical immediately after e and the lower part of 

another, t by traces of top and upright, t simply by a foot irpoc dewy is hardly in doubt, though for n 

there is only a speck of ink from the first upright, c is incomplete and the upper part of 9 abraded, e is 

split in half and v merely the top of the first stroke 11 ]. a vertical; an indeterminate dot of ink at 

the end 12 [vn]y±cov fills the space if the column is regular, and will scan as the beginning of a highly 

resolved trimeter. But song is in question, both from the context and from the appearance of the unusual 

word a<f>vTTVLcov as a synonym for eyeipe. It may therefore be that we have, written tv €K9tcei, a line that is 

something other than an iambic trimeter, as for instance dactylic hexameters among trimeters in the near¬ 

contemporary copy of Aristophanes, Knights, 2545: Turner, GMAW2 no. 37, with discussion pp. 8 and 12. 

In that case, aif>vvvicov, a^imvicov could have begun the line, offering an interpretation congenial to the 

context and a strong hint from the word-division that the metre is fully resolved anapaests. The scribe then 

writes a^v-nvicov once again, but immediately recognizes his mistake and crosses through the letters cf>virvicov, 

leaving a as the beginning of the next word. It is followed, after the deletion, by parts of an upright with 

a curving stroke near it, a gap, and the top of a tall upright. dir[o]<f>- could be considered, and the degree 

of repetition present might help to explain the scribe’s confusion 13 ] _ 17 trace of ink on the line, 

with another higher and to right (could be parts of two letters), then high horizontal joins rj, with a dot of 

ink from a vertical below it: atm) can be guessed, not confirmed 14 fibres abraded: horizontal 

stroke perhaps joins € at mid-line, as for ctjyetv; but S may be high in relation to e, as in tjSecuc (11), so that 

ajSttv is hardly to be ruled out, though not suggested by the trace of ink 15 end, foot of vertical, 

could be y or w with nothing lost; third is like r, with parts of vertical and cross-stroke present; last survives 

as part of a right-facing curve; wore will do if the second, straight-looking, trace is part of o: cf. touto in 8 

(X.) [ (?) ] too, in case of need 

C H] O R [U S 

(A.) [ ] (?) [ ] 
[The whole thing is] genuine. [Here comes someone] as a 

wine-server, [or a bringer of the] nuptial bath; for this 

[is the custom,] to bring [the bath] for the bridal pair 

from the fountain, [and sing] to the pipe; and indeed— 

in the gods’ name, [please let me] — I’d be happy to hear 

a bit, Ma’am. 

(B.) (Sings) Awake, awake; away with [(?) weariness... 
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(A.) So she was asleep in there, behind closed doors; for he is 

someone who was hired to sing with this one here... 

(G.) [Oh, dear!] Whatever sort of song do I have to have for 

my water-carrying? 

(A> ...and he looks to me like a domestic slave-boy 

4 ear 8eVT(ai) may be impersonal or may have a subject now lost; the ending -r/c could (but need not) 

represent a genitive governed by it. Anticipating a need, and acting together or doing two things at once 

a[p.a) are both acceptable motifs for an exit at the end of an act, as at Dysk. 618 f. and Sik. 148 f. 

6- 14 Assuming XOPOY in '5’, the speaker's entrance is unmotivated, at any rate in the immediate 

context, but that is not uncommon in Menander: see on Dysk. 233 f. for some examples and further 

re erences, H -D. Blume notes Plautus, Foot. 817. He seems to be spying on the neighbours: his behaviour 

is 1 e that of a scouting slave, or a prying old man. Entering from one of the houses represented on stage 

he observes a party ot people approaching along the street. He interprets them as attendants on a wedding - 

a wedding which, he infers, is now really taking place. But is it (we may ask) quite the wedding he thinks 

it is. is it even a wedding at all, or some other occasion for a loutrophoria which causes him to be mistaken? 

As we have the text, these possibilities are no more than that; for an audience or a reader of a complete 

text the matter will have been clear from the time it was arranged for the water to be fetched. That 

arrangement, on any interpretation, would be proper material for the previous Act: i.e. if XOPOY is really 

there, and in the absence of any sign of the usual formula for the end of Act I, the play at this point should 

have reached Act III at earliest; and the parallel with Dyskolos suggests that Act III is not unlikely. ‘If 

Xopou is right’, remarks H.-D. Blume, ‘a new act seems to begin early in the morning. This would imply 
that there is a second day of dramatic action, as in T. Heaut.’ 

6 loo damaged for more than guesswork, but the sense may have been on the lines of en S77A]orepov 

yvv- avrd cr][p.avei r68e. ‘Clearer still this, as events will show’. The presumed adro c-qpavei is one of the 

variants ot the proverbial aurd Seifet (res indicabit, T. Eun. 469); the phrase is favoured by Euripides (Andr. 

2b5, Pho. 623, Ba. 976; cf. Hel. 151); but fourth century prose has the variants avro (P. Prot. 324 a$) 

and au-ro 8vXwcei Dem. False Embassy (19). 157); more material is given by van Leeuwen on Ar. Frogs 
12b 1. cy[ccr]p.ov ca<t>ec Thomas Gelzer, comparing Perik. 362/792. 

T ^ 7 rorrpdy],/ EGT; dXqdec as in Antiphon 1.6 Kalroi avro roiro iXp-qv ... TTpodvpL-qd-qvaL orrwc to 7rpaydev 
rj dXqdec erre^eXdelv. 

7- 10 The restoration is based on Xovrpd (8) and role yapovciv ... <f>epew (9); o[l]voXo[wv, though it fits, 

is no more than tentative. The speaker (I assume) sees water being brought: to mix with the wine for a 

party (he thinks) or for the customary nuptial bath. This institution is discussed by R. Ginouves, Balaneutike 

(1962) 265 ff, who quotes representations in art (and see also 299 ff., with 3144, 4065). The relevant texts 

are set out in exemplary fashion by R. Wycherley, Agora iii (1957) 137 ff.; and they include Harpocration 

under XovTpo<j>6poc and XovTporfropetv (Wycherley’s no. 439) who remarks pepvrjVTCu 8k tov edovc ol KwpuKoL 

Schol. Ar. Lys. 378 refers for yapr/Xia Xovrpd to Menander, Kres and Hypobolimaios ( = frr. 52, 430 KT), two 

plays noted above as possible hosts for the present fragment. Netta Zagagi (see above, p. 51) notes’that 

Ares, like harchedonios, had a foreign hero: a reference to Athenian marriage customs would have its full 

effect if addressed to someone alien to them—or (it may be) if an alien were reflecting on them to himself. 

II the scene was in lact set in Athens, the water, by good custom, will have been drawn from the fountain 

Kalhrhoe/Enneakrounos; according to Isocrates, Antidosis (15). 287, some people (young men of whom he 

disapproves) even used it to cool their wine (Wycherley 445) It is a fine grammatical point whether drro 

Kpr/v-qc pepeiv would then be understood as ‘bring water from the fountain’, a place of familiar reference, 

or simply as bring fountain water : see KG i. 602 f. on iv ayopa, e^w tciXovc and the like, and Ar. Lys. 328—9 
with Henderson’s note. 

10 f. aSeiv EGT 

Kat ... peevToi: Denniston, Particles 413 ff. 

rrpoc Oewv appears in emotive questions or empassioned appeals, as in rt, rrpoc dewv; M. Dysk. 411 or 

M> rrpoc dewv, ib. 956. Its verb should therefore be something lost before ttotc in n; it can hardly belong 

with erraKovcarp av. Note especially 7rapec, rrapec rrpoc t<1tv dewv avrw 8iappayrjvou, ‘Do let him...’, Ar. Knights 

341; rrapec p ‘Excuse me’, M. Sik. 189; rrpoc dewv rrapec Com. Anon., P. Berol. 11771 (Page, Lit. Pap. 48. 
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7; Austin, CGFP 239. 7); for the 7rore, see M. Dysk. 423 avtc nor’ and Sandbach on Epitr. 268 (his 444)- 

Discounting this, one can consider p.t\oc (Thomas Gelzer) or napwv (H.-D. Blume). 

inaKovcaip.’ av is strictly ‘listen in’ as a third party: Dover on Ar. Clouds 263. 

■qSewc ‘gladly’, M. Dysk. 9 and edd. ad loc. 
yvvcu is here apparently a polite form of address to a stranger, or at least to someone with whom one 

does not wish to assert a relationship: see Sandbach on its use by Habrotonon at Epitr. 539 ff (his 86on). 

As the text is here set out, this remark is followed by a snatch of song by (B); the yw-p addressed breaks in 

with her comment on it at 14 f.; but more than one colleague in discussion preferred to think of a single 

speaker: Relire Menandre (see p. 51) 164. 
12 a<jnjnvicov: cf. E. Rhes. 23—5 cup.p.d.X001’’ I "Ektop, fiadi npoc evvac, \ orpvvov ty^oc cupeiv, apvnvicov 

in this lyric passage the verb is transitive with its object understood; and so it may be here, wake (her) 

up’, rather than ‘awake’, intr., a usage quoted by LSJ from Later Greek, namely, Philostratus, vit. Apoll. 

2. 36, which Menander may have anticipated. From Comedy otherwise we have dtpimvl^ecdai ‘wake up’ 

twice: Cratinus,yiz/>. inc. 306K ( = Eupolis, Marikas 205 K.-A.: anap. tetr.j and Pherecrates, *9!K./204K..-A. 

(Eupolideans). The normal word in Comedy, as elsewhere, is tytlpu), and it is found repeated, as apvnvicov 

appears to be here, in Com. Anon., PSI 1176 (Page, Lit. Pap. 61. 2; Austin, CGFP 255. 2): ever’ tytip, eytipe 

8p | vvv ct]avr6v... All this suggests, even if it does not prove, an elevated, possibly a lyric tone. I he end of 

the story comes with the insistence that a<f>vnvicai is correct Attic, as opposed to e£vnvicai: Moeris, p. 61 

(190. 28); cf. Phrynichus, eel. 195 Fischer. 

Damage, correction, and the loss of the end of the line make interpretation hazardous. Assuming 

arpvTTvicov, apvnvicov..., fully resolved anapaests (proceleusmatics) are likely from the word-division, see 

M. L. West, Gk Metre 123 and A. M. Dale in Coll. Papers (1969) 135 f. A possible continuation might be 

an[o](f>[tpe xa/aarov, or even something longer. If the loutrophoros expected regular dimeters, or something 

else she could march to with decorum, her protest is perhaps understandable; for according to Aphthonius, 

Grammatici Latini vi. 99K, quoted by West, loc. cit., proceleusmatics were typical of satyric choruses’ entries. 

The use of full resolution to express agitation and flutter is evident in the parodos of Ar. Birds, 310 f., 314 f., 

328 ff. ~ 344 ff., as well as in some choral lines from the satyrs in Sophocles, Inachos, P. Tebt. 292 = F269C 

Radt, 16 f., 25 ff, 34 ff, where there may be highly resolved anapaestic lines among the highly resolved 

dochmiacs1. An epigram by Diogenes Laertius, 6. 79 ( = Anth. Pal. 7. 116), in what the author himself calls 

to ttpoKe\evcp.aTiKov p.erpov, consists of a pair of dimeters fully resolved except for the last element (West, 

op. cit. 17025): one wonders what model he had for this jeu d’esprit. 

It is interesting that Caesius Bassus, GL vi. 225K, quotes Menander from the Phasma for the use of 

resolution in ithyphallic metre (—); since lyric in Menander is so rare, and since lyric anapaests 

do mix with single-short patterns, it seems justifiable to raise the possibility that the present song continued 

further with similar metrical effects, and that it is in fact the lyric being noted. The other two instances of 

song in Menander also attracted the attention of ancient commentators (I do not count the iambic tetra¬ 

meters delivered to music in the last act of Dyskolos). The anapaests at the beginning of Leukadia (258 Ko), 

known from Strabo supplemented by Hesychius, are remarked on by Hephaestion, de poem. vi. 3 (p. 173 

Consbruch); a song in Theophoroumene is attested by a scholiast on E. Andr. 103 and appears to be represented 

in the papyrus fragment printed by Sandbach, OCT, p. 146, in which iambic lines are interspersed with 

lyric hexameters: cf. BICS 16 (1969) 88-101. 

13 f. A. is thinking aloud. The imperfect tense of icddtvStv, and the corresponding ‘imperfect’ element 

in ip.ep.lcdioro describe an existing situation which the speaker has only just recognized—not with surprise, 

as in the common 1jv apa, but by reflection, as in the imperfect which is sometimes (perhaps misleadingly) 

called ‘philosophic’: Goodwin, Moods & Tenses §§39-40; KG I. 145 f. 

tvSov tyKtK\eip.tvr) also at Theoph. 22 (and see discussions of KaTaKtK\tipLtv[ in Phasma, 2825 [Austin, 

CGFP 195. 45]). I am not sure what are the implications of‘shut up inside’: does it imply some form of 

restraint, or merely being in the women’s quarters in a bedroom with a bolt, for which see T. Eun. 603? 

14 raXav: for the exclamation and its placing in the line, see Epitr. 370/547, and further Sandbach on 

258/434 of that play. Thomas Gelzer suggests npoc tout’. [ (C) tine p.01, comparing Perik. 197/387. 

15 nore, as commonly, with intensive force in a question: LSJ s.v. III. 3. 

Dr James Diggle exhorts me to caution on this point. 1 
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16 OLKOTP^, a domestic slave, the player of the pipe, as opposed to the professional singer. In spite of 
the lack of a paragraphos under 15, the contrast, and the continuing use of yap, suggest that the words 
belong to A, continuing to work out the situation for himself. If the loutrophoros is to continue, she can in 
theory say ‘he seems to me’ (or, with Sok<u[c ‘you seem to me’) ‘to be a domestic slave-boy’’(and not a 
professional musician); but, so expressed, that seems to me highly improbable dramatic writing when the 
other speaker has just used the word tjxe^icflwTo; too many things would be happening at once. 

E. W. HANDLEY 

3967. Menander, Misoumenos 381-403, 404*-418* 

4-8 5B.3o/G(i 2) c 7-5 x 17.5 cm Third century 

3967 comes from a roll containing accounts on the front and on the back 

Menander’s Misoumenos written in a fairly regular, medium-sized hand similar to that 

ol three other copies of Menander on the back of documentary rolls from Oxyrhynchus, 

3968; Dis Exapaton (Sandbach O'3); and the—rather less tidy —Misoumenos 3368. On 

these see below p. 70. 

Fr. 1 contains a passage from Act IV already known from a badly abraded leaf 

of 2656 O10),1 vv. 381-403, plus the remains of five more verses, here labelled 

404*-4o8¥ to distinguish them from the verses preserved in 1605 (O7) which have 

already been given these numbers. It is made up of four smaller fragments, one 

containing the middle parts of 383-395 with traces of 381-2 and 396-7; a second 

containing part of 400-408* with traces from 399; a narrow strip with one or two 

letters from the middle ofvv. 394-9; and lastly a scrap, three to four letters wide, with 

the remains of six lines, the last of which appears to join directly onto the end of v. 401; 

the break passes through the tongue of e in KaraXureLv. The preceding five lines seem 

to tally with what little can be read of the last metron of vv. 396—400 in O10. Fr. 2 

consists of two smaller fragments. A series of diagonal dashes on the front of both fr. 1 

and Ir. 2 against the entries in the account and a worn strip on the back offr. 1 running 

downwards from the first iota in KaraXiveiv in 401 and apparently continuing through 

r and j] in fr. 2. 1 and 2 suggest that fr. 2 belongs under the right-hand half of fr. 1 

and it seems possible to insert the first line of fr. 2 into the last but one line of fr. 1 

(407*) with the join running through the cross-bar of tau. If this placing is correct, 

frr. 1 and 2 between them contain the last 33 vv. of Act IV (381-403 plus 10 new 

verses, 404*~4i3*) and then, after the usual stage direction X 0 P O ]T, the first five 

verses of Act V, 414^—418*. Act IV begins with 276; if, therefore, fr. 2 joins directly 

onto fr. 1, this act would have 138 verses—or rather, 140 counting the inserted verses 

1 E. G. Turner, New Fragments of the Misumenos of Menander (BICS Suppl. 17, 1965); and The Oxyrhynchus 
Papyri XXXIII (1968) pp. 15-55 and 120-1. O10 in Sandbach’s Oxford Classical Text (1972) and in 
Francesco Sisti, Menandro: Misumenos (1985); O3 in C. Austin, CGFPR 151. 
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375b and 380b; or not very many more if fr. 2 is placed lower down in the column. 

Assuming that frr. 1 and 2 do join, the missing innermost double page of Ol,J (‘E’) 

will have contained the last ten verses of Act IV followed by XOPOY and, at +38 

lines to the page, the first 140 or so verses of Act V, the final 38 verses of which are 

preserved on the second half of D—►. In other words, Act V had about 178 verses. 

Col. ii of 1605, which directly precedes and overlaps D —> ii, could then be tentatively 

renumbered 545 ff. and D —* ii 556-593. 

Fr. 3 is as yet unplaced. It has slight traces of writing on the front but no dashes, 

so it must occupy a position nearer the middle of the verses than fr. 2, probably in the 

lower part of the column. 

The writer uses an apostrophe twice in 388 (see also app. crit. on 369) and a dash 

after opyrj]c in 387 (high stop, like that in 3971 3, or apostrophe?). He seems to have 

added something above 407*. He must have had trouble reading the exemplar he 

copied as he has left a blank space in 386; in 388 tj[ . ]tclO’ may be a misinterpretation 

of TTdvTa altered to 7rdvd’ (see note on 388); in 393 he seems to have read rrpocdev as 

jtpoccov or 77-poccev; in 402 the exemplar may have had scriptio plena: ev-rradovca 

€TLpuDpr]caTo, as the papyrus has ]cacTt/rcu[; in 394 aA is a slip for dAAfa) (on k in 387 

see note below). In addition, the text appears to differ from that of O10 in 384; in 390 

O10 seems to have a tau before aTvyrip-a which this papyrus doesn’t have; in 393 this 

papyrus has ra after outJoic eyet which is omitted in O10; in 395 0H) has oiktoj, this 

papyrus ]pa>: oLKTpu) for olktco (?); in 401 it has KaraXivelv which emphasizes the 

finality of the bequest better than Ol0’s /raraAeiVetr. 

Vv. 381-413* seem to be the end of a long monologue of the jilted hero, 

Thrasonides.2 3 389 pceXei t’ ip.ol Tavrrjc and 390 iKel[vov ou] i/ieyto are certainly spoken 

by him. 391-398 contain a series of questions, roughly: ‘So you can’t stop him taking 

her back? ... Are you going to let her go? ... What’s your life (going to be) like (without 

her)?’. The speaker appears to be answering his own questions with objections: 394 

aAA’ ipel and possibly 392 f. Travr]axov / ovtojc eyet, in a way similar to that in which 

Getas takes sides in the conversation he imagines he would have had with Demeas in 

314-319 (see below, n. 4). This is almost certainly Thrasonides talking to himself in 

the second person. In 398/9-403 he exhorts himself to take comfort from the thought 

that, while life is painful for him, Krateia has reason to be ashamed of herself for the 

rest of hers (cp. Demeas’ self-exhortation in Sam. 349 ff.). In 403 he has an idea and 

changes back to the first person (■rrwc ovk ecn 7x01 -;) in a manner similar to that in 

which Demeas changes from second to first and back to second person in Sam. 325 ff. 

(See Blundell quoted in n. 3). 

2 Thirty-nine lines of the column are preserved; it may have had up to fifty like 3368 (Misum. A 1 ff., 

50 lines) and O13 (Dis Exapaton, 51 lines), see 3968 introd. 

3 On the interpretation of this passage see C. Austin, CR NS. 16 (1966) 297, R. Merkelbach, RhM 109 

(1966) 107 f. n. 29, A. Borgogno, SIFC 4 (1969) 48 £, W. Kraus, RhM 114 (1971) 22, T. B. L. Webster, An 

Introduction to Menander (1974) 166, J. Blundell, Menander and the Monologue (1980) 69. 
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Thrasonides servant Getas, who was on stage until around v. 350, may still be 

there if tovtov in 405* refers to him, but there is no indication that any of the lines in 

this section are spoken by him nor any clear reference to his leaving the stage with 

I hrasonides at the end of the act. He might, however, be the speaker at the beginning 

of Act V, see note on 4I4*- 7k hitherto unknown character is mentioned in 387: the 

name Simiche (or Simike) can just be made out in Olu. It has not appeared before in 

the fragments of the Misoumenos. In the Dyskolos it is the name of Knemon’s old woman- 

servant. Here Simiche might be Kleinias’ servant, referred to as y[p\av(c) in the nota 

personae at v. 184 and spoken to by Kleinias simply as ypav in 280; or, as seems more 

likely il T hrasonides is again waiting outside his own house for a sign of a change of 

heart from Krateia, she may be a member of his household, perhaps Krateia’s old 

nurse (see 208 tt. where she has a mute role); unless the nurse is the person referred 

to as [ ]pa in the nota personae at 155 (see Webster, Introd. to Men. 165; the speakers 

in this scene, however, are probably not Krateia and her nurse, but the nurse and 

another woman from Thrasonides' house, see Merkelbach, RhM 109 (1966) 101, Sisti 

p. 99 on Mis. 132). It looks as though Simiche does not have a speaking part in this 

passage: 1 hrasonides might ask her (388), ‘rt c/njc;’ and she might reply, ‘veTrovOe 

(Krateia has suffered)', whereupon he interrupts: ‘are you taking her part? ({mep 

TavTTjc AaAetc;)’; but then the re after peeXei in 389 does not form a convincing con¬ 

nection with AaAetc. It is possible, as Handley points out, that Simiche does not in fact 

enter at 387 and that Thrasonides merely remarks to himself that she has left the house 

because this has some bearing on his own situation (Handley refers to Dysk. 259 ff. 

where Sostratos alters his plan because he has not found. Getas at home); but the 

obvious interpretation of Z. i^eXr/XvOev is that she has come out and is going to talk 

to him. In this case there seem to be two possible ways of understanding 388—389, 

1) S. has come out to comfort Thras. but he goes on about himself and won’t listen 

to her: Thras.) ‘What d' you say?— I’ve suffered everything—(to S.) Are you talking 

about her?—and I care for her ... —don’t say that?’, so she goes away again. As this 

interpretation lacks dramatic motivation I would suggest (2) Krateia and Demeas are 

in Thrasonides’ house; they are afraid that he will turn violent (cp. 320-322) and try 

to stop Krateia leaving with her father; Simiche comes out to try to persuade him that 

Krateia has suffered and that if he loves her unselfishly he should let her go: (Thras. 

to S.) ‘What do you say? She’s suffered everything (you say)?—Are you talking about 

her?—(389) and (re, you say) I care for her just for my own sake?—Don’t say that! — 

(390) and (? re) that it’s my hard luck?—I’m not blaming Demeas’. Compare Act IV 

i 1 (276) where Kleinias enters asking his womanservant, who is mute here, tl (f>r/c; 

and then repeats what she has been telling him, and 211 f. where Krateia does the 

same with her nurse.4 This brief encounter with Simiche may serve the purpose of 

4 On the way in which Menander’s characters, sometimes without clear signals, quote other people’s 

words see Eric Handley in Retire Menandre, Recherches et Rencontres 2 (Geneva 1990), 137 f. Tl or <f>rjc 

is used in Mis. 211, 259, 276, Dysk. 50 and 456 by someone who has just come onto the stage in conversation 

(see G.-S. on Mis. 258 f.). Here it seems to be said by Thrasonides who is already on stage to a mute person 

entering. 
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making Thrasonides realize that he can’t bring himself to stop Demeas taking back 

his daughter; then comes the misery at the thought of life without Krateia and then 

the bright idea: (403) ‘Why can’t I pretend to (-civ pee TTpocTToov[p.ev-) ... and send this 

(fellow?) to ... (7rjepi/iai toutov ei[c ...)’. Perhaps he is thinking of pretending to kill 

himself and sending Getas to Krateia in the hope that his description of his master’s 

‘tragic end’ may stir her pity after all. This passage might then prepare the audience 

for the culminating scene in Act V depicted on a mosaic in MytileneJ where Getas 

may be showing Krateia, now reunited with her brother(?), how Thrasonides has 

‘hanged’ himself.5 6 

Thrasonides’ monologue contains echoes of the passage which prepares the 

ground for it, Getas’ monologue in 284 ff.: 315^ 3926 rravraxov, 316 eAceiv ~ 387 

eAeeivoc, 321 K\ra\velv kavjov ~ 404* ] civ p.€ (?), 321 /3Ac7rci Sc rrvp ~ 397 apTraccu 

(SAeVaiv. The last verse of the act, /c]ai rpica0A[i-, echoes Thrasonides’ words before he 

5 See S. Charitonidis—L. Kahil—R. Ginouves, Les mosaiques de la maison du Menandre a Mytilene (Bern 

r97°) = Antike Kunst, Beiheft 6, pp. 57-60 with plates 8, 1 and 24, 1; L. Kahil, ‘Remarques sur l’iconographie 

des pieces de Men.’, Entret. Hardt 16 (1969) 2446; T. B. L. Webster, Monuments Illustrating New Comedy2, 

BIOS Suppl. 24 (1969) YM2 (1568), p. 300 f. = Green—Seeberg—Webster, MINC3, BICS Suppl. 50 

(1991) 6 DM 2, 10. 

6 Compare the scene, Aspis 399 f., in which Daos fools Smikrines into thinking that Chairestratos is dead. 

For the above interpretation of the mosaic see W. Kraus, RhM 114 (1971) 26 and T. B. L. Webster, Introd. 

to Menander 166 f. It shows three figures: on the left a slave who has twisted his himation round his neck 

and is tugging excitedly at one end (Getas?), on the right a woman holding up a hand (Krateia?) and 

between them a sallow-faced young man who appears to be passing a hand behind the slave’s head to stop 

him tugging at his himation. Prof. Handley has pointed out to me that his full head of hair suggests he is 

a soldier, not Krateia’s elderly father (he refers to Plautus’ Miles v. 64, vide caesaries quam decet, and to the 

shaggy young men MINC2 DT 17 (p. 73) and MT 17 (p. 81) = Pickard-Cambridge, Festivals2 figs. 116 and 

117), so he could be either Thrasonides himself or Krateia’s missing soldier-brother, either of whom could 

be pale (Thras. from love, the brother from wounds/sickness, see Fr. 11 ivepoxpwc, referred to the brother 

by Webster p. 166 n. 78; by Kraus (supra cit. p. 4) to Thrasonides). However, the scene also appears on a 

cake mould from Ostia (AK 6 p. 60 and PL 26, 3 and 4, MINC2 IT 80 (p. 222) = MINC3 6 FL 1) with the 

slave holding his himation in exactly the same way, a central figure with shoulder-length hair held by a 

band holding up a hand like Krateia in the mosaic and a long-haired, kneeling figure holding a hand to 

their head as if weeping: if the central figure here is Krateia, the person on their knees ought to be 

Thrasonides rather than her brother. 
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enters his house to ask Demeas for Krateia’s hand in marriage at the end of Act III, 

v. 260 f. vvv 3 fiaxapiov 3 tpicaOXicoraTOV / hel^eic /jlc tu>v ^lovtwv arravTiov yeyovoja.1 

My thanks are due to Professor Eric Handley who kindly looked at a draft of this 

edition and made some very helpful suggestions and corrections, to Professor Herwig 

Maehler, especially for his help in deciphering 2656, and to Dr Walter Cockle who 

provided me with photographs of both papyri. I suspect that 2656 is even less easy to 

read now than it was when Turner first deciphered it; although some of the new 

readings suggested in the following pages may be right, they have to be accepted with 

caution. 

7 There are also one or two echoes of Menelaos’ speech in Euripides’ Helena 947 ff. which, although 

probably not deliberate allusions, suggest that Menander had read or listened to that play recently (Hel. 

g53 evtpvxla, 955 anoXafSelv Sapiapr’ ep.r]V, 987 d96.vo.Tov aXyoc col, 992 iXeivocfjv). 
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Fr. 1 

381 

]et770l[ 

385 

390 

395 

400 

403 

404* 

405* 

406* 

407* = Fr. 2, 1? 

408* = Fr. 2, 2? 

409* = 3 

410* = 4 

].[ 
].[ 
]..[ 

] .?[]'n?ya[. . Jav[ 
jayaf p ]</>pacai [ J ov _ [ 

\r)Ad ev cvv [ 

Jc-eAeetvo[ ]ci/u.iy[ 

]r)C7T€Trov6’ []tt[ Jra#’ v [ 

JeiTe/xoiraf J c8l€ [ 

] vaTtiy^/Mar t€K€ [ 

]oyV€V€CTLTOVTOCOl [ 

J TrjV<nT0\a$€lVT0VT \ 

]aicexetra77 pocc yev[ 

]rjva<f)r]ce[L]ca\€p€T'x [ 

] pcuropucoy [v] cocc'eay [ 

M . .Jp.vd 

]/T«[. . J. .at?[ 
]aj^ JacatjS [ 

] !{.[] ,[.W 
]co8yvr]pa)ca[ 

] KaTa\iTT€LVC€ [ 

Jcacrijuu>[ 

] T1? [ ] 8oVTa7TtUCO [ 

] €LVp.€TTpOCTTOOv[ 

]ep,ifjaiTOVTove [ 

]«\?[.. ]r]cdaL []ec[ 
" \ 

].. p . ] yovrai[ /- 

_ J JJ 
]u)T7fK'/ [ 

Juyoicayet [ 

J 7W.[.]v[ 
411 * ]avqcta>r[ 

412* ]r/CLVTLV [ 

413 * Jairpica#A[ 

"Tr '[ 

414* ]_avTOvy[ 

4!5* Jvry 0^ [ 

416* ]ro</>ap/x[ 

417* ]«t[ 
418* ]/?.[ 

Fr. 
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2656 + 3967 frr. 1 + 2 

.]eiVCOC€Lp[ ] -7r[_ _ 

.].?[] TVV 9-[. . . ]av[. .] .e.t[ 

385 . . )a yap cf>pacai . , . ov o cut [ J [ 

i]£fi\devex. . . . ci/v _ [ ? 

opy-rjc- e’Aeetvoc Zip-fyn ’{feAijAyfflJcv. 

TJt (f>r]c; ttcttov6 7 a7ra[y]#’ iWep ravTrjc AaA[et]c 

/xe[A]ei r’ ejitoi Tainrjc St’ ifxayrov p. A eye- 

390 ?V?v T’(?) Mvxppia tovt’ e/cet[vov ou] ijjcycv. 

ovkovv evecri tovto col r «rtoAye[t]y 

TavTTjv avoXa^elv tovto[v?(- X )77avr]axot) 

ovtu)c €\€L ra 77-pdc#e{v} yevo'[jiieva? ] a 

TO d(/Jeeic; aXX’ e’pef ‘0eAf[etc, ra]Aay,(?) 

395 oiktu) to p,icovv;(?) die ccavToy ac^a[Aac.’ 

/cat tic 6 fiioc col; -ttov to tt?[c] cfajT^ptac [(?) 

inicrjpLov; et tic c e-rat [ ] ate [Jet 

7rAeove^ta tovt’ i dpirdcai fiXciroov 

tca/c Lrapioc er toiItc}? XoyLCpLw vvv yevov 

400 evifjvxoc d[-7jopaic tyc, dSvvr/pcbc, acdevcp[c- 

OVClSoc OLVTTJ TOVTO KCLTaXiTTCLV C€ 8eL 

aOavaTOv ev vadovc' CTLpLwppcaTo 

tov tdya6’ avTfj Sovtcl. ttujc o[o]k: e[c]Tt p,ot 

J €LV pie TrpOCTTOOv[pL€V- 

405* TT^epa/jaL tovtov ei[c 

]ev 8[ ]rjcOcLL[ ]ec[ 

]yap [ ej-rty ovto>[ 

].[ . . [ 
]uyotcayet[ 

410* ]TtC77-a[ ]rj[ 

] ayocta/T[- 

J-pcty Ttva[ 

/ejat TpLcadX[i- 

XOPO] Y 

e]pLavToy y[ 

415* Jyp Troy t[ 

J to (j)dppi[aKOv 

If<r[ 
]/?.[ 
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381 ] [: stroke sloping down from left to right, possibly a 382 ] .[: possibly tail of a 

383 QJ [: left-hand part of w more likely than o ]..['• bp of letter followed by cross bar of 77 or t 

384 ]99? Small, high circle (or flaked blob) followed by e rather than 0; e[i] possible y[ or p[ 

385 ya[p]: tail of a appears to curve round and up <f>pacai\ top of 9, bottom corners of a; 1 a hasta closely 

followed by lower part of slightly sloping stroke (A, 9.?) Before ov trace at mid-letter level (e.g. p, *•?); 

after v dot on base line 386 ]tj: second hasta After d gap of one letter; after ev gap of 7-8 letters 

After cvv upright with thickened foot 387 After ]c high stop (?short horizontal stroke slanting slightly 

down from right; too short to be cross-bar of y: a trace below it which could be the upright seems to be 

unintentional. It does not curve round, so hardly apostrophe) After eAeeivo a hole with traces low on 

left-hand edge and high on right: c or sigma + high stop k or see note on 387 388 ]tjc or ]tjic 

with iota close to sigma; trace after sigma: possibly low stop or dicolon? After ttettovG apostrophe (? too 

hooked and high for tip of alpha), a small hole hardly big enough for a letter, then -n (or could be 9) 

If anavra was written, first a would have been very small and av crowded 389 Cross-bar of first tau 

appears to bend downwards at end (rather low for apostrophe) ]. high speck, but no tail, so ra[ur]jc, 

not -ac [ looks like o but p is possible 390 Traces fit 7-997- ckci[ 391 coi[ or cov[: the upright 

is rather curved for 1 392 r[: cross-bar and seriphed foot of r, hardly n[ 393 After 777)0, c or 

9, certain c, e or o with a blob on top (i.e. o corrected to e? 6 less likely), y looks more probable than y, y 

rather than c: npoccev, npoccoy (or 99) y€v[- 394 After epei the fibres are disturbed: rounded letter 

followed by low trace which may be its bottom part displaced, then another rounded letter, i.e. 8e[ rather 

than (?/?<?[, ce[ possible 395 ]/?: top of circle visible, not t After a a break, then a strip of fibre bearing 

an upright with a thickened upper part: ay[? 396 After ] p tip of letter, probably 1 397 Before ra[ 

trace on loose fibre strip looks rather high for e (t or 9 would also be possible) ]. .: loop of p (or high o) 

followed by 1 or y (or 9) 398 Second ]a: just tail j8 [: smudged )3 followed by bottom of slanting 

stroke (A, a?) p might also be possible 399 ] [: the traces appear to join up to make y with a 

seriph on foot ] [: c? ]w rather than 9 i.e. Ao]y[t]c[/x]oj 403 Slight trace between 9 and 5 is 

probably corner of S, not foot of iota adscriptum 404* ] : foot, perhaps of sloping stroke (A, p, k, x) 

rather than of straight? 405* ]f is oddly formed with a top stroke like a gravis [: 1? 

406* ]e certain After v tip of letter, then top of 5 or a at: upright very close to a 

407* ( = fr. 2. 1) ] : upright flanked by traces, then tail of a; could be yap with splodges Above p 

first letter indecipherable, if there; second rounded (0, c _ _ J ]. v: \riy rather than ]eiy Before co speck 

on upper level on fr. 1: could be tip of cross-bar of r[ on fr. 2. 1 408* Under p in 407 speck only 

r might also be c After k two specks on lower level, followed by rounded letter 4°9* p.1 or perhaps 99 

y: end of diagonal and second upright (flaked) 1: only a trace 4>o* ]rt could also be read as yy, 

as the cross-bar droops; apparently not tJtjv First half of ij is there; after it a? ]tj[ more likely than n 

or p 412* ] 7) corrected from c? [: slight trace below line, might be a 4!4* ].: downwards- 

sloping stroke: p? v[ or p[ 415* After 9 a hasta on a fibre which has slipped to the right: could 

be second upright of v or 77 99 fairly certain (right-hand part of o also displaced) After v tip of cross¬ 

bar, r? 418* [: high speck only 

Fr. 3 

1 Foot of hasta 2 .[: foot of sloping stroke 3 ]koivw[ probable 4 8vo[ probable 

6 jjix looks rather like as second oblique stroke doesn’t quite touch following upright 

‘(387) ... Poor me! Simiche has come out.—What are you saying?—has suffered everything—are you 

talking about her?—and I (only) care for her for my own sake—don’t say that!—and this is my (?) 

misfortune—I don’t blame him. (391) Can’t you do this? (? Why did you hesitate to) prevent him taking 

her back?—That’s how it is everywhere. The things which happened before ... life. Are you going to let 

her go?—But she’ll say, “(‘Do you think’) you’re going to lull my hatred with (your) compassion, you 

hapless fellow? Flow sorry you feel for yourself!”(?) And what’s your life (going to be) like (without her)? 

What will be the point of having saved her (or: having survived)? If one ..., is this being grasping? Maybe 

you’re being impetuous, looking ready to grab (her). Now use reason (or: this argument?) and take heart: 

your life is without hope, painful, feeble; you must leave her this as a reproach she won’t live down: although 

she was treated well, she took vengeance on the man who gave her the good things. (403) Why can’t I ... 

pretending that I (have killed myself?) ... send this (slave?) into_’ 
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383 In O10 ] ace p[ ] [ could be read .Jimpceipf ]. With the new papyrus this becomes 

x - o ]ern-cyceip[ ] ij[ and the syllable beginning with p ought to be short. 

, 3^4.]'<:PtV7?T??V?'[.].?.*[ O10. A partial agreement might be reached by reading e.g. 

fiex]pe[‘] 'n the new papyrus and jle]xf>‘ in O10 or, taking ]p in the new papyrus as the flaked top of the 

second upright ofnu, xpi]ye[i] in this, ]«rpiVi7 in the other papyrus, followed by rfjv a[ ]av (e.g. rfjv airlav 

H.M.); but this doesn’t leave enough room for the beginning of the verse in the new papyrus’ cv 

<S’ ano')Kpivel o/rj 

385 O10 has a y]ap tppaca.ov [] 9 o>to[ ]. [. There is room at the beginning of the verse for a 

word of two or three letters (e.g. oca, tva), but anything longer (e.g. napa) is unlikely. After y]ap roughly 

(f>pacavTa_ ov or <f>pacai Aoy ov or tppacaLjxL / tppacgi fj.Lg.poy [ ] jj.gyu> ro[ or ra[S] [ —o —. Menander uses 

\olttov ... (jjpdcai in Aspis 14.6T, but Xolttov doesn’t seem to fit here. 

386 O10 has e]^A0erty()c corrected to x, apparently not e£fjX9ev e£co as in v. 216) rjpt or qprf (hardly 

Tfyff, the bowl ofp seems to be there) [.]AAy. .[(or ]oAA.v/oXv.y. H.M. suggests AlTrjoAAor, which could 

be an exclamation with opyrjc in 387). The blank space in the new papyrus after ]rjX9ev is 7-8 letters long; 

combined with O10 this may become ej^jjAfF eye^’ ppi[ Jcw .AAy. [, but this obviously needs improving on. 

The genitive governed by cvoca might be found in the next verse in opyrjc or it may have preceded it, e.g. 

tlvoc (or ipjov) itjrfXd' cvcx’;. 

387 O10 has opyrjc eAfcejtroc Ecijiixrj (or ~?v) c^cApAu[0]cr, There are low dots after opyrjc and cXcclvoc, 

but they look like splashes; there is also an ink spot under the 0 of opyrjc, but it is not a paragraphos. The 

new papyrus has a dash after opyrjc which might be a high stop or perhaps an apostrophe: dpyfj c(e) (?), 

and there would be room for punctuation after cAeeirofc]. On the uncontracted spelling cAeetvoc, usual in 

the koine, instead of the Attic eXeivoc in the papyri here and at Dysk. 297 and Sam. 371 see Gomme- 

Sandbach on Dysk. 297. On the spelling of the name Simiche see Handley, The Dyskolos of Menander p. 125 f. 

and G.-S. p. 132 f. and 743. It is spelt with kappa in P. Bodmer 4 in the Dyskolos and in a schoolboy’s 

exercise, CGFPR 106. O1" has only the slightest traces; the copyist of the new papyrus apparently wrote k, 

but it looks more like chi than his other kappas; perhaps he was trying to imitate the form in his exemplar. 

'EXcclvoc may be taken by itself as an exclamation: ‘Poor me!’ or ‘Poor him!’ (cp. Chrysis’ ‘Svcgopoc, 

‘Unhappy me!’ in Sam. 370 or Simiche’s threefold ‘do Svcrvxyc’ in Dysk. 574, Mis. 177 at raXac, Epitr. 436 f. 

rdXac ovtoc) or it may belong together with etjeXfjXv9ev, with in the vocative. It looks as if e£eXfjXv9ev 

takes up c^fjXdc in 386: ‘someone came out ... (It’s) Simiche (who) has come out’. The person being pitied 

is presumably Thrasonides, either because Krateia is angry with him or because his own temper has made 

things worse, see 321 fiXcrrci 8c rrvp and 399 Iragoc cl. 

388 O10 appears to have r]t tprjc -ncrrovda (apparently not ircnovdf nor -rrcirovdac) ira[v]d’ <jj (rather 
rj 

than ay ad) vrrep Tavrrjc (or ravrgc H.M.) AaA[et]c (]c very uncertain). After the second 6 the copyist has 

crossed out a and added an apostrophe. The apostrophe in the new papyrus after rrcnovd suggests rrcrrovda 

or rrcrrovdc (as in Dysk. 298 and Ar. Eq. 888) [a] or [d]7r[av]ra, but as there is very little room for alpha 

before }n[ Handley suggests that the ‘apostrophe’ is an abbreviation sign for ev: 7Tcrrovd(ev) rravra. O10 

apparently had rravra (or drravra) corrected to rravd’, the new papyrus navra (or diravra) 9’. This extra re 

gives a split anapaest (albeit with elision) and the passage may be read without it; the copyist may have 
0 

misunderstood a correction rravra in the text before him. The verse can be articulated in various ways: tl, 

<j>rjc, ncnov9c\ (Handley) ..., or tl cpr/c; nenovd- with or more probably without a change of speaker at nenovd- 

(there may be a dicolon after tprjc in the new papyrus, but there doesn’t seem to be a paragraphos under 

the verse in O10); navra could be understood as ‘everything conceivable’ with rrcnovd- (if Krateia is the 

subject, this refers to her capture and loss of home and brother) or taken with XaXelc: ‘Is everything you 

say about herT (Handley) or ‘in her defence’; or again, XaXcic could be taken on its own, preceded by ‘I’ve 

suffered everything on this woman’s behalf’. Tavrrjc ought to be Krateia, but she cannot be on stage in 

this scene, so it must mean ‘this woman I’m thinking about’; cp. to jj.cLpd.KLov tovtl in Dysk. 559. 

389 O10 may be read /xc[A]ei r (rather than ]r cXcy) cjiol ravrrjc 81 c[jj]avrov jjol (Coles) or jjltj Xeyc. 

Both papyri seem to have r(e) after jj.cXcl, not y(e). McXcl—ravrrjc, ‘I care for her, love her’: cp. Perik. 404 

to jj.cXrjjj.a, ‘sweetheart’, and Gorgias in Dysk. 240 f. aSeA^ijc ctl jj-cXcl cjj.fic, Kol. 20 f. Epitr. 159 has jj.fj Xeyc 

at verse-end. Zlt5 egavrov presumably goes with jj.cXcl jj.ol (‘and do I care for her only for my own sake? Tell 

me/Don’t say that!’) rather than with Xeyc (‘For my sake, don’t say that!’). 
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390 O10 has ] Tarvyripa tout eAefivov (perhaps with A corrected to x; the new papyrus has eKei[vov) 

ou] i/ieyoi. The beginning is uncertain: Turner read ei] 8’ rji> arvxr)pa, but the letter before arvyrtpa seems 

to be t rather than v; possibly (H.M.) o]Aoy t or e]pgv r, i.e. epov t’ a.Tvxr)pa, 'and it’s my misfortune (like 

cov epyov (ecTt) Dysk. 630) or epov—tovto, 'and this is my misfortune (?) Menander occasionally omits 

the article where one would expect it (see Dysk. 240, G.-S. on Mis. 232); rovpov t’ would be too long; vvv 

Tarver]p,a (i.e. to aTvxrjp.a, as in Seim. 35*’ 'Now I don’t blame him Demeas for this misfortune ) would 

fit the space better than the traces. The new papyrus has ]v, not t before drvxripa. A. Borgogno (SIFC 41 

(1969) 48 f.) suggested that arvxr~\pa could refer to the accidental killing ofKrateia’s brother by Thrasonides. 

I assume that he merely means that he loves her and she won’t have him. 

391 O10 has ovkovv evecn tovto col _ ojA [ ]v. After cot (co uncertain) there is a short cross-bar, then 

possibly xtpAyeftjv. Before x there is only just enough room for to (to KaiXveiv in apposition to the preceding 

tovto?), or Tt KtuXveLv with a verb after touto[v in 392; e.g. a>Kveic or oKveic (scanned okv- or okv- in Sophokles, 

but short in Menander): ‘Why did (do) you hesitate to prevent him taking her back?’; ye would be too 

long, ovkovv: so this isn’t in your power/isn’t this in your power? 

392 O10 has TauT7jv anoXapeiv touto[.]a%gy. Above ravr-qv the suprascript Kp\are]iay(?). Toyro[ 

could be tovto and subject of eyei in 393, or toutov, the object of kojXvclv in 391, i.e. Demeas to whom 

Thrasonides has just referred as ckclvov in 390. With the order of toutov arroXafieiv tovto[v cp. Epitr. 459 

arroXafleiv tov SclktvXlov pe. At the end of the verse navr]axov (Austin), echoing v. 315 b EXXtjvlkov xai 

TravTax[ov]lyivoiJLcvov icpev (accepting a ransom is a Greek custom and we know it happens everywhere), 

seems more likely than 7roAA]axou (Turner). Before [TravT]axov two syllables have been omitted; if the 

verb suggested above can be dispensed with, perhaps corroborating (ov yap) — eyei; ‘for isn’t it like that 

everywhere?’, or a hypothetical objection, (aAAa) (H.M.) may be supplied, (cp. aAAa in 316 and 394). 

393 O10 has ovtloc exei rrpoedev yeyo[ Instead of ey, ov could be read; o[ could be e[ or 

7j[; at the end before a a short vertical tipping forward: x, p(?), after it a low, then a high trace: xaAa, 

-para (?). The new papyrus has to irpoccev or npoccoy. Handley suggests that to. npoede yevopev’ and npoedev 

yevopev- were variants. Ta ... could be the subject of ovtwc exei, but this probably forms a sentence with 

77-avraxov in 392. Ta -npoede yevopev’ ov xaXa, ‘what happened before wasn’t nice’, might make good sense 

if it could refer to the circumstances of Krateia’s capture by Thrasonides; he might feel that he had no 

right to stop her father reclaiming her because he had wronged her. Handley suggests punctuating after to 

tp)v in 394 and supplying a maxim: to. npoede yevopev’ - ^ — /to Z,r)v. I haven’t found the right one yet, but 

Mon. 589 ov xPV <t>^PeLV T“ Trpoedev cv pvT/pr/ xaxa, might point in the right direction: to. vpoede yevopev’ 

apfiXvvei to £t)v? eyei to. npocOc yevopev’ oil kaXa to £ijv? Reading ttpoccov one might try irpoc c’ ov yevri[ceTai] 

Tra[A]lv (H.M.), ‘she won’t join forces with you again’. Reading npoc ce, Dr Rea conjectures to npoc ce 

(S’ e)>i5yeva)[c <f>epe. 

394 to (rjv atpipceic aXX epei deX [ .]. . [ O10. After epei, 6 rather than c (the top seems to be there); 

, [ could be ^[; at the end ]<W[ is possible (y[ rather than c), \nav[ or ]a[7r]av[ would hardly fit. Turner 

took to (rjv a^njceic together: ‘Are you to give up living?’, but Handley suggests punctuating before acp-gceic; 

‘Shall you let her go?’. This would be a more normal use of atpievai and seems to give a better sense than 

the thought of suicide at this point, before the question in 396, ‘What’s your life going to be like?’; the idea 

of (pretended) suicide may come in 404* ff. Here Thrasonides asks himself, ‘If I do let her go, will this 

make her show some feeling for me?—No. She’ll just despise me’: perhaps aAA’ epei WA^fetc (H.M.), raJAav, 

olktw to picovv;’, ‘but she’ll say (cp. Phasma, fr. inc. sed. A 97 17 8’ epei ..., Epitr. 346 aAAa), ‘Do you think 

you’re going to overcome my hatred with compassion, you poor creature?” (or 0<fAf[aj..., ‘Do you think 

I’m going to temper my hatred with pity?’). IfrajAav is right the hypothetical speaker is a woman (Krateia), 

see Sisti on Mis. 132, G.-S. on Epitr. 434 and the article by Dedoussi quoted there. Handley suggests aAA’, 

epeic, eX£eic avav / olktcv to picovv Jjc ceavrov. This is tempting, but I cannot confirm epeic or anav. 

395 olktco to pLcovv oic ceavTov c^af or ceavToy ac^a[ O10. The new papyrus appears to have had 

otKT]pco. This would need the article to make sense (‘with your piteousness’). To picovv is tragic in tone, 

cp. Soph. Phil. 674 f. to vocovv ‘my sick state’ and E. Elec. 299 toi dvpovpevw. At the end of the verse 

acxa[Aac? With Handley’s reconstruction of 394 f. this may be taken by itself, perhaps in a future sense as 

at A. Pr. 764, ‘you’ll be sorry’; otherwise one might try u>c ceavrov acxa[Aac, ‘how sorry you feel for yourself!’ 

For this verb with a direct object see E. Or. 785 davatov acxdAAajv narpipov. 

396 Kai tic o fiioc coi- 7TOD to tt][ .]?[.]Tjp ia[ O10. tt)[c ix]e^jiypta[c (e.g. see vv. 122 and 132) doesn’t 

fit, but t77[c] c[cv]TT)[p]ig[c seems possible. Tlov to tt)c can-ppiac / eiricripov; might mean ‘where is the 
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distinction of what credit do I get for having saved Krateia?’ (cp. Epitr. 339 TVV T°d8c ttjc cooTTjplac cXvlSa, 

the baby s chance of being restored to its family), or (Handley) by ccoTr)pla Thrasonides means his own 

survival (cp. Asp. 20 f. cTpaTidiTT], EpucpCvr), caiTTjplac e'er5 epyov evpeiv npopaciv, oXedpov S’ cvrropov): ‘What’s 

so special about = what’s the use of having escaped death in battle?’. 

397 emcr/pov €i tic _ _ . f«7W[. ] pai ,[.]ei O10. After tic a round letter (o, e, perhaps a) followed by 

two high traces close together, the second a diagonal; then c rather than y (or[i)]ceTctt, cAc[v]cerat? ay[dc]cerat 

too long, not xp^ccrcu); then ]op or ]py; the new papyrus has ]g aic[, i.e. xjo'paic or ojpyaic? [_]«: rather 

too much ink for a]ei, small omicron above epsilon? El tic -ctou Kopaic or cl tic ... (odv?) ce Talc xopaic -cl 

(e.g. ipcyci, a reference to Demeas??)? 

398 TrXeoveljia tout c apnacai [J_e7rcov O10. After tout’, cctlv, ciircp, cirrac? At the end [/3]Ac7rcuv 

rather than [$]cAo>v; the new papyrus has /3A[. With cl tic ..., TrXcovc^la tout’ cctlv cp. CGFPR 254. 31 

avavSpLa yap touto yc and Mon. 488 pey’ Erl xcpSoc cl — cctlv may be eiVcp; as this would not be compatible 

with icojc in 399,* Handley suggests it might be elliptical as in Ar. Clouds 227 (see Dover ad loc.); cl ..., 

enrep: if that’s what he’s doing’. With dp-rracai jSAcVoiv cp. Epitr. 398 dp-nd^civ (IXcttcl and Getas’ description 

of Thrasonides in Mis. 321 fiXerra 8c niip .... If this is a monologue it seems slightly odd that Thrasonides 

should say apvdcai @Xcttutv of himself; tout’ cirrac apiracai fiXe-rrcov would certainly mean dialogue, but 

presumably (3Xctttov belongs with lccoc iTap.dc cl: ‘Maybe you’re being impetuous, looking ready to grab her’; 

lccoc may be ironical: ‘so they think you’re being impetuous’, cp. Epitr. 655, Asp. 232 f. 

399 ‘ccuc ‘xapoc cl totc Xoyicpw [v]y[v] yevov Ow: Xoyicpcp possible; v]y[v very faint, but the new 

papyrus has fw; yevov read by H.M. Tore and vvv are incompatible; Handley suggests reading totc (‘in 

that case ) Xoyicpw cvyycvou and in the next verse cupvxoc d-rropwc £17#’ (instead of £i)c). I would like to 

assume that totc is a mistake for t<1> ye or toi 8c (the scribe of O10 occasionally writes o for a>: auropopui in 

218, ^ovtoiv in 261), e.g. t<1>8c Aoyiquai vvv yevov / cvifivyoc, ‘take heart from the following reasoning’; but 

this gives a broken anapaest of a suspect kind like Dysk. 678 tou 8c -nc-nX^ypcvov kiitco (see G.-S. ad loc.), 

while tw {tc} XoyLcpcp, ‘with your powers of reasoning’, is a use ofAoyic^oc not attested in Menander. Ecvov 

at verse-end: Kith. 50, cp. Epitr. 498. /loyiqxoc and opyrj are contrasted in Men. fr. 515 and Aristotle fr. 

661R.; Xoyicpoc is regarded as pappaxov Xvirpc in Men. Mon. 439 and Pap. VI 3. 

400 cui/iuyoc a[Tr]ppcuc [,t)c o8vvrip[coc] acdcvcp[c seems possible in O10. Cp. 68]vvrip6v cctlv in Sam. 3. It 

is hard to decide whether this verse is a statement or a rhetorical question. Cp. 133 f. Seivor yap filov t,fj xal 

TaXal-rruspov Tiv(a). 

401 ov[e]tSoc VavTr] touto fcaT[a]Ae[i]-n-€ir [c]e 8cl O10 (no stop after 8cl). The new papyrus confirms 

Austin’s supplement. It also has /caTaAiwetv like Perik. 716 (see below), cp. Dysk. 443. In 306 O10 has p-p p 

c[yK]aTaXeLTTT]c, but in 310 cav p’ cyKaTaXl-rr-pc. Turner (The Oxyrhynchus Papyri XXXII p. 121, Add. to 2656) 

was inclined to defend the present subj. in 306, but other instances of this phrase with the aorist {Epitr. 934, 

and CGFPR 255. 4 and the letter PSI IV 361. 10 (Xcltt- corrected to Xltt-) suggest that 306 is another place 

where Xcltt- has been written for Xltt- by mistake. 

402 adavatov cv-rradovc’ eTLpcppycaTO O10. There is a horizontal stroke or stroke + dot above the final 

v of addvaTov. The new papyrus has ]cacTt/j.[, a mistake for -]ca cTLpw[-. Merkelbach (RhM 109 (1966) 

107 f. n. 29) took adavarov and ev vadovc{a) together, but it must be the reproach which is undying, like 

the suspicion Glykera describes in Perik. 714 ff. elXopr/v S’ ovtcvc cyw ... vplv 6’ vttovolov KaTaXnreiv \ aKocptac ] / 

tjv c^aXclpcT’ ovkctl, cp. x<Iptc ddavaToc in fr. 479K, Sostratos’ idea in Dysk. 809 that generosity is a sound 

investment (touto yap / adavarov cctl) and Austin on Mis. 402 in CGFPR. Tovro in 401 could refer back to 

anopcoc £jjc ..., but the real cause of shame for Krateia would be her ungrateful behaviour rather than its 

result (for touto referring forward see Georg, fr. 1, Epitr. 129, Kol. 88 and 93). 

403 tov Taya[6y avTT) 8ovja‘ ttcoc [ou]k c[c]ti poi O1 (ovk Austin: ovv Turner). 

404* f. ktci]yclv (cp. v. 321) or aveJAetv (H.M.) pc TTpocTroov[pevw, ‘Why can’t I pretend to 

kill myself?’ (for reflexive pc v. K.G. I §454. Anm. 8), or y dTroda\yeiv / cpoSp’ dcdc]yclv pc 

rrpocTToov[pevov w X / tov TTal8a TT^cppaL tov tov €i[c tt]v oLKLav;. ‘...send this servant into the house pretending 

that I am dying?’? If tovtov refers to Getas he may be on stage but inactive like Sosias in Perik. 486 ff. (see 

G.-S. on 485); it may, however, be e.g. a ring, 8oktvXlov, which Thrasonides means to send to Krateia (like 

* Or could ci-TTcp—lccoc be concessive like ou yap—lccoc in Dysk. 75 f.? H.M. suggests el yap with aposio- 

pesis after /SAeVcov. 
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the gifts he must have sent her earlier in the play, see Arrian on Mis. fr. 2 8wpa tt\ ptcovcri 7Tepoirei; for rings 

in comedy also Mis. 146 and Epitr. 387 f.), but there is hardly room for Sa/miAiov at the beginning of 404* 

or 405*. 

409* t]i5^oic av ei[ or rrjv rJtryoOcar ti[? 

410* tic TTd[d]rj? Cp. Perik. 1003 rtyap nady tic;. Or perhaps cna[d]T)[ (v). Thrasonides may be thinking 

of a sword as a possible suicide weapon. Demeas has jumped to conclusions after recognizing one of 

Thrasonides’ swords in Kleinias’ house and any misunderstanding over it will have to be cleared up in 

Act V. Cp. jthj in O7 in Mis. 408 and below fr. 3. 5. 

41 I* avocicp, avocituT[aT-. 

412* E.g. oi-qciv (Mis. 269) Tiva[. 

413* *]ai Tpica0A[i.(oc), cp. Perik. 340, Epitr. 610 (TpicaOXioc at verse-end) and Thrasonides at A 4 and 

at 260 which may be echoed here (see above). 

414* Possibly i]p.avTov, in which case the speaker is a man, perhaps Getas on his way to carry out 

Thrasonides’ plan. 

416* to <papp.[aKov may be a poison for Thrasonides’ suicide or a remedy like opy-qc pappeaKov in fr. 518 

(cp. Mon. 476) or Ai»7rrjc rf>d[pp,aKov in Mon. pap. VI 3; cp. Phasma 51 f. 

Fr. 3. 5 C7r]d07)v [? See above. 

Fr. 3. 6 E.g. vo]p.i£oj, ko]/lu£co? Cp. Perik. 535 ovSeva vop.t£co tcuv tocovtcov adXiov / dvdpanrov outcuc 

coc ep.avToo £,r)v iyw, cp. 413' 

M. MAEHLER 

3968. New Comedy: (?) Menander, Thais or Kitharistes 

22 3B.19/G (4-5) b 7 x 14.8 cm Third century 

Ends and beginnings of comic iambic lines are given by these remains of two 

columns of a copy of a play written across the vertical fibres on the back of a document 

from which a few line-endings survive, including a total for a quantity of grain. The 

script is a medium-to-small mixed hand with a slight forward slope, unpretentious and 

workmanlike, and with no marked idiosyncrasies. The high point is probably to be 

seen at the end of i 22 and 23, and the dicolon for change of speaker perhaps in i 1 

(and i 12?); otherwise no lectional aids survive, and the elision ofaAA(a) is unmarked 

in ii 4. An upper margin of some 1.5 cm is preserved. 

From its script and format, the piece is to be recognized with high probability as 

a member of that group of Oxyrhynchus papyri which carry copies of plays or other 

literary texts on the back of documentary rolls, which may be of substantial size. 

Examples are Menander, Misoumenos (XLVIII 3368), 33.1 cm, with fifty lines to the 

column, in a hand larger and somewhat less formal than the present specimen; and 

Menander, Dis Exapaton (prim. ed. Handley, Menander and Plautus [1968]), 32.5 cm, 

with 51 lines to the column in a script closely similar to this one; and since the Dis 

Exapaton is written on the back of a document bearing the date of 241/2 ad, a date 

for the present piece in the third century seems to recommend itself. See also 3967 

above. Similar, but perhaps three-quarters of a century earlier, is the roll with 

Euripides, Hyspipyle, first published as VI 852, and now the subject of a detailed study 

and reconstruction by W. E. H. Cockle (Rome, 1987): this is 37 cm high, and the 
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column conveniently illustrated in Turner, GMAW2 no. 31, has as many as 55 lines. 

If these parallels are taken as a guide, we can reckon on a gap of some twenty lines 

between what survives of col. i and the top of col. ii. 

Present for certain in the text given by col. i are a slave Sosias (vocative in 1 and 

20), and a woman, who uses the exclamation raXav (7) and presumably also u> deot 

(16): she is therefore hearing a story or a plan in which she feels strong emotional 

involvement. It appears to include concealment (AavQavetv 6 f., and possibly tocjrep 

Tv<f)\wL 2), perhaps of a new-born infant (rpe<f>eiv 10, cf. 11); parties mentioned are 

Phanias, probably but not certainly to be recognized in 12, and ‘the mistress’ (18); of 

the 7tpokoXttlov (15), it may be recalled that that is where Syros’ wife puts the baby’s 

recognition tokens for want of a basket, when she is handed them in Epitrepontes 

(206/382). 

It there is to be anything more tantalizing, it is column ii, some 20 lines on (if 

our parallels are valid) from the surviving part of col. i. We cannot be sure, at this 

interval, whether these lines are part of the same sequence of dramatic action, ii 1-8, 

in the absence of paragraphoi to mark a change of part, should be from the same 

speaker, and have an appearance of argumentation: right timing (777olv, i), antithesis 

(Tt. . .3. . . aAA’ 4); statements of preference (6, /cdAAtc[r-; 8 p,ovoc). There is no way to 

tell if there was a paragraphos under 8 or 9; from 10 to 19 there was not; so that at 

8 or g a new speech could begin, though we do not know that it did. In 1-8, namely 

at 5, we have the proper name Thais; in 10 we have fish, and in 12 incense. 

Menander’s Kitharistes comes into question because of the relatively rare name 

Phanias. Phanias appears in the set of quotations from which editors have made up 

the fragment that is fr. 1 in Koerte and Sandbach (its text is supplemented by PTurner 

5, published in 1981). The name in that fragment has recruited into the play what is 

accepted as its main block of text, the papyrus piece PBerol 9767, with its ‘Phanias the 

kitharistes’ in 96-99. To the quotations cited from the play by its title, as represented in 

Rock and Koerte, Sandbach (OCT, p. 164) adds three more which, like his fr. 1, have 

Phanias addressed by name: they are two single-line gnomai from PVindob iggggA;1 

and a pair of gnomic lines quoted by Strabo which had appeared among the 

unassigned fragments as 613K/797 Koe; in the quotation which appears as 726K/544 

Roe, the same vocative has been introduced by a conjecture which Sandbach rejects. 

One can have one’s suspicions (among them that the name Phanias may have 

propagated itself in the gnomological tradition from the particularly well-known 

‘fr. 1 ’); but there is no specific reason why all this material should not represent a single 

play. Some possible links of motif between these remains and the present fragment can 

be imagined, but no verification of the identity they suggest has so far been forth¬ 

coming. There is also an obvious and valid challenge, in that the name Thais (ii 5) 

1 Jaekel, monost. IV, with revised text in Eos 73 (1985) 247-51 (FHS). 
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could be put forward to claim the piece for Menander’s play of that title, no copy of 

which (perhaps surprisingly) has yet been identified among the numerous papyrus 

fragments of New Comedy; though a label from one which escaped us is published as 

PTurner6 by C. H. Roberts. 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

Col. i Col. ii Col. i Col. ii 

]e ctocta TTpiV [ Jet, Ccocta, TTplv [ 

]c77€pru^>Aa> Aeu _ [ <l)]c7T€p TV(f)X(l) iXev [ 

]yra»[ jrtyap rt7rpo[ -Jvtco[ J Tt yap Tt 7rpo[ 

]. . . ®€Vl aAAere[ aAA’ eTe[ 

Jer^aSe /eat#aic[ ] evOaSe /cat (9aic [ 

]Xav9avetv KaXX tc[ ] Xavdaveiv ko.XXlc\t- 

Jvet vraXav TOUT [ Aar#a]veir, raXav, T OUT [ 

JSuctu^t] oroc[ J SucTuyi) [JLOVOC [ 

Je0ou Jc7ratS[ to] uc 7rat8[ac 

jT^cTpet^etr X, uca7r[ ]tt]c rpecfreLV ty#uc a77 [ 

] pecf>eic aVTOVCTTt _ [ r]pe(f)€LC aUTOUC 776 [ 

J (f> _ ytac _ ifiavourl J 0artac AtjSavcoT[o- 

]Ao Aa/3etr 07r[ J U7TO [ JAo Aa/Setv a7r[ajr u7ro[ 

] Aey cuv C . [ ].°.[ ]y Xeyajv 

] koXttlov vy. [ 77/30]/cdAmor 

] a>9\ Jot T7]p[ J co 0[e]ot, 

Jfoj/coa *.ev. [ a]KrjKoa eX9rj k[ 

] KTrj^evrjc ijapa [ Ke]KTTjpL€Vr]C 

]. ' 77 apt [ 

Jctocia .[ " ] Ccocta 

J7r0.ru [ J vavv 

i ’[]«• 

] . ,a’ 

Jv9ave[ 

]afiev[ eA]a/3er [ 

].«v[ 

]..[ 

kv[ 

]Aa[ 

].[ 
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Col. i 

1 Either ]ei or ]«: 2 Probably c not 0, which is generally smaller and rounder: see on ii. 10 

3 7Tp]<VT9V has been considered, but the first looks too square for part of to and the third too wide for 0 

4 Before devt, high ink consistent with p not v’ EGT: i.e. not evjreydevi, on that and other grounds. Traces 

of the first suit top of 77, as in ii. 1; the second is like upper part of a down-sloping oblique: therefore possibly 

IJapdevi, voc. of the rare name Elapdevlc, as at M. Dysk. 432 9 p.]ecov EGT 12 tf> is given by 

top and foot of a long vertical; next, ink on twisted fibres, some of which may be from flat bow of <j> as in 

10 and 11; the sequence ]tf>avtac (EGT) looks likelier than ]tf> :ae[] (whence perhaps f\<f>r)v. ()ae[(]) 

proposed as an alternative by HM); if so, the name Phanias is much likelier than cTe]<j>avlac 13 Either 

1 or v before A 14 ]. two vertical traces which may well be parts ofv 16 Abrasion, and 

perhaps a narrow blank space before toffeot: possibly change of speaker was indicated 19 Perhaps ]a- 

21 First is more like part of 77 than of t; otherwise ra vv[v could be thought of 26 ] , downward- 

sloping stroke, as from 3 or A: e.g. r/]Secav, 07701 JAecav 27 Perhaps ]«a[ 

Col. ii 

2 . [> only a speck of ink: there is nothing to choose between <rAev(?[ep- and iXevc[op.at, etc. 

3 Possibly npto[ 7 Curve suits o[ rather than oi[ 10 First, a vertical; third, upper left quadrant 

of a round letter, which looks too large-for o, it being markedly small in this hand wherever certain: therefore 

probably Ixdvc, less probably ryxovca vel sim. 13 ] , dot of high ink only 15 Possibly 7j7r[ 

17 e\dfi suits the space, but the second letter is unverifiable 

Col. i 

2 Probably not ] 977ep Tvcj>\a> \ 8ijXov or the like, for palaeographical reasons, but note «ai TvtfrXto 8ij\ov 

as a proverbial expression quoted from Menander’s Deisidaimon (98a Koe) and Rhapizomene (367 Koe) in a 

scholion on Plato, Soph. 241 d, who is commenting on ntoc yap ov tpalverai k<u. to Aeyop-evov St) touto rv<j)Xtp\ 

Aav0dv€i.v in 6 (and 7?; and 24??) may be more to the point. 

4 If IJapdevl is acceptable, it must be the name of Sosias’ female partner in the conversation (7 and 

16). She is someone called on to play the tune of Pan at M. Dysk. 432 f. (whether a member of the household 

or someone hired); in Lucian, Dial. Mer. 15, possibly recalling her from there, she is a professional party 

entertainer, whose pipes have been broken in a squabble. If we think of a domestic slave, either she or 

Sosias may refer to ‘the mistress’ in 18; if of a music-girl, the milieu indicated by the name Thais in ii 5 

becomes relevant. 

6 f. For the verbal echo here assumed, see Ar. Ekkl. 88 ff.: (A.) I'va | 7rXr]povp.evric £alvoipu tt)c 

iKKXrjctac. | (B.) TrXr]povpL€vVc "rdAaiva; raXav shows that a woman is speaker (for some references, see on M. 

Dysk. 437 ff.); its tone ranges from pity through reproach to alarm and (as with rdAaiva in Ekkl. above) 

scornful disapproval. 

10 f. The verb could of course be crpe^eiv. 

12 For the name Phanias, see the palaeographical commentary and the introduction. 

15 For TTpoKoXv-tov, a fold in the dress which could function like a pocket, see M. Epitr. 206 (recognition 

tokens placed there) and Sandbach’s note (his line 382); it is part of a figure of speech in Heniochos 177 

Koe: ‘No god puts money in your pocket’. 

16 tu 9eot is characteristic of women in extant Menander, being an expression favoured by Habrotonon 

in Epitr. (308/484 et al.: see Sandbach ad loc.) and used by Glykera in the recognition scene of Perik. 

(377/807), where it looks back to tragedy, in which it is common to men and women; it is not certain who 

speaks at Perik. 397/827, but that the expression would suit a Parthenis here is clear. 

18 Ka<TT}pL£vri (without article) is a slave’s normal expression for ‘the mistress’ in Comedy, as at M. 

Perik. 72/192. 

Col. ii 

4 Annoyingly ambiguous: ertfic-, lre[p-. 

5 Thais, the name-character of a play, evidently became a legend; that lives on, and is perpetuated 

by Roman writers, as can be seen from the references accompanying the book-fragments in Koerte- 

Thierfelder: if this is a piece of that play, it is the first accession of a fragment from papyrus. 
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6 It may be worth recalling that KaWicra in dialogue can be a formula of refusal: LSJ s.v. naXoc 

C. II. 6. 

12 6 AijSavojroc €vc€^€c | Kal to nonavov tout’ eAa/3ev 6 Oedc ini to nip \ anav (mndei/, says Knemon in 

his tirade against elaborate sacrifices and feasts in Dyskolos (449 IT.); one wonders if the fish of 10 were 

represented as an extravagance. The form in -ic is nom. or acc. in Menander’s Attic: Sandbach on Sam. 98. 

E. W. HANDLEY 

3969. New Comedy: PMenander 

43 5B.68/C(i-4)a 8.0 x10.5 cm First/second century 

A group of fragments in a medium formal round hand of the first or early second 

century ad combine to give portions from the latter part of twelve comic iambic 

trimeters. The back is blank. In scale and style, this roll recalls that of 1238 + 3217, 
Menander, Sikyonios (-oi), dated to the late first century by Grenfell and Hunt; but 

the writing here is more rounded and fluent, notably with its /u in three curving strokes 

and its cursive tendency (admittedly restrained) to allow letters to link, as p,i in 8 and 

Ka in io. Part-division is indicated by the dicolon (4, 9), with a small space after it, 

written together with the text and not added; no other lectional signs are to be seen. 

A lower margin of about 2.8 cm survives. 

A character called Smikrines is involved in a dialogue of some emotional intensity, 

to judge by the way in which the gods are invoked (7, 10), and by the repetitions 

(3-4, 9?, and the name in 8 and 11). Smikrines, it seems, is confronted with a plea 

which he will not entertain, namely, that something should be given, or given away 

(to his daughter?). He will apparently not even stay to listen (9), and his interlocutor 

accordingly bids him goodbye (11). That a Smikrines should be angry, impatient, 

perhaps even sarcastic (6), is not surprising; whether his partner’s feelings are real or 

affected, is something to be left open. 

No coincidence with a known text has yet been observed. Smikrines is in fact a 

character in Aspis, as well as in Epitrepontes; Euclio is thought to have had that name 

in the original of Plautus, Aulularia;1 there is another still whose presence depends on 

a disputed supplement in Sikyonios (156, where see Sandbach’s note). The threads of 

motif which connect, or might connect, the fragment with one or another of these 

plays are too slender for the issues they raise to be argued out here; and the explanation 

of them may well be that the present fragment is from yet another play by Menander 

or a kindred writer which used the name Smikrines to label an old man with certain 

well-marked anti-social obsessions. For what it is worth, Alciphron did so (3. 7), 

without apparently having any particular play or dramatic situation in mind. 

1 301 f. with Choricius of Gaza 32. 73, conveniently quoted by Koerte-Thierfelder, Menander, vol. 2, 

P- 51- 
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Fr. i 

].[ / 
].*?[. .j9^[ 

]poc^[] ,,r7§tS[ 

]p.v[_]v: fj.rj8i.8ov 

] TfidvyaTpLfj.\ifS[ 

] SiSac/cetcSf "] [ 

]/xarouc8a)Se [ " 

]AAacp,t/cptv [ 

]fxe etc: eyco/xeuf 

]....[ ]77oAAor«rai0eo[ 

]eppaJcoT[] ivuvcp-iAcpirf 

]evrop,[] evoyAeivaAA[ 
I 
/ 

/ 

]poc 7) pA) Si§[c 

]p.v[ ]v. ( ) pA) SlSov 

] TfL dvyarpl p.r]S[ 

] SlSoLCKCLC S[ ] [ 

] p,a roue 6coSe/<[a deovc 

a]AAa, Cpi/cpiV[7p 

J p.€V€Lc; ( ) eyto p,ev[a>; 

J4]77oAAov /cat #eo[t 

J cppcoco TOLVVV, CfUKpiv\rf. 

]er to p,rj VoyAeuq aAA[ — W — 

1 Foot of a vertical 2 ] , horizontal on the line 3 A trace of ink seems to be shared 

between fragments at the join; it could be the last stroke of /x, in which case nothing is lost. But Dr W. E. H. 

Cockle is very doubtful about the join 4 Extreme left tip of 8 seems to show on the main fragment; 

but see above 5 eijt, 7-771 and tt)] 77,771 are all possible readings With resolutions in the first half, the 

line could end pTjSf-w-; if p778^-, the metre would demand Ovyarpi, and indicate a high style as in 

tragedy: see Dyskolos of Menander on 414, where e'xcu ce, t€kvov is quoted from Misoumenos (214) 

6 ] . could well be the remains ofv; _ [, part of a down sloping stroke, would suit (e.g.) S[77]A[a§77, A[ri]p.[ea 

9 ptyeic or peyeic W. E. H. Cockle; not ]p€7r 11-12 Probably nothing lost at the join. In 12, the 

traces do not allow a secure choice between Top.r]€vox^eiv and ropeevoxAeiv, but favour the former; either 

would scan, given a suitable beginning 

3 Metre requires ^ ^ ] poc, as cue to nd \ poc. tt)c Bvyar ] poc, etc. 

4 If p7j SiSov is repetition by the speaker of 3, 4 may contain an uncomprehending remark by his 

partner in the dialogue, e.g. ri 877 to ce]pr[o]r; But an imperative may be echoed directly by one speaker 

from another (Dysk. 5030), and pv[a]v and other words are alternatives to ce]pr[o]v. 

6 ScSacKeic might represent resentment at the interference: e.g. <f>i\oT€Kviav eA#cu]y SiSaciceic... 

7 The oath by the Twelve Gods is in its expected (though not invariable) place in the second part of 

the line: Austin on Samia 306. It might indicate rising anger. 

9 peretc (or a compound) could represent either present or future (cf. Dysk. 782); the echo of it here 

assumed will be deliberative subjunctive (KG i. 222); but eycu pev [oil is an easy alternative. 

10-11 Continuation from 9 may come with a further indignant question or a phrase appended to the 

one there; the invocation to Apollo and the Gods could lead to a genitive like ttjc pcopiac, as it does in 

Com. Adesp. 244. 355 Austin (to be found in Sandbach, OCT Menander, p. 338). 

12 A wish not to be troubled is a hallmark of a certain type of wrapped-up old man: for the expression 

and its scansion by prodelision, see Dysk. 750. ? pdAicra p]ev... 
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Fr. 2 Fr. 3 Fr. 4 

]m.[ ]..[ k 
]a/c[ ].M ] .°k 
]v?f[ ].v[ ].[ 

There are 10 more scraps or particles of papyrus, some with ink, of which nothing useful can be 

made out. 

Fr. 3, ] [, vertical and curve, perhaps 7r; down-sloping stroke, as from A, joins 9cj[: ? i]X6u>[v. 

E. W. HANDLEY 

3970. New Comedy 

14 iB.207/G(b) 5.5 x 16 cm Third century 

There survive in this fragment the middles of 23 lines which are recognizable 

metrically as iambic trimeters by the incidence of word-end. While no restoration that 

occurs to me can be regarded of itself as inevitable, the beginnings of lines 13, 16 and 

18, if considered together, would suggest that some 7-8 letters is the usual amount 

lost. The back is blank; not enough survives below line 23 to show whether or not it 

was the last of the column. 

The copyist writes a sloping and somewhat spreading mixed hand, with narrow 

€ 6 0 c (d and o are sometimes very small) and wide a 8 A; 17 p, v -n o> all tend to breadth; 

horizontals, as of r e, are sometimes prolonged; the spacing between letters is variable, 

and on occasion generous. The only clear punctuation that survives is by single high 

point, written currente calamo. There is scriptio plena in 9 (7rore before punctuation, single 

or perhaps double point, with a vowel next), and possibly in 10 before correction; 

elision is unmarked in 12, marked by diastole in 13 (if not also in 10 as corrected), by 

aspiration and diastole in 7. Parallels such as XXII 2341, proceedings before the 

Prefect, ad 202; II 223, Iliad v, on the other side of a petition dated ad 186; and PFlor. 

259, a letter in the Heroninos archive dated circa ad 260, would suggest a date in the 

third century and preferably in the earlier part of it: these three are in Roberts, Greek 

Literary Hands, nos 19(c), 21(a) and 22(d) respectively. 

By their content, the lines seem to depict two contrasting moods. Nothing before 

10 is informative in this regard; but 10-16 looks like the end of a conversation con¬ 

ducted by someone who either has or assumes an air of benevolent superiority to the 

other person involved: 11 ‘Add more’; 12 ‘But you made a mistake’; 13 ‘But go along 

inside’; 15 f. ‘From here on ... let it be agreed. Goodbye my dear H[ ].’ From 17 f., 

the tone is of anger and disillusionment: ‘That’s just what I told you’.... ‘I'm a 

complete laughing stock’; and it may then be that there follows a narrative of a 

conversation between the speaker and one Mikion (ig ff.). 
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Of the various assumptions which the best-preserved words leave open, perhaps 

the simplest is that the speaker of the first group of lines (who can be called A) 

despatches dear H[ ] into a house on stage and goes off by one of the wing- 

entrances. Enter at 17, B, referring after his opening outburst to Mikion, who may or 

may not be the same as A. The roles of the mild old man and the stern old man who 

appear in contrast in a number of comedies who seem to fit A and B quite well; and 

if nothing else brought the Adelphoe of Terence to mind as a leading example, the 

appearance of the name Mikion, that of the mild old man in Terence, would do so at 
once. 

Unfortunately (for one would like more Greek, however scrappy, to set beside a 

version by a Latin comic poet) there has not yet appeared any link with Adelphoe or 

any other comic text which is precise enough to identify the piece; and neither the 

name Mikion nor the evanescent ‘dear H[ ]’ (who could in theory be Terence’s Hegio) 

appear to be able to bring us any nearer. 

]..[].[ 
] [] [ 

] [1 [ 
].[ ].a-r[ 

5 ] []AoSuc[ 

]. .[. .]vv€m[ 

]vetS[ _ ]7to9’ [ 

] TOUT [ . . ] TpOTTOVp [ 

] _ r]8e[ _ _ ]v7TOT€' [ 

10 ] _ ’ l_aJav9p(jU7Toc-ay[ 

] TTpOc9eC'€T€pOVO [ 

] ■a\Ar]pLapT€C'cuc9[ 

] y’ €LCCO-KCUTLTa\ 

^K<u.9avpLacT’ ayoj[ 

15 ]8r)-ToAoL7Tov[ ]avS[ 

]oy#arycupe(/>iATa[ ] _ [ 

] 4ov[ JeroureycoA [ 

] eAacrocyc[]yora [ 

] a'TovpuKi<jova[ 

t]t]v ip,r][v 

]ror r[ov] Tporrov p[ 

] , 17Se[ ]v ttot’• o[ 

]A’ av9pa)Troc■ ay[ 

t]i Trpoc9ec• erepov o [ 

]• dAA’ ppaprec- alc9[ 

aAAa 77a]pay’ etcar /rat rt ra[y-u- 

]/cat 9avpacr’ aya/[ 

]8V to Aolttov, ar S[ 

oincx) yafpe, </>tAra0[’ — w — 

]e, tout’ iycb ’Ae[yov 

/raTaJyeAacTOC yiyova [ 

] a- tov MiKLajva [ 
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20 ]i(f>r)iJ.icvT[ ]i (frrjfir cv t[ ^ 

]rivoc-eiT [ 

jivaAAa [ 

][A€VOV [ 

]...[’ 

1-5 Horizontal fibres partly stripped 1 Traces of ink, apparently all from one line, the last high 

horizontal 4 Down-sloping stroke meets a, as (e.g.) 7r]o[A]Aa; t[ is a sloping upright at appropriate 

distance from the stop, fibres stripped above; otherwise, with generous spacing, y[, A[, tt[ 6 ] _ , [, second, 

a slightly curved upright, as of t or first of A 7 After 0, with long cross-stroke, high ink may be 

diastole or trace of an added letter; then a curve, perhaps oj[ 8 r[. . ]t suggested respectively by left 

and right ends of horizontal 9 ] _, upright, perhaps v; [, part of small round, 9 or a; before it, speck 

of ink on line may indicate double point, not single as printed 10 ],, sloping upright; the high loop 

taken as diastole (cf. 13) could perhaps be combined with it to give p or /S, but A is indicated by a stroke 

which seems to join the cancelled a; end, possibly ya[ 11 f[ possible from trace of ink very close to 

7r; at end, high and low traces suggest x, perhaps f or £ 13 ]. ., dots of high ink; for ay’, ej’ can be 

thought of, as in erepov, 11 14 ]k is given by traces of upper and lower arms; over 0, interlinear ink 

(offset?); of co only left half, but too big for o and too curved for aw[ to be likely 15 [ ], probably 

nothing lost, unless perhaps a high point 16 [, upper part of curve, as 0 or e; spacing favours ^tAra0[ 

against </>iATa[r]e 17 ]_, horizontal; [, speck of ink as from foot of an upright 18 ]., tip of 

horizontal; []y, probably with nothing lost, EGT; yej- could be read, hardly ye[i]r-; at end, tip of horizontal 

rather than high point 19 ] _, trace of ink from upright or shallow right curve; the high point is 

uncertain; the k in p.u<icova may have been corrected 21 ]r broken at left; at end, possibly eirp[ 

23 [> l[ or high point 

6 t]t)v ep/i)[v naturally suggests ‘daughter’; but 8iS]<p/x[i (i.e. part of a betrothal formula) cannot be 

verified. 

7 Ambiguous: e.g. e?5[ov] nod’’, eiS[ec] 7to0’; el, 8[ec]no9’; does not in any case seem to match 9. 

9 f. The core of the sentence was perhaps o[u-aA]A’ avOpanroc, with an expression of proverbial 

type. The familiar form represented by t<ap.Lvoc, ovk avdpamoc, piper non homo (Krobylos 8K.-A., Petr. 44. 6) 

seems to have a positive counterpart in homines sumus, non dei (Petronius 75. 1): i.e. ‘to err is human’, avOpunroc 

cov r/pcaprov (Menander, Phanion 432 Kb), avOpcorroc elp.’, r/pLaprov (Herodas 5. 27), where see Headlam’s 

note. Liability to error is not the only human characteristic that New Comedy asserts; but aAA’ r/p-aprec in 

12 does something to suggest that it may be in question here, and that a word for ‘god’ is lost in the gap. 

12 alcdavei, ye; vy is available as a possible restoration: M. Epitr. 762 (1120 Sandbach, q.v. ad loc.). 

13 ndpaye can be said to someone whom the speaker is going to accompany (M. Perik. 275/525, with 

whatever part-division); but it is also used when there is apparently no such intention, as at Epitr. 229/405: 

‘Go along in’. The latter must be the case here, if 15 f. is rightly interpreted as leave-taking. 

13 f. Were the ‘wonderful things’ something to be narrated inside? 

15 f. av S[, taken with what follows, suggests a restoration on the lines of‘if you are satisfied let it be 

settled like this’: e.g. av S[o/d) Kal coi rd8e | ovtco ScSjo^Sa). After such a sentiment, xa‘Pe seems natural as 

an expression of leave-taking. If it were a greeting to a speaker newly arrived, the transition would be very 

abrupt, unless it was prepared for in some way not now to be seen. In answer to that, A. H. Griffiths takes 

13 Kal tL ... 16 ovtco SeSoyOui as soliloquy, after the other character has left; for xalP( in affectionate greeting, 

see Sandbach on Samia 657; in affectionate farewell, aAA’ d> <j>i'A’ 'EppL-ij rroWa Ar. Peace 718. 

The missing name could have the shape of 'Hyepccov (see Sandbach on M. Sik. 9, where its appearance 

is none the less doubtful); or of 'IXaplwv (Perik. 194/384?); among other names that qualify would be the 

Greek form of Hegio, known so far from Plautus, Captiui and Terence, Adelphoe (and as one of the advocati 

in T. Phormio). 
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17 rodT eya> ’Aeyov (not unlike ‘What did I tell you?’) suits the mood of someone angry and dis¬ 

illusioned enough to continue with KarayeXacToc yeyova. Compare tout’ eyu> \ rrpocepLevov, M. Epitr. 5 f./13 1 f.; 

ouk eya> Xeyov; Dysk. 172 and 511, Mis. 217; tout’ eKelv’ ouydi ’Aeyov, Ar. Ach. 41, Lys. 240 (and cf. Peace 

64). In the six examples just mentioned, iycu (or oiryaj) ’Aeyov forms the last metron of an iambic trimeter. 

That could only be so here if the line had lost five elements from its beginning, rather than two or three, 

like its immediate neighbours. If the restoration is sound (and it is an objection, given this scribe’s practice, 

that there is no punctuation before tout’) the beginning may rather have been of the shape of rrapriya]y6v 

[pje, they deceived me , with rraXiv at the end to lead on to vvv Kara^yeXacroc yeyova. The speaker has 

perhaps been sent on a wild-goose chase, like Demea in Terence, Adelphoe, among others; if so, his mood 

on return makes a specially sharp comic contrast with the euphoria of the previous lines: 703; cf. 505 ff. 

19 Miklojv is a well-attested Attic name, with some 19 examples in the Prosopographia Attica ranging 

from the sixth century to Menander’s time; it is the name of a fishmonger in Alexis, Epikleros 78K.-A.; of 

the bachelor uncle in Terence, Adelphoe. 

The name of the same character in Terence’s Menandrian original is open to dispute. If Menander, 

Adel. II 8 Ko is a single fragment, as presented by Stobaeus, it should prove by equation with Terence, Ad. 

605 ff. that Menander s name for this character was Lamprias. Critics since Cobet have however continued 

to urge that the second pair of lines, in which Lamprias is named, are discordant with the first two: so, 

after a careful discussion, O. Rieth, Die Kunst Menanders in den Adelphen des Terenz (1964) 87 ff., and R. H. 

Martin, ed. Adel. (1976) ad loc. This may be over-refined: the apparent inconsistency between the second 

sententia and the first will surely have been less sharp in context than it seems to be when the lines are 

isolated. Gaiser, ap. Rieth 89 n. 133, aptly quotes a parallel speech from Dysk. (295 ff); and compare 

Kitharistes, fr. 1 = PTurner 5, with discussion there. 

E. W. HANDLEY 

3971. New Comedy 

8 iB.I99/G(i—2) (b) 2.7x7.3cm Late second/third century 

A ‘wait and see’ fragment: some words from the middle of eleven comic verses 

survive on this scrap of a roll, written in a small, sloping mixed hand comparable with 

the Dioscorides, De materia medica of PMichigan 3, and (on a larger scale) the Homer 

of II 223, respectively Roberts, GLH 15c and 21a; probably therefore to be assigned 

to the late second or early third century, a, 8 and A are sharply triangular, a with a 

pronounced point sloping down at the left; e and c are small, 6 narrow and o tiny; 

descenders, represented by p and v, are long and with a marked backward curve. In 

4, a part-division is marked by a dicolon, written with spacing as part of the copy; 

elsewhere punctuation has been added afterwards in the form of a high dot or short 

oblique (2, 3, 11); in 10 a dot is placed low between v and tt; there is a rough breathing 

to indicate ev in 5. An upper margin of 1.5 cm survives; the back is blank. 

With so little left, almost nothing can be said about the content that could not 

be contradicted. It is not even certain whether the lines begin on the first metron of 

an iambic trimeter, with the loss of one or two syllables, as would be the case if 

ev8o]KLp.oc or something like it began 7, with a spacious monosyllable (or w w) beginning 

8; or whether there are several syllables lost at the beginning, so that 3 ipp[a)p.evu)c or 

8 Kal p.6\ic tt[ot€ could be taken as typical line-endings and not as middles. 
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That said, there are some slight indications that the piece is from a narrative 

speech, with an emotional interjection in line 4 from the person hearing it. The speaker 

highlights his own part (3 eyw Se); he possibly mentions associates, if in 2 and 

rjp.[ in 7 represent first person plurals; there is a stage of difficulty (8); a point at which 

a third person sees something (9); and, for good dramatic value, the possibility of 

night and tears in 11. The female slave-name Doris is probably to be recognized in 4. 

]VCIV€V7TC0[ (?) yev^uciv, ev7rw[ya>v 

] jjievaXXav[ J pcev aAAa v[ 

jaiweytoSep [ (?) ]ojv eyd> S’ epp[cupcevajc 

]ajpiC. a>raA[ (?) A]a>ptc. ( ) d> raA[ 

]era7ToAeA[ 5 ] ev a7roAeA[ 

J ayadov_[ ayadov 

] tjttoci7jU.[ (?) 77/30cSo]ki/xoc rjp.[lv 

]/caijtxoAic [ ] Kal ptoXLC 7r[oT6 

] _ copaLTt]v[ ] _ c opou Trjv [ 

]pi€VOV _ Tr\ 10 ]pi€VOV, 7t\ 

]/CTCT a/C [ (?) 1 imj/crcr 8ai<p[v- 

2 ] jLt is given by a trace of a rising stroke joining the vertical 3 jaijust preferable to ]o; at the 

end, tip of a long descender 6 ] , a vertical; [, dot of ink on the line 7 ]., two diverging 

strokes, arms of k rather than parts of e, then ip, rather than tv: i.e. not e/cjetvoc, as a glance might suggest, 

but rather So]kl(j.oc or a compound 8 ] , a vertical, as for tt[ot€ 9 ]a particle of high ink, 

y? 77? 4? 11 Sa/c- rather than Aatc-, to judge from the way the two parts of sloping strokes join and 

from a trace of a horizontal intersecting a; high trace after k suits p 

1 Simple alternatives are a verb ending in -ovciv, and eu uncompounded followed by a word in -n-cu-. 

eimdiyujv is the only acceptable compound in evneo-; and jaws or cheeks and beard are recurrent features 

in descriptions of people. They appear in collocation in Pollux’ list of comic masks: 4. 143, the First Pappos 

(No. 1) is, inter alia, evyevecoc, i'cyvoc rac napeidc (see also 133 on the mask of the Shorn Old Man in 

Tragedy); eurrcoycov is used in the comic list of the Longbeard Wavy-haired Old Man (No. 4) and the 

Hermonian (No. 5); while in the pseudo-Aristotelian Physiognomonica the word describes one of the 

characteristics of the Qvp.dj8rjc (808a 23). A locus classicus for such descriptions in Comedy is P. Rud. 313-20; 

if someone is being described here it will presumably be the person mentioned in 9. Note also T. Hec. 440 f. 

.. .cadauerosa facie. 

2 8’ epy[ or 8e py[ cannot be ruled out; both offer alternatives to words in epp-. 

4 The slave-girl Doris has a considerable part in Menander’s Perikeiromene\ the name is also that of a 

character in Encheiridion (PSI 99 = Austin CGFP 129) and possibly in Kolax (19; CGFP 164, 18); it appears 

as well in the unassigned fragments given by PHamb 120 (inc. 951 Ko; CGFP 161)1 and in 2658 (CGFP 

245)—in the latter two or three times within 23 lines; to these can be added Diphilus, Mnemation 56K.-A. 

1 Perhaps Kekryphalos, but fr. 243 Ko looks to me like a different use of the proverbial concept we find 

in fr. 951. 12, and not like a quotation or allusion. 
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a) raA[ar or d> rdAfaiv’ eyco would be feminine interjections (for some references see on Dysk. 437 if.); 

a> raAfac eyco from a male speaker would indicate very strong emotion (compare Knemon at Dysk. 596-7); 
<I> TaAfarrare is also to be considered. 

5 anoXiX- offers a choice of perfect forms from avoXayxdvco and anoXeyw as well as aTroXtitruj and other 
less likely words. 

7 For 7rpocSo] Kifj,oc (one of several possibilities), note exspectatus with a dative in Roman comedy, as at 
Plautus, Amph. 658-9, Most. 441. 

8 Kal fidAtc 7rore at line-end, Dysk. 684; cf. Sam. 493 for the collocation. 

9 opai looks like narrative present: ? e]ic-. 

11 Perhaps one should recall the tears of Polemon in Perikeiromene (52-5/172-5), or even of his fellow 

soldier Stratophanes in Sikyonios (see Sandbach on 219). 

E. W. HANDLEY 

3972. Comedy 

5 iB.57/F(q) 7.5 x 10.5 cm Mid-/late second century 

I he beginnings of fourteen comic iambic lines, recognizable by their metre and 

vocabulary, are given by this foot of a column from what was once a handsome roll. 

The back is blank; the written surface is partly abraded and in poor condition; there 

is a sheet join close to where the fragment is broken at its right-hand edge. The script 

is a formal round hand of medium size of the type sometimes known as ‘Roman 

uncial’.1 Lectional signs (accents, breathings, diastole [8] and high point) are added 

with a finer pen; there is a correction or a speaker’s name above the line in 5; another, 

in cursive, is at the beginning of 10, and there are traces of yet another before 8. About 

2.5 cm of blank lower margin survives. 

Specimens of the calligraphic style represented by this fragment are discussed by 

G. Cavallo, Annali della Scuola Normale di Pisa, ser. ii, 36 (1967) 209—20. Prominent 

among them is the Hawara Homer (Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Gr. Class, a. 1 (P); 

Turner, GMAW2, no. 13), with which may be cited the very similar copy of Homer 

represented by 20 (Roberts, GLEI no. 12b). By comparison with these, we have a 

slightly more compact hand, with more contrast between thick strokes and thin, and 

with serifs which (though still neat) are more prominent. These differences of emphasis 

are well illustrated by a hand of very large size in the copy of Hesiod, Works and Days, 

represented in 3229, which is to my eye like enough to suggest that it could be another 

and more ambitious piece of calligraphy by the same person. If the two copies of 

Homer, and with them the floruit of this variety of formal round hand, are put in the 

early to middle part of the second century, the development represented by the present 

fragment and its kin can be thought of as parallel or not much later: ‘probably to be 

assigned to the middle or later second century’, remarked M. L. West in publishing 

3229. It is a pity (not least in regard to the dating) that there is so little of the cursive, 

1 I use this term, as will be plain, without wishing to express an opinion here on its aptness; ‘Homeric 

majuscule’ has been suggested as an alternative by W. H. Willis: see Turner, GMAW2, as quoted below, 

with addenda. 
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and that £, <f> and <ft are lacking. Of individual letters, alpha is particularly noteworthy. 

The third or cross stroke, which is often a relatively weak one in this style, is here 

vestigial almost to vanishing point: clearest in rera- 12, practically absorbed by the 

thickening curve of the right half of the letter in /3aSi£’, 8; and of course very easily 

abraded. Beta has a narrow, shallowly-curved upper loop and a more generously 

rounded lower one (8; damaged in 7); kappa appears with a thin upper arm with 

conspicuous serif, meeting the upright at its middle; mu is wide and strongly curved; 

upsilon has its first stroke cranking to form a short stem, but tending towards a uniform 

curve. 

The key to the content of the fragment, in so far as it can be determined, is the 

word €7TtKXrjpov ‘heiress’ in 13. Under Attic law, in the absence of any other binding 

arrangement, the guardianship of a man’s unmarried daughter passed on his death to 

his nearest male blood relation. Suppose he has no father living, and no sons or direct 

male descendants from them, the daughter can be claimed in marriage by one of his 

brothers in order of seniority, and so on, with the intention that the estate passes 

eventually to her male issue; there are special provisions for daughters of people in the 

lowest property class. There is considerable discussion of the full extent and the details 

of these provisions among experts;2 but given that the basic principles either were 

plain or could be made plain to a normal person in a theatre, it is not surprising to 

find that the position of an heiress is at times the central theme of a comedy (as in 

Aspis, with the foiling of Smikrines in his role of Wicked Uncle), and at other times 

taken for granted as part of the background (as with Knemon’s provisions for the 

future of his family in Dyskolos 729-39). The question here is whether the heiress is 

likely to be part of the plot, or is simply mentioned in passing. 

Until line 12, at any rate, the piece represents a rapid interchange of dialogue, 

as the paragraphoi show. The one speaker’s name that can be read with acceptable 

probability is a slave-name, Donax (10) — the product of a fine observation in a 

seminar by Dr Colin Austin. There are traces of another name at 8, and (it seems) of 

a different one over the line in 5. One of the three is told to go in at 8; Donax appears 

to be speaking for all three, or at least for two of the three, when he picks up the 

phrase ovk dreyo/rat in 9 with 77jU.dc dveyecda 1 (11). It is then likely that all three are 

slaves (it is possible to read the damaged names so as to suit that guess); and it is likely 

that the intolerable situation referred to is one produced by the person who is subject 

of ov8’ rjpvOpcaKev (6) and also of the supposition in relation to the heiress given by el 

p,ev ... €7TLK\rjpov e?xe in 12 f- In other words, one is looking towards the possibility of 

a slave dialogue like that at the beginning of Heros, for instance, in which a piece of 

action to come is introduced and given an interesting perspective by what the slaves 

say of their own and their masters’ affairs. That would most naturally happen at the 

2 A. R. W. Harrison, The Law of Athens: The Family and Property (1968), esp. 9—12; Douglas MacDowell, 

The Law in Classical Athens (1978) 95-100; John Gould, in JHS 100 (1980) at pp. 43-5. 
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beginning of a play; but Aristophanes, Frogs 738 ff. (although in Old Comedy) is worth 

remembering as a clear warning against too rigid a view in this regard. Plays about 

heiresses are many: Menander wrote two with the title Epikleros, and has it in common 

with several other fourth-century writers; the Epidikazomenos of Apollodorus of 

Carystus, on which Terence based his Phormio, likewise has several homonyms; and we 

do not know how many more plays there were like Aspis, whose title gives no clue to 

the ‘heiress’ theme of the plot. The justification for so extended a discussion of so few 

words is in the hope that it may one day lead the piece into a relationship with another 

and more informative text. So handsome a copy, even in a poor relic, deserves to be 

(but may not be) a copy of a major play. 

..[ 

0r.[ ]....[ 

_ LT€T]7TV [ _ 

T..1 L. 
5 avTov.de cona [ 

ovSrjpyd arc v 

61, _ •Tl//3ouAet7T [ 

_ VToyfiaSil,’ €lcoj[ 

ovKaveyopaiya [ 

10 Soy.f evrotye ovapev[ 

rjpacaveyec atra[ 

€LjJ.€VT€Ta OVfJL [ 

err lkXtj poveiyevrj [ 

.... ]A€7T _ _ 6 _ e _ [ 

1 Specks only 2 Could be aA[ (HM) 

lower parts of two curves, as for ec, ce or the like; end, . . «j[ 5 decppcb HM; last is a vertical. Above 

the line, nota personae at change of speaker, or perhaps correction: the first might be 7r[ and the last ]ac: ?? 

IJ[vdt]ac, TJ[vpp(]ac 7—8 There are traces of horizontal ink above the line after fiovXet and over cto 

of eicai: I do not know why 7 There is abrasion after o£: 6 Zeyc rt was considered, but does not fit 

well; the 6 £pjy- tl now suggested is still no more than a venture 8 Traces of ink in the margin may 

represent a speaker’s name beginning Ap- (HM) 10 Speaker’s name so read by CA and confirmed 

by HM 13 Between v and 77 there is a curved stroke over the line which I take to be a hyphen, to 

help the reader to arrive at vi) (as for vp Ala) and not 77[. Turner, GMAW2 11, says that he knows 

of only one example of it written so, rather than under the line, namely in the second-century copy of 

Bacchylides, Dithyrambs published as VIII 1091, fr. 1, line 5 14 E.g. ro x«]A€7rpy; but what next? 

5 avrov is not necessarily emphatic by virtue of this placing (see, for instance, Dysk. 540 fi); but it is 

odd to find it so placed again in 8 if the repetition is not in some way significant. 

ov8’ rjpvdplaKev 6 

6 £,tpy rt fiovXei 7t [ 

4p... avrov4 fiahCC,’ el'ca> [ 

ovk dveyopat ya[p 

A ova£ ev tol yeyovapev [ 10 

rjp.dc dveyecda 1 ra[vra 

el pev reraprov p [ 

errIkXtjpov etye, vrj [AC 

3 (?)> then ] w . . [ 4 Perhaps €ire; ] _ _, 
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6 A stronger way of saying ov8" alcyvvtrai, ‘shows no shame at all . I he perfect of epu$ptaco is quoted 

by LSJ only from an official letter of 73 bc, PTebt 1. 37, where the flush of anger is perhaps indicated rather 

than the blush of shame; but Apollodorus com. 13K.-A. has d-rrripvdpiaKOTiuc ‘shamelessly’. 

7 6 ‘the survivor’ is tentatively read; it implies a contrast with ‘the deceased (see, e.g., M. Sik. 

131 f.). In a context involving an epikleros, the expression is apt to refer to her late father s next of kin, the 

man who can claim to marry her (however unsuitably) and so to take control of the estate, see the 

introductory note. 
8-11 If the marginal ink represents a speaker’s name correctly placed, avrov must somehow be con¬ 

strued as an isolated remark, for which see Ar. Clouds 218 and my note on M. Dysk. 144. The probability 

is that the person concerned is the same as the avroc of 5, in fact the principal subject of the whole scrap 

of dialogue. With j8a8i£’ eiccu one of those present is dismissed inside; ovk are'xo/xai (9) is picked up by 

Donax, who may be either associating himself with the idea or deprecating it- probably the latter, in view 

of the argumentative tone which seems to set in with 12-13. The name Donax is known as a slave-name: 

in real life from the will of Theophrastus, as given by Diogenes Laertius (5. 55) and in Comedy at M. Sik. 

385-6, Dysk. 959 and T. Eun. 772. If as a slave he is rejecting involvement, the line may have been something 

like €v rot yeyovapev [dvri SovXoju Sectoral; the rjfio.c av€)(ec6a.L ra[vTa could either be an independent 

exclamation or be governed by a following verb. 

12-13 One might guess that the ‘if’ clause runs to e?xe and expresses an unreal condition in present 

time; and there will very likely follow an a fortiori argument introduced by vvv 8e... ‘as it is’. The oath was 

not necessarily vr) [Ala, but if it had been a more prominent one, such as vi) [ror AnoXAw Kai 9eovc the 

hyphen to clarify the word-division might not have been thought useful. Perhaps reVaprov pe[poc (the dot 

of ink at the end might be almost anything): the sense might be on the lines of‘if he had a quarter of the 

estate and the heiress too, by Heaven it would be bad enough, but now he claims it all . 

E. W. HANDLEY 



III. DOCUMENTS OF THE ROMAN 

AND BYZANTINE PERIODS 

3973. Report to a Strategus 

9 iB.170/F(b) 27.5 x 22.5 cm Late first-mid second century 

Two columns of a report made to the strategus of the Saite nome, in the Western 

Delta, by a village scribe, in response to a request from the strategus of the Athribite 

nome, in the Southern Delta, that he exact payment of certain amounts owing to the 

account of the Athribite. I he details are missing but as the final lines of col. ii mention 

</>o'poi (24) and contain what appears to be the topographical description of some 

property (25-6), it seems likely that 3973 was concerned with holders of state land 

who paid land-rent or taxes in their own nome on land held in another, in this case 

the Athribite nome. In such cases the taxes were periodically credited to the account 

of the nome in which the property was actually located, see XLII 3030 introd. 

This is the first appearance of a named strategus of the Saite nome, and he may 

constitute another example of a man who had served as a strategus bringing his official 

papers back home with him to reuse for his own purposes, see E. G. Turner, JEA 38 

(1952) 89-90, S. Daris, Stud. Pap. 22 (1983) 121-33, esp. 128-9 (and add LI 

3602-3605). 3973 had been made up into a ro/xoc cvyKoWpcipLoc, as is evident from a 

prominent join c. 2-3 cm from the left hand margin and from a few traces of the 

preceding document on the left hand edge opposite lines 2-4. Another join, this time 

one made by the manufacturer of the roll from which the piece with the report was 

cut, runs vertically near the centre of the whole fragment. The back of the papyrus 

bears the exiguous remains, not transcribed, of four entries from an account of money 

payments, written across the fibres in a different, more cursive, hand, with an 

annotation to their left in another hand which reads (8paxp-ai) pv, ‘dr. 150’. 

Apart from the mention of a regnal year possibly numbered 20, or more, in line 

13, there is no indication surviving of the date, either in 3973 or in the remains on the 

back. Nevertheless a date of late first century to mid second is palaeographically 

suitable for the hands on both front and back; possible years within this period are 

116/7 + , 135/6 + , and 156/7 + . 

The strategi have been listed in G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal 

Scribes 58 (Athribite), 108 (Saite). 
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ip to 20 letters? up to 15 letters? ]f>.[ 

(vac.) 

(vac.) 

'Hpa t(x) Kal Alovvclu) CTpaTrjycb Catrov 

Trapa'HpaxXcLbov xa>pLoyp(apLp.pLaTCWc) Qcpvdccpc xal aX(Xajv). 

ttpoc iiTLCjaXpia ypa(f)ev col utto AopuTiov AttoXl- 

5 vapiov CTparr/yov AdpaftcLTOV, ov cctlv avTLyp{a<f)Ov)\— 

‘AopLLTLOC ATToXlVapLOC CTp(aTT]y6c) AdpCL^CLTOV 'Hpa 

t<1) xal Alovvclco CTp(aTTjytp) Catrov rot <^i[A(raTto) ] ^atpcLV. 

[ c. 15 letters ].77730c T(* e7r[i]cTa- 

Aey[ra c. 30 letters 

10 Kcipicva K€(f)aXaLa. tv’ ovv clhfjc /cat Trjv tovtoov 

(m. 2?) Brjca CLTraLTTjCLV noLTfcapLCvoc npocdfi vircp tovSc tov 

vop.ov cp,oi tc Sr/Xcocrjc, cnecTaXa col. cppp)cd(aL) ce cyyopbi ai). 

(1ctovc) k[ ] [ .] . [. ,]?tc 0i Stcuyptrat 

pLCTcSo) [xav 

'5 f[ 

[ 
[ c. 5 ]...[ 

[c- 3] . [ 

ii 

c. 15 letters 

(vac.) 

20 07TC0C, iav TTpaCCL V7TOTT€LTTTOJCl\ 

xal rac StSop.eWc p, cl 

p.rj TrpayOrjvaL ro[ 

IILOV. 8lOL pLCV OVV TOll /SljSAlSlOU [ 

cfiopcov airo Qcpydctoc [ 
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25 aSecnoTOvc, ttpoc fiopa /cat Ai/3a lepo [ 

[ 
A 
.[ 
.[ 

3° . [ 

3 Ku>fj.oyp$, a 5, 6 1. AdpifliTOV 5 avTryp$ 

marginal addition perhaps by m. 2 12 eppcpcQ, 

col. i 

To Heras alias Dionysius, strategus of the Saite nome, from Heracleides, village scribe of Therythis 

and other (villages). In response to the communication written to you by Domitius Apolinarius, strategus 

of the Athribite nome, of which this is a copy:- 

Domitius Apolinarius, strategus of the Athribite nome, to Heras alias Dionysius, strategus of the Saite 

nome, his dearest colleague, greetings.... in response to the ... communicated ... aforementioned (?) sums. 

Therefore, in order that you may know and, having exacted payment of these, may have them credited on 

behalf of this nome and notify me, I have sent you this written communication. I pray that you are well. 

Year 2o( + ?) (month, day)...” ...the examiners have passed on the information...’ 

col. ii 

'.. .so that, if they are subject to sale ... and the ... given to ... not have been done (exacted?). Therefore 

through (in?) the petition ... of land-rents from Therythis ... ownerless (properties), to the north and west 

(of?) a temple(?) ...’ 

1 The traces of letters on the uppermost edge of the top margin (of c. 2.5 cm) may be the remnants 

of column numbers or annotations made in the top margin, rather than the end of another text. The second 

group, ]. . [, is above the intercolumnar space. Both columns start on approximately the same level. 

2-4 Exiguous traces on the left hand edge, clearly the final strokes at the ends of lines in the preceding 

document of the rop.oc cuyKo\Xr)cip.oc. Although insufficient to be transcribed, enough remains to show that 

it was not written in the same hand as 3973. 

2 Heras alias Dionysius is not otherwise known. On the possibility that he was an Oxyrhynchite, see 

introd. 

Catrov. The fifth nome of Lower Egypt, situated in the Western Delta, with its territory mainly in the 

area between the Canopic and Rosetta branches of the Nile, although Sais itself stood on the eastern bank 

of the Rosetta branch, see H. Gauthier, Les names 89, XI 1380 19 n. 

3 Oepvdfcue, cf. 24, is not otherwise attested. 

4—5 Domitius Apolinarius, cf. 6, is not otherwise known. 

5 Adpe^eirov (1. AdpifitTov). The tenth nome of Lower Egypt, located in the Southern Delta, cf. 

A. Calderini, Dizionario dei nomi peoprafici s.v., H. Gauthier, Les names 4, The name survives in modern 

Tell Atrib, see XI 1380 39 n. 

9—10 K€Lp.eva Ke<f>a\cua. \ irpo j Keijaeva, [ 77 poc ] Kcifieva or [ vtto \ kcl^lcvo are all likely possibilities. 

1 o— 11 Br/cd. There is no obvious place for this in the text, nor does the meaning, ‘of Besas’, make any 

certain sense in the context, but it could be a clarification of toutcov, i.e. these sums were the responsibility 

of someone called Besas. The writing could well be in a second hand, although the style is similar. 

13 After k[_ .], a reading which seems preferable to $[ .], only isolated tops of letters are present 

before the raised horizontal which presumably marks the day number. It seems that the emperor was not 

named at this point; the month name remains unread. 

6 ct/>$ 7 cTp$, (f>i[*] 10-11 Interlinear 

13 L 20 1. VTTOTTLTTTCOCL 25 1. fioppd 
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After Tiberius, who is probably too early for this hand, no emperor reached a twentieth year until 

Trajan. Year 20 (or 20 + ) of Trajan (116/7 + ) 's perhaps the most likely; year 20 of Hadrian and Pius, 

135/6 + and 156/7 + , are also possible. 

13-14 oi SiaKpiral /j.€T€Soj[xau. Gf. esp. SB XIV 11381 ii 4 /xeraSeSocOai [avTW]i [uj-n-o 8ta/<piTa>v; also 

SB V 7741. 9, XVI 12696. 11, 17. On the little that is known about these officials, sometimes called more 

explicitly SiaicpiTcu tcjv ixdececov, ‘examiners of arrears’, see R. R. Malek, £PE 46 (1982) 215-16. I hey 

appear particularly in cases where cooperation between the accounting systems of two strategiates is 

required, as here. 

15-18 Traces only. 

19 As at the top of col. i, see 1 n., the traces of letters here may represent the remains of something 

written above the text in its top margin, here c. 1.5 cm wide, not the bottom of another text. These traces 

are rather lower than those above col. i and the intercolumnium. 

If col. ii was the same width as col. i, c. 38 letters, there are at least 12 letters missing at the line ends. 

24 <f>opu)v. The context suggests that the term here bears the meaning of land-rents charged on state 

land, on which see S. L. Wallace, Taxation 71-2, XLIV 3180 5 n. 

24—5 aSfcnoTOVc. Perhaps [i/iiAouc tottovc] aSecrrorovc. 

26-30 Traces only. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 

3974. Declaration to a Strategus 

2 iB.i05/J(a) 8 x13 cm 165/6 

A declaration by Thonis major, deayoc (see 6 n.) of Thoeris, to the royal scribe 

and acting strategus Dionysius, to the effect that his son and nephew have undergone 

epicrisis and paid the entrance fee (<etcKpiriKov) to the rank of deayoc. 

It has long been known that all those who were attached to temples, whatever 

their rank, were subject, like other privileged classes, to an epicrisis to prove their right 

to their position and that they were required to pay an entrance fee, see W. Otto, 

Priester und Tempel i 213—17, S. L. Wallace, Taxation 249—52, E. H. Gilliam, YCS 10 

(1947) 203-5. Even so, there is no exact parallel for the present text, although the 

responsibility of the strategus and royal scribe for the supervision of temples at nome 

level is well documented, see YCS 10 (1947) 197, M. Stead, Proceedings of the XVI 
International Congress of Papyrology 416, XII 1435, XLIX 3472, P. Tebt. II 298 introd. 

3974 may usefully be compared with XLIX 3470-71, which show what might 

happen if the entrance fee was not paid on time. In those cases the delay in payment 

seems to have prompted the query from the office of the Idios Logos; in the present 

text, a failure by the applicant to ensure that the local authorities had noted (17) the 

payment of the entrance fee might have had more serious consequences, resulting 

eventually in a challenge by the Idios Logos to the boys’ hereditary right to the office 

of deayoc and an attempt to confiscate the offices for sale to someone else, cf. P. Vindob. 

Boswinkel 1, with P. R. Swarney, Idios Logos 57—9. 

The back is blank. 
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Atovvcup /3aciA(i/co)) yp(appaTei) SiaSey(op,eva>) 

/cat ra /caret tt)v crp(aT^ytav) 

7rapa 0covLoc irpecfivTepoy 

Sojvloc tov TlXovrapyov papr{p6c) 

5 Tavceipioc IleTaXov air’ ^O^vpvy- 

ycov voXecoc Oeayoy @orjpi§\oc 

Oeac p,eytcT7]c Oor^pefoy ®eve (777x01) 

/cat er[e]pou 77actv[ ] p [ ] vu 

tov ye viov piov (9d>vtv ja[r]T(poc) 

io TaXofidiroc Kat tov t[ou pLerrjX- 

Aayoroc p.ou opfoyv-pctou? 

aSeA</>ou @to[vtoc vecorepov 

VIOV 0OJVIV piTjTpo[c 

apufsorepovc 77poc/SejS-p[/c(evat) ] rep 

15 evecrojTL e/crcp eVet Avtojvi'vov 

KCLL Ovrjpov TCOV /Ct/pt[a)]v AvTOKpaTOpajV 

etc i Teccapec/catSe/caerttc) /cat o</>etAeiv ' ayroyc' napaypa(f)\f]v]ai 

to 077e]p TTjc deayeiac tc/cptrt[/cov 

[Siayeypa</>evat c. 13 letters 

I £aci/Vp$SiaSeX? 2 crp$ 4 V7)’’’ 7 0eve) 9 viov 10 TaXofiacroc 
17 Traces of ink abov e €tC, 18 tCK"ptTt[KOV; 1. eiCKpLTLKOV 

‘To Dionysius royal scribe, administering also the office of the strategus, from Thonis major son of 

Thonis, grandson of Plutarchus, whose mother is Tayseiris daughter of Petalus, from Oxyrhynchus, theagus 

ofThoeris, most great goddess, of the Thoereum of Thenepmoi and of another one of Pasin ... I declare(?) 

that both my son Thonis, whose mother is Talobais, and Thonis the son of my deceased full (or uterine or 

paternal half?) brother Thonis minor, whose mother is ..., have both come forward into the category of 

fourteen-year-olds, in the present sixth year of Antoninus and Verus the lords emperors and that an 

annotation ought to be made by their names that (they have paid) the entrance fee for the. office of 

theagus 

1 Dionysius is attested as royal scribe, acting strategus, also in XVIII 2182 (19 April 165) and in 

3975, cf. G. Bastianini, J, Whitehorne, Stralegi and Royal Scribes 93, 143. It seems from the present text that 

he may have continued to serve as interim strategus until the appointment of Claudius Demetrius alias 

Hermias, who is first attested in office after 3 June 166 (PSI IX 1033). 

6 deayov, ‘bearer of the gods’. LSJ and Suppl. should be emended accordingly. For the equivalence of 

the Greek to the demotic t(j)j ntr.w, see W. Clarysse’s commentary on this title in P. Lille dem. IV 49. I 

am grateful to Dr Clarysse for a copy of this reference and for the information that deaywv, rather than a 

proper name should also be read in P. Strasb. 770 ii. 

The evidence for the Egyptian title, first attested in hieroglyphic form in 642/1 bg, and found in its 

demotic form throughout the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, is fully discussed by J. Quaegebeur, Melanges 
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A. Gutbub (Montpellier 1984) 161-176. To his conclusion that the theagoi were a religious association whose 

major role was to convey the corpses or mummies (for ‘the gods’ = ‘the dead’ cf. P. Turner 15, p. 78) of 

sacred animals from temple to necropolis the following points may be added from the Greek evidence: 

i) PSI IX 1039 (216/7 or 267/8: for the date see A. Bulow-Jacobsen, Actes du XVe Congres International 

de Papyrologie iv 125) confirms that the theagoi constituted a separate order, lower in the hierarchy than 

priests and pastophori; cf. also the existence of separate declarations of the members of each order (listed 

in XLIX 3473 introd. and E. Battaglia, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 90-99). The view of W. Otto, Priester und Tempel 

i 95 n. 1, followed by C. H. Roberts, JEA 20 (1934) 23, that they are the same as the pastophori, is to be 

rejected. 

ii) PSI IX 1039.45, dedyrcca, shows that either sex might hold this office. 

iii) ‘Bearer’ is to be understood in a general, and not a specific, sense, for the theagoi employed more 

than one means of transporting their charges. The pictorial evidence cited by Quaegebeur, op. cit. 175 ® 

n. 92, shows crocodiles and other sacred animals carried on biers, hauled on sledges and drawn on wheeled 

funeral carriages, and in P. Lille dem. IV 49 tj ntr.w is glossed as 6vpXa.[T-qc] while in XLIX 3495 8 etc. 

a theagos receives payments which may be for boat hire, cf. P. Tebt. II 298. 30—33 n. and P. Ryl. II 

196. 13-14 n. 
iv) These theagos-payments for what is clearly commercial boat hire show further that, like the 

pastophori but unlike the priests proper, theagoi were permitted by the state to engage in commercial 

activities. 
7 0oT]pelov &eve(np.6i). For other references to Athena-Thoeris and her cult places in Greek papyri, 

see now J. Quaegebeur etc., gPE 60 (1985) 224-30, where it is suggested that the cult title(?) Thenepmoi 

should be interpreted as tg-Irt-n-ps-myf, ‘the daughter of the lion’, rather than tj-n(t)-p(3)-mwlm^j, ‘she 

of the water/the island’, as suggested at XLIX 3472 19 n. The tide may also be read in II 331 16 (ed. 

A. Martin, CE 56 (1981) 299-303) at the line end. 

8 riaciv[ yvy. p seems better than c/>, which has a much longer descender. It may be 

possible to read p.Tjvvw, or perhaps vvy at the end of the line, but what I would expect is a verb such as 

StjAco or Trpoapcovcb, neither of which can be read. The sense, however, is clear enough from what follows. 

riaciv[ ]: otherwise unattested. Like Thenepmoi, it is uncertain whether this should be taken as a 

cult title, or as the name of a place where the goddess was worshipped. If the former, perhaps IIaciv[lKri]c; 

if the latter, there may be a connection with the Thoereum of Sintano, or Sintabo (SB V 7634. 9-10, 

P. Mert. I 26), if this is in fact a place name, see the discussion by C. H. Roberts, JEA 20 (1934) 25; read 

then /7acir[rav]w, ‘the territory of Sintano’, cf. M. Drew-Bear, Le nome Hermopolite 196, on the meaning of 

IlacKU). I owe to Dr J. Quaegebeur the suggestion that rra- here is perhaps a reduction of p3-c- (Coptic 

ITHI-), ‘the place of’, rather than pg-n- (Coptic 11a), ‘the one of’. 

14-17 TTpocpefi-qlKjvau.)] ... etc (reccapecKaiSeKaeTetc). It is clear that this refers to a different examina¬ 

tion from that carried out before the apyicpev c, on whom see now M. Stead, Proceedings of the XVI International 

Congress of Papyrology 411 —18, esp. 413-4, or the dpxl7TP0<^1)T1?c! see A. Bulow-Jacobsen, Actes du XVe Congres 

International de Papyrologie iv 124-31, being more akin to the civil epicrisis for admission to the metropolitan 

or gymnasial classes, see E. H. Gilliam, TCS to (1947) 204, n. 115. The distinction between the two types 

of examination appears clearly in P. Tebt. II 298 (107/8), in which stolistae are examined by the strategus 

and royal scribe (line 20), whereas priests ‘of the first tribe’ are examined in the presence of the Idios Logos, 

see P. R. Swarney, Idios Logos 57-8, and also in XLIX 3470-71 (ad 131), where it is stated that the minors 

in question irpocfiavTec etc (TeccapecKaiSeKaereic) ... to IcKpiriKov Sieypapav, but that it is not customary for 

them to undergo epicrisis by the apxirrpocfi-pT-qc. 

18 to vrre]p tt)c deayetac: or to tt)c a]oTi)c deayelac. 

18-19 For the supplement cf. XLIX 3470-71 17-21, 14-18, quoted above, 14-17 n. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 



3975. SWORN DECLARATION OF A SKIPPER 

3975. Sworn Declaration of a Skipper 

91 

72/51 (a) 6 x 7.5 cm c. 165-166 

The beginning of an undertaking on oath by Clemens, skipper of a private 

riverboat, to make his craft available for the transport of grain for the state, cf. IX 1197, 

republished by R. A. Coles, P. J. Sijpesteijn, CE 61 (1986) 108-110. It is addressed to 

Dionysius, royal scribe and acting strategus, who has appeared also in this capacity 

in XVIII 2182 (19 April 165) and 3974 of 165/6. 

The back is blank. 

5 p-ePTOc ixrjTpoc Taapdcovcoc 

a7ro Ka>p.rjc XyvcbdpLeajc 

tov 'Hpa/cAeo77oAefrou vopcov 

KarayeLVopievoc cv Ccccfsda 

tov 'O^vpvyx^iTOV, Kvftepvrj- 

ttjc 18Lac CKa[(f)r]c c. 7 letters 

10 [ c. 20-25 letters 

o/j.[vvoj Avrotcpdro] pa Kaicapa 

MapKOv Aiipr/Xtov] A.VTajye[LV0V 

Kal AvroKpaTopa Ka\icapa 

‘To Dionysius, royal scribe administering also the office of the strategus, through Sarapion, ex- 

gymnasiarch and deputy in the strategiate. I, Clemens, son of Heracleides, grandson of Clemens, whose 

mother is Taharthonis, from the village of Choenothmis in the Heracleopolite nome, residing in Sesphtha 

in the Oxyrhynchite nome, skipper of a private boat ... swear by Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius 

Antoninus and Imperator Caesar (Lucius Aurelius Verus, the Augusti) ...’ 

1 The earliest and the latest dates possible for Dionysius as royal scribe are March/April 159, when 

... alias Theon was in office (P. Laur. Ill 63), and c. 169-71, when Heracleides was royal scribe and acting- 

strategus (XXXI 2563 18-19: on the date see J. D. Thomas, Epistrategos ii 189, 201). Heracleides is also 

attested on 13 November 170 (XVII 2134 1, where his name fits the lacuna at the beginning of the line). 

However, as Dionysius has already occurred as acting-strategus on 19 April 165 (XVIII 2182: not 166 as 

ed. pr,) and in 3974 (165/6) and a full strategus, Claudius Demetrius alias Hermias, is known from 3 June 

166 (PSI IX 1033. 12-13), it seems likely that 3975 should also be dated to c. 165-166, cf. G. Bastianini, 

J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes 93, 143. 
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2—3 Capa(ttlcovoc) y€yvp.v(aciapxnKOTOc). Gymnasiarchs of this name from this period known to 

P.J. Sijpesteijn, JVouvelle Liste des Gymnasiarqu.es 14-15 occur in P. Mert. I 18. 7-14 (ex-gymnasiarch 161) 

and XLIX 3492 14 (gymnasiarch 161-9). The name is so common that all three may be different. 

3 St[a.]Sox(01’) - The use of the phrase Si a ... SiaSoxou usually indicates that the official in question is 

only temporarily absent and has delegated his authority only for that period, see M. H. Eliassen-de K.at, 

Actes du XVe Congrh International de Papyrologie iv 119-120. 

The addition of ri)c crp(aTijyiac) here indicates that Sarapion is temporarily replacing Dionysius only 

in his role of acting-strategus, not in his capacity as royal scribe, cf. the form of expression used in BGU 

XIII 2238. 2-7, where strategus and royal scribe are each represented by a different deputy. 

6 Xwcodpeurc. Read probably X<nvd>8p.eu>c, see LV 3805 gi n. On the geographical relationship of 

Sesphtha in the Lower Toparchy to the Heracleopolite nome see XII 1416 13 n., LV 3805 91 n. and L\ III 

3957 introd. and 6 n. 
10 iSiac. For its meaning, ‘private’, in this context, =ISicotlk6c as opposed to 8r}p.ocioc, see A.J. M. 

Meyer-Termeer, Die Haftmg der Schiffer 8-9. 

10-11 These lines possibly contained a description of the boat. 

12-14 This wording of the oath formula is not recorded in E. Seidl, Der Eid i 13, but it follows a 

normal pattern. It seems that, although AvroKparopa Katcapa was repeated for each, the title of Augustus 

was postponed to the end, where it would have been given in the plural, Ctfiacrovc, to apply to both Marcus 

and Verus. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 

3976. Oath of Office 

31 4B-9/K(i-3)b 10 x6.5 cm 242/3 

A version of the first part of the customary oath taken by those about to undertake 

service as liturgists; for parallels see N. Lewis, The Compulsory Services 121 (add P. Oxy. 

Hels. 20 i, P. Harris II 193 and 204), and for discussion E. Seidl, Der Eid i 76-80. 

The writer gave up in the course of writing the first standard clause of the oath, 

perhaps because he realized at that stage that he had bungled the address by putting 

the nominative instead of the dative and had omitted to name the liturgy in question, 

which we should expect to have found mentioned in lines 5 or 6. If this is so, then the 

trimming of the bottom edge, which is close to the last line, probably took place at 

that time. Alternatively, it may have been a writing exercise, cf. MPER XV 

(= H. Harrauer, P.J. Sijpesteijn, Neue Texte aus dem antiken Unterricht) 10-11. In which 

case the scrap was probably trimmed from some other document. 

A sheet join running vertically c. 2.5 cm from the right edge shows that this side 

was the front of the roll from which the piece came. The join overlaps from right to 

left, so that the piece is upside down in the sense that if the roll had been used for an 

extended text, it would have been placed so that the joins overlapped from left to right 

and so offered less resistance to the movement of the pen. 

On the back, written across the fibres, from top to bottom in relation to the draft 

on the front, are: (1) an address in the same hand as the text on the front, and (2) 

part of a double name in a second hand. Upside down in relation to these two and 

therefore from bottom to top in relation to the draft on the front are (3) three lines of 
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writing, all apparently in different hands, containing magical words. They too are 

perhaps best taken as practice rather than a complete magical formula, see note. 

J. R. Rea suggests that perhaps there was a group of clerks whiling away time in an 

office between jobs by writing these jottings. 

5 

AvpyXioc AmjUovloc 6 xal Air[o\Xd)vi.oc 

CTpaTTjyoc 'O^vpvyxLTOv) napa Mapxov AvprjXiov ©e- 

ojvoc ArjpLr]Tp[ov paqrpoc Aiovvciac 

tt)c xal ©ar/CLOC arro rrjc avrfjc ttoXccoc. 

eicSodclc vito tov vyyl jrjc noXeajc ap.(j)o- 

Sajypap.p,aT€coc tov cvcctootoc s (erotic) op,vvu) 

TTjv Mapxov Avtojvlov TopSiavov Kaicapoc 

TOV KVpLOV TVXVV ^deojc dvTLXr/p,- 

ijjacdai. _ _ (vac.) 

Back, across the fibres, from top to bottom in relation to the writing on the front: 

io (m. i) AvprjXicp Aijo[X\X(pvLcp CTp(aTriytp) 

'0^(vpvyx©ov) Trapa Mapxov Av[pr]Xiov 

(m. 2) (vac.) 6 xal ©eojy pupTpoc (vac.) 

Back, upside down in relation to 10-12 

(m- 3) AppaXVT( ) 

(m. 4) AfipafiaTaxvT 

(m- 5) AfipacaTaxvT 

1—2 1. AvprjXLCp AfjLfiojvico to) Kal ArroXXwvicp crparr^ycp 

6 ^ 9 1. avTiXr/p,ifj€c9ai 10 crp$ II o£ 

15 afipacaraxvT 

2 of 5-6 
13 CLppaxvT 

dp.<f>o8oypap.p.aTeujc 

14 a/3pa^arax^T^ 

‘Aurelius Ammonius alias Apollonius, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, from Marcus Aurelius 

Theon son of Demetrius, whose mother is Dionysia alias Thaesis, from the same city. Having been nominated 

by the current amphodogrammateus of the city for the present sixth year, I swear by the genius of Marcus 

Antonius Gordianus Caesar the lord that I shall immediately undertake (vac.)1 
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Back: 

‘To Aurelius Apollonius, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite, from Marcus Aurelius 

(2nd hand) (vac.) alias Theon, whose mother is (vac.) 

(3rd hand) 

(4th hand) 

(5th hand) 

‘Abrachyt( )’ 

‘Abraxatachyt( )’ 

'Abrasatachyt( )’ 

1 The writing of the addressee’s name in the nominative rather than dative is only one of several 

indications that 3976 is a draft or an exercise. Others are (1) the use of tt)c avrijc noXecoc in line 4 when 

only the nome has been mentioned; (2) the omission of the name of the liturgy in line 5 or 6; and (3) the 

abrupt ending of the text after avT^r/fiipacdai, where the colour of the ink suggests that the writer’s pen had 

run dry. 

6 Year 6 = 242/3, the latest date for Aurelius Ammonius alias Apollonius as strategus. He is elsewhere 

attested in P. Coll. Youtie I 65 = XLVII 3365 (22 May 241), P. Mich. XIV 675 (20 July 241), and 3977 
(undated), cf. G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, Slrategi and Royal Scribes 99. The nature of 3976 as a practice 

piece means that the present date may not be completely reliable. 

13— 15 Upside down in relation to the other two entries on the back. Like the front, this is a draft or 

exercise rather than a complete magical formula. In each case the first part of the line recalls the common 

magical name Afipacdt;; this occurs in several variants, as here, in the magical papyri and upon amulets, 

see K. Preisendanz, PGM iii Register vi s.v.; H. Leclerq, Dictionnaire d’ archeologie et de liturgie I. i s.v. Abrasax; 

H. D. Betz, The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation 331 (with further bibliography). The name is often found 

invoked in the aggressive magic of binding spells (ko.toxol) or love philtres (dycoyal), so that, if the line is 

to be broken up, the second element might be construed as the instruction raxv, raxv, common in spells of 

this type. Alternatively the mark of abbreviation after the final tau might be expanded as raxv reAecov, cf. 

PGM ii XIII. 871. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 

3977. Address to a Strategus 

72/49(0) 7 x 6.5 cm c. 241-243 

An undated fragment from the beginning of another document addressed to the 

strategus Aurelius Ammonius alias Apollonius, cf. 3976. A join very close to the right 

edge is of an amateur type which indicates that this item formed part of a ropcoc 
cvyKoWricifioc. Too little remains of the letters of the last line to make a guess at the 

nature of the original text. The back is blank. 

AvprjXitp Apifux)vl,(p 

to) Kai ^77oAAtovta) 

cTp(aTTjya)) 'O^vpvyyLTOv) 

7Tapa AvprjXlov Cypov 

5 aveXevdepov (vac.) 

c. 12 letters ] 
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3 CTpS°f' 

‘To Aurelius Ammonius alias Apollonius, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, from Aurelius Syrus, 
freedman, . 

i-2 Aurelius Ammonius alias Apollonius is attested in 241 (after 22 May: P. Coll. Youtie I 65 = XLVII 

3365) and, if the document is reliable, in 242/3, see 3976 introd. The terminus post quem for his tenure is 

25 January 239, when Flavius Harpocration was still in office (XLIII 3133), the terminus ante possibly 244/5, 

when the strategus may have been Chaeremon: VI 970 descr. verso 1, although the address to Chaeremon 

seems unconnected with the text on the recto which bears the date. Otherwise a firm terminus ante is 

28 January 245, when Aurelius Dius alias Pertinax is first known in office, see G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, 

Strategi and Royal Scribes 99, add LVIII 3925 and 1 n. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 

3978. Petition to a Strategus 

16 2B-45/E(b) 6 x 14 cm 249/50 

A petition to the strategus to notify him of fire damage connected with a house 

in the village of Seryphis used for weaving. Other reports related to fire damage are 

BGU IV 1201 (ad 2) and XLI 2997 (214). On this sort of petition, which might be 

more properly described as a report, see especially M. Gdz. 32—6, cf. LVIII 3916 

introd.; usually they ask for the report to remain on the record, obviously with a view 

to legal proceedings in the future. In this case no allusion is made to that possibility. 

Of more interest perhaps is the fact that 3978 provides a date for the strategiate 

of Aurelius Protarchus alias Heron, and therefore also for the undated P. Turner 41, 

in which he has already appeared, see 1 n. 

The back is blank. 

AvprjAicp IJptpjdpxcp Top 

Kal "Hpujvi CTp(aTr)ycp) ’O^vpvyyiTOV) 

vapa] AypyjAtcov 0€O>voc 

tov k]cu Movvariov fiovAev- 

5 tov t]t}c '0^vpvyx€tTO)v irdAa- 

ojc /c]ai AppLrjTpLOV Geojvoc 

OTTO TTjC a]uT7)C TToAeOJC. TJj 8l- 

eAOovcrj] A CTTLvdr]p air6 

c. 5 ]t]c ttAt/clov rj' c eyo- 
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io fJL€V etc] vtfrrjv Aevrtco(v) 

c. 8 ] d>v e^o/xer 

c- 6 ].[. ] .Ra 

\ivo\Ka\apirjc, Iv 

fj €Xo]/JL€V Iv fjucdwcei 

15 €V k]cO[AT] C€pV(f)€l OLKL- 

a, ra] vrrjv vcfrrpfjev. av- 

t]o tovto p.apTvpopt€- 

yot eirihihopLev ra /3t|8At- 

St]a. (erouc) a AvroKparopoc 

20 Ka[t]capoc Tatov Mecctov 

Kovlvto\v T[paiavov AeKto]y 

2 crp^op 5 1. ’O^vpvyxiTUiV 8 A 9 e^o- (filler stroke) 10 Aevrico 19 La' 

‘To Aurelius Protarchus alias Heron, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, from the Aurelii Theon alias 

Munatius, councillor of the city of the Oxyrhynchites, and Demetrius son of Theon from the same city. On 

the past 30th (of last month) a spark from (a furnace?) near (a storeroom?) of... (bundles?) of flax, which 

we have for the weaving of linens in a house which we hold on lease in the village of Seryphis, set fire to 

this. Bearing witness of this we submit the petition. Year 1 of Imperator Caesar Gaius Messius Quintus 

Traianus Decius ... 

I- 2 AvprjXicp npqijdpxpi tco Kal "Hpoovi. Otherwise known only from the undated P. Turner 41, cf. 

G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes 99. His term may now be dated between 247/8, when 

Aurelius Philoxenus was still strategus (XVII 2123), and August 251, when an acting-strategus ]oc, perhaps 

to be identified with Cvpoc of I 62 = W. Chr. 278, is found in LI 3610. 
3-4 ©e'cuvoc [tov «r]at Movvarlov. As the name Munatius is so unusual, this is likely to be the same 

man as Aurelius Munatius, prytanis in 265/6 (XXXI 2569 i), who had by then dropped his original 

Greek name. 

9 ]?7c. Eta is broken but sure. Perhaps recj)p]ric, ‘ashes’, or p.aplX]rjc, ‘embers’, although neither word 

has occurred to date in the papyri. A by-form Kapilvrj, from 1) Kapuvoc, ‘oven, furnace’, appears once in 

P. Lond. Ill 994. 11 (p. 259) of ad 517, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 40. A spark from a neighbouring 

furnace, restoring «ap(€)iv]77c, would make good sense here, but it must remain rather a remote possibility. 

II- 16 The gap in 11 must have held a noun to agree with i)c in 9, perhaps anodriK-pc, cf. G. Husson, 

OIKIA 41, a room or building used for storage. The substance stored there was flax (AiroJicaAdp-ijc, 13), 

ultimately destined for the weaving of linens (10). The flax seems to have been measured or contained in 

units which were the antecedent of d>v in 11, perhaps bundles Sec pat, Se/xara, although none of the traces 

in 12 seem to suit these words. Finally the storeroom seems to have been in a house leased by the presenters 

of the document (13-16). In 16 to]vtt)v or a\vT-pv is ambiguous. Was the house set on fire or only the flax? 

12 ].[.]/?.• Some of these traces are on the upper of the two fragments and some on the 

lower. They seem to belong to one line, but this is not entirely certain. 

19 The earliest known papyrological date from year 1 of Decius remains September/October 249 in 

SB I 4651 (corr. BL V 93); for the date of his accession see X. Loriot in Aufstieg und Niedergang der romischen 

Welt II. 2 788-97, and for a discussion of the papyrological evidence LI 3608-10 introd. Lacking its day 

and month date, 3978 unfortunately has nothing to add. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 
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3979. Business Letter 

31 4B.9/K(i-3)a 10x18 cm 26 September 266 (or 25 March 267?) 

A business letter which also serves as a note of credit for the transfer of funds. For 

the format cf. BGU IV 1064 (with the discussion ofF. Preisigke, Girowesen im griechischen 

Aegypten 204-5) and SB XIV 12094; XLIII 3146, which may also be an c-mPr/Kt), see 

there 8 n., differs in being written in the form of a receipt which was then cancelled, 

not as an order to pay like the other examples. 

The text offers two addenda lexicis (lines 6 and 15), of which the second, connected 

with the weaving trade, remains unexplained. There is a sheet join 3.5 to 4 cm from 

the left hand edge. The back is blank. 

Ctyt/iavcveoc AecovcSr] to) 

via) ttoXXol \alp€LV. 

KaXcvc TTOLrjC€i.c pcTa/SaAopevoc 

rrapa col iv 'O^vpvyx^LTrj Avpp- 

Atco 'HpaxAclSr] vivo Kccf)dXa>- 

voc opviddTOC cvvXav- 

pcLTTj AcojvlSov tov dSeXcfrov 

rjpbdjv apyvpiov Cefiacrov 

vop.tCjU.aTOC Spa^pac ivva- 

koclclc, avd’ ov ccyov rac fcac 

TrXrjppc Spa^pac cvvaxoclac 

ivdaSe ev Kcvyir] Cccf>9a, aXX ’ ov 

fjiT] avrov Karacxj]c. crjfielov 

^aptv ore ivcfiaAopirjv 

col Atva ccpecra rptatcocta 

ore evcjSryc pera AXc^dv- 

Spov TOV oOoVULKOV. Tj CTTidrj- 

KT] KVpla Kal eTTCpOJTTjdclc 

opLoXoypca. 

20 (cTOVc) iS TOV KVpLOV TjpLCOy T[aXXt- 

r]vov CefiacTOv] 0d>9 k9 . 

10 

r5 

4 o^vpvy’xeLTT): 1. ^O^vpvyx^Trj 6 1. cvAAavpLrr) 

19 1. d)p,oA6yr)ca 

II 1. evcLKociac IO Icac 14 1. on 
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‘Sinpsansneus to Leonides his/her (?) son, many greetings. Please pay over at your place in the 

Oxyrhynchite to Aurelius Heracleides, son of Cephalon the poulterer, who lives in the same street as our 

brother Leonides, nine hundred drachmas of money of imperial coinage, in lieu of which I have received 

the equivalent amount in full of nine hundred drachmas here in the village of Sephtha, but do not detain 

him. As proof (that this instruction comes from Sinpsansneus): I loaded for you three hundred linen semesta 

when you embarked with Alexander the linen-dealer. The note of credit is binding and having been formally 

questioned I have assented.’ 

‘Year 14 of our lord Gallienus Augustus, Thoth 29’. 

I CLvtfiavcvcvc. Not listed by F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon, but regularly 

formed from 'Favcvevc, plus the prefix Clv-. Cf. the by-form Cevcavcvwc. We rather expect the prefix to be 

feminine, derived from an Egyptian expression meaning ‘daughter of’, but below in 18 we seem to have 

iTrepuiTTjdeic masculine, rather than -#ei[c]a feminine, and it may well be that this name is masculine, cf. 

J. Quaegebeur, CE 56 (1981) 350-9, cf. J. Bingen, CE 63 (1988) 168 and n. 2. 

3-4 pera^aXopcvoc -rrapa col. It is clear now that this should also be read in the parallel BGU IV 1064. 

3-4, in place of p.rfrJajSaAJjv t[oi] -rrapa col. 

6 cvvXavpcLTjj (1. cvXXavpLTrj). Addendum lexicis. The word has occurred before in P. Ryl. IV 606. 37 

(late third century), where the editors took it as an adjective deriving from a place name and capitalized 

it. The wording of this text, however, makes it clear that the meaning must be ‘living in the same Xavpa, 

near neighbour’. 

7 a8e\<f>ov. Like via1 in line 2, the term is probably conventional, cf. XLVIII 3396 introd. 

II TrXriprjc. The indeclinable form ‘in full’, see F. Preisigke, Fachworter s.v., H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae 

Posteriores ii 653, rather than a miswriting of acc. pi. -rrX-qpcLc. 

13-14 crjpLCLov xapw. For the practice of authenticating a letter by relating as ‘proof’ a personal detail 

known only to the correspondents see FI. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae ii 963-75, J. R- Rea, ZPE 14 (1974) 14, 

21 (1976) 116 (with list of parallels), 26 (1977) 230; add P. Gen. inv. 72. 3 (G. Bouvier, C. Wehrli, Anagennesis 

1 (1981) 173), R. Salomons, Miscellanea Papyrologica (Pap. Flor. VII) 339. For nota used in a similar way in 

Latin letters of recommendation see H. C. Cotton, AJP 106 (1985) 332 and n. 16; for a possible use of 

signum in the same sense see S. Daris, 85 (1991) 275. 

15 Aiva cepecra. Better taken as two words rather than a compound, where Atvo- would be expected, 

although it is not clear whether the accentuation should be Xlv& or Aim. 

ccpccra. Addendum lexicis. The term can be related to none of those discussed by E. Wipszycka, L’Industrie 

textile dans I’Egypte romaine, T. Reil, Beitrdge zur Kenntnis des Gewerbes, or R. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology 

iv 192 ff. In view of the large number involved, we seem to have either a unit of measure or the name of 

an item of linen made for a particular purpose. Rea has suggested that this may be Latin semis, gen. semissis, 

and so mean ‘half-units’. For the phonetic changes see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 247, 255 and 66, but it 

should be noted that e for e and -cr- for -cc- are by no means common. The Diocletianic Edictum de Pretiis 

quotes the majority of linen items by the complete web, lctoc, tela, see section 26, ed. M. Giacchero. 

The other terms of measure commonly used are rerpaXaccov ( = quatemio: Edictum, loc. cit.), hlXaccov, and 

rrcvraXaccov, see LI 3626 16-17 n- ^ is obviously difficult to relate cepecra to any of these. 

18 irrcposTridcLc. The final long horizontal is at a high level which suggests that it is the cap of sigma 

rather than the tail of the alpha which would suit -0et[c]a, cf. 1 n. on the form of the writer’s name. 

20-21 A slight trace before the omega of the month name suits the ligature of theta for Thoth rather 

than part of the nu of Phamenoth: nu is not ligatured to the following letter in this hand, although the 

latter ( = 25 March 267) cannot be entirely excluded. 

The titulature is restored as the most common short version, see P. Bureth, Les titulatures 121. This 

seems a little cramped for space, but only one example, P. Strasb. 132. 15, of the omission of Ce^acrov is 

recorded by Bureth. If we adopt that, even dividing T[aA-Aii7roO, which is more comfortable, there would 

certainly be room for 0ap.c]yu>d, but the trace, as already explained, is against it. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 
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3980. Instructions to Decaproti 

99 

7 iB.i/X(c) 13 x 12 cm 300-mid 302 

Instructions from the strategus Aurelius Alexander (?), who is new, see 1 n., to 

the decaproti of part of the Lower toparchy to see to the loading of grain onto one of 

the state grain ships. The back is blank. 

A terminus ante quem for the date of 3980 is provided by the appearance of decaproti 

since that office seems to have been abolished between May and July 302, see J. D. 

Thomas, BASP 11 (1974) 60-68. The terminus post quem is given by the presence in 

line 7 of Valerius Euethius as rationalis. His predecessor Pomponius Domnus was still 

in office on 1 March 300 (P. Panop. Beaty 2. 270). As Euethius himself is otherwise 

first attested in office on 23 September 302 in P. Cornell 20. 5 etc. and 20(a). 7, 27, 

it follows that 3980 is now the earliest reference to him as rationalis. Note also that his 

latest possible date in office is now 27 January 304 (or 26 January 305), when his 

successor ... ius Serapodorus appears in P. Lond. inv. 1260. 4 (text in P. Panop. Beatty 

PP- see CPR Y 6. 7 and 10-11 nn. For other references to his tenure see 

A. H. M. Jones etc., Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire i s.v., J. Lallemand, 

L'Administration civile 258. 

The organisation of the state corn-transport has been much discussed (note 

especially M. Rostowzew, APF 3 (1906) 212-24, O. Osl. 17-21 nn., E. Borner, Der 
Staatliche Korntransport, N. Hohlwein, Et. Pap. 4 (1938) 33-102, J. Schwartz, BIFAO 47 

(1948) 179 ffi). The responsibility of the decaproti, and earlier (and later) the sitologi, 

for the quality and quantity of the grain shipped has also been recognized, cf. IV 

708 = W. Chr. 432, XLII 3049 B 18 n., SB XII 11082. Yet 3980 appears to be the first 

example of a directive of this kind from the strategus to the decaproti, although there 

are examples of the preceding and subsequent steps taken by the state in its transport 

of different commodities for the annona militaris at this time, viz. directives from higher 

authorities to the strategus to have different cargoes loaded and report back (P. Panop. 

Beatty 2. 114—116), and reports from the strategus detailing cargoes which had been 

despatched in response to such orders (P. Panop. Beatty 1. 120-127= 160-165, L 

3573). 

Aypr/Xcoc AX[€]^[av8po]c yey[6p.€voc) vTTop.vr/p.(aToypd(f)oc) 

CTpaTrjyoc (vac.) 'O^vpvyyLTOV 

Avpr]X([o]i,c AXe^avSptp /cat CrpaTOViKU) /cat role 

kolvcovoIc, SeKanpuiTOLC pbepuiv Kara) To^vapylac) 

5 rote (^tArdrotfc] (vac.) yalpeiv. 
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OLKoXovOuJC TOUT ypa(j>eLCL V7TO TOV KVptOV jLtOV 

8iacr]fipT[aTOV] KadoXiKOv OvaXepLOv Eyr/dtov 

ip,^dXec6e etc 7tA[ch]ov 8rjp,ociov (1) va- 

pdcrjpLOV IJavayrivooc dytoyrjc (apra/3d)v) ’Bcf) 

io V7T[o '0]ycopaTLa[v]ov vavKXrjpov Trvpov 

KadapajTaTOV [/cat] £ktoc rracrjc (fxivXoTrjTOC 

Tvyxdn’ovj[oc p-erpcp] S'pp.ocLcp p-erpr/ci 

rfi K[eAevc9eicr] ap]ra/3ac 

^tAet[ac c. 12 letters -Ko]vra e£ 

15 [ c. 13 letters /cat vvep] €Kar[o]cTd)v 

c. 20 letters ] (apra/Sat) 

I y€v$VTTOfj.vr)N' 4 T0) 6 v7to 9 — 10 vtto 12 l. p-erpr/ca. 14 1. yiXlac 

16 

‘Aurelius Alexander(?), ex-hypomnematographus, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, to the Aurelii 

Alexander and Stratonicus and associates, decaproti of parts of the Lower toparchy, his dearest colleagues, 

greetings.’ 

‘In accordance with the written instructions given by my lord the most perfect rationalis Valerius 

Euethius, have loaded onto the public boat whose emblem is Panantinous, of 2,500 artabas capacity, under 

the command of Honoratianus, shipper, one thousand ... hundred and ... -ty-six artabas of purest wheat, 

free from all badness, by the public measure, according to the prescribed measurement ... (and for) ... per 

cent ... (total) 1900 artabas...’ 

1 J1A[e]£[avSpo]c. Clear remnants of the tail of xi. Otherwise the first doubtful letter might be read as 

part of mu or pi. Not otherwise attested, Aurelius Alexander)?) must have been the immediate successor 

in the strategiate to Aurelius Zenagenes (latest date 300: XLVI 3301) and the predecessor of Aurelius 

Horion (earliest date 24 December 303: P. Wise. II 61. 3), see G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, Strategi and 

Royal Scribes 103-4. 

3 These decaproti are not known from elsewhere. Decaproti were drawn from the bouleutic class but 

the only Alexander listed by A. K. Bowman, Town Councils Appendix 2B, from P. Ryl. IV 691 verso (late 

third century), is probably not the same man; the name is far from rare. On the other hand, the name 

Stratonicus is uncommon in the Oxyrhynchite and the Aurelia Stratonice of XLVI 3296 (ad 291) may well 

be a relation. 

4 tolc Kowcovok, SeKaTrpwTOLc. 3980 provides another of the few exceptions to the general rule first 

formulated by F. Oertel, Die Liturgie 211, that each toparchy was normally supervised by a college of two 

decaproti; other exceptions are noted by E. G. Turner, JEA 22 (1936) 8 n. 9. As there appears to be no 

geographical or chronological pattern discernible among them, the present example should not be taken 

as indicative of the breakdown of the office at this time. Rather, its probable cause is simply the administra¬ 

tion’s inability to find enough liturgists with a sufficient rropoc to fill the office on their own, as Turner 

suggested. 

pepwv Kara To(Trapxlac). The only other example of a decaprotus attached to a part of a toparchy 

appears to be X 1260 (ad 286). Otherwise only protostatae are so designated (SB VI 9502, XLIV 3184). As 

3184 also concerns pLeprj of the Lower toparchy, the connection between the decaproti and the shortlived 

office of protostates may have been closer than seemed to be the case when the office was discussed by A. K. 

Bowman, Akten des XIII Internationalen Papyrologenkongresses 43-51, esp. 49, see J. E. G. Whitehorne, £PE 62 

(1986) 159-72, esp. 163-4. 
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7 For the rationalis Valerius Euethius see introd. 

8 epflaXecde. Cf. SB XII I 1082. 2 (138— 161) [roue ovv tov 7rvpov] ep,flaXop,evovc ceiToXoyovc. The super¬ 

visory role of the decaproti, and before (and after) them, the sitologi, in the loading of grain cargoes is also 

reflected in the shipping receipts, see XLII 3049 B 18 n. These receipts, issued by the shipper after loading, 

could be cross-checked against a directive of the present type to minimise the possibility of collusion between 

strategus and decaproti, cf. P. Panop. Beatty 2. 68-71, or between decaproti and shipper, as seems to be 
implied in I 62. 

Trapac7]fj.ov. For the practice of carving a name-device upon a ship’s prow see P. Panop. Beatty 2. 209, 

L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World 344-60. 

9 IJavavrlvooc. The identification of Antinous with Pan is novel, nor is either god listed as a ship’s 

name by L. Casson, op. cit. 439 ff. For other combinations of names of gods with the name Antinous see 

F. Dornseiff, B. Flansen, RUcklaufiges Worterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen 277 s.v. -‘vooc’; the majority are 

Antinoite theophoric personal names, see F. Preisigke, JVamenbuch s.vv. In Egypt, Pan was primarily a god 

of the desert, see A. Bernand, Le Paneion d’El-Kanais xix-xxi, whereas Antinous was usually identified with 

gods of vegetation/fertility: Dionysus, Osiris, Bes (see W. Gdz. 121) in Egypt, Vertumnus in Italy, or, most 

commonly, with Apollo; for the iconography see C. W. Clairmont, Die Bildnisse des Antinous. Yet both Pan 

and Antinous are suitable tutelary deities for a ship, Antinous thanks to his intimate, though unfortunate, 

connection with the Nile (hence the Egyptian identification of him with Osiris), and Pan asEvoSoc, protector 

of travellers, see A. Bernand, Pan du Desert 276. Both of them, too, share the epithet ccor-qp, indicting their 

protective aspect, and Antinous is also identified with Hermes, another protector of travellers, cf. the 

Antinoite personal name EppavTivooc and the epithet ApyeipovTidSpc in a hexameter poem about Hadrian 

and Antinoos, VIII 1085 and 9 n. 

11 KadapcoTaTov. Cf. P. Cairo Goodspeed 14. 5. 

11-12 €ktoc naepe paoXorproc Tvyxdvov-r[oc. The phrase seems to be without parallel; no reference to 

pavXorpc is given by F. Preisigke, WB and Suppl., or S. Daris, Spoglio Lessicale. It has occurred with reference 

to wine in L 3574 8. The normal specification is that the grain should be aSoAoc and dfhoXoc. As pavXotpc 

is used of the ‘badness’ of either persons or things (LSJ s.v.), this phrase is clearly its equivalent and covers 

both deliberate and accidental adulteration or spoilage of the cargo. 

13 This line was left rather short, with the cap of the final sigma prolonged towards the right margin 

to occupy a space equivalent to the width of six letters in the line above. 

14 x‘Aet[ac (1. x‘Aiac) c. 12 letters -ko]vto e£. Possibilities are seriously limited by the space available. 

The most likely seems to be xiAeifac egaKoclac e^pKo]vra If followed by a fraction, §; 14% of this is 2333, 

to give a total of 19°° as in line 16. Yet although the percentage customarily included to compensate for 

adulteration or short measure varies considerably, it is perhaps unlikely to be as high as this, see A. J. M. 

Meyer-Termeer, Die Haftung der Schiffer 17-19, cf. next note. 

15 v-rrip] l/<aT[o]cT6ov. Cf. L 3573 11, 15, where the percentage is also unusually high at 12%. The 

usual form of expression is civ + dative, cf. X 1259, Stud. Pap. XX 32, P. Warren 5, PSI IX 1053. 

16 The reading of the figures seems convincing. If they are correct, they must represent the load 

inclusive of the percentage surcharge. The beginning of the line may well have contained the amount of 

the percentage, see above 14 n., followed by (ylvovrai) errl to a(vro) vel sim., indicating that the figure which 

followed was the total of the cargo, but there is a real difficulty in finding a satisfactory restoration of lines 

14-16 in the right combination of words and figures to satisfy the space. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 

3981. Petition 

9 iB.i85/C(c) 15.5 x 25.5 cm February/March 312 

A petition about persistent harassment over a debt which the complainant claims 

does not exist. The text lacks the name and title of the addressee, but as the petitioner 

refers to hearings before the former strategus Hesychius, who is new, see 7 n., and 
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alludes to the need to seek satisfaction from a higher authority if the attacks on him 

continue (20), the document is likely to have been addressed to one of the officials at 

the level of the nome. Possible candidates at this period are the strategus, the prytanis, 

or the logistes; the use of the honorific rj crj ep.p,eAeia (17) perhaps favours the last, see 1 n. 

There is a sheet-join 3.5 cm from the left hand edge. The overlap between the 

sheets is just slightly less than this and the upper, left hand sheet has been feathered 

in by removing the back layer of vertical fibres, beginning about 2.5 cm from its right 

edge, in order to ensure a smoother overlap, cf. P. Harris II 212 introd. The back is 

blank. 

c. 12 letters fT9V 

7r]apa AyprjAiov Ap/xacioc Ti9orjo[vc] lepetoc 

KCVpiTjC Xevercupioc. K ic(>ic ^[ojcvauroc 

a7T0 TTjC aVTTjC KOjpurjC OV Tra[v]€TCU cu[ J'y'- 

5 irAoKac kolt’ ipiov tov pLerpcov e£apya£op.e- 

vrj. ttoAXclkic piev yap ini tov 7rpo[cJ- 

CTpaT-pyrjcavToc 'HcvyLov r/yayev p,ai 

oocav vvoxpeov TvyydvovTa apyupup(v) 

avTTjc Kal KarayvajcOica ovk aircc- 

10 rrj. pidpTVpac yap 8ia<f)6povc ini tov 

TrpocTpaTTpyrjcavTOC ayaycov a-neSi^a 

(f)av€pd)c parjSev p,ai ypeajcTiv, rj 8e 

ov -navopi€vrj cwc/ceua£ec#ai p.01 

Trap’ eTacra emyipel Kal ini Ka- 

15 ra TTCLVTa KaOapoc (frevopiai airo ype- 

ovc TavTpc Kara tovto tcl ftiftAia £ttl- 

8i8oVC TTj cfl ipLpL€Ata d£iU) VVV VTTO (cO^V 

avTrjv KwAvecdai eiuftevovcav p.01 

tVa pi rj elc av{av}ayKr]v TTpoayda) 

20 TTj pu£ovi i^ovcio. SteroyArjca 1 nepl tovtov. 

U7raretac tcov SecnoTcov rjpicov KajvcTavTivov 

Kal Alklvvlov CeftacTcov to ft'. (m. 2) 0apievtb9 

Avpr/Aioc Appidac 0rj9oj]ovc emSeSco/ca. 

AvprjXioc Nexdepdjcic 09ipioVLToc eypaifja 

v-nkp ayTpv ypdp,p,ara pij] €18otoc. 

\ 

25 
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2 iepeuic 4-5 1. cvprrXoKac 5~® 1* e^epya^opcvr/ 7 !• fre 8 rvy’yavovra, apyvpLw 

9 1. Karayvajcdetca 11 1. aneSeitja 12 1. /xe xpeiocreiv 13 1. cvcKevd^ecdai 14 1. emyeipei., 

errei 15 1* ^cuvopac 17 1. eppeXeia 18 1. ent/SaiPovcav 19 tva, apavay’Krjp’. 1. 6.va.yKTjV 

20 1. p.€i£ovt 23 1. TtSor/ovc 

‘...from Aurelius Harmasis, son of Tithoes, priest of the village of Chenetoris. C...iphis, daughter of 

Psosnaiis, from the same village does not stop working away at her struggles against me, reasonable man 

that I am. For many times she brought me before the former strategus Hesychius as though I happened to 

be in debt to her for monies and although the judgement went against her she did not desist. For having 

brought different witnesses before the former strategus I demonstrated clearly that I owe nothing, but she 

incessantly tries to arrange matters against me on each and every occasion and since on all counts I am 

manifestly free from debt to this woman I submit my petition to your grace and ask now that she be 

prevented by you from attacking me so that I may not be brought to the necessity of troubling higher 

authority on this matter.’ 

‘In the 2nd consulship of our masters Constantine and Licinius Augusti, (2nd hand) Phamenoth ...’ 

‘I, Aurelius Harmasis, son of Tithoes, have submitted the petition. I, Aurelius Nechtheroeis, son of 

Phthimuis, wrote on his behalf as he does not know letters.’ 

1 Exiguous traces only. The first three lines are offset slightly to the left but, if the addressee were the 

strategus, the spacing would still be insufficient to read the name of either of the men who might have been 

in office in this year: Aurelius Dioscurides alias Julianus, who was strategus on 22 August 311 (XXXIII 

2668), or Aurelius Sarapion alias Serenus, who may have taken over from him in 312 (PSI VIII 886, 

which mentions Aurelius Ammonius who is first attested as prefect on 17 August 312, see J. Lallemand, 

L’Administration 240), see G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes 104. However, the honorific 

Tj 07 ippeXeia, used in line 17, is never found of the strategus in this period whereas it is not uncommonly 

found of the logistes, e.g. I 52, 53, 86, X 1265, P. Rein. II 92, and it is remotely possible that the name 

and title in this line might be readable as OvaXeplu) "Hpwvi toi] /cal [Ca]p[airlajp]t AoyjicrJ) ['0]^[vpuyx]ljpy. 

For his career as logistes see P. Oxy. LIV pp. 223-4. However, this reading is not totally convincing. 

2 TidoT/ovc. Cf. 23 and n. This is a theophoric name which is often found of priests. For references to 

the god Tithoes (or Tothoes) see G. Ronchi, Lexicon Theonymon vi 1087-8 s.v. Todorjc, and M. Vandoni, 

Rendiconti dell’ Istituto Lombardo 102 (1968) 438—9. For the Egyptian evidence see S. Sauneron, JNES 19 

(i960) 269—87 and J. Quaegebeur, Lexikon der Agyptologie vi 602—6 s.v. Tithoes. 

3 XevcTcbpLpc. Listed in P. Pruned, I centri abitati, only as a sixth century eiroiKwo, when it formed part 

of the estates of the Apion family (XVI 1912 43 etc.). Other known villages in 1912 had been in the Middle 

toparchy but the account may have dealt with contiguous areas and we cannot assume that this village 

had also been in the same toparchy. 

5 cu[ J' v'nXpKdc (1. cvprrXoKac). The initial letters have been overwritten. The word is used of the 

struggles of wrestlers (LSJ s.v. 2), but may be extended to include any type of physical scuffle, as in P. Mich. 

V 230. 19 (cf. the similar use of ep-nXoKr], P. Ryl. II 124. 28, 150. 12), or the tricks used to ensnare one’s 

opponent. In the almost contemporary P. Cair. Isid. 75. 4 (ad 316) prjSeptap re cvprrXoKr)[v] eyojv rrpoc 

rivac, although translated neutrally by the editors as, ‘I am not involved with any persons’, may also bear 

the same meaning of‘quarrel’ or ‘intrique’. 

7 'Hcvylov. Not otherwise known. His tenure of office must fall between that of Aurelius Horion (latest 

date August 305: XXXVI 2766) and Aurelius Dioscurides alias Julianus (earliest date 310/n: PSI VIII 

886). The name Hesychius is rare in the Oxyrhynchite, occurring less than a dozen times in the indexes to 

P. Oxy. The only known official with the name in this period is Aurelius Aelurion alias Hesychius, agent 

of decaproti in 290 (PSI V 461) and ex-hypomnematographus, Alexandrian councillor, gymnasiarch, 

councillor and prytanis of Oxyrhynchus in 297 (XLV 3245 3-5). As strategi were now appointed from 

within the nome, he might just be the same as our man, or related to him. Other Hesychii of this period 

occur in XXXIII 2682 (third/fourth century) and X 1303 (c. 336). 

20 rfi p(e)t£ovi i£ovcla. The reference is more likely to be to the prefect than to another higher 

municipal official. 

22 A small and faint trace of ink on the edge may be part of the number of the day. More probably 

this is stray ink and the day number was never added. 
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23 O^dor/ovc. This form is not listed in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch or in D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon, 

although it is obviously a phonetic variant of the common Tcdor/c, see 2. 

24 Nexdepui€Lc <Pdtp.omroc. The names are not attested in these forms although the by-forms Nexdepavc 

and <t>ip,oi>'ic occur elsewhere, see F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 

3982. Receipt for Payment 

16 2B.45/F(c) 15.5 x26 cm 5 May 314 

Acknowledgement to the strategus by comarchs of the village of Phoboou that 

they have been reimbursed for the cost of tow provided for the treasury. The text 

follows the expected pattern; the parallels are collected and discussed most lately in 

P. Heid. IV 323 introd. Of these XII 1430 (324) also concerns tow, but similar receipts 

also involve clothing of various kinds, gold and silver, iron, and grain or wheat (ctroc). 

A sheet join can be seen close to the edge at the bottom right where that edge 

survives. 

At the foot in a third hand, differing from those of the main text and the subscrip¬ 

tion, is a draft or writing practice (22-23) in the form of an incomplete heading 

following the same pattern as lines 1-2. 

On the back, written along the fibres, is a series of summaries of applications for 

reimbursement, which are published separately as 3983. The hand in which they are 

written appears to be the same as the third hand here (22-23). Their date is 7 May 

314, just two days later than the present receipt, so that the papyrus was reused 

almost immediately. This suggests that 3982, although furnished with an authentic 

subscription (18-21), was a spare copy which soon became available for rough jottings 

or practice in the office, cf. 3976 introd. The clerk perhaps began to summarise an 

application for repayment on the foot of this receipt, below the comarch’s subscription, 

before deciding to turn the papyrus over and begin again on another summary, this 

time of an application from the same comarchs who had submitted 3983. See also 

3983 introd. 

Avpr/Xcep CapavLOJVL tto kcll Cepr/va) CTp(aTrjycp) ['0£(vpvyxltov) 

napa AvprjXioov Apnarjctoc TlaTaQpfjToc \ 'al f [eraftowtoc 

ApLCLTOKOV, apL(f)(oT€pa>v) KOOpcapytOV Kcoptric Oo^co[ov 

rov erecTo>r[oc e]rovc. a7recxap-e[v] ra[i rjpidpLrjpLe- 

6a napa AvprjXcov Acfidovcov, 8j}pL.pcLcp[v 5 
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XP'Q^o.ttov TpaTrait,(iTov), e£ iTncTaXpa[Toc 

. . . ] . ?V. ... f [.]... t[ - ] $ flTVP'€®a eTTicT[a\fiva.L 

[o-cOrjvaL rjplv] vrrep Tipr/c <Lv ttapecy[ap,eu 

€lc to d-ppocrov CTimrcov onto Aoyou cvvcov[rjc 

10 Sia Aptcrwvoc irripeXrjTOV dtcre etc AXetjay[8pei,av, (erouc) 

k Kev^TTjvapiaiv) s' pve ey , (raA.) s' {dp.) (f>Xy, d>v (e/carocTat) s' 

[rjpLcv) {ylvovrai) [(Sp.) Broe, 

Ta Xvira (raA.) e (Sp.)’Jpu-p, £ (erouc) ", e (eVouc) " opoi{coc) 

tceu[ [r-pvapLoov) s' 

p.ve ey , (raA.) s' (Sp.) </>Ay, cou (e/carocrat) s' {rjpucv) (ytvovrat) (Sp.) 

Broe, ra A[u7ra (raA.) e 

(8p.) ^pvp, opov (raA.) [ta (Sp.) BJtis" (vac.) 77Xr/pr], [xvpca 

15 17 a-noxT] xal e7r[e]p[cu]T770etc a>p,oAoy'pcap,[ei'. 

V7Taretac 'Povarov OvoXovaavov xal TlerpoovLOv 

Avviavov rcuv XapnpoTdrojv, Uax{a>v) t^ 

(m. 2) AvprjXroL ApvarjCLC xal Pavapovvic rjpiOprjpe^da 

to dpyvpiov -nXrjprj cue rrpoxiTai. AvprjXcoc Aya- 

20 #oc eypaipa yrjkp aurcuv ypappaTa prj et- 

Sorcuv. 

(m. 3) Avp-qXicp CapaTTLOovL tlo xal Ceprjvto CTp{aTrjya>) ’0£(upuyytTOu) 

rrapa AupyXiaiv Qeoovoc (vac.) 

I crp$ 2 1. IladaTprjToc 3 ap,cf> 6 Tpanaii,": 1. rpane^LTOV II «■£>/; 1. p.val for 

p.vcoi', $= (Sp.), p = (e/caroo-ai), r$ = (If-r^tcii): and so throughout 12 1. \ourd; op.01' 13 1./xvat 

for p.vcov 15 1. iTT(pujTT]deVTec 16 virareiac 17 7tcA 18 v of 'f'avap.ovvic remade 

from p? 19 1. TrpOKeirai 22 crp^op 

‘To Aurelius Sarapion alias Serenus, strategus of the Oxyhrynchite nome, from the Aurelii Harpaesis 

son of Pathatres and Psenamunis son of Amatocus, both comarchs of the village of Phoboou for the present 

year. We have received and been paid from Aurelius Aphthonius, banker of public moneys, in accordance 

with the instruction of... the sums which we requested that instructions be given to be paid to us for the 

price of what we provided for the treasury in tow on account of the compulsory purchase via Ariston, 

overseer, for (delivery to) Alexandria: for the 20th year 6 hundredweights, 55 minas, 6 talents 533 drachmas, 

of which 65% is 2375 drachmas, remainder 5 talents 4158 drachmas; for year 7 and 5 likewise 6 hundred¬ 

weights 53 minas, 6 talents 533 drachmas, of which 63% is 2375 drachmas, remainder 5 talents 4158 

drachmas, all together 11 talents 2316 drachmas in full. The receipt is valid and having been formally 

questioned we have assented. In the consulate of Rufius Volusianus and Petronius Annianus, uiri clarissimi, 

Pachon 10.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘We, the Aurelii Harpaesis and Psanamunis (sic), have had the money paid in full as 

aforesaid. I, Aurelius Agathus, wrote on their behalf as they do not know letters.’ 

(3rd hand) ‘To Aurelius Sarapion alias Serenus, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, from the Aurelii 

Theon ...’ (vac.) 
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I AvprjAicp CapaiTLcovL tcu kclI Cep-qvoj. Known as strategus from PSI VIII 886 (311/2 or later) and SB 

XVI 12705 (314), see G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes 104. 

2—3 AvpriXlcjv 'Apnarfcioc PhnadpriTOc Vai ^[rvajiouvioc] A/xaroKov. These comarchs appear again as 

the applicants in the first of the requests for payment copied on the back, see 3983, where the names are 

written correctly as fJaOaTpfjroc instead of PlaraOpqToc and Teva./u.owioc, from Pevap.ovv ic, the more normal 

form, instead of 'Favap.ovvic, as here in the subscription (18). 

3 <Po^w[ov. Situated earlier in the Eastern toparchy, and by this date in the fifth pagus, see P. Pruned, 

I centri abitati 214-16. 

7 ] ov e[ ] t[ ]. The parallels read simply it; eVicrdAjU.ardc cov. A possibility might be tov 

npo cov crparriyov, but I cannot read it; the name of the predecessor of Aurelius Sarapion alias Serenus as 

strategus, Aurelius Dioscurides alias Julianus, is excluded by virtue of its length. In three of the parallels, 

BGU II 620 = W. Chr. 186, SB I 4421, CPR V 6, reference is also made to the procurator ultimately 

responsible for the purchase and its reimbursement, but a similar phrase is again excluded here by reason 

of its length. 

9 cTimrlov: cr broken but sure. According to P. Giessen 103. 11 n. this is the more correct form. For 

the production of tow see the references given in P. Herm. Rees 22. 14 n., XLV 3254—62 introd., P. Koln 

III 151 introd., and P. Mich. XIV 680. 3 n. 

10-11 (erouc)] k' = 311/12, cf. R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, Regnal Formulas 36. 

II KtvOqvaplwv) ? p.ve ey". For the reading see line 13. As the price was the same in two consecutive 

years, it seems safe to assume that the quantity provided was also the same. A centenarium was equivalent 

to just less than 35 kg., see A. Segre, Metrologia 47-51, and was divided into 60 minas, as here, or 100 librae. 

In the Price Edict of Diocletian (§26. 1-3, ed. M. Giacchero) the price of the three different grades of tow 

is set at 24, 20 and 16 denarii a libra, i.e. 9600, 8000 and 6400 drachmas a centenarium. The present price, 

which works out at exactly 1 talent per centenarium, therefore represents a considerable discount in the 

government’s favour, over and above the deduction of 65%, which is normal in transactions of this type, 

see below. For other prices of tow known from this period see LIV p. 235. 

dlv (eKaTocTal) s' (rjpucv), cf. 13. A discount of65% is regularly applied by the state in these transactions, 

see XLIV 3194 10 n., H. C. Youtie, TAPA 87 (1956) 69-76 = Scriptiunculae i 265-72, and full discussion by 

R. Remondon, Rev. Phil. 32 (1958) 244-60. 

12 £ (crovc)", e (erouc)" = 312/3, cf. R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, Regnal Formulas 37. 

22-3 On the relationship of this hand to the applications for repayment written on the back see introd. 

and 3983 introd. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 

3983. Requests for Payment 

16 2B.45/F(c) 26 x15.5 cm 7 May 314 

Summary copies of several applications to the strategus from comarchs in villages 

of the fifth pagus, asking for reimbursement of the cost of commodities provided for the 

treasury. The applications are written along the fibres on the back of 3982, in which 

the comarchs Aurelii Harpaesis and Psenamunis, who also appear here in line 3, 

acknowledge reimbursement of a similar claim. Parallel applications are XLIV 3194 

(323) and P. Ryl. IV 660 (338); similar in form are applications for reimbursement 

from municipal funds, such as I 55 (283), VIII 1104 (306) and XLIV 3193 (308?). 

The present examples appear to be drafts or mere writing practice, done probably 

in the office of the strategus, where the receipt on the front would have been lodged. 

The same writer wrote two lines in the lower margin of the document on the other 
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side, 3982 22-3. Another hand, very rapid and spindly, using abbreviations freely, 

has added a note in a lighter coloured ink in the left hand margin opposite lines 9-17. 

15 

wareia Pov<f)iov OvoXovciavov Kal TleTpcoviov Avviavov tu>v XapivpoTaTivv, /Jaydiv t/3. 

AvprjXicp Capavicovi tui /cat Cepr/vip CTparrjyw ’O^(vpvyxiTov) 

irapa Avpr/Xiojv Apvarjcioc rJaOarprjroc /cat Tevap-ovvioc ApiaroKov, apufroTepcvv 

Ktop-apyOv, rd/v vavTivv avo {/ca/} a( ) Kiopiijc, cvvojvrjc eic Aoyov #ei<( )> x 

[ J 
A\yprj\Xiip [Capavicovi rai /cat Cepr)v]ip CTpaTrjy<h'0^vpvyxR}TOV vapa AvprjXitov 

(vac.) vapa AvprjXicov IleKycioc IJckvcioc 77 r/Soc 
vapa AvpijXiipy WevTaceivc Marpeoy [/cat] Arpeajc 77aror/3ea/c apufraiTepaiv {/c} 

Kcopiapycov Kippirjc EIocopivovc e vayov tov cvcctcotoc erovc. airovpieda evicraXrjvai 

e£o8iac9rjvai rjpieiv vvep rip.rjc ov vapecyapiev etc to 8r)p.6ciov crivviov avo Xoyov 

cvvajvrjc. AvprjXUp Capavicovi rep Kal Ceprjvcp crparrjycp ’O^vpayyirov. 

vvareiac 'Povcfriov OvoXovciavov Kal IlcTpcoviov Avviavov rcov Xap.vporara>v, TTayd/v t/3. 

dpafrorepepy Kiopirjc Etocvpivovc e vayov tov evecrooroc erovc. irovpieda evicraXrjvai e£o8tac 

drjvai rjpieiv v(rrep) (ri)pir)c ov vapecyapiev etc to 8rjp.6ciov avo Xoyov cvv^tovrjc) xa>Plc9'Y . f. 

(vac.) 8rjpi6ciov t ti/xt)c rrapec[yaptev 

vvareiac 'Povcfriov] OvoXovciavov Kal IJ[er\p[ooviov Avviavov] rcov Xapivpordrcov 
(vac.?) ] 0ap,eva>d X" _ [ c. 10 letters ] (vac.) f/yavaKn (vac.) 

c. 50 letters ]«r[a/]ptapy(iv kco- 

Upwards in the left hand margin opposite 9-17: 

(m. 2) ]_ A toe avo /c(coptT/c) lloco[piv6vc). 

2 op 4 arroK^aKcoprjc: 1. arro rfjc avrrjc Kcajcrjc; 0€i$y- 6 op tov 8 1. apporepurv 

10 1. ij/ilv II o^vpvy’xirov 13 1. aiTovp.eda 14 \. rjjj.iv, v\ cvv 17 rjya.va.KTi: rj corr. 
(from a?), 1. Ayard/cret? 19 k^ttoco 

‘In the consulate of Rufius Volusianus and Petronius Annianus, uiri clarissimi, Pachon 12.’ 

‘To Aurelius Sarapion alias Serenus, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite, from the Aurelii Harpaesis son of 

Pathatres and Psenamunis son of Amatocus, both comarchs, all from (the same?) village, compulsory 

purchase to the account of the . . 

‘To Aurelius Sarapion alias Serenus, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, from the Aurelii Pecysis son 

of Pecysis and ... From the Aurelii Psentaseus son of Matreas and Hatreus son ofPanotbeus, both comarchs 

of the village of Posompoys, in the fifth pagus, for the present year. We request that instructions be given 

for payment to be made to us for the price of tow, which we provided for the treasury, on account of 

compulsory purchase.’ 
‘To Aurelius Sarapion alias Serenus, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome. In the consulate of Rufius 

Volusianus and Petronius Annianus, uiri clarissimi, Pachon 12. Both of the village of Posympoys, in the fifth 

pagus, for the present year. We request that instructions be given for payment to be made to us for the price 

of... which we provided for the treasury, on account of compulsory purchase, without (?) ... the treasury 

(?) ... the price ... we provided...’ 
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‘In the consulate of Rufius Volusianus and Petronius Annianus, uiri clarissimi 

Margin, ‘...ius from the village of Posompoys.’ 

2,6, ii For the strategus see 3982 i n. 

3 AvprjXUvv Apirarjcioc FladarpifToc kcu 'Pevapovvioc Ap-aroKov. The same comarchs are the applicants 

in the receipt for repayment which occupies the front of this papyrus, see 3982 3 n.; in line 2 there 

naradp-qroc is written instead of rJadaTprjToc, and in line 18 'favapovvic instead of Pcvap-ovvic. 

4 This line is particularly disjointed. The writer was perhaps thinking of a-Tro rr/c a(vT-fjc) Kojprjc as well 

as am Kcoprjc followed by the village name; cvvtuvfjc has lost its context, for which see 3982 9; Set has no 

counterpart elsewhere in the document, but may suggest etc Xoyov Beiac StaTti-n-aicecoc, cf. P. Sakaon 85. 3-4; 

X is fairly well separated and perhaps represents x{a0fLV)- 

5 The upper layer of fibres is stripped from across the entire width of the papyrus. There is room for 

one, possibly even two lines of writing, to include details of the first claim, but much of the space may have 

been taken up with the date clause for the second request for payment which begins in line 6. 

6 ’O^vpvyx0>rov. Or ’0£(vpuyxlrov) {tov}. 

11 It is clear that another application must begin after cvvaivrjc and although there is no change of 

line, or even a gap left, the initial alpha of AvprjXhp is written larger than usual. 

12-13 The names of the comarchs may have been omitted by error or because they had already been 

written out in full above in line 8. If the former, the marginal note opposite these lines might be taken as 

an attempt to correct this slip, but I cannot read it as such. 

14—15 arro Xoyov cvv(covfjcy xaipicay _ . e [, (15) 8rjp.6ci.ov. The analogy of XII 1430 12-13, riprjv 

avrpaKoc ypjpfowroc) etc to drjpoaov rravidiov, suggests that the lines may have run arro Xoyov cw(cuvfjc) 

X<j>p(cav(roc) ci[c to] Srjpoctov: 1. xoipijcarToc, but in view of the lack of any clear mark of abbreviation after 

cvv this must remain only a suggestion. 

16-17 If the date is to be read consecutively, supposing that the beginning of 17 was left blank, it is 

equivalent to 26 March 314. It was evidently written after that date, see 1, 12, and 3982 16-17. 

18 rjyavaKTi (1. r/yavaKre 1, ‘he was angry’?). This seems completely strange to the context. Eta has an 

loop near the top left, which might be the beginning of an alpha (for dya.va.KT-) soon converted into the 

eta. The dotted alpha is on a small scale for this hand and rather open, but it can be paralleled often in 

Kai and in the -at of CTncTaXijvai. (13). 

19 This may have been a full line following the pattern of 8-9, possibly omitting apporepuiv or with 

shorter names for the comarchs. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 

3984. Address to a Strategus 

8 iB.igo/D(2)c 8.5 x4 cm 340 

The main interest of this fragment is that it attests as strategus a man who was 

previously known only from later stages of his career, see LIV p. 229, G. Bastianini, 

J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes 105. Aurelius Dionysarius, addressed here as 

strategus, is attested as logistes in ad 342 with the status designation Flavius (I 87, 

P. Harris I 65); for the grant of the imperial nomen to holders of this office see XLVI 

3306 1 n., 3308-11 introd., and especiallyj. G. Keenan, ZEE 53 (1983) 245-50. Then 

in 346 he appears again as riparius along with another ex-logistes Flavius Eulogius 

(VI 897). 

On the back, in another hand, is a name with a note of a sum of money against it. 
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imareiac Cerm/jLiov AkivSvvov r\ov XcLfl^TTpOTaTOv) 

enapyov tov Upov TrpaiToopiov Kal TJoTrpy[Xa)VLOv 

TIpoKXov Tov XapL^npoTaTOv). (vac.) [ 

AvprjXccp Atovvcaptcp CTparpyw [’O^vpvyyiTov 

5 77a]pa AvppXlcov Arprj arro KCo[pvqc Capant- 

<jo]voc XaipppuDVOc Kal "Qpo[v 

Back, across fibres upside down in relation to the writing on the front: 

I iIlavc6(f)Lov dv(yaT7]p) Alockop(ov) (raXavra) [ 

3 Xap$' 6 1. Xaiprjpovoc 7 6v SioCKOp" 

'In the consulate of Septimius Acindynus, uir clarissimus, prefect of the sacred praetorium, and of Populonius 

Proculus, uir clarissimus.’ 

'To Aurelius Dionysarius, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, from the Aurelii Hatres from the village 

of Sarapion son of Chaeremon and Horus(?) ...’ 

Back. (2nd hand) ‘Pansophium daughter of Dioscorus: ... talent(s?)’. 

1 To judge from the spacing Aapirporarov was abbreviated, as in line 3. 

1-3 For the consulship see R. S. Bagnall etc., Consuls of the Later Roman Empire 214—15. 

4 AvprfALp Acovvcaplw crpaTTf/w. Not otherwise known as strategus; for his other offices see introd. His 

latest firmly dated predecessor as strategus is presently Aurelius Ptolemaeus in office at some point in 332 

(XII 1426, XLII 3127). His earliest known successor is Claudius Heraclius, who appears as strategus on 

1 March 342 in I 87 ii 3; col. i—ii of this text remain unpublished but the reading has been confirmed by 

Dr R. A. Coles from the original. 

5 Arpi}. For the short form of the genitive see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 73. 

5—6 Caparrlo>]voc Xaipppcovoc (1. -povoc). A small village formerly in the Eastern toparchy, 

found here for the first time as a Kcop-rj, being designated an ewoifcior still in PSI V 449 (312), see P. Pruned, 

/ centri abitati s.v. However, the terms had by then become virtually interchangeable in usage, see Pruned, 

op. cit. 10-11. 

7 The oblique strokes, which rise from below, are rather like those which occur in accounts as check 

marks, although these penetrate the initial pi more strongly than those generally do. Below this line there 

is a depth of more than 2 cm of blank papyrus without sign of further entries. Nevertheless it may be that 

this entry did form part of some account. 

ILavcor/siov. This woman’s name, though of a normal type, is new. Pansophius seems to have occurred 

in SB III 7243 ( = VIII 9746). 21 (vvpprj Llavcoplov), 30, although the letter is so illiterate that it is not 

perfectly certain that the person is not a woman. It is assigned to the beginning of the fourth century. The 

significant event in the lives of Pansophia and her young son Pansophius, listed in A. H. M. Jones etc., 

Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire i 665, took place in 393/4. The comes Pansophius listed ibid, ii 829 is 

dated to 449. A LLavcopoc is attested in a Byzantine inscription from Crete, P. M. Fraser, E. Matthews, A 

Lexicon of Greek Personal Names i s.v. Our text seems to give the earliest firmly dated name of this group. 

J. E. G. WHITEHORNE 
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3985. Nomination of a Nomicarius 

65 6B-36/A(i)a 33 x 24 cm 9 May 473 

The document is complete on three sides but torn horizontally below line 17. The 

beginnings of lines 1-9 are badly abraded. The first hand resembles that of XVI 1878 

(ad 461). Two vertical kolleseis (8. 5 K1 16. 5 K2 7. 5). 

The councillors (to koivov) of the villagers of Takona notify Anuphius, through 

his father Theodorus, that they have nominated him nomicarius for the next two years. 

For his services they will pay him a salary (Xoyw pucdOv) of 26 solidi ‘in addition to 

the so-called subvention’ (imKovpLa, see 11 n.). His duties will include paying the 

villagers’ share of the taxes (S^/udcm). His father, Theodorus son of Megas also called 

Didymus, is also a nomicarius (4); he occurs again, in the same capacity, in ad 494 

(3986) and in 498 (XIX 2237 5). The present text, as well as I 154 = XVI 2024 where 

two nomicarii are mentioned, suggests that in the fifth and sixth centuries there were 

at least two acting nomicarii. 

Anuphius is obviously still a minor; the fact that he is nominated to serve 

(apparently) with his father seems to indicate that it had become very difficult to find 

suitable candidates for this office. 

The office of nomicarius is first attested in ad 298: P. Panop. Beatty 1. 252-5 and 

385-8 are letters addressed to ODo^evw vo/juKapico. The first of these informs him that 

two boats have been ordered by the praeses of the Thebaid for the postal service (see 

also 154 = 2024 1 o), one of which is to be provided by the nome (arro tov vopov), and 

Philoxenus is to ‘make provision for all these matters’; the other letter orders him, on 

behalf of the same praeses, to provide hides for a military fort, omcoc tov Slpolpov pepovc 

tov imfiaMovToc r[cp] vopcp tov pepicpov nToirjcac pavepov Ka,TacTr)c[r)c], i.e., the nomicarius 

is responsible for the two-thirds share due from the nome (the remaining third being 

due from the metropolis). The apportionment (pepicpoc) of this contribution to the 

villages of the nome is one of the responsibilities of the nomicarius. Mr T. C. Skeat had 

already concluded from this text that the nomicarius had nothing to do with vopoc, but 

‘exercised some special accounting duties in relation to the nome as distinct from the 

metropolis’ (P. Panop. Beatty 1. 252 n.). His interpretation is confirmed by the present 

text, which states also that his duties (dvrjxovTa, 12) included payment of the taxes on 

behalf of the villagers. These seem to be included in the salary of 26 solidi for each of 

the two years, which would otherwise be an exorbitant sum. 

Compare also LV 3788 2 n. 

+ /r[er]a ttjv U77-aT[e]t[a]y 0Aao[ui'']9u MapKiavov tov Xap-npoiraTOv) ko! 

tov Sri\a>d(r]copL€vov), Tlaxorv 18, Iv8l[k(tlovoc) ] 1a apx(fj) iv 

’Ot;vpvyx{(jov TroXet). 
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15 

to [/c]oiv[o]y tcov [a7r]o kcojitjc Tclkova rov 'O^vpvyyltov vojxov 8l' rjjj.cov 

'Icoavvov [/7a]rj3toc Kal NlAa Ceprjvov 

[ava]8cxojicya)[v] Kal rrjv yvdojj,rjv tcov aXXcov 6jioKopLrjT[cbv] AvprjXico 

Avov(j)[C\a) via) ©coScopov 81a cov tov 

[77arpo]c ayrov (9[eoSto]pou u[i]o[0] MeyaXov tov Kal Ai.8vp.ov an6 rrjc 

’Ot;[vpvyx]ltcov oop.i[/c(apiou) ] yalpCLV. [r]oo kvkXov 

[. .]??[. ,]T0C docre rjp.dc top vop.LK[dpi.ov ooojp-acai Kara rrj[v 

i]nL^aXXovcav r[fj rj]ji€Tepa Kcojarj dvaXoyiav 

[o]</>’ cy y[ev]dp.evoL Kal puac y[v]cop.rjc Kp[a]rrjcavTcc cjovojxdcajj.ev cc 

tov npoyeypajijicvov AvovcJjlov Sia tov 

cov narpoc ©coScopov ini ttjc 8co8cKaTrjc Kal rpiocaiSe/caT^c tcov 

inLvejj.rjcccov clc ttjv avTvjv tov 

yopi[i/ea] pioo ycopav Kal cf>povriSa ini too ce napapdvai Kal vnaKovcac 

elc to aiiTO tov vopuKapcov cfjpovTLCjxa Kal 

p,rj8a[p.co]c anoXccf)drjvac, Kal cvvecjjoovrjdrj Kal eSo^ev coctc rjp.dc Kad’ 

ckoctov ivtavTOv, toe ccprjraL, 

vne[p t]t)[c] ScoSe/eaT^c Kal Tpic/caiSe/car^c tcov lvSlktlovcov napacyciv 

col Xoyco pucdcov iKrdc ttjc KaXov- 

piivrjc inLKOvptac ypvcov vopucp,aria clkoclct; npoc too ce jj.cvtol tolc 

hrjjiocLOLc anoKplvacOai Kal oca icrlv 

ra avrjKOVTa too v'op,uc[ap]itp noLrjcaL Kal nacav anoKprjciv napacyclv 

vnep rjjjLcbv Kara to imfiaXXov 

rjp.lv pL€poc Kal jirj8ajj.cdc anoXL(f)6rjvaL. Kal npoc ac</>aAiao crjv Tavrrjv 

col ncnoLrjp-eda ttjv 

ovopbaciav tjtlc Kvpia oyca anXrj iypdcf>rj, Kal incpcoTrjdivTCc 

cop.oXoyrjcajj.cv. (m. 2) + AvprjXLOL Icoavvrjc 

/TarjStoc Kal iVeiAac Ceprjvov oi npoyeypajj.jj.evoL dvadcyopievoL Kal 

W)<v> yvdojx.rj^v') t[cov ajAAcov 6pLOK(jOfj.rjTCoy 

nenoLrjjieda rrjv 6vojj.acL.av tov vopcLKaptov Kal cvjj.cf)coveL rjjxlv ndvTa ra 

iyycypajj.jj.cva 

doc npoKLTaL. AvprjXLOC Tcppcavoc ’Icoavvov af iconic eypaijja vnep 

avToov ypajijiaTa jjltj clSotcov. 
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Back, downwards along the fibres: 

+ 6vofx(acia) rod vofJUK(apLOv) tojv arro ) TaKOva. 

I XafATTpl, SpXoo^, apxS o£vpvyxS 2 iutavvov', 1. /7aT|8curoc 3 1- opoKCuprjTcbv 8 1. 7rapapeivai 

9 1. <X77oAei</>#7)vai 10 ivSiKTiovcov: 1. IvSiKTidtvcov II l. npoc to 12 1. anoKpiciv 

13 1. aTroXeKpdrjvai, dc<f>dXeiav 14 iusawpc 15 1- /7ar/3ojroc 17 1. npoKfurai, atjuudeic 

18 ovopS)?, vopLKI, Kcup^ 

‘After the consulship of Flavius Marcianus, uir clarissimus, and of the consul to be designated, Pachon 

14, 1 ith indiction year, beginning of the 12 th {epinemesis), at Oxyrhynchus.’ 

‘The council of the inhabitants of Takona in the Oxyrhynchite nome, through us, Johannes son of 

Patbos and Nilas son of Serenus, who guarantee also the opinion of their other fellow villagers, to Aurelius 

Anuphius son of Theodorus, through you, his father Theodorus son of Megas also called Didymus, from 

the city of the Oxyrhynchites, nomicarius, greetings. As the cycle (has come?) for us to nominate the nomicarius 

according to the proportionate share falling to our village, we have, after coming to terms (?) and reaching 

agreement, nominated you the afore-mentioned Anuphius, through your father Theodorus, for the twelfth 

and thirteenth epinemeses for the same position and duty of nomicarius on condition that you stay and fulfil 

the duty of nomicarius without falling short in any way; and it has been agreed and decided that we shall 

pay you in each year for the twelfth and thirteenth indictions as salary, in addition to the so-called 

subvention, twenty-six gold solidi, in order that you pay the taxes and do all that a nomicarius has to do 

and carry out all payment for us according to the share that falls to us, without falling short in any way; 

and for your security we have issued this nomination to you, which is valid and has been written in one 

copy, and in answer to the formal question we have given our assent.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘We, the Aurelii Johannes son of Patbos and Nilas son of Serenus, the afore-mentioned, 

who guarantee (represent?) also the opinion of our other fellow villagers, have made the nomination of the 

nomicarius and agree to all the terms set out above, as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Germanus son of Johannes, 

have written on request for them as they are illiterate.’ 

Back. (1st hand?) ‘Nomination of the nomicarius of the people from the village of Takona.’ 

1 This is the first papyrus document certainly dated in 473, the year of the fifth consulship of the 

western emperor Leo I. It is, however, dated post consulatum FI. Marciani, after the consulship of the eastern 

consul of 472; the consul of the West, Flavius Festus, the last consul appointed by a western emperor, was 

not recognized in the East. For Flavius Marcianus see PLRE II 717-8. 

It has been argued in R. S. Bagnall etc., The Consuls of the Later Roman Empire 683, cf. 481, that P. Lond. 

Ill 869 descr., published by G. Parassoglou in Mneme G. Petropoulos ii 203-6, should be restored with the 

form exemplified here and dated to 14 September 473. 

dpxifl) 0- The formula ‘indiction x, apxf) of x + T appears to be peculiar to Oxyrhynchus, see R. S. 

Bagnall, K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems 20 ff., who state (p. 26), ‘where this phrase occurs and the 

second number is not followed by any word for indiction, the date is after 1 July. From this we think it 

safe to conclude that such double indictional dates refer to the date of the delegatio, the Egyptian indiction 

properly speaking, and that the double date thus joins the Thoth and July reckonings’. The present text 

shows, however, that the second part of the formula (apxfi ofx + 1) must refer to the Pachon indiction, i.e. 

to the prae delegatio, as imveppcic does in I 140 it and XVI 1966 10. 

3 [avaJSexoMfV^M TV1 * Ill * V yvdsppv: they ‘guarantee’ the opinion or decision of their fellow villagers, 

i.e. they guarantee that the other villagers support their decision. Cf. PSI I 43. 2, XII 1239. 3 (both fifth 

century), BGU XII 2180. 3, P. Miinchen I 14. 11, 100 (both sixth century). 

4 Aurelius Theodorus son of Megas also called Didymus, is again attested as nomicarius at Oxyrhynchus 

in 494 (3986) and in 498 (XIX 2237), possibly also in P. land. 45. 1 (fifth/sixth century). 

4-5 Probably [ei/jecjraijToc rather than [7r]€c[ov]roc. Whatever the verb may have been, kvkXov sug¬ 

gests a system of rotation under which the villages took it in turns to nominate a nomicarius. For a similar 

system of rotation which operated among the tribes of Oxyrhynchus at the beginning of the third century 

see the introduction to XLIII 3095. 
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6 [v]<f>’ ev y[fv]a/xevoi, cf. 3987 q. 

11 imKovpia normally means ‘support’, as in P. Abinn. 63. 42, SB IV 7438. 7 and XXXI 2611 22, but 

seems to be a special levy in P. Gair. Isid. 11. 27 (ad 312). 

H. MAEHLER 

3986. Fragment of Contract Between Officials 

65 6B.34/J11—2)a 9.8 x15 cm 8 March 494 

The papyrus is complete on three sides but torn off at the bottom. It has a vertical 

kollesis at c. 2 cm from the right hand margin. The back is blank. 

The heading, consisting of a date by post-consulship, month and day, and in¬ 

diction, followed by the place of issue, ev ’O^vpvyxajv rroXe 1, is clearly that of an ordinary 

contract, but the parties hold interesting official positions. Two officers (primicerii) of 

the quaestionara on the staff of the praeses of the province of Arcadia address Theodorus, 

the nomicarius of the Oxyrhynchite nome known from 3985 (ad 473) and XIX 2237 

(ad 498). The document breaks off even before this prescript is finished. The two 

primicerii may be on the praeses’ staff at Heracleopolis, like the princeps in P. Mich. XI 

613 (ad 415) and the exceptor in CPR XIV 12 (ad 450); even though Oxyrhynchus 

was the metropolis of Arcadia (see LI 3636 2 n.), the praeses stayed at Heracleopolis, 

at least temporarily, in the exercise of his office, see XVI 1878 as revised in LI p. 48. 

The praesidial lodging, tov dpxovnKov Karaycoylov, at Heracleopolis is specifically 

mentioned in SB VI 9152. 9 (ad 492) and is alluded to in CPR V 17. 8, see the note 

there on Tpv apxovTiKrjv ijXaylav. This praesidial lodging is analogous to the earlier 

palatia and praetoria to be found probably in all the main cities of Egypt and specifically 

attested for Antinoopolis, Arsinoe, Hermopolis, Oxyrhynchus, Panopolis, see 

A. Lukaszewicz, Les edifices publics 177-8, and Memphis, see LV 3788 4. 

Quaestionarii are attested in the ojficia of provincial governors, see most conveniently 

Ramsay MacMullen, Soldier and Civilian 66—7. Those previously attested at 

Oxyrhynchus were probably from the staff of the praeses Arcadiae, like the present ones, 

see SB I 2253. 5, rote KecccovaploLC (Byzantine), and XVI 2050 2, Recccuvap(tot) (sixth 

century), both in lists of supplies or entitlements to allowances in kind. The 

Hermopolite landholder described a Kvecccovaplov in P. Herm. Landl. G 147 (p. 32), 

F 366 (p. 75) (mid fourth century), is most likely to have been on the staff of the 

praeses Thebaidos. For the function of quaestionarii as judicial torturers see 9-10 n. In 

the present text primicerii quaestionariorum appear for the first time; they would have 

been the highest ranking members of their section (schola). 
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XW 

+ fi€Ta rrjv vnarelav 

0Xaovtov EvccfNov tov 

Xap.TTpOTO.TOv to ft", 0ap.cv to 9 1 

5 j8" lv8lk(tlo)voc) ev ’O^vpuyx^ttoXci. 

0\aovioL Ccprjvoc vloc 

Avoyfitojpoc Kal riroAep-aloc 

vloc 0OL^dp.p.a>voc ano ttjc 

'HpaKAeOTToAiTWV TTpipUKVpiOL 

10 rd)v Kvcccioovaphov rd^cipc 

-pycpLOVLOLc cirapylac ApKa8lac 

iv8rjp,ovvT€C evravda tf) Aapcnpa 

Kal AaphTTpoTarr) ’O^vpvyyi-Ttpy ttoXcl 

AvprjXico OcoScopcu [vloj t]o0 [t]t)c 

15 evAaftovc pLvppLpc M[eyaXov tov 

Kal Ai,8v[pLo]y yopuK[aphp ano 

TTjc ,0^vpvy]x>-Tdjv \tt6Xccoc 

5 IvSi.k" 9 1. TTpl[ALKYIpLOL 10 1. KOVaLCTlOJVapLCDV 

‘After the 2nd consulship of Flavius Eusebius, uir clarissimus, Phamenoth 12, 2nd indiction, at 

Oxyrhynchus.’ 

‘The Flavii Serenus son of Anubion and Ptolemaeus son of Phoebammon, from Heracleopolis, pnmiceni 

of the quaestionarii of the praesidial office of the province of Arcadia, who are staying here in the splendid 

and most splendid city of the Oxyrhychites, to Aurelius Theodorus son of Megas also called Didymus of 

discreet memory, nomicarius, from Oxyrhynchus 

1 XP-Y- Cf. 4008 1 n. 

2-3 See R. S. Bagnall, etc., The Consuls of the Later Roman Empire 523, cf. 513, 525, 527. 

9—10 TTpipuKvpioi tcov kucccuuvcLpluiv (1. 7rpi|LUfojpiot tcov KovaiCTiwvaplojv). The iotacism in primicerii is of 

a not uncommon type, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 264—5; the transliteration of quaestionarius seems to have 

given trouble, since the expected KovaLCTiwvapLoc has not yet appeared. Instead qu is represented by kv here 

as in XVI 2050 2 KV€cca>vap(ioi) and in P. Herm. Landl. G 147 (p. 32), F 366 (p. 75) Kvecccuvaptov, while 

u is omitted in SB I 2253. 5 Kecctuvaplotc, cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 225-6, esp. §5 (f), ae is represented by e, cf. 

ibid. 192—3; st is reduced to cc, a phenomenon which is not uncommon, cf. P. Petaus 10. 6 n.; here i is 

retained correctly as iota, but in the other places it is lost, as frequently before a back vowel, cf. ibid. 304. 

The primicerii of the quaestionarii have not occurred before, but perhaps that is not surprising when the 

quaestionarii themselves are so rare; they were presumably at the top of their section of the praesidial staff, 

cf. XVI 1901 80 TTpip.LKripLoc c^oAijc TTpaLKOvosv, P. Mert. II 95. 3 7t. tcov ciyyov\apicuv, P. Mich. XIV 683. 

1, 3, 4 77. tcov i^KenTopcov. It seems more surprising that they are in the plural; usually a primicerius in the 

head of his section or of the whole ojpcium, see e.g. A. H. M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire i 599. 

Not very much is known about quaestionarii: they are attested as members of the ojjicia of provincial 

governors, see Ramsay MacMullen, Soldier and Civilian 66-7, and a.s principals in the legions, see D. J. Breeze, 
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Bonner Jahrbiicher 174 (1974) 275, R. Cagnat in C. Daremberg, G. Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquites IV i 797. 

Gagnat is reluctant to call them simply torturers, but this was at least a popular perception, cf. G. Goetz, 

Corpus Glossariorum Latinorum II 256. 11 questionarius fiacavwv v-n-qpcTqc, II 591. 6 qu. plagarius,flagellator,plagilor 

(1. plagator?), V 623. 54 qu. qu{a)esitor qui praeest praeficiendis (1. perjic-) qu(a)estionibus, cf. V 326, 46 qu{a)estioni: 

inquisitioni cum tormentis\ more vivid is the bilingual text with an account of a schoolboy’s day followed by 

another of business in the forum, see A. C. Dionisotti, JRS 72 (1982) 105 ‘... conscendit index tribunal et sic 

uoce praeconis iubet sisti personas, reus sistitur, latro interrogatur, secundum merita torquetur, quaestionarius pulsat ei pectus, 

uexatur, suspenditur f cresciff Jlagellatur, fustibus uapulat, pertransit ordinem tormentorum, et adhuc negat. puniendus est, 

pent poena, ducitur ad gladium'. The Greek for quaestionarius here is fSa^avqcTpc, a version of fiacavicr-qc. The 

original text probably goes back to the fourth century, see ibid. pp. 123-5. Note too H. Delehaye, Les 

Martyrs d’ Egypte igi (ch. 14) ap-rraycica 8e xmo rcuv Kvecnovapicov av-qprqOr] xai e^eero. These torturers were 

attributed by the author of the martyrdom to the staff of Satrius Arrian us, praeses of the Thebaid c. ad 305-7. 

12-13 TV Aaju.7rpq xai Xapn pord-TT). This title of Oxyrhynchus disappears, as D. Hagedorn has shown, 

ZPE 12 (1973) 285—6, with note 31, rather abruptly at the beginning of the sixth century, the latest 

attestations being in XVI 1960 5 (ad 51 i) and P. Lond. V 1797 (ad 516?). 

14-16 For Theodorus see introd. 

14-15 [r]7jc evXafiovc pi.vrip.-qc. This phrase is typical of church officials, cf LVIII 3958 12-13 n. 

16 yopuc[apLip. On the duties of this official see the introduction to 3985. 

H. MAEHLER 

3987. Nomination of a Proto demotes 

65 6B.36/H(i-2)a 35 x 14.5 cm 21 March 532(7) 

The upper left-hand corner and the lower part of the sheet have been torn off; 

the remainder is well preserved with parts of the left, upper and right margins. There 

are two vertical kolleseis (6. 8 K1 18. 3 K2 9. 8). The hand is a small upright cursive 

comparable with the first hand of 1130 (New Palaeographical Society, Ser. II, pi. 3, 

R. Seider, Palaographie der griechischen Papyri 1 No. 53). On the verso is a docket in two 

lines along the fibres in a similar but larger script. 

The representatives of the guild of XevKavrac, in response to a request by the 

praeses, nominate one of their number to serve as irpa>To8r)pLOTT]c for the coming indiction 

year. A Aetncav-njc is a bleacher of linen, see H. C. Youtie, £PE 22 (1976) 63-8, cf. 

LIV 3743, 3752; in Modern Greek the word refers to textile workers who bleach cloth 

or wool, see Dimitrakos, Mega Lexikon s.v. That they formed a guild was already known 

from P. Merton II 95, where a TrpwTo8r]p.6Tr]c addresses the secretaries of their guild, 

called an epyacta: on the term ipyacca see R. S. Bagnall in P. Rainer Cent. p. 423, 

n. 6, who says that from the fifth century ipyacca largely supersedes koivov. In our 

text, however, koivov (2) denotes the guild, ipyacta (7) the occupation. What the 

TrpaiToSppLOTTjc is or does is unfortunately not clear, see 7 n. 

The loss of the beginnings of the first five lines has made it impossible for us to 

know to whom the present text was addressed, i.e., whom the representatives of the 
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guild notified of the nomination, see 2 n. The representatives may have been the 

secretaries (/re^aAcutorai) of the guild; in 14 the subscription of only one of them 

survives, Aurelius Isak; the rest has broken off. 

10 

+ VTTdTCLdC 0XdOVLCJV ’OpeCTOV Kdl AflirjVOV TU)V Xd]p7TpOTdTOJV, 

0dpeva>9 Tee, lv8lk(tlcovoc) l, ev 'Oi;vpvyx(wv) ttoXcl. 

35-40 letters ran]rrjc tt)c Adprrpoc '0^vpvyx^R>v 7roXecoc 

Trapa TOV KOLVOV 

tcov XevKdVTCOv rf)c outt/c ’O^vpvyxLTLuv 7T6Aeu)]c 81 rjpcbv tojv 

TTdpOVTCOV Kdl e£f]C VTTOy pOifrOVTOOV 

c. 20 letters dvd8exopevo>v Kdl roue] rjpcov opoepyovc 

eppevovTdc cuv fjpiv role e^rjc vrroTCTd- 

y/xe]r[o]t[c] [.]....[ c. 20 letters rrpocT^dypdTOC tov to. ttovto 

pL€ydAoTrp€V€CTdTOV Kdl CO(f)OTdTOV KOLVOV 

rjpicbv dpxovroc ipi(f)dv[i\c9€VTOC 77/x[fv c. 15 letters ](j)tac 

rropoKeAevopevov Kdl rjpLdc roue 7rXrjpovvTdc 

TTjV CpydCidV TCOV XeVKdVTCOV ITpofioXfjV TTOLTJCdcOdL TOV OL^iXoVTOC ££ 

fjpOOV UTTCLCeXOcLV TO TOV TTpa>To8r)piOTOV 

(fypovTicpo ivl ttjc euTvyovc ev8eKO.Tr]c erTLveprjcewc, tov Kdipov 

eveCTTjKOTOC (f>6f3tp 8ovXeVOVT€C TOLC rrepl TOVTOV 

(fyofiepcoc TrpocTCTdypbCvoic vcf)’ ev yevopevoi Kdl pioc KpdTrjcdVTec 

yvajprjc emXe^dpevoL 6vopol,opev Kdl elcoyyeXXopev 

18lco rjpoov klv8vvlo Kdl TLp.rjp.dTi Aypr/Xiov 0eo8cppov viov Mo^ipov 

opoTeyvov rjpa>v ck ttjc rjpeTcpoc rroXecvc 

oppeopevov TTp(jOTo8rjp6T1]V LKdVOV OVTd Svvopevov TTjV TOLdUTTjV 

cyx^LpicOelcov ovtcv ttop’ rjpcov to' v TTpcoTo8rjpoT[ov 

XeiTovpyeLdv e^ovveoi errl ttjc pvrjpoyevdeLcrjc ev8eKdTrjc emveprjcecoc 

rrpocrjKOVTCpc, ov Kdl e^eyyvcopevoi 

errl LKdvoTrjTL eTu^rjTOvpev^ov ] aoycopev k[cu] rrdpd8cocopev ei; 

dXXrjXeyyvrjc ev 8rjpocLco tottco. Kvplo rj ovopocid 

dTrXrj (?) ypocfrelco Kdl errepcoTrjdevTec copoXoyrjcopev. m. 2 A]vpr]XLoc 

’Icolk ui'[6]c Ycoovvoy XevK[dVT]rjc 
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Back, downwards along the fibres: 

15 (m. 1?) ] 6vofi[acia) 0eoS[copov 

] Vgvpvyxi ) yevop.(€v ) [ 

I lvBik jjijI, ogvpvyxS 3 VTroypacjrovToiv 4 viroTtra 5 1. copuirdrov 7 1. opelXovroc; 

vrrticeXdeiv 9 vcj> 10 iSuo, viov 11 LKavov 12 1. XtiTovpyiav 13 iKavoTrjTi 

14 ui[o]c 15 01/071$ 16 o^vpvyx^yevofjL^ 

(‘In the consulship of Flavius Orestes and Flavius Avienus, uiri) clarissimi, Phamenoth 25, 10th indiction, 

in Oxyrhynchus. ( lo NN magistrate) ol this splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, from the guild (of the 

bleachers of the same city of Oxyrhynchus), represented by us who are present and whose subscriptions 

tollow' below, (...who pledge also) our colleagues who abide, together with us, by what is set out below. 

(Having received from you a copy?) of the edict of our in all matters most magnificent and most wise 

common praeses, which has been brought to our notice (through a letter in your own hand?), which orders 

us who carry out the trade ol bleachers to make a proposal of one of our number who is due to enter the 

charge of protodemotes during the auspicious eleventh indiction, as now the time has come, we, in fear and 

obedience to what has been authoritatively decreed in this respect, having come to an accord and a 

unanimous decision, have chosen and nominate and announce at our own risk and liability Aurelius 

Theodorus son of Maximus, a colleague of ours coming from our city, as a suitable protodemotes, able to 

carry out the said liturgy of protodemotes that we have entrusted to him for the aforementioned eleventh 

indiction as is fitting, and we vouch for his suitability and when he is requested we shall ... and produce 

him under mutual surety in a public place. The nomination, written in one copy (or more?), is valid, and 

in answer to the formal question we gave our assent.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘I, Aurelius Isak son of Ioannes, bleacher, ...’ 

1 As the handwriting suggests a date in the later fifth or the earlier sixth century, Phamenoth 25 of a 

tenth indiction year could be 21 March 457, 472, 487, 502, 517, or 532. Of these years 532 is the only one 

where two clarissimi (Xap-npoTaToi) appear as consuls at the right time of year; hence the restoration given 

in the text, which seems to fit the space. The consuls of 502, Probus and Avienus, appear in the papyri as 

a pair only towards the end of the year. Earlier Probus, the eastern consul, is mentioned alone, see R. S. 

Bagnall, APF 29 (1983) 30, id. et al., The Consuls of the Later Roman Empire 539. 

2 Who is the addressee of this text? The deeds of surety P. Strassb. I 46-51 (ad 566) are addressed tt) 

Brjpocia a.yopa or tw Sr/poclw Aoyai of Antinoe, represented by the town clerk (dpxiv-nripeTTjc). In our text, 

however, a supplement along these lines would be too long for the available space which seems sufficient 

for a name and one or two titles. The iyyv-p P. Laur. II 27 (ad 487-91) is addressed to OX. Evcroxhp ... 

npaiTtvovTi ri]c [Apcivoirdn/ noXecoc], and in Stud. Pal. XX 128 the same official is concerned with a problem 

arising from an iyyv-q. TTpoorevaiv is not an official title but a general and informal designation of the highest 

dignitary representing the city, cf. XVI 1983 2-4, Stud. Pal. XX 146, and the editor’s note on Pap. Lugd. 

Bat. XIII 13. 1. 

2—3 rrapa tov koivov [tcuv XevKavrcdv rrjc aurijc 'O^vpvyxiTcvv 7roAeco]c would fill the space. 

3 rrapovTwv /cat e^f/c xmoypa(f>6vTuiv. guilds seem to have had two KepaXauora1, so they may be the 

guild’s representatives here. This would appear likely if we knew that there was only one other subscription 

after that of Aureliius Isak (14)- If so> one could supply, e.g. [tov koivov KeifiaXauvTcov avaBexopevcov /cat 

roue] at the beginning of line 4. 

5 In the next line napaKeXevopevov suggests a noun (neuter or masc. accusative) with which 

[777)00-]ay/xaroc could be connected, e.g. 8ei;dpevoi -rrapa cov avjlypatpov npocT]dypaToc ktX. 

5 apxovToc'. the praeses, see XVI 1829 2 n. 

6 ipcj>av[ifdevToc r)p[iv Bid ttjc cr/c iSioypa](f>lac? 

6-7 rove vXrjpoiivTac tt)v ipyaclav rd/v XevKavTwv presumably means ‘those who fulfil, i.e. exercise, the 

trade of bleachers’, rather than ‘those who fill, i.e. make up the number of, the guild of bleachers’, since 

the guild is called koivov, not ipyacla, in line 2. 
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7 TTpcoToS-q^oTou. This title has occurred in few documents: XIV 1730 4 (IV), XXVII 2480 18 (VI), 

Stud. Pal. XX 227. 11 (VI/VII), P. Merton II 95. 2 (where the editors translate ‘chief of the ward’). The 

present text makes it clear that it was a liturgy of one year’s duration. The wording of this line seems to 

suggest that each guild had to nominate one of its members for the liturgy; it seems possible, however, that 

not every guild had to do this every year, but that they took turns. 

A. D. E. Cameron, Circus Factions 42 points out that Latin populus, with which he equates §rjfxoc (43~4)> 

is the standard term for the rank and file members of a guild, which explains the use of the term 

■npwToht]p.6Ti)c in this case for what is evidently a representative of the guild of XevKavrai. What remains to 

be discovered is the context in which he represented it. 

11 iyxeipicOeicav. The liturgy has been ‘entrusted’ to I heodorus by his colleagues. PSI XII 1265 and 

P. Rainer Cent. 122 are examples of nominations of guild members by their colleagues. The koivov of the 

villagers in 3985 operated on a similar pattern. 

12 iUyyvwp.€V0i. This verb is not otherwise attested in the papyri. 

H. MAEHLER 



IV. PRIVATE LETTERS 

3988. Besarion to Hieracion 

18 2B.66/A(i— 3)b 10 x 16 cm Second century? 

Besarion writes from Alexandria to Hieracion, his ‘brother’, that is, to a man of 

roughly the same age and status as himself, cf. LV 3813-15 introd., and note 3992 2, 

34, where the recipient is ‘brother’ in the prescript and ‘friend’ in the address. 

Hieracion evidently resided in Oxyrhynchus or its neighbourhood. Besarion reports 

that he tried to deliver a letter to a man called Valerius, who had left Alexandria on 

the very same day as Besarion arrived. He left the letter to be forwarded to Valerius, 

who was expected to return to Oxyrhynchus and tell his own story to Hieracion. 

Besarion also reports the successful delivery of something to an unnamed poet in 

Alexandria; a patch of damage prevents us from knowing what it was. This literary 

touch comes from a writer whose writing is clear but not fluent, and certainly not 

elegant, and whose spelling and morphology are characteristic of the colloquial Greek 

of the period, see commentary. Presumably this was Besarion himself rather than a 

professional scribe; note that the farewell, line 20, is in the same hand as the rest. The 

letters are rarely ligatured and rather clumsily formed; there are frequent alterations 

of one letter to another. Such hands are difficult to date; in the absence of definite 

early or late features this one may be assigned tentatively to the second century, 

without excluding either the late first or the early third. 

A sheet-join running vertically very close to the right edge shows that the writing 

runs along the fibres of the recto of the roll from which the piece for the letter was 

cut. A damaged address in one, or possibly two, lines runs downwards along the fibres 

of the back. Its position, about 2.5 cm from the edge which is the right hand one as 

viewed from the front, shows that the letter was rolled up from the left hand edge, 

contrary to the usual practice, which imitated that of longer rolls; they put the right 

edge inside so that the first column comes into view as soon as the closed roll begins 

to be unrolled. Our letter was then squashed flat, the exposed right hand edge was 

tucked inside to protect it, and a centrally placed binding was put round the resulting 

flat package. Then the address, in two sections divided by the binding, was written 

on one side and a saltire pattern was inked over the binding so that any tampering 

with it would be detectable. 

BrjcapLcov '/epa/qioiy [ij rto a8eX- 

cf>tp 7rAefcra yaipeiv. irpo p,ev irav- 

tcov evyop-ai ce vyiaiveiv. ev6e- 

o)c 7Ta.paycvap.evoc ev AXe£av- 

Speia vpoc top OvaXepiv arreX- 5 
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da Kal XeyovcL [xcn cr/p-epov 

avrov iySeS'q/j.rjKaivaL. eXa- 

fiav to €tt[lc]t6Xlv d>c Iva avTcp 

TT€fjufia>c[i. etc] tt]v yojpav. to 

io Xolttov yy[ajc]^ Trap’ avtov. ac- 

7racat 2l7Ta[_ j Kal.av /cat 

ZltoSaipov Kal tovc ev olklv iravTac. 

Kal to/ TroirjTfi avaSeScOKa 

.]r.[...]*?. (vac.) 

15 /cat nepl <!)v yptlav eyetc 

ypaijjov ja[otJ. tov Cepamhoc 

9eXovTo[c] Kopufjwc ecyov 

Kal to TTpo[cK]vvippia cov ivoL- 

rjca, d/c et’7tov, Kal rravTCOv. 

20 eppcoccp. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

a770 Bpcaplojvoc (design) '/epa/ctcoyt 

5 npoc: 7T corr. from a; 1. OvaXipiov', a-neX-: A corr. (from c?) 5—6 1. dTT-rjXda 7 1. eKrSeSTj/rrjxevai 

8 1. i-rricToXioV, avTcp: v corr. 12 AioStupov: S corr.: o?kai: k corr. 16 CepamSoc: e corr. from a 

18 TTpo[cK]vvrip.a: p. corr. (from ac?) 20 1. eppcoco 

‘Besarion to Hieracion, his brother, very many greetings. Before all else I pray for your health. As soon 

as I got to Alexandria I went off to Valerius, but they tell me that today he has left town. They accepted 

the letter, so as to send it to him in the country. The rest you will learn from him. Greet ... and ... and 

Diodorus and everyone in the household. I have also delivered to the poet ... 26 (or 26th?). Do write to 

me about whatever you need. By the will of Serapis I have been pretty comfortable and I made obeisance 

for you, as I said, and for everyone. Farewell!’ 

Back: ‘From Besarion to Hieracion ...’ 

4 Tra.payevdp.evoc. On the replacement of the second aorist endings by those of the first, which is 

frequent, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 335-345; for this verb esp. 344. Cf. below 5-6, 7-8 nn. 

5 OuaXepiv, cf. Itt[i.c]t6Xlv (8). See Gignac ii 25-9. He views the phenomenon as a new declension in 

-ton, -t'oj, -tv, see esp. 28-9, rather than a strictly phonetic simplification of-toe and -tov. 

5-6 dneXda = a-nrjXda. Interchange of 17 and e (or at) is attested, see Gignac i 242-9, but there is no 

example of its occurrence in these precise conditions, i.e. accented and before a liquid, see ibid. 243-4. 

Perhaps the writer had another wording in mind at first, e.g. d-rreXda>v irpoc tov OvaXepiov eyvcov ... For the 

first aorist ending cf. 4 n. 

7 eySeS-ppr/KaLvar = eK&ehrjprjKevaL. Both phonetic changes are common: for assimilation of k to y before 

S see Gignac i 1 74, cf. 3989 6-7 n., for at = e ibid. iqg. 

7-8 eAa/3av. Cf. 4 n. 
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8 eTr[ic]ToAiv. Cf. 5 n. 

die tva. Double conjunctions are not uncommon in the papyri, cf. H. C. Youtie, £PE 23 (1976) 109 n. 

line 8; for this one cf SB VIII 9699. 11 (ad 78/9), P. Petaus 26. 3-4 (ad 184-7), p- Mich. VIII 505. 4 

(II/III), PSI XIV 1421. 4 (III), P. Ant. II 93. 6 (IV), SB XIV 12085. 9 (V), XVI 1936 15 (VI/VII), PSI 

XIII 1345. 6 (VI/VII), P. Apoll. 63. 7 (VIII). 

9 x^pa-v- For this sense of the word, meaning Egypt as the hinterland of Alexandria and contrasted 
with it, see U. Wilcken, Grundzuge 34. 

13 TroLTjTfj. Cf. PSI IV 388. 13, 19, 38 (244/3 Bc)> OGIS I 51. 31, 34, 37 (III BC), BGU XIV 2433. 5; 

2434. 31 (I bc), SB I 595 (II), SB VIII 10068. 3 (II/III), P. Oslo III 189. 13 (III), XXII 2338 passim 

(ad 261/2-288/9; revised by R. A. Coles, ZPE 18 (1975) 199-204), SB XIV 11929. 5 (ad 348). For poetic 

contests in Graeco-Roman Egypt see P. M. Fraser, JEA 45 (1959) 80. The young poets of 2338 competed 

at Naucratis, see R. A. Coles loc. cit. 

!3_I4 ^ ts not quite clear whether what was delivered to the poet was a letter, as often with this verb, 

or possibly money. In the first case the number at the end of 14 might be the date of delivery, the 26th of 

some month, in the second it might be the amount. 

'6-19 For the practice of the obeisance see G. Geraci, Aegyptus 51 (1971) 3-211, esp. 172-9 for Sarapis 

as the god especially associated with Alexandria. 

20 eppwcw = eppwco. Cf. Gignac i 275-7 for interchange of o and o>, which is very frequent, cf 3989 6 n. 

21 and B^captcovoc cf. 3991 32, 3992 34. Much more common in addresses is napd. F. Ziemann, De 

epistularum Graecarum formulis 280, says that and so used occurs especially in the letters of the uneducated, 

but this is not a sufficient explanation. In particular 3992 seems not to be the letter of a totally uneducated 
person. 

21-2 The traces are very scanty. In 22, where a strip of verso fibres is lost, it is not clear whether the 

writing might have extended further to the right. We rather expect dSeA</>a1 somewhere here, see 1—2, but 

it has not been recognized. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

3989. Lycarion to Plutarchus 

47 5B'4fc>/C (3-4) a 16.5 x 21.5 cm Second century 

Lycarion, a former gymmnasiarch of Oxyrhynchus, writes to Plutarchus, a priest, 

entirely about business matters, the sale of non-laying pigeons, the manufacture of a 

new boat, and the successful sale of wine. Apart from this there is only the exchange 

of greetings. 

The hand is a neat, fluent, cursive, sloping slightly to the right, and bearing 

enough resemblance to W. Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinenses No. 23 (ad 144) and 

No. 26a (ad 159/60) to be assigned with reasonable confidence to the second century. 

The pattern of damage and the position of the address on the back show that the 

letter was packaged to be sent in the normal way, that is, it was rolled up with the 

right edge inside and squashed flat; the exposed left edge was tucked inside to protect 

it; the flat package was tied with a binding round the middle, over which a design 

was inked — on one side of the package only in this case—and the address was written 

along the fibres, downwards in relation to the letter, in two halves separated by the 

binding. 
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AvKCLpLGJV nXoVTapXOJL TOOL 

up to 20 letters x]a[tpci]v. 

traces of two lines 

5 7T€pLCT€pal pLTj TLKTLOCL ITpadr/TaJCClV. 

eypaificv poL Capairac ottcoc o</>[e]tAev iy8o- 

df/vai. Tra/c[r]cova Kaivov. evOccoc ovv eySoc. 

ra Se pejp[a t]o[0 7r]a/rTC0voc Caparrac col epee, 

opa ovv pLTj lapi\€Ar][cri \c, €tt€l XP€ia €CTLV av~ 

10 TOl) €LC r[o x](p[v]a T° V$PL rioCOp-TTOVC TO) KO.L- 

pcp ttjc v8po(f)vXaKtac. KaXojc CTTOLrjcac 

tov oivov ep.7r[o]p[t]/<:a)c TTCoXr/cac Kal pr/ ko- 

TvXicac. acva^ov ra 7ratSta cov Kal rrjv 

dhcXcfrrjv. [a]c7rd^erai vp.dc A7ToXXoovia. 

15 cppcbcdaL ce cyyopaL, TLpccd- 

rare. 

epp[a>co. 0a\pe[v<b]6 Ka. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

(m. 1?) TlXovrapycp Icpcl c/tlXcol (design) <(napdy AvKapLcovoc 

yvpvaaapx'P (cavroc) ’O^up (uy^iTtuv). 

6 1. di^eiAtv, e/rSo- 7 1. ckSoc 18 i'epei; yvpLvactapx^o^vp (no mark) 

‘Lycarion to Plutarchus greetings. ... (if?) the pigeons are not laying, they are to be sold. Sarapas 

wrote me that a new boat should be put out to contract. So put it out right away. Sarapas will tell you 

the measurements. See that you are not negligent, because there is need of it for the dyke at Posompoys at 

the season of the water control. You did well to sell the wine wholesale and not piecemeal. Greet your 

children and sister. Apollonia greets you. I pray for your health, my valued friend.’ 

‘Farewell! Phamenoth 21st.’ 

Back: (1st hand?) ‘To Plutarchus, priest, friend, from(?) Lycarion ex-gymnasiarch of the 

Oxyrhynchites.’ 

2-4 There is no obvious explanation for the faintness of the remains of writing in these three lines, 

where the surface damage does not look particularly severe. The traces of x]a[ipei]v are minimal, but the 

remains in 3-4 are extensive enough to show that the letter proper began with line 3 and that the prescript 

ended with 2. In 2 we need something to go with the dative article in 1, e.g. 0tAo> or Upd, cf. 18, or 

TipLioTarw, cf. 15-16. There were probably spaces between the words as in 1, so that it is unlikely that it 

has lost as many as the twenty letters for which there might be room. Before x]a[‘pei]y, which is inevitable 

however the traces are identified, something like iroWa or nXeicra might have intervened. 

6 ottcoc. Cf. LSJ s.v. A.II, ‘sometimes used to introduce the substance of a statement’. 

o0[e]iAev = axj>ei\ev. Cf. 3988 20 n., F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 232. 

6—7 iySoOf/vai = e/c§o0ijvai, cySoc = ck8oc. Cf. 3988 7 n. 
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The meaning of £k8(8u>p,i here seems to be ‘give out to contract’, that is, a new boat was to be ordered 

from a boatbuilder. The clearest parallel appears in connection with the clothing levy required from the 

weavers by the government, see P. Phil. 10. 17-21 (duplicated in BGU VII 1572. 13-16), on cue tov 

iySeSopevov lp.aTicp.ov anaprlccopcv xai napaSwpev Kal pdXicra on enuctirai rjpiv erepov 8iqpoclov lp.aTicpi.ov 

eySocic, fjv naXtv 17/xac anapTicai 8er/cci, ‘... so that we may complete and deliver the clothing given out to 

contract, especially because there has been imposed on us a contract for another state clothing levy, which 

it will again be necessary for us to complete’. Cf. P. Coll. Youtie I 16. 2ga-3oa n., on 8r)p.ocia Ipana. A 

clear instance in a private context is given by SB XVI 12694. 3- Other probable, but less clear, instances 

are VIII 1153 26, XXXI 2593 17-21, XLIX 3507 28-9, P. Fuad 1 Univ. 10. 10. 

7 naK[pu)va. Cf. LVI 3866 2 n. for this type of boat. 

10 t[o x]<f'[P']a. Although very little ink survives, the restoration is suggested by the very frequent 

references to v8po<j>vX<iKia x^p-aroov, e.g. P. Fuad I Univ. 21. 23, IV 729 7, XIV 1700 17, XLIX 3498 30, 

LI 3638 24, LI I 3690 16, P. Wise. I 9. 26. 

Tlocopnovc. Cf. P. Pruneti, I centri abitati 153-4. The genitive TTocopnotajc implies that ou is not a 

diphthong, but the declension seems to vary. 

to) Kaipcp tt/c v8po<t>vXaKiac. This presumably refers to the inundation period, beginning ideally in mid- 

July, when the dykes were in special need of guarding. The letter is dated to 17 March, see 17. On private 

v8po<f>vXaK(c see M. Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft 63-4, and the present passage looks as it it concerns a 

private matter, although there was a liturgy described in the same terms, see N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public 

Services (Pap. Flor. XI) 50. 

12 €/xTr[o]/)[i]/<d)c. Cf. Strabo 8. 6. 16 ad Jin., writing of Aegina: ipnoptov -yap yevecdai 8lcl tJv XvnporqTa 

ttjc x^Jpac, twv dvdpcbnaiv OaXaTTOvpyovvTcov cpnopuccbc. This word fits the traces very well and, though it is 

not perfectly parallel with the Strabo passage, it can reasonably be taken to mean simply ‘wholesale’ in 

antithesis to KorvXlcac, ‘selling by the pint’, cf. W. Chr. 311 ( = P. Amh. II 92). 6-7, Stud. Pal. XXII 

177. 25; oil is concerned in both cases; the noun kotvXccpoc also occurs in Stud. Pal. XXII 177. 23-4, 34; 

in P. Ryl. IV 692. 4 its restoration seems dubious. For kotvXl^clv in a more general sense, ‘sell retail, sell 

piecemeal’ see Arist. Oec. 1347b. 7-8 role 8e 8rj ipnopoic KaXwc er^e pp kotvXl^civ, aAA’ adpoa tcl cfioprla 

nenpaedap St. Byz. 338. 5—6 naiXovci 8c povocc rote ipnopoic adpoa ra <f>oprla napa twv TcyviTcuv a.yopat,ovTCC 

avra kot’ oXlya Kai kotvXRovci toic iyxcoploic. 

17 The repetition of the farewell is unexpected. One might have understood it, if the hand seemed to 

be that of the sender contrasting with the script of an amanuensis who wrote the letter, but the line does 

not really seem to be in a second hand. The initial epsilon is not like that of ippwcdai (15), but it is quite 

like the one in ripicurare (15-16) and there is no perceptible change of hand or ink. 

The date is equivalent to 17 March. It is not usual to specify the year in private letters later than the 

first century, but we might just envisage the possibility that eppcoco was abbreviated enough to leave room 

for a regnal year number without the name of the emperor. 

18 The address is written in a large upright clear hand and in a much more formal style, as is usually 

the case. The writer would presumably be the same. 

Although this wording could be translated as it stands, the usual formulas of addresses strongly recom¬ 

mend the insertion of (napa} before the sender’s name. 

Lycarion, ex-gymnasiarch of Oxyrhynchus, is not recorded in P. J. Sijpesteijn, Nouvelle liste des 

gymnasiarques. Aurelius Lycarion, gymnasiarch designate, seemingly of Heracleopolis, in the period ad 282-4, 

see PJPE 20 (1976) 159-60, is irrelevant on account of date and place, nor has any record of a priest called 

Plutarchus yet been identified. 

The design, which was drawn over the binding round the middle of the letter, see introd., was a saltire 

cut through the crossing by a horizontal line. The centre, which was on the missing binding, is now lost. 

It is not clear how the final word was abbreviated, perhaps just by an oblique stroke, as often in 

abbreviations. There is a trace of ink at a high level to the right of the rho. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 



PRIVATE LETTERS 

3990. To Apia 

i 24 

74/76(a) 10 x 20 cm Second century 

This informal letter to a woman is written across the fibres on the back of a 

fragment of an account of grain in artabas, with beginnings of 16 lines in a rapid 

cursive with many abbreviations. There is no sheet join to prove that the letter is on 

the verso, but the usual practice strongly suggests that the account is written on the 

recto of the original roll and that a piece was cut from the account so that the letter 

could be written on the blank back. In line 5 of the account there is a symbol for 

aruras. The general impression is that of an offical register, rather than a private 

memorandum. There is no address, evidently because the bearer, who is mentioned 

in the letter (3-4, 16-20), did not need one. 

The script of the letter is fluent and legible. It may be compared with 

W. Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinenses No. 23, particularly with the third hand, lines 

22 ff.; that document is dated to ad 144, which allows us to assign the present one to 

the second century. 

The sender, whose name is unfortunately lost in the only area of serious damage, 

seems to have been in a country district characterized by a dyke, in the company of 

a man from the region of Thebes. It is not clear whether they were connected with 

irrigation work on the dyke or with agricultural work in the neighbourhood. The 

bearer of the letter, who was also a Theban, was bringing bundles of vine prunings to 

the woman and was to receive money from her, perhaps in payment for them; he 

perhaps arrived, in company with others or another, in the boat which was to be 

handed over to a harbour guard, and the writer expected him to rejoin the other 

Theban and himself with bread and money sent by the woman. It is also mentioned 

that the letter carrier claimed to know about fishing, and that the writer wanted to 

receive information unspecified about the epistrategus. 

This accumulation of tantalizing details without certain connections is typical of 

papyrus letters. 

5—10 letters] A-jtlai ttjl 

a8eXft>]f]L yalpecv. 

to) draSiSoJpTi cot to €ttlct6Xlov 0r/- 

fta]I\(p] S[oc] (Spcryp-ac) k8 ocfreiXopevac av- 

5 tco, Kopucapev-p ayKaXac ap.- 

irTXivac T~. vapaSorcocav 8e 

tt]v CKacfyrjv ra> opp.ocf)vXaKi 

CVV KCOVGUC ft Kdl KOVTCp 

teat appuevep. Karecyov eva Qrj- 



3990. TO APIA 
!25 

io fiaiov eiTt, [roi] ycoptaTL, to -nepufjetc 

apTajv (Spax/xac) § Kal f]ptiv xoXkov. 

ac77a^OjU,at Ceprjvov tov a8eXtf>ov 

KCU I~lToX€p.atOV. TTCpL TOV €7TLCTpCLT"p- 

yov 8r/Xcoc6v pot. ippcocdat 

'5 ce €vxop,(ai), a8eXtf)rj. 

Kop.ic[aL 7r]apa tov Qrjfiaiov cclk- 

kov. ov 77p[o]rpei/iou Tayetoc 

iXdetv, hret avToc enl too yco- 

paTi jixeAAe[t] peveiv. tfjrjcl 8e 

20 eiSevat Kal tyOvac drjpav. 

15 

...to Apia his sister, greetings. Give the Theban bringing you the letter 24 drachmas, which are owing 

to him, when you have taken delivery of i6(?) vine bundles. They must hand over the boat to the harbour 

guard, with two oars and pole and sail. I kept one Theban at the dyke, to whom you are to send 4 

drachmas worth of loaves, and to us cash. I greet Serenus my brother and Ptolemaeus. Let me know about 
the epistrategus. I pray for your health, sister. 

lake delivery of a sack from the Theban. Tell him to set out quickly, since he is going to stay at the 

dyke himself. He says that he also knows about fishing.’ 

1 Ten letters is about the maximum for the missing name of the sender; probably it was quite a short 

name followed by a blank as large as that between Jivcat and rrji, i.e. slightly under 1 cm. 

2 For aSe\<f>]rji. cf. 15. The word must have been indented by about three or four letter spaces, which 

would be a normal layout. The relationship was not necessarily that of brother and sister, see 3988 introd. 

3 tu) draSiSo]yTt. This is a very common expression for the bearer of a letter, cf. e.g. P. Coll. Youtie 

II 88. 16, P. Harr. I no. 3, 153. 7, P. Herm. 13. 5-6, P. Mich. VIII 515. 2, P. Mil. Vogl. Ill 201. 8-9, 

III 532 io-ii, XIV 1770 15, XX 2275 5, XXXI 2577 5. 

3-4 0ij[^a]f[oi]. Cf. 16 fcop,tc[at n]apa tov 0rjfiaiov ... The writer had detained another man from 

Thebes, seemingly to work on or at a dyke; 9—10 kcltIc^ov eva Orj^aiov z-nl [to>] ^ajp-art, and the bearer of 

the letter was expected to join the other Theban in the same place quickly (16—19). The significance of the 

Theban origin of these workers is not clear. It is not necessary to conclude that the letter was sent from 

that area, and in fact it seems unlikely that the vine prunings of 5—6 would have been worth transporting 

from a place so far to the south. More probably the Thebans were migrant labourers, and villagers rather 

than metropolitans, working somewhere near Oxyrhynchus, cf. H. Braunert, Binnenwanderung 60 and n. 36. 

5- 6 ayKaXac cqaweAtWc. These appear to be bundles of prunings from the vines, see XLVII 3354 8-9, 

with translation and 9 n., although in editing XIV 1631 Grenfell and Hunt thought that ay>caAicp,dc Kal 

Secic (dyK-JaAdw, cf. 3354 9 n.) referred to the harvesting of reeds to serve as vine props, see 1631 9 n. ad jin. 

(p. 20). Pruning is an important part of viticulture, see K. D. White, Roman Farming 239-40. In wood 

starved Egypt perhaps the vine prunings would be useful as fuel. 

6 T7. The number is much damaged: the first upright is quite likely to be an iota = 10, but the second 

trace, which is the end of a highish horizontal slightly rising to the right, could represent a, y, e, ?, or 9. 

Of these gamma or stigma are best. For the translation the guess is 16, because it looks as if 24 drachmas 

may be the price of the bundles, which suggests an even number. On this doubtful guess a bundle cost one 

and a half drachmas. 

6- 7 -rrapaSoToocav. The reason for the plural is not clear. A guess might be that the Theban was not 

alone when he arrived with the letter and that he and his companions travelled in the boat. 
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7 6pixo<f>v\aKL. This official was a liturgist in the second and third centuries ad, see F. Oertel, Die 

Liturgie 269-70, N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public Services 41; cf. most lately P. Erasm. I 13. 2, the sole reference 

from the Ptolemaic period. 
8—g These details give a general idea of the boat, although the word cxatpr} (7) already suggests that 

it was small, see L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship 330, 335-6. It could be powered by one man at the two 

oars, but it also had a sail (appevov) and a pole (kovtoc). This word in boating contexts means a pole used 

for punting and fending off, see Casson, op. cit. 395, cf. 251 and n. 105. In the absence of specific mention 

of a mast it is not clear whether the sail was too small to need a timber big enough to merit the name of 

mast (tcrdc) or yard (xepac), but could be set up on the all purpose pole, or whether app-evov, which basically 

means ‘tackle, gear’, from apaplcKcu, really included the mast and rigging. 

11 apruiv (8paxp.dc) 8. In spite of some damage the sign for drachmas, as above in 4, seems a more 

convincing reading than e.g. £,(evyri), although pairs of loaves are common. For 4 dr. (worth) of loaves cf. 

e.g. SB VI 9026. 10-12 Trep-i/irjc ... epto£uAou 8 paxpdc elxoci, ‘... send 20 dr. (worth) of cotton . For bread 

prices see A. C. Johnson, Roman Egypt 316. From the not too abundant evidence cited there it appears that 

a usual rate was 1 obol per loaf, so that dr. 4 would buy 24 loaves, or perhaps 28, if it was in the form of 

a silver tetradrachm. 

XaAxdv. For ‘bronze’ = ‘money’ see WB s.v. yaA/coc (4). The implication of this term rather than apyvpiov 

might be that a small amount was wanted, small change in bronze fractions of the silver tetradrachm. 

1 ^— 14 imcTpajriyov. On the office see J. D. Thomas, The Roman Epistrategos. I he implication of this 

brief instruction can hardly be guessed. 

19—20 Fishing might be a useful skill etri tw ydpaTL, since the dyke might well be next to a canal, but 

the relevance even of that is doubtful. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

3991. Sarapias to Ischyrion 

47 5B.42/G(i-3)a 8 x 30.5 cm Second/third century 

Sarapias wrote to her ‘brother’, cf. 3988 introd., in happy anticipation of his 

arrival for a festival, which may be identifiable with one known at Oxyrhynchus for 

the month ofTybi, in which the letter is dated, see 6 n., 30-31. She tells him that she 

will put off sending him supplies which she had intended for him, and in the most 

interesting passage tells him that his mother has made him a cotton tunic. Cotton is 

very rarely mentioned in the papyri, although there is evidence that it was grown to 

some small extent in Egypt, see 14 n. 

This tall narrow letter is written on a strip cut from a roll which contained a 

register. Of this there remain the ends of twenty-two lines with names and amounts 

of grain in artabas; the top and foot of the column are preserved and the writing, a 

fluent cursive of the late second or early third century, runs along the fibres of what 

was no doubt the recto of the roll, although no sheet join is preserved to prove it. In 

the top half of the right margin stands the address, written downwards across the 

fibres of the recto. The letter is written the same way up across the fibres of the verso 

and is virtually undamaged. Its clumsier cursive writing appears to be of much the 

same date as the register, although it must be later by at least a short period. 
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The position of the address and the patterns of folding, blotting and damage, 

show how the letter was packaged for dispatch. The bottom half was folded up over 

the top so as to conceal the letter, the central crease running through line 15. The 

doubled sheet was rolled up with the right edge of the letter inside, squashed flat, and 

left edge was tucked inside to protect it. At this stage the outside of the package was 

nearly blank, because the recto text too was concealed except for the ends of a few 

lines long enough to project into the margin. The package was then closed by a 

binding round the middle, on one side a design was inked over the binding and the 

address was written in two halves separated by the binding. The design was a simple 

saltire, its lines retraced two or three times. The removal of the binding has removed 

the centre of the design. 

Capairiac Tc^i/pta/vt 

to) a8e\(f)cp ^aipe(iv) 

Xclav cydprjv /co- 

fjucdevTWv cov 

5 tojv ypapparoov 

CUC 77pOC T7JV COpTTJV 

epyopevov cov 7rpoc 

rjp.de. rroXXd 8e col 
5 / ) <\ 5 / \ 

€7TLfjLTJVL , a 6/X6A- 

IO Xopcv TTCpTTCLV, 

CTjccyopev npoc- 

doKcpVTCc t|outo|'r)r napov'clav. 

TOV XLTOivd COL TOV 

cpLp[tj]vXov rj prjrrjp 

15 cov K[a]recKeuace. 

e^rjj[o]yp€v [coij tov 

8yyapevov KopLcai 

dc<f)aXrj{v}. dcndt^CTaL 

rj prjTijp cov KCLL Clv- 

20 dodlVLC KOLL 6 TTOTrjp 

cov. acvacaL 'ErTa^po- 

Scltov /cat Arjprjrpioiv) 

/cat 'HpaKXcL8rjv. 

ev aycovLa ’yeyo- 
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25 veipev ov petKpa, 

TToXXu) XpOVU) 

p.r] KopucOev- 

tu)v cou ypap.p.a- 

TOUV. 

30 cppcuco. Tv$l 

I?. 

Back, downwards across the fibres: 

0.770 CapavLaSo c (design) ’Icxvptu)y[i\. 

2 xatP£ 3 k Aiav 21-2 1. ETm<l>p6hiTOV 25 1. pUKpa 

‘Sarapias to Ischyrion her brother, greetings. I was overjoyed when your letter was brought, because 

you are coming to us for the festival. A lot of supplies for the month which we had intended to send we 

held back in expectation of your visit. Your mother made you the cotton tunic. We were looking for someone 

reliable who could deliver it. Your mother and Sinthoonis and your father greet you. Greet Epaphroditus 

and Demetrius and Heracleides. We had been in no little anxiety because for a long time no letter of yours 

was delivered. Farewell. Tybi 16.’ 

Back. ‘From Sarapias to Ischyrion.’ 

6 npoc. For this sense, ‘for’, see F. Blass, A. Debrunner, F. Rehkopf, Grammatik13 190 (§239. 7). 

eoprijr. In line 30-31 the letter is dated Tybi 16, 11 January, or 12 January in a leap year. There was 

a Greek festival connected with the gymnasium which took place c. Tybi 24, 19/20 January, see F. Perpillou- 

Thomas, ‘La panegyrie au gymnase d’Oxyrhynchos’, CE 61 (1986) 303-12, cf. LV 3812 18 n. This could 

well be the festival alluded to here. 

9 imfirjvi1, a. For this harsh elision cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 317 para. d. 

12 tovto has been corrected to ttjf rrapouclav, the end -ciay, which is slightly below the original level 

of the line, is now extremely faint. We might expect also cou, but it does not seem to have been written. A 

large blot above the line just left of -rjvnapov looks like a botched first attempt at the correction; this and a 

smaller blot above line 9 were offset on top of lines 19 and 22 when the letter was folded horizontally, see 

in trod. 

14 e/3io[f]uAov. This is clearly regarded as an adjective *epio£uAoc, ‘made of cotton'. In P. Mich. VIII 

500. 7 rd ipio^vXa and SB VI 9026. 14-15 rurv ipio^vXoiv might be plural of epio£v\ov, ‘cotton’. On cotton 

in Graeco-Roman Egypt see most recently G. Wagner, Les Oases d’Egypte 291-3, incorporating the evidence 

of O. Douch I 51 of the fourth or fifth century ad, recording weights of cotton allocated to women. The 

plant was grown in southern Egypt (P. land. VII 142 ii 8, c. ad 164/5; Phny, NH XIX 14, Pollux VII 

75). The statement of Pollux that the cotton yarn was used as weft on a linen warp may receive support 

from two second century private letters, SB VI 9025. 31-2, where the writer says that she had not found 

a cotton tunic, but could have one made if her correspondent would send her the measurements and some 

warp, and SB VI 9026. 10-12 (cf. 14), where the writer asked for twenty drachmas worth of good cotton 

weft. On these letters see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores ii 665-74 (= AJP 65 (1944) 249-58). The 

other references are P. Lond. Ill g28. 1 (p. 190; 3rd cent., see BL I 288), where the context is fragmentary, 

and P. Mich. VIII 500. 7 (2nd cent.), where the restoration of the following sentence to imply that the 

cotton goods were to be sent from Rome does not convince. The new reference here does not change 

the impression that cotton was comparatively rare, see I. Calleris, al irpuirai vXai, rijc {xpavToupylac 87-9, 

E. Wipszycka, L’Industrie textile 40—41. Calleris and Wipszycka prefer to think that most of these documents 

refer to cotton imported from India. They are perhaps not so numerous as to force us to resort to that 
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hypothesis, but there is other evidence for cotton exports from India to the West, see L. Casson, The Periplus 

Maris Erythraei 292-3, cf. esp. 16-19. 

18 ac<j>aXrj{v}. For phonetic difficulties with nasals cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 111-114. 

22 A-r)p.r)rpio{vf. A tiny raised speck is interpreted as omicron, and in fact it looks quite like the tiny 

omicron of 'Errappo- above, but it could be a trace of a horizontal line, i.e. Atjp.rjTpL(v), cf. Gignac, Grammar 

ii 25-9, 3988 5 n. 

24-5 iv aytovia yeyovei/xcr. If this is genuinely aphaeresis, cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 319-20, but for loss of 

syllabic augment in pluperfects cf. id. ii 224 para. 2(a). Cf. 3994 6 and n. 

30-31 Cf. 6 n. 

32 For a-no in addresses cf. 3988 21 n., 3992 34. 

For the design cf. introd., with 3988 mtrod., 3989 introd., 18 n. 

H. G. IOANN1DOU 

3992. Aelius Theon to Herminus 

47 5B.47/A(5-8)a 10 x 21.5 cm Second century 

This looks like the letter of a wooer to his prospective father-in-law, whom he 

calls his ‘friend' in the address (34), but in the prescript (2) ‘brother’, which indicates 

that Herminus was a man of about his own age and of similar status, see 3988 introd. 

The beloved was ‘my lady your daughter Dionysia’, who receives greetings before her 

mother. Theon apologizes for not having sent some special delicacies {tpayrjliana) to 

Dionysia, ‘because the new ones have not yet been shipped in’. He promises to send 

some worthy of her when they do come, as well as anything else that he can. He tells 

Herminus that he makes her obeisance before Sarapis every day, adding ‘and yours 

and her mother’s’ as a polite afterthought. The obeisance to Sarapis is quite probably 

an indication that the letter comes from Alexandria, see G. Geraci, Aegyptus 51 (1971) 

I72-3- 
Then come more greetings, the farewell and the date, Pachon 22, which is 17 

May, but two more paragraphs follow, alluding to business matters which remain 

opaque for us. 

There is a sheet join running vertically close to the middle, which proves that the 

letter is written on the recto of the roll from which this piece was cut. On the back, 

downwards along the fibres, is an address in two sections divided by a design of the 

common saltire pattern, which marks the spot where the letter was tied up for dispatch, 

cf. 3988 introd. ad fin. 

The date is assessed on the basis of the writing, a firm and competent cursive, 

which may probably be safely assigned to the second century. Note also the nomen 

Aelius, which is most likely to derive in some way from a grant of citizenship by 

Hadrian or Pius, perhaps through manumission, directly or indirectly; see also 1 n. 

The single accent in line 27, a circumflex on omega to draw attention to the first 

person of the subjunctive of the verb to be, is enough of a rarity in this context to 

deserve notice, cf. E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World No. 70. 
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AlXloc Qea>v 'EpplvajL run 

a8eA(f)a)i yatpctv. 

Kal 77po rjpeptov eypai/ja 'col' acira^o- 

pcevoc ce kcll rrjv KUplav ptou 

dvyarepa cou [Al^ovvclclv kcll tt]v 

IItT/TCpO aUTTj[c]. kcll vuv to avro 

77010) KCLL 7Tap[a\KaXaj cvyyvtovaL 

'pLOL' el pLTJTTCO TTjL 'aVTr]L' KVpLOL TjpdjV 

7Top.(f>CL Tpayr)p,aTLa. outtoj yap 

tcl vea KaTerrXevcev. orav 8e 

KaTaKop-LcOfiL, TrepaffO) ayTTjfi 

a£ta avrrjc xa[i] el r[t] aXXo eav 8u- 

vcopai. eKacrr][c p,ev]roL jjpepac 

TO 77pOCKVVTjpLa aUTTjC [77 J Old) 770- 

pa TOOL dea>L TO) Oe[ _ ]rO)[t] KUpLOJL 

Capa7TL8i Kal cou Kal tt)c prjTpoc 

auT-qc. ac77a^[oo] ouv avTrjv Kal 

tt]v prjTepa avT-i/c, pLed’ cbv epp<2>- 

cdal ce evyopLaL elc pcaKpouc ypovovc 

Kal o'AtOl COU TOLL OLKO)[l]. 

eppto(co). /Taycov xr/3. 

Jtoyac 6 ep.oc avenXeucev, evl 

ttolol alpeceL p,eraSo)cei cot 

Kal 77 a8eX(j)ri pcou Kal Alovucloc 

6 vopLoypacfjoc Kal LlToXepaloc 

o pLeXXoyupLvaclapxoc, ole cuX- 

Xrjifjrj, eav ye per) to TreTrXavp- 

pcevoc. (vac.) 

Capa77toStopoc 6 (plXoc 6 epLnopoc 

ttoXXclklc pee Xuir-pcac Kal vuv ev rote 

Trepl AioyaTOc dvriSi/cei pLOL. touto 

up.de p.apTupop.aL pLOvov. ou yap 

uTTopevco auTOv pLprjcacdaL. 
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Back, downwards along the fibres: 

awo AIXlov ©ecovoc (design) 'EppLivcoi (f)iXan. 

21 eppw 27 w 

‘Aelius Theon to Herminus his brother, greetings. I also wrote to you a few days ago, saluting you and 

my lady your daughter Dionysia and her mother. I am doing the same now, and I beg you to excuse me 

if I have not yet sent this same lady of ours any dainties, because the new ones have not yet been shipped 

in; but when they are brought in I shall send her some worthy of her, along with whatever else I can. 

However, every day I make her obeisance before the god, the (...?) lord Sarapis, and yours and her 

mother’s. So greet her and her mother, and with them I wish you and your whole household good health 

for many years. Farewell! Pachon 22.’ 

lMy Diogas sailed upstream, with what purpose my sister will inform you, as will Dionysius the district 

scribe and Ptolemaeus the gymnasiarch elect, all of whom you will assist, if I am not mistaken.’ 

‘Sarapiodorus, my friend the merchant, who has often caused me grief, is now also opposing me in the 

matters relating to Diogas. This I am only drawing to your attention, since I cannot bear to imitate him.’ 

Back: ‘From Aelius Theon to Herminus his friend.’ 

1 On the probable significance of the nomen Aelius see introd. para. 4. The name Aelius Theon is that 

of a rhetorician from Alexandria whose book of irpoyvp.vacp.aTa has survived in large part, see Rhetores Graeci 

(Teubner, ed. L. Spengel) ii 59-130, cf. Suidas (Adler) I ii 702. 17, No. 206, RE VA coll. 2037-54. It is 

perhaps worth raising the possibility that the sender of the letter could be that man, since E. G. Turner, 

Greek Papyri 86-7, 92-3, has drawn attention to the signs of interest in literary studies at Oxyrhynchus and 

of contacts with Alexandrian scholarship; he suggested that the Alexandrian lexicographer Harpocration 

is to be recognized in some documentary papyri, as well as other less familiar scholars of the period. 

9 TpayripaTra. The diminutive form occurs also in P. Mich. II 123 verso v 21, and in Aulus Gellius, 

Nodes Atticae VII 13. 12. A recent study of the meaning of Tpayr)para by E. Battaglia, Artos 125-6, shows 

that they included cakes, although most of the things mentioned in the literary passages cited are fruits or 

nuts. See now also %PE 86 (1991) 276, No. 13. 2. 

10-11 KaTcirXcvcev, KaTaKopucdrp. In most Egyptian contexts these words would refer to a voyage 

northwards, down the Nile, see e.g. H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae i 493 ( =Plarvard Theological Review 41 (1948) 

15) n. 36, cf. LSJ s.v. KaTairXeto I. 2, and note avc-nXcvccv in 22 plainly referring to a voyage up the Nile 

towards Oxyrhynchus. In most non-Egyptian contexts they would refer to the import of goods by sea, see 

LSJ s.vv. KaraKop-l^a> 4, ‘import’, KaranXcco I. 1. In relation to Alexandria, where this letter was quite 

probably written, see introd. para. 1, either sense is possible, and there is some likelihood that Aelius Theon 

was promising to send a present of exotic delicacies, such as walnuts and pine kernels, see E. Battaglia, Artos 

125-6. 

12-13 On the combination of ei! tic with iav see H. Ljungvik, ^ur Syntax der spdtgriechischen Volkssprache 

16-17. 

14—17 On the obeisances to Sarapis cf. introd. para 1. 

15 TUI H..] roi[t]. The spacing does not suggest, perhaps does not allow, rtoi dedn tuh Bclotcltuil 

Kvplan. One possibility, favoured by the distance between a> and the upright trace of what must be the next 

letter, might be run deun tojv 9e[cuv] r<Ii[i] KvplaiL, but the expression ‘the god of gods, the lord Sarapis’ is 

unfamiliar and does not immediately inspire confidence. A less bizarre possibility is that tuh dean was 

repeated by accident, but even so ‘the god, the lord Sarapis’ is also unparalleled. 

20 Kai oXun cov tou oikoj[i]. For the sake of the grammar we might suggest cvv oAou ktX., cf. P. Mert. 

I 24. 22-3, P. Mich. VIII 481.29, XX 2273 25-6, and this may have been in the writer’s mind. Alternatively 

we could correct the datives to accusatives, cf. P. Petaus 28. 2, 23-4, P. Princ. II 73. 16, SB XIV 11906. 

4“5- 
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22 Aioydc. On names ending in -ac, which are frequent, see F. I. Gignac, Grammar ii 16. 

It is not clear what is meant by 6 cp.6c\ Diogas could perhaps be a slave, or a relative, or a friend or 

colleague. The whole postscript in 22-33*s too obliquely allusive for us to understand what was happening. 

22-6 The punctuation and the meaning are uncertain. I he printed text shows the minimum punctu¬ 

ation and the translation takes the three /ecus in 24-5 as parallel. Professor Parsons suggested that we should 

put a comma in 24 alter Kat 17 a8eX<f>p p.ov, taking /ecu as emphatic, and view /cat Aiovvcioc ... Kai IlToXcp.aioc 

...as additional subjects of aveTrXcvcev rather than of /xeTaSoicei, ‘My Diogas sailed upstream, with what 

purpose my sister will inform you, as did Dionysius ... and Ptolemaeus ...’ Yet another possibility is that a 

comma should fall after peraSoicei coi, of which the subject would be ‘he , Aioydc. I hen 77 a8tXip-p p.ou would 

also be a subject of dvcrrXcvccv, ‘My Diogas sailed upstream, with what purpose he will inform you, as did 

my sister and Dionysius ... and Ptolemaeus ...’ It is not easy to make a choice without knowledge of the 

circumstances. 

23 noicu. According to E. Mayser, Grammatik II i 78, noioc already from the Ptolemaic period ceased 

to ask for the quality and became identical with tic. 

25 The function of the vop,oypd(f>oc still remains obscure; on the little that is known see H. J. Wolff, 

Das Recht der griechischen Papyri Agyptens ii 30-31. 

27-8 Cf. LV 3808 6-7, 3819 14-15, 3820 12, 13-14 for unusual periphrastic verb forms, but this is 

unusual only in being so very correct! 

29 It is clear from the context that piXoc is meant ironically. For another example of irony see XVIII 

2190 41 6 xPVciPoc 'HpaKXac — kchcoc KaKihcl ... cpvyev, ‘The useful Heraclas curse him!- ... ran 

away’. Heraclas was a disobedient slave. 

34 For otto in addresses, see 3988 21 n. 

<f>iXoji. Cf. introd. para. 1. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

3993. CoPRYS AND SlNTHONIS TO SaRAPAMMON AND SyRA 

48 5B.26/H(i-3)a 24.5 x 22 cm Second/third century 

The most striking part of this letter is the acknowledgment of the receipt through 

an eTTicro\a<f)6poc, a public servant appointed to carry official correspondence, of a 

letter from the addressees and of a package containing gold leaves wrapped in a cloth 

(9-11). As usual with private letters, we would like to know more; the nature of the 

arrangement with the official dispatch carrier and the nature and purpose of the gold 

leaves. 

The letter is written throughout in the same hand, probably that of a clerk, since 

it is a clear and firm cursive, probably of around ad 200. There are two columns, the 

first about 13 cm broad and 19 cm deep, the second narrower, c. 7 cm broad, and 

shorter, c. 15.5 cm deep. The single sheet join runs down the intercolumnium. The 

clerk may have taken its position into account when he planned the layout. On the 

back there is the sort of saltire pattern which normally marks the point where a letter 

was tied when it was made into a package for dispatch, cf. 3988 introd. This is faint, 

but perfectly visible, whereas there is no trace of the expected address. It is possible 

that this is a file copy kept in Oxyrhynchus by the senders, cf. 4-5 n. 
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!33 3993. COPRYS AND SINTHONIS TO SARAPAMMON AND STRA 

Koirpvc /c[a]t Clv9<2)vlc Ca pairdp.p.a)VL Kal Cvpa 

TOLC TLp.LU)TaT0LC VLOLC yCLLpCLV. 

TTpo rtuv oXcov cppcbc9aL vp.dc ev)(6p,e9a 

kcll to 7TpocKvvrjp.a yp.<x>v ttolovjxcv irapa 

TOLC TTCLTpLpOLC Vp.(2)V 9cOLC. CKOpLCap.c9a 

irapa Tpo(j)Lp.ov Kal tov Icpctoc Koixfra c£ kcll 

anaLTOvp.c9a vavXov otto Zli/ca/jaiac (8paxp.dc) s' o/3(oAoi>c) s' 

kcll tcXovc (8paxp.ac) y (rptco/SoAov), /cat ap,fiovAAav Kal coXlojv 

icvyrj 8 , Kal irapa tov cmcToXacfropov CKopu- 

cap.c9a ypap.p.aTa vpcov Kal paKOc cv <1> cc- 

tlv 7rcTaXa x^pvca, a 8c8u)Kap,cv Tpo<f)ip.cp. 

c8rjXa>caTc rjp.clv Aaficiv rjp.dc irapa TJctoccl- 

proc tov Lcpeujc (8paxp.dc) cfr Kal raurac p-cypL tov vvv 

ovk ancLXrjrjrapcv. ov yap dyvcop.ovovcLV. chrav 

yap rjp.clv otl, ‘cyAAcyop.cv aura’. cXcyov yap otl, 

clclv ( 8paxp.ar) vprj . cl [o]w yap cIclv avrai, 8rjXa)cov rj- 

p-clv. iicpi yap avTOvc ccp.cv otl, ‘cl 9cXctc Trap’ rj- 

p.cbv rac [8paxp.ac) </> Kal rjp.elv to ypap.p.a SoOvat’. av- 

tol 8c XeyovcLV [o]ti, ‘o cp.c^T~lccLTcvp.c9a CV T(l) 1- 

epd) S[t]a Tpocf>Lp.ov XaficTC . cdv naXiv airoXa- 

13a>p.cv, 8rjXcocop.cy col. 8tjXojcov rj'p.clv cl 9c- 

XCLC CK TOV KCLpLCVOV dno8oVVaL AlJ(f)VTL. KCLTOL 

P<exp\l] ov 8rjXd)ccLc [rj\p.clv. cypaifrac rjp.clv, 

‘tLC CCTLV 6 KXrjpOVOpLOC TOV TCTcXcVTTJKO^TOycP. C^TJ- 

Tacap.ev Kal cv[p]op.cv ov CTCKVoiroL-rjcaTO, 

dXXa ol ircpl 11ct\o]cclplv cIclv ol avayKaloL. e8co- 

KCV COL @etL»[v] 6 iraTTJp TlcTOcdpLOC KCpapLL[o]v 

col. ii 

Kpccvc. ov yap cvpop.cv 

dcLjraXrj p.cXXovTa 

col avT6 Kop-lcaL. cav yap 

ypacfrrjc Ttp 0cojvl, 8rjXto- 

COV aVTCp OTL CKOJXLCUJ 

30 
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to KCpapLOV tojv Kpetdv. 

eav avaflacic yevrjrcu, 

35 TrepafjO) col avro 8lcl rtov 

cvvrfOcbv vavTLKOJV. 

acvacaL tov vlov r/pcov 

TlaaTTLv kcll 0arjCLV rrjv 

Ovyarcpav r)pd)v. a- 

40 cnal,eTaL UjU.dc Ccprjvoc 

6 a8eX(f>dc vpwv kcll 

Alockopoc Kal 'LX^eXErj 

KCLL TlToXcpaLOC Kal 'Hpac. 

a €7T€paffac yaprapLa e8d>- 

45 KOpCV (9(X)VL TO) VLCp 

KccfraXaroc. cppdtcdaL vp.dc 

cvyopcda ev Siay(ourac). 

opa prj dpeXrjcrjc 7Tcpl <!>v 

iSrjXcvce col Arrive. 

2 VIOLC 

10 VflOJV 

l8 $(f) ; 1. TJfjiLV 

40 iijixac 

3 UjLtac 

I 2 1. TJfJiLV 

19-20 

41 V/jUQV 

5 VfJLGJV 6 
I 3 L€p€OJ C^(f) 

cepoj 21 1. rjpiiv 

45 1. Q(jJV€L\ VLW 

iepecoc; i corr. 7 a 

151.17/xeiv 

23 1. [f)\pLLV, 7]pLLV 

46 vp.ac 47 

of a77o corr.; 

16 $vjlrj 

37 vi'ov 

hidY 

SzoP? 8 Syf 
l6—I7 1. T)H LV 

39 1. dvya.T€pa 

‘Coprys and Sinthonis to Sarapammon and Syra, their most honoured children, greetings. Before all 

things we pray for your health and we make your obeisance before your ancestral gods. We received six 

amphoras from Trophimus and the priest—and we are being asked for dr. 6 ob. 6 for freight from Dicomia 

and dr. 3 ob. 3 for customs—and a flask and 4 pairs of sandals, and from the dispatch carrier we received 

your letter and a cloth in which are gold leaves, which we have given to Trophimus. You told us that we 

should get dr. 500 from Petosiris the priest and these we have not recovered up to now. They do not refuse, 

for they said to us, ‘We are collecting them’. They said, ‘The sum is dr. 448’. So if this is the figure, let us 

know. For we are working on them, (saying) ‘If you want to get the dr. 500 from us and give us a document, 

(you can do that)’. But they say, ‘Accept what we have guaranteed by arbitration in the temple through 

Trophimus’. If we get the money back, we shall let you know. Let us know if you want to pay back Apphys 

from what you have on deposit. It remains on deposit until you let us know. You wrote to us, ‘Who is the 

heir of the deceased?’ We made enquiries and we discovered that it was the man he adopted, but Petosiris 

and his associates are the next of kin. Theon the father of Petosiris gave you a jar of meat. We could not 

find a safe person who would bring it to you. If you write to Theon, let him know that you received the 

jar of meats. If the flood comes, I shall send it to you by the usual boatmen. Salute our son Paapis and 

Thaesis our daughter. Serenus your brother salutes you, and Dioscorus and Opheline and Ptolemaeus and 

Heras. The pieces of papyrus which you sent we have given to Thonis the son of Cephalas. We pray for 

your health and well being.’ 

‘See that you don’t be careless about the matters which Apphys has communicated to you.’ 



3993. COPRYS AND SINTHONIS TO SARAPAMMON AND SYRA >35 

1 Konpvc. This form is new, i.e. not in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon Alterum. 

It seems likely to be a phonetic version of masculine Konprjc rather than an error for feminine Korrpovc. 

Cap'arrdppwvL. No suitable alternative name is known, see F. Dornseiff, B. Hansen, Riickldufiges 

Worterbuch d. gr. Eigennamen 116, but the damage makes it uncertain what exactly went wrong with the 

writing of it here. The reading of the first two letters as Ca- seems very satisfactory; then there seems to be 

something more before -arrappwvi, which is clear, but the remains of the third letter are very meagre and 

narrow and show no sign of the usual decisive descender. It is deduced that rho was omitted and later 

supplied above the line. 

Although the upsilon of Cypa, a feminine name, is now faint, it seems impossible to read Capa, which 

could be either gender, see 2 n. 

2 vloic. The use of mot for both sexes, ‘children’, is not so familiar as that of d8eX<j>ot for ‘siblings’, 

because there are obvious alternatives, rralSec, reKva, etc. The distinction is usually made, see here 37—9 

acnacai rov viov r)p,a>v Haamv Kai &af)civ r>)v dvyarepav (= -repa) r^pwv. Although viol often represents 

KXripovopot, see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae ii 978-9 ( = £PE 7 (1971) 170-71), it is not often possible to see 

that daughters are included. As well as XXXIV 2711 4-6, adduced by Youtie, see BGU XII 2156. 2-3 

CapairoScupov (— -oj) /cat Ev^apicreLa ... a8eX(f>olc ck tcuv avrtuv yovecvv ..., vloic tov ttjc aplcrr^c pvT/pr^c 

'Eppoyevovc, 2164. 7 /caija] kotva/fv]lav [Ei58o]£iac (?; cf. 2171. 3 & n.) /cat ©eoSa/pac /cat 0eo[8]oclac vlcuv 

0otf3appu)voc', XX 2271 5—6 7/pa/cAta(va/) /cat 77acia/t/(t) [/cat Ca@[elvq] J /cat Cafielvq. vloic riaclojv\oc. In 

this last read 'HpaicXla (= -/cActa fern.) and 77acta/v<(t)>, since there is no sign of abbreviation in either. (It 

may be that the writer was putting nominatives for datives here by oversight.) Again in XII 1451 25 vlovc 

includes reference to a daughter. 

Once more we need to bear in mind that terms of blood relationship were used freely beyond their 

strict meanings, see 3988 introd. para. 1. 

4- 5 See G. Geraci, Aegyptus 51 (1971) 193, 206. The formula is plausibly thought to indicate a letter 

from home to recipients travelling away from home. Yet Sinthonis is thought to be a peculiarly Oxyrhynchite 

name, cf. P. Munchen III 140 introd., which may cast doubt on the theory, since this letter was found at 

Oxyrhynchus. But another possibility is that this is a file copy, see introd. para. 2. Further speculation seems 

unprofitable. 

5— 6 eKop.icdpeda rrapa Tpotplpov /cal tov lepecuc. One thinks for a moment that Trophimus and the 

priest are the senders, but they were probably agents only, cf. 9-10 napa tov emcToXapopov eKop.icdp.e9a 

ypappaTa vpwv, especially since the authors of the letter have handed over to Trophimus goods received 

from the letter carrier (10— 11), and because goods acknowledged in letters are usually those sent by the 

correspondents. 

It is not clear if the priest is the same as Petosiris the priest in 12-13, nor is it clear if that man is the 

same as the Petosiris in 26-7. The circumstances of the reappearances of Trophimus in 11 and 20 rather 

suggest that he was a trusted agent of Sarapammon and Syra. 

7 ano AiKivplac. According to A. Calderini, S. Daris, Dizionario dei nomi geografici ii 103 this was probably 

a village of the Heracleopolite nome. To their references add LV 3807 35, which likewise gives no firm clue 

to its location. All the documents but 3807 and 3993 come from the Arsinoite nome or the Heracleopolite. 

It may be that the goods were sent direct from Dicomia, but it is perhaps more likely that this was a 

point on the journey where they changed boats, i.e. the senders paid freight to their boatman as far as his 

destination, Dicomia. From that point the next carrier worked for ‘cash on delivery’. Dicomia may also 

have been a customs station, cf. 8 n. 

The symmetry of the figures should be noted: for six amphoras (of wine?; cf. L 3588 introd. and 6 n.) 

freight charges are dr. 6 ob. 6, customs duty is dr. 3 ob. 3. 

(8p.) s' o/3. s'. Cf. L. C. West, A. C. Johnson, Currency Ch. I, pp. 1 —12. The only silver coin was the 

tetradrachm, equivalent on the silver standard theoretically to four drachmas of six obols each. Where the 

drachma appears with a value of more than six obols, it is because payments in the subsidiary bronze 

coinage are involved. Because the bronze was inconvenient, it was natural that more of it had to be paid, 

usually ob. 28 to equate with the tetradrachm, i.e. the so-called ‘seven-obol drachma’. 

8 reXovc. For internal customs charges see S. L. Wallace, Taxation 258—71. 

dpfiovXAar. This appears to be the Latin word ampulla, cf. BGU I 40. 2 (dvrrvXX'pc; cf. F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 171), P. Lond. II 191. 16 (p.265), SB VI 9238. 19, 9350 ( = P. Lund IV 14). 15, [26] (all 

dprrovXXtov, cf. Gignac op. cit. i 219). The form is probably a simple phonetic error, j8 for v after p, cf. 
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Gignac op. cit. i 83. The etymology from bulla is not likely to be implied, see Isid. 20. 5. 5 ampulla quasi 

ampla bulla: similis est enim rotunditale bullis quae ex spumis aquarumpunt atque ita inflantur uento\ cf. G. Goetz, CGL 

V 166. 14. 

coAiW Cf. P. Mich. VIII 508. 5 n. 

9 emcroXa<f>6pov. This person would have been a carrier of official letters. We know of them in public 

service at the village level, see P. Petaus 84 introd., and at the metropolis level, see XLIII 3095 9-10 and 

n., with N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public Services 29. Private persons had to make their own arrangements 

for sending letters. It seems natural that in this case they made the arrangement with an official so useful 

for the purpose. 

10 paKoc. The use of this word to mean a cloth wrapper is not familiar. Compare perhaps I 117 12-16 

erreppa ... paxr) 8uo, Karacecqp-qppeva [-r]77 cc/>payel8l pov, e£ <Lv Scuceic role waiSioic cov ev e£ avreuv, I sent 

... two cloths, sealed with my seal, of which you are to give your children one {of them}’. These are probably 

parcels like ours. The word paxoc, ‘rag’, would hardly be appropriate to a present of useful or decorative 

textiles. 

11 7reraXa x/?vca. This might certainly mean gold leaf for gilding, see P. Lund IV 7 ( = SB VI 9321), 

P. Koln I 52. 13-14, SB XIV 11959. 36. To wrap such fragile stuff in cloth might seem unsafe, but the 

cloth could be the outer wrapper only and there would be no need to refer to any other packing. Thicker 

than gilder’s leaf would be the gold leaves sometimes used for writing magical texts, see XLII 3068 2 and 

introd. with H. C. Youtie, ZPE 19 (1975) 280-81. These probably do not exhaust the possibilities. 

12-21 The business matter here is obscure for us because it was so clearly understood by the writers 

that they mention only details and not essentials. They had been instructed to collect dr. 500 from Petosiris 

the priest, who had associates, as the plurals in 14-19 reveal. The amount was disputed, Petosiris and his 

party saying that it should be only dr. 448, but they did not refuse point blank to pay; they temporized 

and said that they were collecting it (14-16). The writers offered to pay the dr. 500 in return for a written 

acknowledgement or contract from Petosiris and his party, but they, evidently still disputing the amount, 

offered to pay what they claimed to have guaranteed under arbitration in a temple (17-20). 

14 eTrrav. For the ending cf. 3988 4 n. 

yap. The writer uses yap in a loose sense here and later: eXeyov yap (15), el [o]uv yap elciv avrai (16), 

ov yap evpopev (28), ear yap ypapyc (30-31); cf. J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles 61. It has been omitted 

from the translation at these places. In elrrav yap (14-15) and rrepl yap av-rovc ecpev (17), we can translate 

it as ‘for’ in the usual way. 

15 For otl introducing direct speech see LVI 3855 7 n. Cf. 15 (end), 17, 19. 

eXeyov. The imperfect tense possibly indicates that this statement antedated the one introduced by 

elrrav yap: translate possibly, ‘For they told us ... Before that they said ...’ 

17 nepi yap avrouc ecpev on. For elva 1 rrepl ri, ‘to be busy with something’, see LSJ rrepl C.3. Used of 

persons it seems unfamiliar. 

17-18 For the absence of the apodosis, which is an idiom, see LV 3813 72-4 n. 

19 ip.elrJcei.Tevp.eda. The sigma is a large lunate blot over the original tau. Emend probably to the 

perfect pepecrrei>peda, assuming the replacement of reduplication by the syllabic augment, see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar ii 243-4, rather than the omission of omicron from the imperfect ep.ecirev6p.eda. 

21 coi. From this point the letter is written as if directed to one of the pair of addressees only, with a 

few exceptions (vpac 40, vpcbv 41, vpac 46); the postscript returns to the singular (48-9). Cf. 35 n. 

24-6 Since the heit is contrasted with those who are connected by blood (dvay/caioi), it seems likely 

that reKvorroieicdai here means ‘to adopt’, as it seems to do also only in the damaged context of UPZ I 4. 5, 

cf. UPZ I 3. Otherwise in the papyri it usually means ‘to beget’, e.g. P. Eleph. 1. g, P. Miinchen III 62. 5, 

P. Sakaon 41. 5, SB XII 11053 C 10. 

If the Petosiris here is the same as the priest of the same name in 12-13, this may be part of the same 

business as in 12-21, but it appears to be separated from it by the question of the repayment of Apphys 

which occupies 21-3. 

26—33 xepapi[o\v Kpeaic ... ro xepapiov nl)V Kpeoiv. Cf. P. Genova I 49. 7—8 xepapia ft, ev xpeoc ( = Kpetoc), 

ev yXvKeXeuiv (=yXvKeXaribv). The jar would probably have contained pieces of preserved meat, cf. XVIII 

2190 62-3 /cat rapixypoL Kpea pKg, 

34 avafiacrc. This mention of the imminence of the Nile flood indicates that the letter was written in 

mid-summer, probably shortly before the middle of July. 
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35 w^i/ico. Here the writer lapses for once into the singular for the senders. Cf. 21 n. 

39 Ovyarcpav (1. -repa). See F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 45—6. 

42 The name 'QtpeXlv-q is new, i.e. not in Preisigke, Namenbuch or Foraboschi, Onomasticon. 

44 xaPTaPLa• The translation has pieces of papyrus’, but since diminutives so often in the vernacular 

mean the same as the normal form, and x°-PTrlc means ‘papyrus roll’, it is possible that xaprapLa here refers 

to rolls, see N. Lewis, Papyrus in Classical Antiquity 70-78, esp. 77. No unambiguous example of it in that 

sense has been identified, but a very strong implication of such a use is seen in P. Mich. inv. 1655 = SB 

XVI 12591, as was argued in the first edition by H. C. Youtie, Zpp 35 (1979) 105-7, cf. N. Lewis, Papyrus 
in Classical Antiquity: A Supplement (Pap. Brux. 23) 40. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

3994. Calocaerus to Euphrosyne 

No inv. no. 10.5 x 12 cm Early third century 

This is the letter of a suspicious husband. He was writing to a woman whom he 

addressed as his sister, asking her to find out what his wife was doing, since she would 

not write to him and was in possession of all the property which he owned. He sent 

greetings to another ‘sister’ and offered to send her anything that she needed from the 

place where he was. On the uncertainties caused by the customary free use of the 

terms of blood relationship see 3988 introd., but it is quite possible that the letter was 

in fact sent to the man’s sisters. 

The almost square scrap of papyrus was seemingly cut from a blank area in a 

used document and the fragmentary line in a different hand on the verso is a remnant 

of the previous use, since it was mutilated when the piece was cut to this shape, see 

also 17 n. The letter is written across the fibres of the recto of the original roll, as is 

shown by a sheet-join running under line 9, the overlap being downwards. When 

written the letter was rolled up with the top inside, a process which also concealed the 

half line which already stood on the back. The resulting little roll was squashed flat, 

the exposed bottom edge was tucked inside to protect it, and a binding was placed 

round the middle of the flat package. Then on one side the address was written in two 

parts straddling the binding. 

The cursive writing is untidy and slopes backwards in places, but it is practised. 

It looks like the hand of a private person, rather than that of a professional letter- 

writer. It probably belongs to the early third century. 

KaXotecupoc Evcfrpocvvr] [r 

rfi a8eX(f)fj yalpeiv. 

napaKXrjdelca, aSeXc^rj, iav pcol 

tl 9e[Xr)c} yaptcacdau, TrepiepyacaL 

tl vpaccet AXelc rj yvvrj pcov. el ko1 5 
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prj 'ycypa<f)rjKeLV col [coi|, lxk^clXcc a- 

7to ccavTTjc ypa(f)€LV poL die a8eX- 

(f>U) COV. OVK 6771 peXeL pLOL 7TCpL CLV- 

ttjcj aXXa CL TL cyo) Trap’ avTTj cctlv. 

10 Kal t<2) pr) ypd(f>CLV pot avTrjv, e- 

k tovtov TrpoXapfldi’a) aXXoj c 776- 

pi avTXjc. dcna^ov Oaicovv rr/v 

a8eX(f)r]v Kal eiVe avrf), cdv tlvo[c 

XPVC7I ev0aSe, ypai/ia[t] poi. 

15 ippcocdal ce cvx[op(ai)]. (vac.) 

Back, along the fibres: anoSoc Ev- (vac.) cf>pocvv(rj) a8eA</>t). 

Back, along the fibres, upside down to 16: (m. 2) Aloc]kopo.toc (?). 

8 1. eirel 16 ev (vac.) <f>pocv 

‘Calocaerus to Euphrosyne his sister, greetings. Please, sister, if you want to do me a favour, enquire 

what my wife Aleis is doing. Even if I had not written to you, you ought of your own accord to have written 

to me, as I am your brother. Not that I care about her, but all that I possess is under her control. And the 

fact that she doesn’t write to me—from that I have a presentiment of trouble about her. Salute Thaisus 

my sister and tell her, if she needs anything here, to write to me. I pray for your health. 

Back, along the fibres: ‘Deliver to Euphrosyne my sister.’ 

Back, along the fibres, upside down to the address: ‘...Dioscoras (?).’ 

i [r ]. These letters are struck through. Probably the writer started on the eta of ri) and then decided 

to begin the word again in line 2. 

6 pi) ’yeypa<f>r]Keiv. See 3991 24—5 and n. 

11 aAAco'c'. See LSJ s.v. aAAcuc ad jin. ‘otherwise than right, wrongly’. 

15 It seems that evxopai was abbreviated, probably by writing mu above omicron. 

16 At the mid-point there is only a blank where the binding was, instead of the usual signs of patterning, 

cf. 3988 introd. ad jin. 
17 Aioc\Koparoc. This is in a large clumsy hand. Since it was on the verso even when the papyrus was 

used for this letter, see introd., it may be that the first use was for another letter of which this was part of 

the address, e.g. anoSoc tw Seivt rrapa Acoc^Koparoc. In that case the piece was cut from the blank foot of a 

tall narrow letter probably of the same width as the height of this one, c. 12 cm. This is the only possible 

name, provided that the doubtful letters are correctly read, see F. Dornseiff, B. Hansen, Riicklaufiges 

Worterbuch der gr. Eigennamen 140. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

3995. Petosiris to Plutarchus 

47 5B.47/C(5-8)a 12.5 x7 cm Early third, century 

This complete little chit, blank on the back, has no more than four and a half 

lines. It opens with a normal letter prescript and stops short without a farewell formula 
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after a polite request for the loan of a donkey to transport half an artaba of loaves of 

bread. Probably it is just a swift note, dashed off and sent by a messenger who knew 

the recipient s address, but it could be a draft, abandoned because the sender was 

displeased by the roughness of the writing and perhaps also by the phonetic spelling 

and the obscure grammar of the last clause. 

A sheet join c. 5.5 cm from the left edge shows that the writing runs along the 

fibres of the recto of the original roll from which this piece came. The top and the 

right edges are fairly straight apart from slight damage, the left and bottom edges, 

where the damage is only a little worse, were carelessly cut or broken. 

IleTOclpic nXovrapxcp tco aSeXcfrcp ^atpeiv. 

ev TTOTjCLc, aSeXcfre, XPVC9V T9 ovapiv cov, 

alvLSrj avacfrepovciv p,oi ipuaprafliov 

ipa>p.LCov, l 'va (frdavovci aTTOKaracrficaL 

5 avro cr/pcepov. 

2 1. ttot]C€lc, 0 of xpfjcov corr., o of to COIT. from a>; 1. OVapLOV 3 1- ipuapra^LOV, 1. 7JpU,apTdfitOV 

4 i'va \ 1. cjidavtoci? 

‘Petosiris to Plutarchus his brother, greetings. Do me a favour, brother, and lend (me) your donkey, 

because they are bringing half an artaba of loaves of bread up to me, so that they may get it delivered 

today.’ 

2 €v -noTjcic (= -ctic) xPVc9v- F°r the imperative in this sort of formula see H. Steen, ‘Les cliches 

epistolaires’, Classica et Mediaevalia i (1938) 142—3. 

ovapiv (= -apLov). Cf. 3988 5 n. for the form. Diminutives are characteristic of colloquial Greek, see 

H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae i 304 (= TAP A 89 (1958) 394) and n. 77, so that there is no need to suppose 

that the donkey was a little one, although the half artaba that it was to carry would not be a full load for 

a donkey; a normal full load would be about 3 artabas, see H. C. Youtie, op. cit. ii 920 (= Berytus 8. 2 

(1944) 90) and n. 42. 

3 aiTTL&r) ( = iirec8ij). Gf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 193 (cu for e), i8g-go (t forei). 

dvapepovciv. Compounds of avd may refer to movement (a) from north to south (i.e. upstream with 

reference to the Nile), (b) up from the Nile valley to the desert, (c) up from a village to its district capital, 

see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae i 493 (=HTR 41 (1948) 15) and n. 36. Perhaps (c) is most likely here, that 

is, the bread was to be carried up to the city of Oxyrhynchus from a country place. 

Ipnaprd^Lov ( = r]pu-). Cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 236 (1 for 17). 

4-5 The meaning and construction of the last clause are doubtful. Since cbro/caHicr^/xi most commonly 

refers to the return of loans, we at first expect aino to refer to the borrowed donkey, cf. e.g. P. Fouad 

28. 19. If pOavovcL really does represent the indicative, this may be an example of the rare causal meaning 

of tva, see F. Blass, A. Debrunner, F. Rehkopf, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch 15 386—7 (§456 n. 2), 

B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 264-5 (§590). If so, the present tense probably has a future force, as often, 

‘because they (will) hurry to return it (the donkey) today’. 

If the indicative form really represents the subjunctive, as often, see Gignac, op. cit. ii 358-9, and iva 

has its usual meaning, then we have to take diroKadlcT^pi to mean ‘deliver’, which it does in contexts where 

the delivery is part of an obligation, such as a rent, tax, or levy, and take avro to refer to the half-artaba 

of bread. This has been adopted as the easier alternative in the translation. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 
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3996. Serenus to Tapsais 

47 5B.42/F(i-2)b 12.5x15.5 Third century 

Serenus writes to Tapsais as his mother (1, 16), which in this case she may well 

have been in spite of the widespread use of terms of relationship outside the family, 

cf. 3988 introd. para. 1. He seems to have been away from home, see epov i^epyopevov 

(11 — 12), and asks if she has finished making some clothes. He sends two jars of 

what was probably soap, cprjpa, see 9 n., one for Tapsais and one for a lady called 

Harpocratiaena; these look like presents. An interesting point is that he asks for part 

of the letter to be read to Harpocratiaena, ‘so that it does not appear that I have been 

neglectful’. It is not a certain conclusion that she was unable to read, see 3997 introd. 

para 1 and 42 n., but that may well have been the case. 

The writing is a good sized rapid and fluent cursive of the third century. There 

is no change of hand for the farewell formula, but it is impossible to say whether this 

is the hand of Serenus himself or that of a professional letter writer. 

The letter has the appearance of being written along the fibres of the recto of the 

roll from which the piece was cut, although there is no sheet join to prove it and in 

several places prominent fibres can be followed from the left edge to the right. I he 

back is blank, without any trace of an address, which could mean that the carrier did 

not need an address or perhaps that the letter travelled inside a package. 

Cepfjvoc TaipaiTL rp p-qrpl ^[(oujpecv). 

Kal aXXorc col cypaipa 8rjX<x>caL p[oL cl 

TL COL TlaVLCKOC 'c'X9(j0V TOTC e8[a)K€ 

XO-Xkov, Kal cl a-nr/pTLcac ra lp[aTLa, 

5 Kal ttocov chaTTCLvrjcac. pc S[e prj 

pLcpajiaL. TOcavraKLC yap ipov y[pa- 

iftavTOC avrcp, ov8c 8lcl Xoycov pov 

epvrjc9rj{v}. c£ c5v CTrcpafja 

8vclv crap-voov cp-r/paroc 

10 80c eva XlpTTOKpaTLaLvrj. vvv yap 

ep.vric9r]v otl [[aurfjcj ipLOV e[x|^ep- 

[_ ]yOpLCVOV TTCpl TOVTOV pLOL CTTc9cTO. 

Kal avayvoL>c9rjTco avrfj tovto to 

Iucpoc TTjC CTTLCToXrjC, LVa pLTj 86^7} 

15 pLC rjpccXrjKcvaL. [ac]7racai rove 17- 

Iacbv vavTac. cppcoc9aL ce eiry(o|U.cu) pLrjT(ep). 

14 iVa? l6 €vX, (U.1)T 
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Serenus to Tapsais, his mother, greetings. I wrote to you previously to let me know if Paniscus gave 

you any money when he came, and if you finished the cloaks, and how much you spent. But do not blame 

me, for although I wrote to him so many times, he did not remember me even in conversation. Give one 

of the two jars of soap(?) I sent to Harpocratiaena, for now I have remembered that she gave me instructions 

about this when I was leaving, and read this part of the letter to her, so that it does not appear that I have 

been neglectful. Greet all our people. I pray for your health, mother.’ 

1 There seems to be too little space for yalpeiv in full. Perhaps the most likely form of abbreviation is 
xS» cf. e.g. LV1 3852 2. 

5-6 fre S[e p.17] fie'fii/iai. It is surprising to find p.e for efie' where the emphasis is so strong, in spite of 

the well known fluctuation of the forms and such frequent expressions as ei'c fie and npoc fie, cf. F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar ii 161-2. In 7 fioii seems to be emphatic too. 

8 efivTjcflifjv}. For superfluous nasals see Gignac, Grammar i 112-4. 

9 Sv€iv. Even rarer is the classical 8volv, and apart from this word the dual is unknown in the papyri, 

cf. LI 3611 7 n. For Suoiv, however, add CPR V 9. 18 (ad 339). 

cftiffiaroc. 1 his is the classical form of the word and the one usual in the papyri, although £p.rjpa and 

cfx-rjypa appear infrequently, see Gignac, Grammar i 122(c), P. Herm. 38. 3 n., which also observes that the 

meaning is rather general. I he word appears in the papyri in agricultural contexts, referring to substances 

for use, seemingly, on vines (P. Herm. 38. 6) or on sheep (P. Lond. I 113(4). 18-19: P- 209). One variety, 

for an unknown use, was made with castor oil (kijcivov: J. G. Keenan, ^"PE 34 (1979) 144—5). It seems to 

refer to any oily or greasy compound which was used by smearing it on. In this context soap for the ladies’ 

personal use seems to be the most likely meaning, see Theoc. 15. 30, with A. S. F. Gow’s commentary, ii 
276-7. 

11-12 e[x]£ep[. Jxofievou. The second correction is not clear. It seems to have involved rewriting the 

first three letters of 12 and the resulting form of mu remains anomalous, cf. 14-15 n. 

13— 15 Cf. introd. para. 1. 

14- 15 At the beginnings unsatisfactory forms of mu have been rewritten, cf n-12 n. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

3997. Heracles to Cerdon 

74/35(a) + 36(a) 11.5x20.5 cm Third/fourth century 

This is a letter with several minor points of interest. There are two references to 

the unidentified vegetable substance called cayyadov, here in the plural, which is 

unusual, and in a form, oAiya cavyada Ka\a (37; cf. nepl tojv cayyadcov, 41), which 

makes the neuter gender clear for the first time, cf. LI 3618 12 n. on £vXocayyadov. 

The supposedly poetical word ypala, ‘old woman’, occurs here (42) for the fourth time 

in the prosaic papyri. The greeting sent to tov dvayiyajcKovra (42), shows that Heracles 

expected his letter to be read to, rather than by, Cerdon. The references to god in the 

singular suggest that this is a Christian letter, although this is not a sure criterion, see 

M. Naldini, II cristianesimo 7-10. Its writing and phraseology suggest that it is of the 

late third or more probably the early fourth century. 

In 1-36 the writing runs along the fibres, probably those of the recto of the roll 

from which the piece was cut, although there is no sheet join to prove it. A farewell 

formula was put at the foot in 35-6, but then a single line postscript was added, 

written downwards in the left margin, as often, cf. LV 3814 29-30 n., 3998 36-8. Next 
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six more lines of greeting with a second farewell formula were added on the back: they 

are written downwards along the fibres and occupy a position corresponding to the 

ends of the lines on the front, i.e. a substantial margin of c. 8 cm, about two thirds of 

the width of the sheet, was left above them. Then the letter was rolled up from the 

right hand side in the way normally used for rolls, which concealed the writing on the 

back as well as that on the front. The little roll was squashed flat, the left edge was 

tucked inside for protection, and a binding was placed round the middle of the flat 

package. The address was written on one side in two sections to left and right of the 

binding and a pattern was inked over the binding. The removal of the binding by the 

recipient has removed some of the pattern. 

15 

'HpaKXrjc [Kcp8co]vi d8cXcj)cp ttXlctcx xip*LV- 77 P° fTf 

■nav^Tcovy €v[xop,a\ 1 cc oXoKXrjpov a-rroXa^CLV dpi a 

rf) yAu[/c]uTa<Vi7)> Ta</>uyyi Ovyarpoc cov. davpid- 

1,(0 ttcoc ovSepbiav cttlctoXt/v piOi cypaijjac. cyd) 

8c TroXXaKic coi cypaipa CTnI,rjT(bv cov tt/c 

(JhXlolc, cv 8c jpiav pioi pcovov eypaiftac, ov- 

8c rraXiv cpcol cypaipac, aXXa to> varpc pcov cypa- 

ifiac, ovk 6X({Xi}ywc a-ncXcov pioi. dcoc 8c pcovoc 

ol8c otl kol9’ CKacTrjv r/picpav to -npo(cy kv- 

VTjpid COV 7701(1), TjTC 7Tap’ dv9pCOTTOLC, T/TC TTCLpd 

deco. CTTcdvpirjca yap cc TTpocKW-rjcaL cc Kal 

o\ / yf i m t n \ O / W \ 

ota ypa/jL/jiaroDV ecr av o ueoc oqjcl tv]{v) 

KaXrjv 68ov 1Kal -n pocKVvrjccopcev aXXrj- 

Xolc. ol8c yap 6 Kpavac otl ttcoc avrov e- 

£era£co rrepl vpicov Kal -q^Lcopirjv av- 

TOV (X770 TTjC TTpd){ }t7JC (f)0pac, IVa CVC- 

Krj col tl Kal ovk e8vvrj9rj, 8lotl ckl rjv 

"Hpcov 6 dcCTTOTTjC tcov Kapcr/Xcov. Kal 

vvv avrov rj^ccoca Kal reVa/CTC pLOi. 

cdv ovv Xd(ftcoy, Trepan co col tl. Kal ovv npo- 

tpcifjov avTOV Iva avoKvcoc rjpLi{v) 

yeVr^frai] Kal ypaijjov pLOL tl xPT!^>eLC 

Kal Si [a ti] voc OcXlc ttc'pl'ttco. ov8lc 

KT[. . . . .]etv Trap’ cpiov Kal ypaijjov 
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25 c. 12 letters ] ypuLv irdvrcpy 

c. 15 letters ] t rjKovcap,e(v) 

c. 15 letters ] Ovyarpoc ncpl 

.. dcira^ov Alp,]puvviov rov aSe[A- 

4>ov kclI c. 9 letters ] av teal 'Hpav Kal 

30 c. 8 letters Kal roue] rjpujov iravrac 

c. 15 letters ] Aavpa 177x0) 

c. 15 letters ] . . . • acrra^ov 

c. 15 letters ] -niov Kal oXovc 

roue ev oiKip Kal y]paifjov vcpl rijc 

35 oAo/oVpptac u/xo>]y. cppoocdai vpiac 

evyopiai. (vac.?) ] (vac.) 

In the left margin, downwards across the fibres: 

TrcpaJjov 17pilv oXiya cavyada KaXa, oca iav evp[r]c. vac.r 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

acTraC,€T€ vpiac KoTTprjc 6 vloc Xpppioovovc ovov [ c. 10 letters 

acTra^crc vpiac To-rracTac Kal A(j)ovc Kal Apcpicuvovc Kal EXcvrj 

40 Kal 6 TraTpp Kal 17 parjTrjp. dcna^CTC 17 'EXcvr] ttjv dvyarcpav cov. 

pLrj apLcXrjcipc TTcpl rd)v cayyaOcvv. acira^ov Xeyapiovv rrjv 

ypalav Kal ra TCKva avrfjc Kal top avayivaicKOVTa. 

eppioede [vpid]c evyopieda. 

Address: dn6S(oc) KcpScovi a8eX(f)d) (design) 7ra(pa) 'HpaK[Xeovc. 

I 1. 7rAetcra ^atpeiv 2 oAo/cAijpov: A corr. 3 1. Ta<j>vyyci dvyarpi 7 aXXa: AA corr. 

8 1. aneiXwv'. w corr. (from t?) 10 1. eire, eiVe 12 1. Scjctj?; rr) 13-14 1- aAAijAouc 

15 ijfuuv, \- vC°vfJ-rlv 16 i'va 16-17 1- €V€yKV :7 1- e«ref 19 1. rera/crai 21 i'va, 

rjpii 23 1. dcXeic, ovSclc 25 iipxuv? 26 rjKOVcaipi 35 vpiac 37 1. cayyada 

38 1. acvd^erai', vpiac, in’oc; 1. Apipiwvovroc 39 f dcnd^cTai 40 1- dord^erat, Ovyarcpa 
3 

41 1. cayyadwv 43 1. eppwcdai 44 a7T<?> rra 

‘Heracles to Cerdon his brother, very many greetings. Before all I pray to get you back in sound 

health, together with your sweetest daughter Taphynchis. I am surprised that you did not write me a letter. 

I wrote often to you, yearning for your friendship, while you wrote me only one letter, and didn’t write 
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again to me, but wrote to my father, threatening me not a little. God alone knows that I make your 

obeisance every day either in the presence of men or in the presence of god (alone?). For I longed to salute 

you even by letter, until god gives (you) a good journey and we salute one another. For Cranas knows how 

I question him closely about you and your people and 1 kept asking him from the first trip to take something 

to you and he could not, because Heron, the owner of the camels, was there. And now I have asked him 

and permission has been granted me. So if (I get anything?), I shall send you something. So urge him to 

come to us without hesitation and write me what you need and by whom you wish me to send (it). ... 

Greet (?) Ammonius my brother and ... and Heras and ... and all our people. ... Greet ... and all in the 

household and write about your health. I pray for your health. 

Left margin: ‘Send us a few nice sangalha, as many as you can find.' 

Back: ‘Copres the son of Ammonus greets you ... Topastas greets you, as do Aphus and Ammonus and 

Helen and (your?, their?) father and mother. Helen greets your daughter. Don’t forget about the sangalha. 

Greet Chenamun, the old lady, and her children, and the man who reads you the letter. We pray for your 

health.’ 

Address: ‘Deliver to Cerdon my brother, from Heracles.’ 

1—2 77po pev nav\Tcov). Also frequent is npd pev navroc. 

5-6 inc^rjTcdy ... rijc cjuXlac. This verb usually governs an accusative; here it takes the genitive like 

some verbs of desiring, e.g. emdvpcd, ecjslepai. Perhaps, therefore, ‘yearning for’ is nearer the meaning than 

‘missing’. 

9-11 On the npocKvvr)p.a see G. Geraci, Aegyptus 51 (1971) 3-211. It is not known what ceremony 

precisely is implied by references to the npocKvvrjpa in papyri and inscriptions or whether a mention in a 

letter usually means that a ceremony really was performed, see Geraci, op. cit. 201-2, cf. LV 3809 3-7 n., 

but napa is usually followed by a reference to a god, in later times to the Christian god. With nap’ dvdpcbnoLc 

compare P. Lond. Ill 1244 (p. 244; =M. Naldini, II cristianesimo No. 58). 3-4 npoTjKovpevojc (1. nporjy-) 

noXXa ce npocayopevco vvktoc kol rjpepaic red vtpLcrco dew (cat napa naci avdpwnoic npocyvvpcal (1. npocK-) cot 

(1. coo) to [e]iipopcj>ov /cat IXapov npdcwnov npw[T)vnwc (1. npwTorvnwc). Both texts seem to indicate the 

decay of the ceremony. Perhaps there may be a distinction between prayers in a public place of worship, 

nap’ avdpwnoic, and in private, napa deco. 

11 ce ... ce. The repetition of personal pronouns is a feature of the colloquial style of the language of 

the documentary papyri, see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae ii 847, cf. F. Blass, A. Debrunner, F. Rehkopf, 

Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch 15 229 (§278). 

12 Scoct. The parallelism of the construction ecr’ dv ... Scoct ... teat npocKyv-qcwpev indicates that a 

subjunctive is wanted. Probably this is the iotacistic equivalent of dwerj, formed by analogy with Xvcp etc., 

cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 386-7, but the absence of an indirect object is also slightly awkward, so that 

it might represent Sai ct, where cl is the iotacistic equivalent of col. The fact that col, poc, and ipo 1 appear 

correctly in the rest of the letter makes this last suggestion less likely. 

14 6 Kpavdc. This name is unknown. It is a remote possibility that we ought to be interpreting the 

letters as 6 Kpdvac, ‘he who ordained’ or perhaps as a gnomic aorist, ‘he who rules’, as a reference to god, 

but the Christian dictionaries (W. Bauer, Worterbuch zum neuen Testament, G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek 

Lexicon) do not record the poetic verb Kpalvw, and a further objection is that in 15-17 this personage was 

unable to do something which was asked of him, which does not suit a pious reference to god. 

15 (1- rjiiovftcrjv). For the false contraction see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 364-5. The middle 

voice of this verb is regularly confined to the senses ‘deign, think fit’, cf. LSJ s.v. dfiocu III. 2. Compare 

and contrast i)£iajca (19). 

16 and TTjc npw{ _ }tt)c cpopac. After omega there are traces of a damaged letter, not deleted, which 

might be sigma; cf. perhaps XXXI 2600 2 npacnv for nparreiv (or npacceiv), with P. Petaus 10. 6 n. on 

interchange between cc and tt. 
The meaning may be ‘for the first time’, cf. LSJ s.v. epopd A.6, but the relevance of this is not clear 

and in this context involving transport by camel (18) we should compare the numbered <f>opal which refer 

to delivery journeys in accounts of transport, see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores i 299-300 { = ZPE 

21 (1976) 29-30), ii 517 (=ZpE 33 (1979) 205). 

16-17 evetcQ (1. eveyKrj). At the end of line 16 the crossbar of epsilon is extended and it seems that 

nothing more was added. For the variety of forms in this verb see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 364, ii 448 s.v. 
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</>epcu. The omission of nasals is a particularly common phonetic error, see Gignac, op. cit. i m-119, 
esp. 116. 

17-18 Siotl €kl (1. iK(i) rjv "Hptov, ‘because Heron ... was there’. The meaning might be that Heron 

was elsewhere, not ‘here’, and therefore unavailable to give permission, in which case avrov in 19 refers to 

Heron, or it might mean that he was present and therefore an obstacle, in which case avrov in 19 would 
refer back to Cranas. 

19 i^uuca. Contrast rjijuitprjv (15). 

reraKTc (1. reraKrai) pot. The verb may be passive, ‘it has been settled for me’, as in the translation, 

‘permission has been granted me’, or possibly it might be middle, ‘he has agreed it with me’, see LSJ s.v. 
TCLCCCO 111.3b. 

20 The omitted matter may have been more substantial; the meaning is not very clear. 

Kal ovv is ‘a very rare combination’, J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles2 445. 

22 For ytvecOat, ‘to come, go’, cf. H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores i 493 { = ZPE 31 (1978) 175) 
11. line 4. 

23 Si[ot Tt]roc 9eXtc (1. 9eXetc) 7re p rrtu. If the restoration is right, -nep-noj is a deliberative subjunctive 

depending directly on 6eXetc, see B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 257 (§573). 

25 vpdiv. Traces above the line resemble a diaeresis, which suggests this word, cf. app. 15, 35, 38. 

31 Xavpa looks like Xavpa or Xavpa. Its application to the districts of Oxyrhynchus died out after the 

early second century, when it was replaced by a.p<j>ohov, see S. Daris, Z^E 16 (1975) 25-6. It was still so 

used in other places. Other possibilities are that it means just ‘street’ in general, or perhaps ‘monastery’, cf. 

G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon s.v., but this use seems to be very rare in Egypt: only SB III 6255. 

3-4 (ad 515)? A plausible sense would be ‘(greet) ... all those living in our street’, but no close parallel has 
been found. 

36 Also possible is cvy6pe9a, cf. 43, and a little more may have followed, e.g. aSeA^e, or Kvpte. 

37 oXtya cdvya9a (1. cayya9a) KaXa, cf. 41. See introd. for the gender. In LI 3618 12 n. it is suggested 

that gvXocayya9ov may be a plant allied to berberis and used in that case to make charcoal to serve the forges 

of the Alexandrian mint. There £. appears in the singular and is measured in Kcvrrjvapta, hundredweights of 

Roman pounds (Xtrpat). Elsewhere cdyyaSov is always singular and is sometimes measured in pounds. The 

use of the plural remains unexplained: it could imply, perhaps, that complete individual plants were wanted. 

39 Torracrac is not in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon. 

42 ypaiav. Cf. P. Miinchen III 120. 15 and n. This is now the fourth appearance in the papyri, cf. 

introd. para. 1. 

rov avaytvuicKovra. Cf. introd. para. 1. There may be a suggestion that the task of reading Heracles’ 

letters to Cerdon was usually performed by the same man, whom Heracles knew slightly but not well 

enough to remember his name. Or perhaps the reader would be an anonymous slave. Or perhaps there 

was just a likelihood that whoever read it to him would be a mutual friend. 

This may bear on the subject of literacy in Graeco-Roman Egypt, but it is not clear what the circum¬ 

stances were. Although illiteracy was far from rare, it is possible that Cerdon was not illiterate but simply 

in the habit of having his letters read to him, cf. 3996 introd. para. 1. On the whole subject see now W. V. 

Harris, Ancient Literacy. It seems unlikely, on the other hand, that rov avaytvcvcKovra would be referring to 

a Christian dvayvoKcrjc. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

3998. Thonis to Syras and Callinicus 

32 4B.3/K(3)a 15 x 25.5 cm Fourth century 

In the prescript Thonis calls his correspondents ‘my lords children’, but in the 

rest of the letter he addresses himself to his ‘daughter’, Syras; a plausible guess might 
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be that Syras really was his daughter and that Callinicus was his son in law. On the 

loose use of terms of family relationship, see 3988 introd. para. 1. 

As usual in private letters the circumstances are hard to understand. Thonis 

explains that in spite of a contractual duty to return before the twentieth of the month 

of Phamenoth, forced upon him by ‘the Oxyrhynchites’, he is obliged by the death of 

another member of the family, ‘the husband of your sister Theodora’, to stay away, 

and expects the delay to be prolonged until the second of the following month 

(Pharmuthi). He will make every effort to come as soon as he can. He acknowledges 

a letter from Syras and then goes on to the second main topic of his letter. 

Someone has paid money for certain goods, but not yet taken possession of them, 

and he urges Syras to get hold of them. Damage here makes the exact sense uncertain. 

Then follow exchanges of greetings and the farewell formula, but a postscript, con¬ 

sisting mostly of an interesting itemized list of the goods, has been added in three long 

lines written downwards in the left margin across the fibres, cf. 3997 introd. para. 2. 

The body of the letter is written along the fibres on a surface which was the recto 

of the roll from which the piece was cut, as proved by a sheet join running vertically 

close to the right edge. On the back is a damaged address in which only remains of 

rfi dvyarpL can be identified, and signs of two patterns of the type associated with the 

packaging of letters. They show that the letter had two bindings, one about 7 cm from 

the foot and the other the same distance from the top. The piece was rolled up with 

the left edge of the letter proper inside, not the right edge, as was natural with longer 

rolls and usual even with letters. Then the roll was squashed fiat and the free edge 

was tucked inside for its protection. Two bindings were tied around it, c. 7 cm from 

the ends, with c. 11.5 cm between them. Patterns were inked over the bindings and 

the address was written on one side of the package. Of this rfj dvya- is dimly legible 

between the binding patterns, ending very close to one of them. More traces of the 

address follow beyond that binding and extend to the edge which corresponds with 

the top of the letter. Before tt? the traces are even scantier, so that it is difficult to 

discover where the address began. 

0(1)Vlc CypajL Kal KaXXiVLKCp tolc Kvpl- 

OIC jU.o[u] T€KVOIC €V 6eO) KVpLCp 

irXlcTa xaipou. (vac.) 

TO TTpOCKVVrjjxa VpiOJV 7TOLU) Kdd’ €- 

5 Kacrr/v r]p.ep[a]y vapd rai Kvpl'cp 9eco. yivoo- 

cklv ce 9eXa> on Karec^e^v mto tcov 

’O^vpvyx^LTcbv Kal eiroL'pcdv p,a 1 xLpoypa- 

(/njcai p-^xpi- eifca[So]c &apb€vd)9 p,e Ka9i- 

ceX9lv 1u,era tojv dSeXcfxAv cov Kal irav- 
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io v cyvexopat pr] 8vvac9co npoc ttjv rrpo- 

dccpcav xaTLCcXdlv 8lotl CTeXevTrjcev 6 

avrjp rye a8e\(/)rjc cov 0eo8(opac xal iv 

ct>v^T7]ci elpuel jnerd tov a8cX(j)ov av- 

TOV CVCXa TO)V TT]C dvyCLTpOC aVTTjC. KCL- 

15 Aa)c oyv ir[o]iricr]c, xvpla piov Ovyaryp, 7ro- 

Xv7rpayp,ovfjcat, rt /cai aAAoi yyipoypa^r]- 

cavTce tl' pkXXovct -npa^ou. aXXa py apcX'qcrjc. 

7Tpoc8oK<A) yap pkxR1 8evrepac a-rrcXOlv [ 

Trpoc T-pv a8eX(f)r)i’ cov. eav pkv Svvacdco 

20 TTLcat. [au]T0uc, cv av e^[o]i, cay 8k Jciy, -77-ay 

77010) eXdlv. /c[a]£ yap irpo tovtov rj [ ] [ ] 7ip[o]c- 

Kvvfjcai vpac. eXafta cov cttlctoXlv o»voc 

xal cx[a]pj]y axoycac ycpl rrjc oXoxXypiac vpoo{y) 

xal t[ojv 77]at§to»y v[p]kov. 8rj [_ ]cap cl o- 

25 tl, ‘edouf/ca] to apyypLOV xal ovttco [e]c^oy ra i8rj’. xa- 

Xkoc o[uy] Troi[rjc]cLc Xaftlv ra i8r). [o]o yap aijCTa^a- 

prjv ayrcov. ov yap ol8c xal au[ro]c oti oyx clitc- 

Ta^[a]p[rj]y? ravra ijepl reov iSd/[y] coc Ovyarr/p 

ovtcvc.8c7ra 

30 cov. acTra^crai cai 77 a8cXcf)rj cov [....] pac. ac7ra[ |- 

£eTai vpac EyXoytc. dc7ra^erat [u|U.dc] AnoXXoovioc 

xal Gcovlc. ac-nat,c KaXXlvLxov [/cai] KaXXiTnro{v) 

xal Gojvlv xal AriprjTpLov xal , ,]v. (vac.) 

eppcocdai vpac cvyopai Ic tov xvpia pov 

35 (vac.) dvyaTrjp. (vac.) 

Downwards in the left margin: 

77-ay TTOLTjcrjc Xafiovca ra i8rj iravTa. cctlv 8k to xot’ I8ea[v: to 

fi]acxavXi[ov x]al t[o] xolSlv fiaXavi[o]y xal 6 xoxxopa[c 

xal rj xpcpacTT] Xvyyia yal r[o]y ^ecTTjv xal tov Xvyvov eyovTa 

aXanrqxay xal to ttcXvxlv xal to. Svo cvoj- 

81a cvv tolc Tn.va.poLC avTcov (vac.) xal Ta CTTcopi8La 8vo xal Tj]y 

XiTpav r[o]u amreov Tpvcjicpa. 
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Upwards along the fibres of the back: 

■ ■ ■ rfj dvya (vac?)... 

3 1. rrXeicTa xa~LPe 4 upcuv 5-6 1. yiV(bcKa.v 7 o£upvy’xetrail'; 1. ’O^vpvyyi-Tuiv, p.e 

7—8 1. x€lP°ypa<l>Vcal 8-9, 11 1. KareiceXdeiv 13 1. cv^rfT-pcti eipi 15 \. noir/ceLc, Bvyarep 

16—17 X^lP°yPa(t>VcavTt,:- f corr. from i 18 \. airtXBeiv 20 \. tteicai 21 1. eXBeiv 22 vpac\ 

1. €7tictoXiov 23 vpcu 24 ii\p.]cpv 25, 26 1. ei'Sr) 26 1. Xa)Seiv, eibrj 28 i8co[v]: 

1. etSdiv 30 1. ce 31 vp.ac; 1. EvXoyioc 32 1. ©dine; KaXXnrno 34 i’c: 1. etc 

35 1. Bvyarep 36 tSij: 1. etS77, KaSiov, fiaXaveiov 37 k aXunreKa 37—® k evd>Tia 

38 1. mvapioic', cur’treov, I. Cimrfwv, Tpv<j>epou? 

‘Thonis to Syras and Callinicus, my lords children, very many greetings in the lord god. I make your 

obeisance every day in the presence of the lord god. I want you to know that I was detained by the 

Oxyrhynchites and they made me give a written agreement that I would return by the twentieth of 

Phamenoth with your brothers, but I am absolutely constrained and cannot return by the due date, because 

your sister Theodora’s husband has died and 1 am in dispute with his brother about her daughter’s affairs. 

You will do well, my lady daughter, to inquire what the others who have made agreements for some purpose 

are going to do. But do not forget, for I expect to go off to your sister until the second of the month. If I 

manage to persuade them, it would be a good thing, but if..., I shall make every effort to come. For even 

before this (I had hoped?) to salute you (in person?). I received your letter ... and rejoiced to hear of the 

health of you both and of your children. ... that, ‘I gave the money and I did not get the goods yet’. So 

you will do well to get the goods. For 1 did not waive claim to them. Doesn’t he know that I did not waive 

claim? So much for(?) the goods. ... Your ... greet(s you?). Your sister ...as greets you. Eulogius greets you. 

Apollonius and Thonis greet you. Greet Callinicus and Callippus and Thonis and Demetrius and ... I pray 

for your health for ..., my lady daughter.’ 

Margin: 

‘Make every effort to get all the goods. Here is the itemized list: the washbasin and the pail for the 

bath and the cooking pot (cauldron or boiler?) and the hanging lamp and the pint pot (ewer?) and the 

lamp that has a fox and the hatchet and the two earrings with their pearls and the two shoulder pieces)?) 

and the pound of fine tow.’ 

Address: 

‘... to (Syras) his daughter ...’ 

3 nXicra xaipai (1. wAeicra xa‘Pe)- Cf. 3999 2, which is the only known parallel. This is the product of 

the interaction of two different formulas, i.e. irXeicra xaipeiv and the rarer imperative ^aipe, which is usually 

the first word rather than the last and accompanied by the vocative rather than the usual dative, cf. F. X. 

Exler, A Study in Greek Epistolography 35-6, H. Koskenniemi, Studien zur Idee und Phraseologie des griechischen 

Briefes 164-7. An additional cause of surprise is the singular form so close to the prescript addressed to two 

persons. Thonis continues throughout the letter to address Syras particularly, with occasional recollections 

of Callinicus. 

4- 5 The initial greeting ‘in the lord god’ has every appearance of being a Christian one, although it 

has been argued that ‘the lord god’ is not specific to Christianity; the obeisance formula is typically pagan. 

The matter is discussed by G. Geraci, Aegyptus 51 (1971) 197-200, with references to other probably 

Christian obeisances; the clearest example was published after Geraci’s work by H. C. Youtie, £PE 28 

(1978) 265-8 ( = Scriptiunculae Posteriores i 451—4). 

5- 11 It is impossible to know what was happening here. The mention below of dAAoi x^<-poypa<f>rjcavTec 

tl (16-17) suggests that he is one of a group or category subject to a contractual obligation, probably in 

connection with taxes or public services, cf. e.g. LV 3795 introd. para. 1. 

The manner of the reference to ‘the Oxyrhynchites’ rather suggests that he did not regard himself as 

one of them, which is surprising. He may have been a villager rather than a metropolitan, or possibly a 

citizen of some other place. 
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8-9 xadiceXdlv, cf. 11 xanceXdiv (1. KarecceXdeiv). For phonetic confusion of 9 and r see F. T. Gignac, 
Grammar i 92-3. 

for the meaning to return home see especially P. Tebt. II 353- ^ C^7T' avayoopr/ceuic xaT{e)iceXpXv6djc. 
Cf. 3999 21 n. 

9~io 7rar|i;. 1 his is a false division of syllables, cf. E. G. I urner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World2 

*7 1 *9—20). 1 he nu is cramped and distorted, which probably indicates that the writer knew that he was 
in difficulty with his layout. 

10 8wacdd>, cf. 19. See Gignac, Grammar ii 318-9. 

12-13 D cw^Tijci (1. cu^TT?c6i) ... pera xtX., ‘in dispute ... with’. It is not perfectly clear that Thonis 

and the dead man s brother were adversaries. In that case rrpoc would be more classical, but it is easier to 

imagine that I honis was defending his granddaughter’s interests against those of her father’s brother than 

to picture them as allies against some other party. 

T5 Svyar-pp. For nominative in place of vocative in this word see Gignac, Grammar ii 62, cf. below 35 
and perhaps 28. 

19-22 The plural [aujrovc looks like a reference back to the Oxyrhynchites: he will try to persuade 

them to allow him an extension of time; if they will not be persuaded (ear 8e [prj] $e[Aa>]civ?; but this cannot 

be confirmed), he will make every effort to come, that is to comply with his contract, especially since he 

wants to see his daughter and her family. In 21 the traces might possibly be consistent with r/Am£ov[ ] , 

but this forces the spacing and is not fully convincing. 

22 eAa/Sa. Cf. 3988 4 n. 

enicToXiv. Cf. 3988 5 n. 

22~9 The difficulties have not been solved. Clearly it is the recipient, Syras, who is to take possession 

of the goods, see 36, but another person seems to be involved, see otSe (27). 

31 EyXoyic (= -toe). Cf. 3988 5 n. 

34 The traces do not appear to fit alibva: al- could suit, but the next letter has an oblique like the 

lower left part of lambda or chi. Cf P. Mich. VIII 481. 36 ippcuc9al ce ev\opai etc ald>v[a], P. Laur. II 3g. 

IO—II ... etc paxpov alwva, XLI 2982 28 ... etc paxpovc al divac, X 1299 20 ... [e]tc noXXovc xpovovc. 

35 Cf 15 n. 

36 to xaE t’8ea[r. We expect rather to tear’ etSoc, cf. P. Achmim 8. 42, P. Col. VII 188. 7, VI 937 22, 

SB X 10530. 4, 18, but t8e is clear. Perhaps he felt he had repeated etSoc too often already. 

j3]ac/caoAf[or was perhaps here spelled fiacxavXiv, cf. xaStv (36), ireXuKLv (37) and 3988 5 n. The word 

is variously explained as from Latin uasculum (I 109 22 n.: fiacxavXrjc), from a Jewish word seen also in 

pacKavX-qc, ‘laver’ (P. Cair. Isid. 137. 3 n.: nacxavXcv), and from a British Celtic word seen in Latin as 

bascauda (B. Meinersmann, Die lateinischen Worter 9-10, 105, J. Kramer, fPE 51 (1983) 117-8); cf. perhaps 

P. Ryl. IV 627. 82 fiacxyXa. According to Latin glossaries bascaudae are conchae aereae, genera uasorum, see 

G. Goetz, CGL VI 130 (index), which suggests that ‘laver, washbasin’ is the correct sense. If so, perhaps 

it may be that several items in this list can be seen together as equipment for the bathroom, cf. next note. 

icdSiv ftaXavl[o]y ( = /cd8ioi' fiaXavelov). This was probably a smallish bucket-shaped vessel used to pour 

water over a bather, a situla. It would be very unwieldy in pot, so perhaps it was in bronze, as the washbasin 

just preceding seems likely to have been, see above. The two silver examples in the Seuso treasure give an 

idea of the shape and size envisaged, roughly 30 cm high and 25 cm in diameter at the base, which in these 

examples is the widest part, see M. Mango, Antike Welt 21.2 (1990) 83-4, Abb. 15. 

We could possibly take this item as an indication that several of these pieces were for use in the 

bathroom, i.e. a basin and ewer (?), fiacxavXiov (36), fecTijv (37), a bath bucket (36) and a boiler, rather 

than a cooking pot, xoxxopa[c? (36), see notes. However, rracxavXiv ( = |3acK.), xovxxopa, £ecrr]v, and ttcXvxlv 

(cf. 37) all appear together in P. Cair. Isid. 137 with no indication that they are bathroom equipment, 

while the frying pan there {8-qyavov = rpyavov, 5) rather suggests that they belong to the kitchen. 

o KOKKopa[c?. The masculine article suggests the restoration of a sigma, but this is doubtful in view of 

the range of Greek forms representing Latin cucuma: xovxxopa (nom. for acc.?, cf. 5 ^e'er^v, 9 vviv, 10 /3ovv; 

therefore fern.?) a, P. Cair. Isid. 137. 4; xoxxovpav ecppayicpevov (acc.; therefore masc.?), P. Giss. Univ. Ill 

25. 8—9; KovKKovpav (acc.) eXalov, VIII 1160 23; KOKK?]ovpav (acc.?), P. Ross.-Georg. V 5. 10; KovKoypev 

(sic; = KovKovpav, or -pov?) ptxov (= ptKpov) a, P. Wash. Univ. I 58. 18; kovkkovpoc x<tXkovc a, Stud. Pal. 

XX 67 recto 16; KovKovpiov a, X 1290 3; xoKKovpiov a, XIV 1658 9; to kovkkovplov t[o]v deppov, P. Strasb. 

VIII 736. 11; KOKKovp( ) xa^K( ) a> P- Grenf. II ill ( = W. Chr. 135). 23; [etc] KoXX-pciv xovxovp{) (8p.) p, 
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P. Ryl. IV 639. 71 (cf. 228 Kou/cf); koukkov[p.- P. Apoll. 95 fr- A.6. In P. Hamb. I 10. 36 KOKKop.ava ft 

might possibly represent KOKKopcav a followed by something corrected by the clerk; the most likely thing is 

that it was a (= ‘one’) as well, but botched and therefore rewritten close to the noun. This is under the 

heading xaXKcLfxaTa, ‘items of bronze’, which makes it almost sure to be relevant to our word. However, 

there is a similar puzzle in KOKKOfxayoc, P. Amh. II 126 ( = P. Sarap. 55). 30, between ‘oil and salt , which 

may be attributable to some other word entirely. In Stud. Pal. XX 164. 2 napdcx(ov) 'Reel kovkkovp.{ ) 

vo([uc/j.d.Tia) oe, the abbreviated form could represent an occupation, a patronymic, or a nickname or alias. 

KouKovfuov and kovkov^loc also appear in the Latin-Greek glossaries, see G. Goetz, COL VI 290 s.v. 

cucuma (index). A Greek masculine form with alpha in the ending occurs here and in P. Giss. Univ. Ill 

25. 8—9, KovKKovpiav ec<f>paytcpievov. In P. Cair. Isid. 137- 4 KooKKop.a looks like a feminine nominative; other 

forms with alpha are ambiguous in gender. See F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 8-9 on changes of declension in 

loan words from Latin, including this one. The variant phonetic spellings, ov/o in the first two syllables and 

the doubling of the medial kappa, represent common phenomena, see Gignac, Grammar i 217-226, 160-1. 

One reference in Latin to cucuma shows that it has some connection with the bathroom; this is Martial 

X 79. 4. The poem is a jibe at a snob who tried to model himself in small ways on a man of consular rank; 

when one was consul, the other was uici magisler, one had a villa four miles from Rome, the other bought 

a breue rus (a cottage?); one planted a grove of bay trees, the other sowed a hundred chestnuts; one built 

marble thermae, the other cucumam fecit. TLL and Lewis and Short suggest that therefore cucuma means some 

sort of bath, OLD says that it is used ‘humorously, of a small bath’. They are probably wrong. The point 

is that the cucuma is a vessel which can be put on the fire to heat the contents; this emerges directly from 

the Latin-Greek glossaries, which give for it depp.o<j>6pov, caccabus, caldarius, see G. Goetz, CGL VI 290 s.v. 

(index); Isidorus of Seville 20. 8. 3 says, ‘caccabus et cucuma a sono feruoris cognominantur\ which broadly 

confirms the purpose for which the cucuma was used, regardless of his accuracy. In Martial the poorer man 

cannot build hot baths in marble like his hero, but he has a cauldron or boiler made to heat his bath water. 

Following the clue of the k6,8iv /3aAcm[o]y (36), it may be worth suggesting that this one too belongs to the 

bathroom or bathhouse. 

Three of the above references show us that the vessel could be made of bronze: Stud. Pal. XX 67 recto 

16, P. Grenf. II 111 (=W. Chr. 135). 23, P. Hamb. I 10. 36 (with xa^xwpLaTa, 35); another refers to 

soldering, which implies metal: P. Ryl. IV 639. 71 (cf. 227); a reference in Digest 48. 8. 1. 3 to the use of 

a key or a cucuma as a weapon in a brawl, which is evidence of the absence of premeditation in a crime, 

indicates that they were also made in iron: sed si claui percusserit (cf. LI 3644 19-23) aut cuccuma in rixa, 

quamuis ferro percusserit, tamen non occidendi animo. TLL IV 1281—2 gives a few references to examples in pot. 

Bronze is perhaps the most likely in the present case, see above on fiacKavXiov. 

The shape is not precisely known, but Petronius, Sal. 135-6 shows that the example there had a neck: 

cucumam ingentem foco apposuit (135. 4); then, as the result of an accidental fall, frangitur ... ceruix cucumulae 

(the same vessel, not, therefore, as in OLD, ‘a (small) cooking-vessel’) ignemque ... restinguit (136. 2). This 

eases the problem of why such a vessel might be used as a container of oil or lupine seeds, see above, and 

it is of course sensible that a vessel designed to be heated on the fire should have a comparatively narrow 

mouth, if not a lid, like a modern kettle, to keep the heat in. 

37 17 Kpep.acTr) Xvxyla. For hanging lamps in bronze, which may be the most likely material here, see 

above on ^]acKavXi[ov and KOKKop,a[c?, cf. e.g. H. B. Walters, Catalogue of the Greek and Roman Lamps in the 

British Museum Pll. II-V, cf. XXXVII, M. de’ Spagnolis, E. De Carolis, Le Lucerne (Museo Nazionale 

Romano. I bronzi IV. 1) 21-3, 26, 28, 42-3, 50, 59, 64, 67, 69, 80, 88, 90-100. They might also be in 

clay, cf. e.g. D. M. Bailey, Catalogue of the Lamps in the British Museum ii 389-91, and PI. 89, or in glass, see 

D. B. Harden, Roman Glass from Karanis 155-7. 

£iectt)v. This might be either a measure or a just a vessel, see G. Goetz, CGL VII 590 s.v., with the 

interpretations ‘to dyyoc urceolus, to pierpov sextarius'. It seems that the word xtpvt/So'fecrov, which occurs in 

the papyri three times: Stud. Pal. XX 151. 10, P. Amst. I 87. 8, P. Wash. Univ. I 59. 13, means a set of 

basin and ewer for washing one’s hands, see E. A. Sophocles, Greek Dictionary s.v., cf. P. Grenf. II hi. 6 n.; 

it seems clear that Zecr-qc, which originally means a pint measure, from sextarius, must be hollow ware and 

not flatware, and that therefore in that church inventory it must be the silver flagon to match the three 

silver chalices which precede it. In our case it may be the ewer or water jug which goes with the basin, see 

above on ^Jac/cauAifov. 
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d.\u)TTT)Kav (= dXwneKa). Eta for epsilon is probably a mistake in declension, rather than a phonetic 

error, although that is possible, see Gignac, Grammar i 244-6; erroneous addition of final nu is due to 

contemporary pronunciation, see ibid. 113-4. 

For the fox as a motive on clay lamps, which is rare, cf. D. M. Bailey, Catalogue of Lamps in the British 

Museum iii 73~4- ^or Egyptian clay lamps in general see Eva-Maria Cahn-Klaiber, Die antiken Tonlampen 

des archdologischen Instituts der Universitdt Tubingen 125-262. Bronze lamps have various animals as decoration 

and might well have had a fox, but none has been traced on this occasion. 

neXvKiy (= -xiov). Cf. 3988 5 n. 

37-8 evcoSia (= -ria). Cf. Gignac, Grammar i 83. For earrings with pearls cf. e.g. P. Herm. 64. 3-4, 
X 1273 10, SB VI 9372. 12-13. 

38 Tuvapmc (= -ploic). Cf. Gignac, Grammar i 302-3. 

€7rcopiSia. This word seems to exist only as the name of a variety of harness or ornament for a horse, 

Appian, Mith. 115: Kal imruiv ^aAivoi /ca! npocTepvi'Sia Kal emoplSia. In our context it seems likely to be an 

item of dress or ornament, obviously associated in some way with the shoulder, cf. LSJ s.v. II, but 

no real clue to a more precise description has been discovered. One possibility might be a pair of brooches 

holding a garment at the shoulders, cf. J. P. Wild, Latomus 24 (1965) 610—13, esP- 61 1 fig- J- 

cnrneov. For the spelling see Gignac, Grammar i 66-7; for the diacritical mark see app. crit., cf. ibid. 

163—5; for the substance of P. Mich. XIV 680. 3 n. 

Tpvcfxpd. In spite of some slight damage the final letter seems to be the inconvenient alpha; read 

rpvtfxpov. It means ‘of fine quality’, cf. especially LIV 3753 17-20, where rpv^epov is the most expensive of 

three qualities, Tpvcpepov, kolvov, and \nToSeecrepcbf) xaipi/rfdiv). 
39 Cf. introd. para. 4. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

3999. Aphus to Heraclammon 

28 4B.6o/C(io-i2)a 12.5 x25 cm Fourth century 

The writer of this letter, Aphus, reports on his efforts to exact from a person 

called Didymus a debt due to the recipient, Heraclammon. First he had to find 

Didymus, which he did by persistently making himself unpleasant to Dioscorus, whose 

‘brother’ Didymus was; see 3988 introd. on the ambiguity of the term ‘brother’. He 

had found Didymus the day before the letter was written and had with difficulty got 

him to make a written agreement in respect of thirty talents which Heraclammon had 

disbursed as wages. Aphus advises Heraclammon that if he comes in person he may 

be able to exact the debt. The difficulty is that some persons, presumably Didymus 

and his family or Didymus and Dioscorus together, are so poor that they do not even 

have enough bread to eat and no one else will advance the money on their security. 

The introductory prayer ‘before the lord god’ is probably, but not certainly, an 

indication that Aphus was a Christian, cf. 3998 4-5 n. The letter probably belongs to 

the first half of the fourth century. 

The writing runs along the fibres, but there is no sheet join to prove that this side 

is the recto of the original roll from which the piece was cut. 

The letter was packaged for dispatch in a slightly unusual way. It was rolled up 

with the left edge inside and squashed flat; the exposed right edge was tucked inside 
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the flat package, which was then bent in half head to foot and tied up. The package 

must have looked somewhat similar to the sealed letter shown in W. Schubart, Ein- 

fiihrung in die Papyruskunde Taf. IV No. 14; in our case the binding was close to the 

joined ends, not in the middle. The address was written along the fibres in two lines 

on the side corresponding with the foot of the letter, and patterns were inked over the 

binding on both sides of the package. Each pattern is a rectangle with two diagonals 

and a third internal line cutting their intersection parallel with the height of the letter 

and longer side of the rectangle. The removal of the binding has removed the central 

parts of both patterns. The doubling of the rolled and flattened letter has led to serious 

damage in the middle section of the text. 

The Greek, if colloquial, is better than might be suggested by the phonetic 

spellings, all of which are well paralleled, cf. in general F. T. Gignac, Grammar i. 

A(f>ovc to KVpico fiov aSeXc/rco 'HpaKXapLpuov\i 

TrXicra yepac. vpo pcev -navrcov €vyop,e ce 

vyevcv Kal oXoKXr]piv vapa rep Kvpcco deco. 

yivocKLV c€ deXco, KvpU 1uov, on ttcoca 

5 inarjea pcera AiocKOpov irepl tov a8eXcf>ov 

avrov AcSvpcov Kal Xe^y^ei pev on, ‘TrapeSco- 

Ka avrov 'HpaKXapcpLcova. vvv ovv ouk v- 

8a rrov ecnv\ Kad’ eKacrrjv rjpiepav aeihlav 

mo) pear’ avrov eveKac touto<(u)>. /cat vvv 

10 ovv evpov avrov rcbv AiSvpicov Oapp.ovdt 

puvl Ky /c[ _]Te[.]e S[__]a>[. 

Xr)C€CVC€'[.]..[...].[. 
/cat vrrap [ c. 15 letters 

StOTt ouSe [ c. 12 letters ]%a 

15 /cat 7tlv(1)cl [ c. 8 ouSjtc eXa- 

fiev €tt’ €vy[vrjv c. 12 ]v (vac.) 

AlSvpiOV TTyf/caL [ ] yepoypaefrov 

tcov TpcoLKOvra raXavrcov (vac.) 

a eScu/cec caXapccov. pc(o(y')£Lc rovro 

20 iicyvKa avrejp rrvrjcaL. vvvel 8e, <(ear)> cv 

avroc Svvrj elceXdeiv, raya Svvacac 

avrov irpa^ac. iyeb yap ovSev avrep Icyv- 

ca Trvrjcai, Sion ouSe to ijuopilv eyov- 

ctv ovoe ovolc eAapou avrovc 67i evyvrjy. 
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25 ac7ra^o/xat -rroXXd rrjv cvvftuvv cou 

kcu ra t€kvcl cov tear ovopua. (vac.) 

cppcocdcu vp.dc cvxa>p.at 7toXXolc xpamotc. 

<Papp,ov0L k8~. (vac.) 

Back, upwards along the fibres: 

(design) (vac.) [(vac.)? ’Hp]aKXdpp.ajv(i) 

3° (vac.) [(vac.)? ] 7r(apa) Acfrovroc a8eX(f>ov. (design) 

■2'\. nXeicTa xa-tpt, evxoixai 3 iiyeviv: 1. vyiatvetv, bXoKX-qpeiv 4 1. yivwcKeiv, noca 5 1. e-nol-pca 

t> ^P0L / 1- II paKXapptovL 7—8 1. otSa 8 1. a^Star g 1. ttolw per’ avrov eveKev 

10 1. TOV AcSupov II l.^vt 13 U7rap.[ 15 1. ouSeic 16 I. eyyvipv 17 1. noiTjcai, 

Xeip6ypa<j>ov tg 1. caAapiov, neivdici, poyic 20 i'cyoica; 1. Troirfcai 22-3 i'eyvca 23 1. iroir)caL, 

Ifjcupiov' 24 1. ottScic eAa^e; thr’ evyvr^y. tt corr. from v?, y corr. from c; 1. i-n’ eyyxrqv 25 1. ctj/qSiov 

27 1. evxopai, xpovoic 30 n (?) = Tr(apd) 

Aphus to my lord brother Heraciammon, very many greetings. Before all I pray for your health and 

well being before the lord god. I want you to know, my lord, that I have done ever so much with Dioscorus 

about his brother Didymus, and he says to me, ‘I have handed him over to Heraciammon. So now I don’t 

know where he is’. I cause an unpleasantness with him every day because of this. So now at last I found 

Didymus himself, on the 23rd of the month of Pharmuthi. ... and they are hungry ... no one took (them) 

on bail ... Didymus to make ... an agreement for the thirty talents which you gave as salary. With difficulty 

I prevailed with him to do this. But now, if you can come (back?) yourself, perhaps you will be able to 

exact (them?) from him. For I could not prevail with him to do anything, because they do not even have 

bread and no one took them on bail. I give many greetings to your wife and your children by name. I pray 

for your health for many years. Pharmuthi 24.’ 

Address: ‘To Heraciammon, from Aphus his brother.’ 

2 nXlcra x*Pa‘ ( = TrXelcra yo-ipe) ■ For the unusual form of the greeting see 3998 3 n. 

3 ttapa rot KvpLui 6e<p. Cf. 3998 2, 5, and 4—5 n. 

4 ttwca ( = 77-oca) here seems to mean ‘ever so much’, ‘a great deal’, virtually equivalent to rrAetcra, cf. 

P. Mich. VIII 473. 31 and n. The same usage is now probably to be recognized in LVI 3865 56. Compare 

the similar use of noaxKic to mean ‘ever so often’, ‘very often’, like nXeicTiiKic, see LV 3816 6 n. 

6 Xe^y^ei. Cf. 19 n. 

14-15 ttlvwcl is probably to be interpreted as an iotacism for Treivwa., ‘they are hungry’, in the light 

of 23-4 Sion ov8e to i/rcop.i<(o)v eyovcLv, ‘because they do not even have bread’, which may well be echoed 

in line 14. 

116 ouS]ic eXaftev eir’ evy[vtjv (1. ovSeic, eyyur/v). Cf. 24. The expression has not been found elsewhere. 

‘No one took them on pledge’ seems to mean that no one will give a pledge that they will be able to pay, 

or possibly that no one will produce the money on their promise to repay. 

18 At this date thirty talents would be a smallish sum, as is implied by the description of it as ‘salary’, 

but in this period inflation was so rapid that without a fixed date it is impossible to make comparisons, cf. 

R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century Egypt 61-72. 

19 a. There is a mark to the left of the top of the alpha which could be interpreted as rough breathing, 

but the form is not the normal one and breathings usually occur along with other signs of literary pride or 

ambition. 

;u.co<(y>eic ( = p.oyic), cf. 6 Ac<(y)e‘> and F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 71-3. 

20 vvvei (= vvvl) Se, (eav) ... Svvrj. An alternative might be to place a full stop after vvv and continue 

et Se ... Stirj); cf. B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 270 (§601) for el with the subjunctive, but Svvr) itself can 
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represent the second person present indicative of the analogical form of the same verb, Swo^at, op. cit. 75 

(§97), F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 384. However, although the New Testament fluctuates between hvvV and 

8vva.au, it seems unlikely that both are indicative here, and vvv would sit very awkwardly at the end of the 

sentence. 
21 ei’ceAdeiv, ‘to come/go in’, ‘arrive’, looks here as if it means return , cf. 3998 8—9 n. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

4000. Apion to Ammonianus 

63 6B.72/C(i-3)a 11x25.5cm Late fourth century 

The introductory prayer to divine providence probably indicates that this is a 

Christian letter, see 3-4 n. It is almost entirely about business matters, mostly private, 

but lines 16—22 relate to an e-nx/aeAeia, the public service post of supervisor, emixeXriTTjc, 

see N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public Services 27-8 for the wide variety of such appoint¬ 

ments. All that we learn about this one is that it concerned the collection of money. 

These same lines imply that Ammonianus, the addressee, was to be found in 

Alexandria, along with some companions (u/u-dc, 17). This leads us to wonder why in 

that case the letter was unearthed at Oxyrhynchus. It may have been brought there 

by the recipient, but there is a possibility that it was a file copy written on a bit of 

scrap paper. At five places in the left margin there are traces of writing intruding from 

the left. This could mean that the clerk wrote at least two letters, or perhaps duplicate 

letters, on the same piece and later divided them, but it may be more likely that he 

has used a piece of scrap paper which he cut out of a used roll. This view is favoured 

by a patch, a strip about 2 cm wide and 7 cm tall pasted on. It reaches to the bottom 

edge and has parts of lines 21-9 (e.g. ^carat 21) written over it. It is particularly 

noticeable because its surface fibres run vertically, while the rest of the writing runs 

along the fibres of the main piece. There is no sheet join to prove that this side was 

the recto of the original roll. The patch presumably covers a defect in the writing 

surface, and is perhaps more likely to have been put on when the piece was used for 

a second time. 

On the other hand, a possible sign that the letter really was sent in the normal 

way is the presence of traces of writing on the back, where an address would be 

expected. Unfortunately it is so faded or abraded that nothing has so far proved legible 

on that side. 

The most striking indication of the date is the mention of myriads of myriads of 

denarii, line 6. This terminology is confined to the second half of the fourth century, 

by which time inflation had forced the use of very high figures for accounting, see 

R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation 12. 

The writing is a careless but very fluent cursive, tall and laterally compressed. Its 

appearance of official competence makes a strange contrast with the frequent phonetic 

spellings; those so routine as to receive no comment here can be traced in F. T. Gignac, 
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Grammar i. A good parallel is a letter with very similar writing and spelling in XLVIII 

3396 (Pll. V, VI). This comes from an archive with dated documents ranging from 

AD 331 to 3715 see P- Oxy. XLVIII pp. 74-5; it too refers to myriads of myriads 

(line 17), and so belongs at the end of the range, in the sixties or seventies. 

There is in fact a probable link with that archive, see 26-7 n., but 4000 is not 

certainly part of it, especially since the 6B element in the inventory number shows 

that it was found during the sixth season of excavations, while the archive emerged in 

the fifth. 

KvpLO) po[v Trarp]i Ap.piajvi.avtp 

Attcojv y(atpetr). 

tt) 0etct -rrpovoia evyopat cat vieyeiv /cat eu- 

SvpovvTi aTToXaftrjc to. Trap’ epov ypappa-ra. 

5 CTrovSacov, Kvpte pov -n-drep, Sovyai 'QpryaTL 

etc Xoyojv tt].pvpid8a{c} pyptd8ojv 

ptav Kal pvptdSac StcyiAtac, /cat etc 

Xoyojv tov peyaXov av£ovoc vop(icpaTLOv) a, 

pvp{id8ac) ’Bt-tt. Kal Troirjcojv Xoodv tov fioT]9[6v) 

10 '//pa/cAetou Trapacyelv {au}r<p avTtp 'fAptyctTt 

etc Adytov rcuv Troptfjvpdjv vop,(tcp,aria) /S, pvp{ia8ac) 

/cat vepl Ma^evTtoy /carecyov to vavXoy 

avTOV e [...].</>cici /cat ay- 

t€ctt] on, kt]8t].8e8ojKa aVTtp 

15 [K\ai TJOTj €g€7TA€C;a fJL€T avrov , KCU OVTCOC 

€TrXrjpa>ca aiiTOV. Kal nepl tt)c impeXiac 

daypdl,ajp€v vpac ttojc a^/tre r/pac, 

KaSppevoi €ttI tt)c AXe^av8pelac, 

pr/Sev TTOiovvTaic, pr]8e air ocTtXXo^v') Tate 

20 tt]v XoiTrd8av tojv apyvplojv {eca} tov eyt- 

poypatfjrjcarat /ca, the, et drrocTeXXeTat tt]v 

Xoi7rd8av, ev rayt avocTiXaTai. t de prj, 

ypdufjaTat -ppiv. tt]v XoindSav Se tojv 

a-KavTivov avocTiXaTai iv ipaTtotc 

25 8vo. Kal 7rept tojv 8vo dpTafidjv tojv 

KoyXXovpitov ojv eypaipa cot tov Ccprjvov 

tov (e/carovTctpyou) dnocTiXaTat. dcrracov tovc rjpdjv 

vavTac kot’ ovopa. eppojedat euyoptat 

ttoXXoIc ypoeoic. 
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2 xSI 3 1- ce; vrtvtiv'. 1. vyiaivtiv 3-4 1. evdvpeovvTa dnoAafteiv? 6 1. Aoyov, p.vpia8a 

(LtupiaScov 8 1. Aoyov, afovoc; vop^a 9 pvpl! 1* rroLJjcov, Xmovv?', fior]9l II. 1. Aoyov, vop.^fi 

p-vpl 1 i/jtt 16 1. em^ieAeiae 17 1. davp.at,op.tv, aifxiTe 19 1. noLOUvrec, aTTocTeAAovrec 

20 1. AotTrd8a 20—21 1. €X€ipoypa<j>r)CaTf 2 1 1. drrocTeAAere 22 1. AoiTraSa, Tayei anocTtiAaTt, 

l: 1. et 23 1. ypai/iare, Aoma&a 24 1. aKavOivuiv arrocTelAaTt, i/nadiotc 26 1. KoAAovpccuv 

27 X> aiiocrciAare 

P 

‘To my lord father Ammonianus, Apion, greetings. I pray to divine providence that you may be well 

and receive my letter in good spirits. Make sure, my lord father, to give Horigas on account of ... one 

myriad of myriads and two thousand myriads (of denarii; = den. 120,000,000), and on account of the large 

axle, sol. 1, den. myr. 2,380 ( = den. 23,800,000). And make Choiis(?), assistant of Heraclius, deliver to the 

same Horigas on account of the purples sol. 2, den. myr. n, 780 ( = den. myr. n~j,800,000). And as for 

Maxentius, I retained his freight money ... and he retorted, ‘I have already given him ... and I already 

worked it out with him’, and so I paid him in full. And as for the supervisorship, we are surprised that you 

abandoned us, while you sit in Alexandria, doing nothing, not even sending the remainder of the monies 

for which you made an agreement (21?). So, if you are sending the remainder, send it quickly; if not, write 

to us. Send the rest of the acacia wood in two reed baskets. As as for the two artabas of buns belonging to 

Serenus the centurion, of which I wrote you, send them. Greet all our own people name by name. I pray 

for your health for many years.’ 

3-4 The prayer to divine providence was considered, with due reserve, to be a probable criterion of 

Christianity by M. Naldini, 7/ Cristianesimo 14. The reserve was stressed subsequently by G. Tibiletti, Le 

Lettere Private 118-119, n. 34, but the implication of Christianity is still hard to resist, if there are no contrary 

indications. 

For vieyeiv = vyiatveiv cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 71. 

The content of the prayer is given in a much abused formula of which there are many versions as 

garbled as this one, cf. e.g. LVI 3860 2-3 n. It would help the grammar to some extent if cva or ottojc could 

be read in place of /coi, but this seems impossible. 

6 rrj . We expect a genitive with the article here, cf. 8, 11, but rijc cannot be read, nor has a 

genitive ending been found to fit the noun. Something like tt) /conn) or Kcuvjj would suit the remains, but 

these seem unconvincing in grammar and meaning. 

On myriads of myriads see introd. para. 4. The unexpected order of words, accusadve before genitive, 

is paralleled in XLVIII 3396 17 and 3399 5, which also has the disagreement of number, pvpidSac pvpidSaiv 

p.iav. 

8 augovoc ( = afovoc). The variant spelling has no very obvious phonetic justification, see Gignac, 

Grammar i 229; it may derive from a false etymology from aufdvo). This example seems to be early. Others 

so far noticed are P. Harr. I 112. 8 (V), XVI 1986 22, 25 (549) = SB XII 11231. 23, 26, I 137 15, 16, 23, 26, 

29 (584), XVI 1988 18, 20, 29, 34, 36 (587), 1989 14, 17, 30 (590), 1990 19 (591). In the papyri the word 

usually refers to a component of the water raising machinery now known as the sakiyeh, cf. L. Menassa, 

P. Laferriere, La Saqia. 

9 Xpwv. Perhaps Xcpuiv is meant, with one loop too few in the series, as so often happens. In either 

case the unknown name may be a version of Xcoovc, which is fairly common. Read Xwovv? 

11 7Top(f>vpwv. It is not clear whether this refers to dye (voprfivpd?), yarn, cloth, or garments (all from 

TTOpiflVpOVC?) . 

I ifrrr. The oblique rising to the baseline also cuts the descender of the rho of p.up/, but at a steeper 

angle than the abbreviation mark. It has been taken as the indicator of the unread figure for thousands, 

which seems to be there, although it is rather small. This method of indicating the thousands came in 

around the beginning of the fourth century and tended to replace the older indicator, a high hook, which, 

however, is still used in ’B for 2,000 in line 9. 

14-16 It is not certain where the direct speech after on ends. It could extend as far as the full stop, 

but it seems more satisfactory to imagine that Apion withheld money from Maxentius at first, but then 

paid it over after Maxentius protested. 

16 emfreAtac ( = -Ariac). Cf. introd. para. I. 
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19 d7Tocr£AAoi(v)Taic (= -ovtec). Gf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 347, on phonetic spellings which look 

like conflations of aorist stems with perfect participle endings; this too, with its present stem and link with 

TroLovvTtxic (= -rec), is clearly just a phonetic spelling: nasal omitted, Gignac i 116; at for e, ib. 191-3. 

20 XonraSav (= -aSa): also 22, 23. See Gignac, Grammar ii 45—6. 

20-21 {feci} ... Ka. The k is an angular form written over a small roundel, possibly omicron; k is a 

rounded form. Both are used throughout the document. Even if it is the number 21, the meaning is very 

obscure. 

24 i/ra-riW = ijnadioLc, ‘reed baskets’. See most lately P. Nepheros (B. Kramer, J. C. Shelton, Das Archiv 

des Nepheros) 5. 11 n. For loss of unaccented iota before a back vowel see Gignac, Grammar i 304; for theta 

replaced by tau, here also in aKaorivov for aKavdivwv, see ibid. 87. 

26 KoyWovpLcov. Cf. Suidas (Adler) 1 iii p. 166, 2177 KovXXovpiov'. tiSoc peXiTrovr'pc (1. peXtroyrTpc?^ cf. 

LSJ s.v. peXiTOfic), ‘kind of honey cake’. This version of the word is not in LSJ, which cf. s.v. xoXXovpiov, 

or Suppl. The spelling is very varied and in some contexts this sense cannot be distinguished from that of 

KoXXvpiov, ointment, (eye) salve’, cf. Suidas (Adler) I 111 p. 1467 1954 KoXXovpia'. ra xoXofiac exovTa rac 

ovpac. tovto xal eni apraju xal errl two larpixwv pappdxwv Xeyercu. See also E. Battaglia, Artos 88-9. Cf. 

4001 29 and n. 

26-7 Cepr/vov tov (exaTooTdpxov). Cf. XLVIII 3416 11 Cepyoou tov (SexaSapxov); fresh inspection of 

the original shows that the abbreviation is x for exaTovTapxrjc, rather than x for SexaSdpxrjc. The loop of 
p 1 

the rho can still be distinguished in spite of abrasion. This links 4000 with the archive of Papnuthis and 

Dorotheus, see XLVIII pp. 74-6, but 4000 is not certainly part of that archive, see introd. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

4001. Eudaemon to His Mother, Grandmothers, and Cyra 

25 3B.58/F(a) 11 x 26.5 cm Late fourth century 

This letter is interesting mainly for its references to medical matters, and it is 

particularly unfortunate that these most interesting passages are damaged by fading 

and by the loss of what seems to be a very small rectangle of papyrus near the bottom 

left. It seems that Eudaemon was away from home, which the address shows to have 

been a doctor’s surgery, presumably in Oxyrhychus, and wrote back to his mother, 

grandmothers, and a lady called Cyra, whom we might take to be his sister or his 

wife. 

He asked for the means to make more and different medical instruments, which 

he seems to have intended to do by himself, and for a heater, wpiarrip, a word known 

from only one reference in the medical writer Soranus, and for a set of cupping vessels, 

which would have been for the universal remedy of blood-letting. 

A useful collection of references to doctors in the papyri is to be found in CPR 

XIII pp. 89-100. 

The Greek is that of an educated person, with only one intrusive nasal (13) and 

some few iotacisms, and the hand, which is the same throughout including the address, 

is well written without haste, although with no pretension to calligraphy. It belongs 

probably to the second half of the fourth century, and the references to divine provid¬ 

ence are pretty certain to be Christian in association. 
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The writing of the main body of the letter runs along the fibres, but there is no 

sheet join to show that this is the recto. Two further lines were added downwards in 

the left margin, and an address was written upwards along the fibres of the back. I he 

letter was rolled up with the right edge inside and squashed flat in the usual way, the 

exposed left edge was tucked inside for protection, a binding was placed round the 

middle of the flat package, and the address written in two halves divided by the 

binding. There is a pale patch in the middle, but no sign of the pattern often associated 

with such bindings; this may be due to fading or abrasion; all the writing on the back 

is now very faint. 

Kvplai [c] juou pLrjrpl Kal p,ap.atc 

djuou Kal Kvpa, EvSaipujov yatpei(v). 

€CTT€VCa Kal VVV Vp.dc 7TpOC€l7T€LV 

eu/catpetae evpajv, euydjueeoc 

5 rfi 6cfa vpovolq ottcvc evdvpovcai 

Kal uyetateoucat aTroAafirjTe ra 

-nap’ ipov ypdjujuara. rravv yap tj- 

ju.dc 'HpaKXappajv eXOtov era- 

pa^ev, on <t>r)clv, ‘cvocrjccv Kvpa 

io f] adeXcf)rj 'r)pLUJV,, aXX’ cvyapic- 

rouju.ec rfj 9cta irpovoia rf) irav- 

rayou rjplv Kal etc iravTa fiorjdoy- 

crj, otl Kal ai>TT]{v} vyeLavcv. yy'ad- 

rco Se otl ra AteouSta CTpr/9rj jfjc 

15 a8cXcJ)rjc rjptov KvpiXXrjc Kal ea(v) 

cvpco yvrjCLOv cpyopcvov a- 

ttoctcXXvo aura Kal rov Tropcj)vpoy(v) 

KapaKaXXov Kal ra vttoStj p.aTa. ec- 

yrj/cajuee 8c ra ckcvt] irapa 'EAcvrjc 

20 rryc -nXovpapLac Kal pova 8 /3t/3Aia 

cvpov cv rfj Stca/c/aa, vpclc Se cypa- 

t/»are on, ‘e aTrccTciXapcv'. ecyajue(v) 

8c Kal ra aXXa navTa ycopic p-ov-pc 

tyjc uSpetac tov o^vyyciov. o9cv 
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25 cTToySacaraj 6 a8eA(f)oc rj/xaiv 

@€o8<jopoc t,rjTT)caL 77779 tov 

va.Kal yvajvat 77ep[i] avroy 

. ].v8pelav, napec^ev av- 

ri tov o^vyyelov KoAAovpIcov v8pe(- 

30 [. . . l^v- cttov8clcov 8e to ^a[A]/coi3v SeAja- 

piov pioi aTTOCTeiAaL, Iva aAAa app.€va rroi- 

rjcco, /u.77 ra avra, Kal tov TrvpLaTfjpa 

op-Oicoc Kal rac ciKvac, lva Troirjca) - 

raStov. 

Downwards across the fibres in the left margin: 

35 avocTecAov Se Kal KoAAovploov AHpac rptc p,epuypLevoov air6 

TTaVTUJV.[ ] 

CTan/ca Kat ?!.[.] [ ] aAAa Aafico 

erepa KaAa a a [ 

Back, upwards along the fibres: 

a7To8oc etc to tarpetor (vac.) [77a]pa Ev8alp,ovoc. 

I 1. /xd/x/xatc 2 xaLP€L 3 d^iac 5 1. tvKaipiav 6 iiy-; 1. vyiaivovcai 10 aAA’ 

13 ay-; 1. vyiavev 18 6a? 17 -rrop(j>vpov? 21 iijaeic 2 2 ec^afie 24 v8peiac: I. 

vSpLac, otpvyyiov 28, 29 iiSpei-: 1. v8pi-, 1. o^uyyiou 31 iVa 35 1. rpeic 

‘To the ladies my mother and grandmothers together with Cyra, Eudaemon, greetings. Having found 

a good opportunity I made haste to greet you right now, praying to divine providence that you may receive 

my letter in good health and spirits. For Heraclammon came and worried us greatly, because he says, ‘Our 

sister Cyra fell ill’, but we thank divine providence; which helps us everywhere and in everything, that she 

too has recovered. Let her know that the linen garments of our sister Cyrilla were cut from the loom, and 

if I find a friend going I will send them and the purple cape with a hood and the shoes. We have received 

the goods from Helen the embroidress and I found only four books in the saddlebag, while you wrote, ‘We 

sent five’. We had all the other things too except only the jar of grease. So let our brother Theodorus make 

sure to look ... and to know about it ... jar, he provided instead of the grease a jar of ointments. Make 

sure to send me the bronze sheet(?), so that I may make other instruments, not the same ones, and the 

heater likewise and the cupping vessels, so that I may make (a set of five?).’ 

Downwards in the left margin: 

‘Send also three pounds of ointments mixed from all ... astringent ones and ... I (may?) receive other 

nice ones ...’ 

Address: 

‘Deliver to the surgery, from Eudaemon.’ 
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1 fj.dfx.auc (= pappaic). For simplification of double mu see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 157; for the 

phenomenon in this word see P. Mich. VIII 465. 39, 466. 44 (same person; ad 107), P. Diog. (= P. Schubert, 

Les archives de Marcus Aurelius Diogenes) 17. 10, cf. 2 (papiKtov; second/third cent.), P. Grenf. I 61. 3, 7 (sixth 

cent.). 

2 EvSalfjuuv. The letter of a fourth century doctor called Eudaemon survives in a damaged state as 

P. Fouad 80. Its provenance is unknown, and although a reference to the temple ofTriphis connects it with 

the area of Panopolis, it could have been found at Oxyrhynchus. Even though a photograph shows that it 

is in a different hand from ours, it could have come from the same doctor, using a different amanuensis. 

However, the name Eudaemon is common and there is nothing in the texts themselves to give any strong 

support to a theory that they come from the same person. 

5 de la 7rpovolq,, cf. I I. Cf. 4000 3-4 n. for the presumption of Christianity that this offers. 

13 auri){v}. Cf. 3991 18 n. 

14 AivoiiSia. On the rare suffix -ov8iov, which later produced many Modern Greek words in -ov8i, see 

L. R. Palmer, Grammar of the Post-Ptolemaic Papyri 14, cf. 82, 89. 

eTfj.Tfdrf. This means that these linen garments had been shaped on the loom and cut off it because they 

were ready, cf. LI 3626 16-17 n> LVI 3855 4 n. Compare too Dionysius, Bassarica (ed. E. Livrea) 83 (fr. 2): 

ev8a T€ rrenXa yvvaiKec Adrfvalrfc lorrfTi 

avrrfpap KpOKoiociv ef IctottoSujv ravuovcat, 

avrrfpap 8’ erapov re \Kal et; icrcuv)> epucavro. 

16 yvrfciov. Cf. G. W. H. Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon s.v. yvrfcioc (4) for its use as a noun meaning 

‘friend’ in Athanasius and John Chrysostom. No other example in the papyri has been identified on this 

occasion. 

17-18 tov vop<f>vppv(v) Ka-paKaXXov. On the identification and pictorial representation of the hooded 

cape known as the caracalla seej. P. Wild, Britannia 17 (1986) 352—3. Hitherto the papyri have given only 

the diminutive form KapaKaXXiov, in various spellings, cf. LVI 3871 2 n. The list in S. Daris, Lessico latino 

50, s.v., is updated in P. Heid. IV 333. 4. n.: add 3871 2, CPR X 139. 2, 4, 5, SB XVI 12249. 1 x- LSJ gives 

the basic form of the word as a neuter, Ka.pdKa.XXov, but AP XI 345. 3 prfKeSavov KopoKaXXov ... KopReic, 

and the genitives in Diocletian, Edict, rer. venal. 7. 44 K- d8pov, j. 45 k. p(e)iKporepov, 26. 120, 135 KapaKaXXcov 

are ambiguous. J. P. Wild, Latomus 23 (1964) 532—6, made a study of the forms in both languages and 

suggested that the original Latin form ought to be caracallus, but he withdrew the suggestion in Britannia 

17 (1986) 353, because two lead curse tablets from Bath, one of them possibly of a date before the emperor 

Caracalla, have the feminine form; in fact the assigned dates are not necessarily secure, see R. S. O. Tomlin 

in B. Cunliffe (ed.), The Temple of Sulis Minerva at Bath ii 123 (No. 10. 6 n., cf. 16, and No. 65. 4). Nevertheless 

there seems to be no reliable attestation of a masculine form in Latin or any of a feminine form in Greek, 

which has both a masculine, KapaKaXXoc, and a neuter KapaKaXXiov. 

20 TrXovp.aplac. The masculine ttXovp.apioc, transliterated from the Latin jblumarius, was the only gender 

of the adjectival form of the trade name attested up to now, see S. Daris, Lessico latino 92, cf. G. Dagron, 

D. Feissel, Inscriptions de Cilicie 83 (no. 38 comm.) for some epigraphic literature. The feminine rrXoupapicca 

is found in P. Aberd. 59 i 7 (Fourth/fifth cent.). 

fiifiXia. The word j3i/9Aiov means first of all papyrus, so that it is impossible to separate the meanings of 

‘books’ and ‘papers’ without some external indication. Here perhaps the numbers do suffice to make it 

more probable than not that these were books rather than documents. For the overlapping terms x“PT7?c 

and |3tjSAoc, with their diminutives, see N. Lewis, Papyrus in Classical Antiquity 70-79. 

Another consideration might be that ‘medical knowledge was especially likely to be transmitted through 

reading’, W. V. Harris, Ancient Literacy 275, cf. 82, and Professor Parsons draws our attention to P. Ross.- 

Georg. Ill 1. 17-18 ypapox eKTivagai pov rd larpiKa ftvfiXla (3rd cent.) By the date of this letter a medical 

book might well be more likely to be in codex than in roll form, especially because codices were easier to 

consult (Harris, 296-7). On the early appearance of medical codices see C. H. Roberts, Proceedings of the 

British Academy 40 (1954) x95—citing the story of the bishop who answered an accusation of surrendering 

Christian books during Diocletian’s persecution with the words, ‘dedi codices medicinales’, cf. 184-5 n. 2, (b) 

and (e). It is very probable that j8t/3Aiov can have that meaning, see G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek 

Lexicon s.v. filfiXoc, but no clear example of it has been found on this occasion. 

I 
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21 SicaKKLa. For the doublet Sicd/oaov/Siccuoaa and others of the same kind see G. Husson, Atti del 
XVII Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia iii 1297—1301. 

24 vSpeiac (1. vSpiac), cf. 28, 29-30. It is not certain whether this word implies any definite form or 

size of vessel, see C. Daremberg, E. Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquites iii 319, s.v. Hydria. 

ogvyyelov (1. -lov), cf. 29. This substance is rare in the papyri, only in P. Lond. IV 1414. 291, 1415. 

11 (here o£ayy-), and P. Koln \ II 318. 6. The origin is Latin axungia, ‘axle grease’, but o£- is the normal 

spelling in Greek. It refers to solid animal fat, and appears in one Latin account among foodstuffs issued 

to Roman soldiers, presumably to be used in cooking, see A. K. Bowman, J. D. Thomas, Vindolanda: The 

Latin Writing Tablets 4. 35, cf. n. 1 hat it really was, in some contexts, axle grease is shown by a passage of 

Aetius Amidenus, Iatnc. vi 33. 83 where one of the ingredients of a remedy was o. arro rpoywv raiv apa£tuv. 

It was commonly pork fat, see e.g. Alex. Trail., Therap. ii 109. 2 (o. x°‘pe‘°u), 185. 23 (o. y naXaiov), but 

goose fat is also mentioned op. cit. ii 303. 14 (o. veapov xvvf'-ov xadapou), and presumably any solid fat could 

be called by the same name. In this context it was obviously for medicinal use, cf. P. Koln VII 318. 6 n. 
28, 29—30 vdpeiav. Cf. 24 n. 

29 o£vyyelov. See 24 n. 

xoXXovpuov, cf. 33. In this context the reference is evidently to medicinal ointments, possibly eye salves, 

for which the dictionary spelling is KoXXupiov, cf 4000 26 n. on KoyXXovploov, where the quantity specified, 

two artabas, indicates that a very similar word referring to a type of bread is meant. The spelling of both 

words is confused and uncertain, and without a clue from the context the meaning may in some cases be 
uncertain. 

The instruction in line 35, ‘Send three pounds ofcollyria, mixed from all ...’, suggests that the reference 

is to ointments prepared in a solid stick form according to various recipes, from which a doctor could select 

one appropriate to the needs of his patient; see for a brief popular account Ralph Jackson, Doctors and 

Diseases in the Roman Empire 83-5. 

30-31 to xa[A]/coOv SeXjapiov. LSJ s.v. 8eXrdpLov II refers to H. Schoene, Hermes 38 (1903) 280-4, a 

publication of two lists of surgical instruments. The Latin list, written probably in the ninth century ad, 

has deltarium\ the shorter Greek list, of probably the eleventh century, does not have it, although it is 

obviously a Greek term, nor has it been traced in the Greek medical writers. Here it seems unlikely to be 

a writing tablet, the most common meaning of SeXrapLov, but on the other hand it is hard to imagine what 

surgical instrument or apparatus would be required by a person wanting to make other surgical instruments. 

The guess used for the translation is that it means ‘the sheet of bronze’, that is, the raw material to be 

shaped into the new instruments. 

31 appeva. Cf. LSJ s.v. 3 b., citing Bacch. ap. Erot. fr. 37 (also 61, with virtually the same words) 

appeva yap tSiaic Xeyerai ra rrpoc Tpv iarpucqv ypelav emr^eia ipyaXeia, olov cplXia, pXefloTopa /cat raXXa to. 

tovtolc opoia. 

32 wpiarripa. This occurs once only, Soranus, Gynaec. 3. 10. 3, in a list of means to apply local heat 

to the body: wp^aTf|pac deppov vSaroc -ne'nXrjpwpevovc. 

33 ccxvac, ‘cupping vessels’. On their use, mostly for blood-letting, see the brief clear account of J. S. 

Milne, Surgical Instruments in Greek and Roman Times 101-5, Pll. IV, XXXIII-XXXVII. Note that the small 

versions illustrated in XXXVI 1, 3 are now considered modern, see E. Kunzl, Germania 60 (1982) ii 513-32; 

this article gives a good modern bibliography and an account of the ancient examples. The plural is 

explained by the fact that doctors needed a set in different sizes to suit any part of the body chosen for this 

treatment, which was so prevalent that the cupping vessel became a symbol of the profession, illustrated 

especially on the tombstones of doctors. It is mentioned in three fragmentary medical texts surviving on 

papyrus, see M.-H. Marganne, Inventaire analytique des papyrus grecs de medecine pp. 61, 89, 221. Two examples 

may be illustrated in a temple relief of the Roman period at Kom Ombo, see e.g. A. Stettler, Antike Welt 

13. 3 (1982) 48_53, esp. 50, Abb. 4. 1, cf M.-H. Marganne-Melard in Archeologie et Medecine. Vllemes 

Rencontres Internationales d’Archeologie et d’Histoire d’Antibes 404—5. An earthenware example is now in the 

collection of the Agyptisches Museum in Berlin, see C.-B. Arnst, Forschungen und Berichte 28 (1990) 31, with 

abb. 14, but, although it is assigned to the Graeco-Roman period, nothing is known of its provenance or 

acquisition. Dr Jaromir Malek, of the Griffith Institute, Oxford, kindly gave us his help with matters 

relating to Egyptology and in particular supplied the references to the illustrated articles of Stettler and 

Arnst. 

33-4 The unread word appears to end in -aSiov, a diminutive suffix which was not very productive 

in the Greek of the period, see L. R. Palmer, Grammar of the Post-Ptolemaic Papyri 88-9; for the known 
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possibilities see P. Kretschmer, P. Locker, Riicklaufiges Worterbuch der griechischen Sprache 147-8. A possible 

reading might be TrevraStov', the putative nu has suffered the most damage and is completely uncertain, but 

the other four letters are at least well suited to the remains. In BGU III 812, 6 and P. Mil. II 77 (=SB 

VI 9509). 2 nevTaSiov appears to mean a ‘set of five’. 

35 KoWovpia>v. Cf. 29 n. 

36 cTaTiKa, ‘astringent ones’. It seems probable that this, and not a prepositional compound, is the 

full word, and that the topic under discussion is still collyria, cf. Aetius Amidenus, Iatric. 104 ittpi twv 

ctcitikwv KoWvpiojv KfiL epLKrjpajv. Kat ra cranKfi KaXovpeva KoAAvpca tnroKpovcTLKa rvyyaufA- lcttjci yop rr/v 

aTaKTov oppLpv tov pevparoc. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

4002. Diogenes to Eumathius 

65 6B.32/M(6)a 21x26 cm Fourth/fifth century 

The sender of this letter was a scholasticus, that is, a man with legal training, see 

23 n. As the bearer of his letters he made use of an armed guard (cvp.p.axoc) attached 

to an official, probably a civil servant, with the military title of speculator, see 5—6 n. 

In such a context it is not surprising that the language is pretty correct and the writing 

competent. The main part of the letter, lines 1-15, is in a tall, upright, very fluent, 

official looking cursive. A second hand in much the same style, but smaller, lighter, 

and less careful, begins in line 15 and carries through to the end, including the farewell 

formula. Probably this is the hand of the sender himself and some of the corrections 

in the earlier section, particularly ofiotacisms, look as if they are in this lighter hand, so 

that we may guess that a clerk wrote most of the letter and that the sender corrected 

it and added a postscript and farewell. It looks as if he also intervened in the address 

on the back, see 22-3 n. 

The position of this address shows that the letter was packaged to be sent in the 

usual way, cf. 3989 introd. para. 3. A sheet join running vertically about 2 cm from 

the right edge of the front shows that the letter was written along the fibres of the 

recto of the roll from which the piece was cut. 

The recipient is addressed as ‘my master’ (1, 22), but what he receives is a 

continuous stream of orders and complaints about his failure to send letters and to 

reply properly to enquiries, so that he was almost certainly not in any way the sender’s 

superior. The business is entirely private and consists of requests for goods and for 

information about people. The reference in 18 to popo 1, whether they are rents or 

taxes, comes in the context of the management of irrigated land and appears to 

represent a landowner’s point of view. 
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TO) OeCTTOTT] pOV 

15 

20 

(vac.) 

(vac.) 

Evpadlcp 

Aioyevrjc. 

noXXac anocTeXXtov entCToXae 81a noXXov poXtc 'ra napa c[oJu 

TTep.7Top.eva y[papp]aTa Kopl'^'opai, a cnavlcoc anocTeXX'e'ic. 

arrecr e lXa Kal vvv Kal Sta cvppayov 8ia(f)epovToe MeXavi rai 

CTreKOvXaTOpL aXXac rp e ic eniCToXae. iv’ ovv raurac vno8e£r), 

ypa<f)co. Tac u8peta[c] Kal Kvdpac Kal flavKaXetc poc anocTiXov 

Sta tov (jrepovToc ra emprjvl8La nXolov. nepl 0tXa8eX(f)ov 

ovSev pot eypaipac. note Siaye'i? nolrjcov CaXiovv top 

cltto Toko 8ovval cot to (freXovtov HOavaclov tov fiorjdov, I'va 

anocT lXjjc rjpelv evravda. Kal Kepapi.ov rvpoov 

aTTOCTaXrjTuj rjpelv. eAfcJ'ai'ac anocrcXov Kal (jraKijv 

XeXeTTLcpevTjv oXiyrjV Kal cirapcov 6X1yov XeXenicpevov, 

tocovtov ocov Kal nepvci aTrecraXr). rac Kepeac tov 

KpafiaKTOv poL a-nocTiXov. (m. 2?) ttoXX6klc coi eypaifia tVa poi 8rjXa)cr]c 

rrepl ©eo8(x}pov, el enavcaTO aXyajv tov 68ovTa. el eAa/ScT^JV TOV yOpTOV 

tt)c A8eov tov KopvrjXlov, 8rjXa>X6v pot, Kal nepl tov X6kkov Kal nepl 

depLvaov epyu)v ev Tate prjyavalc Kal el ol (Jropot cvvenXrjpojdrjcav. 

7T6oc Stayct rj Aiovvcla? (vac.) eppoocdal ce noXXolc 

XpovoLC evyopat, 

KVpLe pov. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

(m. 1?) tool 8ecnoTrj pov (vac.) (m. 2?) 'ev 'O^vpvyya) (design) (m. 1?) EvpaOlun 

AtoyevTjc cyoA(acTt/coc) 

6 ivovv 7 ypa.<j>w'?, uSpeia[c]; 1. uSptac, ^urpac, airocreiXov 10 Sovvai: So corr.; 1. <j>aiVoXioV, 

iva III. anocTfiXyc rjp.lv 12 1. rjp.lv, airocreiXov 14 1. Kepalac? 15 I. drrocmXov 

17 1. ASalov, SrjXcucov 

‘To my master Eumathius, Diogenes. Although I have been sending you many letters over a long time, 

I hardly receive any letters dispatched by you, since you rarely send any. I sent just now also, by the armed 

guard who is attached to Melas the speculator, another three letters. So I write to you to take delivery of 

them. Send me the jars and the pots and the jugs by the boat which brings the monthly supplies. About 

Philadelphus you wrote me nothing. How is he getting on? Make Salius, the man from Toca, give you the 

cape belonging to Athanasius the assistant, so that you can send it to us here. And have a pot of cheeses 

sent to us. Send olives and a little husked lentil and a little husked wheat, the same amount that was sent 

last year. Send me the bed beams)?). (2nd hand?) I wrote often to you to let me know about Theodorus, 

whether his tooth has stopped aching. If you got the hay from Adaeu, belonging to Cornelius, let me know; 
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also about the cistern and about summer works in the irrigated fields and if the taxes (or money rents?) 

have been covered in full. How is Dionysia getting along?’ 

‘I pray for your health for many years, my lord.’ 

Address: 

(1st hand?) ‘To my master Eumathius, (2nd hand?) in Oxyrhynchus, (1st hand?) Diogenes scholasticus . 

4 drrocTeXX'e'ic. Most of the corrections, and all those relating to iotacisms, appear to be in the thinner 

pen which wrote lines 15—21. The insertion of tol in 3 looks like the first hand, that of zeta in 4 is too 

damaged to allow a judgement. See introd. for the suggestion that the sender corrected the letter as written 

by a clerk and added postscript, farewell formula, and the location in the address. Note that several iotacisms 

and phonetic spellings have been left uncorrected, e.g. v8pela\c\, ottoctiXov (7), ipeXoviov (to), attoctIXt/c 

■qpeiv (n), xepeac (14). 

5—6 Sia cvppaxov SiaipepoVTOC MeXavi Ton cneKovXaTopi. On cvppaxoi see LVIII 3932 II n., citing 

A.Jordens, 2fPE 66 (1986) 105-118. In that sixth century letter the armed messenger was attached to an 

exceptor who appears to have been a member of the staff of the praeses Arcadiae. Here it seems very likely 

that the speculator was also a member of one of the provincial ofpcia, a member of the militia officialis rather 

than a proper soldier, see especially A. H. M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire i 566, ‘Civil servants in many 

offices held military non-commissioned grades, survivals from the principate, long obsolete in the army of 

the day, rising to be speculator, cornicularius and centurio princeps, and finally on retirement primipilus’. Cf. BGU 

XIII 2332. 6—7 ctt. Tafewc pyepcovlac Ayovcrapoucpc (1. r/yepov-, Avy-), SB XIV 11551. 3-4 err. Tafeojc 

[rjyepovtac tt)c ©TjjSaijSoc. 

Diogenes the sender could also have been attached to a provincial officium as a scholasticus, see 23 n. 

The Rev. J. Chapa has kindly drawn our attention to P. Neph. 20 with its updated list of papyrus 

references to the speculator pp. 96-9, and to the study by C. Spicq, Notes de lexicographic neo-testamentaire ii 

735-7- 
7 uSpeta[c] (1. v8pl-). Cf. 4001 24 n. 

Kvdpac (1. x^Tpac). On the spelling, which is the predominant one in the papyri, see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 94. The yurpa was a round cooking pot made on the wheel, see Stephanus, Thesaurus s.v., and it 

had, or might have, handles or lugs, see LSJ s.v. 

fiavKaXeic. On words for containers beginning piavKaX- see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae i 520—21. They 

denote a sort of pot with a narrow neck. The name is supposed to be Alexandrian ( Athen. Deipnosoph. 11. 

784b, fiavKaXic) and onomatopoeic, deriving from the sound a liquid made when poured in or out: Alex. 

Aphrod., Problem. 1.94 Sia tI to. Xeyopeva kovkoXla (1. ftavKaXia) ev Tip TrXrjpovcdai vSotoc ipocpov rivet arroTeXel, 

o6cV KOI T] IpVCIC, KOL TO TTOLOV TOV IpOpOV €LC OVOpO OVTCUV pCTT/VCyK€V, CUC KOI TO (pXoicfioC KOI fiopfiopVypOC KOI 

to Xonra; otl to dyyelov ev Tip pop eyfLV v8cop aepoc neTrXripaiTCU, cdjparoc XerrTOTepou tvyxavovToc. ev ovv Tip 

Kadelcdoi adpoaic etc ovto to v8u)p Tjj fiapvTTjTi Stctucei rov aepa e^to cue XeirTop-epf]. ...to p.ev yap v8tup errl to 

koto) jSta^erat rov aepa, o Se arjp errl to aveu to vSujp. Kai tovtov koto. StaSo^ijv yivopievov cvp.fialvei teat rov 

ipo<f>ov nvKvcuc ylvec&ai. Several pots of different sizes with narrow necks and fat bodies are illustrated in 

P. Fay. PI. XIII. 

It is perhaps worth suggesting that the reason the word fiavKaXtov appears throughout XVIII 2197 as 

a unit equivalent to 3,000 bricks, cf. XVI 2055 42 (BL III p. 140), P. Mert. I 44. 2, could possibly be that 

the bricks were baked, three thousand at a time, in a kiln shaped like the pot of this name, which might 

have been rather similar to the now obsolete bottle kilns of which a few nineteenth century examples still 

survive in England. The brick is specified as baked brick, oTTTOTrXivdoc, in both 2055 and 2197; if the 

suggestion is correct, the nXlvdoc of P. Mert. I 44 has to be understood as baked brick, rather than the 

commoner mud brick, simply dried in the sun. 

The Alexandrian church called Baucalis, cf. Youtie, op. cit. 521 n. 14, may perhaps have been a 

circular, tholus-shaped building. 

8 Sia tov ... ttXolov. The sender was evidently not in Oxyrhynchus, cf. 22, but in some place which 

could be reached by boat from there. 

€Tnp.T)vl8ia. Cf. L. R. Palmer, Grammar of the Post Ptolemaic Papyri 81—2. 

9 CaAtouv. For the declension cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 60 (vii). 

1 
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10 T6ko. Cf. P. Pruned, / centn abitati 205-6; add II 299 3 (see ZPE 66 (1986) 91 n. 3), LV 3783 7, 

PSI Congr. X\ II 26. 4, 5, 13, SB XVI 12324. 3, 12579. 5 (TWaei'rac), C. Pap. Gr. II. i 29. 6. 

fcXoviov. Cf. Gignac, Grammar i 154 for various spellings; this is a Greek version of the^Latin paenula, 

but it occurs repeatedly in the papyri with the internal consonants in reverse order, and this has been so 

persistent that Modern Greek has <j>ai\6viov, ‘chasuble’. On the late Byzantine church vestment see N. K. 

Moran, Singers in Late Byzantine and Slavonic Painting 32-4. On the ancient garment, one of several styles of 

hooded cape, see L. M. Wilson, The Clothing of the Ancient Romans 87-92, J. P. Wild, Britannia 17 (1086) srq 
n. 117. 3 ' 003 

Adavaciov tov ftor/doi. An Athanasius flo-qdoc of unknown origin in a document of 354, P. Stras. V 329. 

1, may be too early; possibly relevant is another who was the recipient of an order to pay of ad 390, XIV 

1753. 1 he order was issued by a man called Limenius, a name which appears in other papyri of about the 

same date, see LI 3639 4 n. (correct 1752 there to 1753), but there is no stronger indication that all the 

men of this name are identical, nor is there any strong indication that our Athanasius and the one in 1753 
are the same. That one was presumably assistant to Limenius in a private capacity. The title of ‘assistant’ 

is extremely common over a long period, and is found also in connection with public officials such as the 

strategus and logistes as well as with compulsory public servants such as the SeKdnpwroi and other tax 

collectors. Note also the fiorid(u>) cXoX(acriKov) in CPR XIV 39. 6. It is possible that Athanasius was the 
assistant of Diogenes himself in this case. 

12-13 <t>aKi)v XtXemcfievqv. On lentils in general cf. LI 3628 13 n. Unhusked lentils were sometimes 

referred to as 6Ao>a/coc, see XVIII 2190 61, P. Bouriant 13. 5, P. Ryl. IV 627. 79, possibly also PSI VI 

683. 33 (BL VII 236), and certainly P. Oslo III 191. 2. 

!4_I5 T“c xepeac (1. Kepalac?) ... tov KpafiaKrov. Most commonly found as a nautical term for a yard 

or spar which carries a sail, Kepala can mean a beam and probably any long piece of wood with a substantial 

but comparatively narrow section. In connection with a bed these would seem most likely to be the longest 

timbers which run from each side of the head to the foot, but it is not obvious why they should come 

separately from the legs and the necessary cross-pieces. Since this interpretation seems difficult, perhaps it 

is possible that there is some confusion with Kecpia, the latticework of a bed, made of reed or grass rope 

criss-crossed in the manner of leather straps, cf. C. Daremberg, E. Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquites iii. 2, 

p. 1015 col. ii (s.v. lectus), LXX Proverbs 7. 16, and for a well illustrated account of beds of the Pharaonic 

period Hollis S. Baker, Furniture in the Ancient World 102—6, 123, 142—5. For papyri see especially P. Freib. 

^ 53- 34_5> a-yopacov 81a Mapwvoc K(e)iplac kXivcov 8vo (I bc). The word may have the same sense in 

P. Cair. Zen. I 59069. 9, n, IV 59609. 2, PSI IV 341. 7, 387. 4, VI 616. 33, VII 854. 10 (all III bc), and 

SB XI\ 12103. 14 (ktiplcvv; from fPE 24 (1977) 82-8; I/II ad., where perhaps some connection with 

beeswax is not excluded). In P. Hels. I 7. 7, 8, 10 K(e)ipiwv among woven goods probably means ‘bandage’, 

cf. NT Eu. Jo. 11. 44 (of the grave-wrappings of Lazarus). However, Kepala and Keipla are not homophones, 

so that the confusion must be more than phonetic, if this conjecture is to be right. 

r5 KpafiaKTov. For the spelling of this word with kappa tau, which is usual in the papyri, see 
F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 66. 

p.01. The position of this word seems odd, but iota is very clear. Cf. 4003 35 and n. 

See introd. for the change of writing in this line. 

l7 T7C ASeov (1. A8alov) sc. Kiuprjc. Cf. P. Pruned, Icentri abitati 23-4; add P. Hels. 23. 12, LV 3805 118. 

8rjXuiXov (1. 8~qXa>cov). The repetition of the lambda in place of sigma is clearly accidental, see 8-qXcbcpc 

correctly in 15. For a similar accident cf. LVI 3859 52-3 7roXXoic XP°X°IC (4 x/3°l'otc)- 

17-18 These enquiries about a cistern, summer work in irrigated fields, and the full payment of rents 

in money (or taxes), look as if they are made on Diogenes’ own behalf and that he was the owner of the 

land in question. For p-qXaval in the sense of‘(fields irrigated by) machines’ cf. LV 3803 introd. The cf>opo 1 

are ambiguous; cjsopoc often means money rent, as opposed to eKpopiov, rent in kind, but it can also mean 

tax due to the state. 

22-3 We expect the address to be by the hand of the clerk who wrote the main part of the letter. The 

style is less formal, but there is no special reason to doubt that this is the case for the main elements. 

However, iv ’0£vpvyX(p has been added in the lighter hand and at a slightly higher level in the space 

between the first half of the address and the design which marks the place where the binding was tied 

round the letter. 
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22 ’0£vpvyxw. This form of the name of Oxyrhynchus is very rare, see LVI 3860 g-ion., adding 

P. Wash. Univ. II 108. 3, 8, but here there seems no doubt of the reading or interpretation, cf. 4006 12, so that 

in 3860 9 and 10 'O^vpvvyou (= -pvyyov rather than -pvyycov sc. ttoXic) should be thought less unlikely now. 

23 dtoytvTjc cxoX(acriKoc). No scholasticus of this name is known either from the list in Axel Claus, 

'O cyoXacriKoc (Diss. Koln 1965) 20-43 or from the supplements by P. J. Sijpesteijn, £PE 70 (1987) 144-6, 

and T. Gagos, £PE 79 (1989) 272; add Gerontius from CPR XIV 39. 3. The term denotes a man with 

legal training. Some scholastici were attached to high officials, see Claus 132—9, so that it is possible that 

Diogenes was a colleague of Melas the speculator, see 5-6 n., in some provincial ojjicium, cf. P. Berl. Zill. 

3. 3—6 cx[o]AacrtKoO rafeajc rjyepo[vC\ac ©[?7j8aiSSoc], and especially the scholastici in the list of praesidial 

officials in CPR XIV 39. 2, 3, 6, with 2 n., although it must be pointed out that this list does not contain 

any speculatores. Of course the indication is tenuous; scholastici acted as courtroom lawyers, judges, municipal 

and imperial officials. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

4003. Didymus to Athanasius 

64 6B.56/G(4-5)a 11x28.5cm Fourth/fifth century 

The grammar of this letter is shaky and the spelling vulgar, which comes as a 

surprising contrast with the subjects discussed. The sender appears to be taking the 

initiative in the building of a church and to be giving authority for money to be spent 

on it; he issues instructions about estate matters in a manner which suggests he was 

either the owner or a very senior manager; he requests copies of proceedings in the 

court of an Augustal prefect. In the first half of his letter Didymus urges Athanasius 

to put his best efforts into a project of building a church. The financial resources for 

this part of the work, which was mostly concerned with stones and pillars probably to 

be made out of the stones, consisted of the price of a donkey, unstated, and three gold 

solidi. We do not learn where the church was to be; perhaps a village is more likely 

than the metropolis. The stones were to be transported on a fishing-boat from the 

Oxyrhynchite village of Tampemu in the eastern toparchy, probably the place now 

marked on the maps as Tambu. 

In the second half of his letter, which is on the back of the sheet, he gives 

instructions which are chiefly about the management of an estate, round which he 

wants Athanasius to make a tour of inspection and to see to the repair or equipment 

of irrigation machines. The stewards (77povorjTac, 41), whom Athanasius was to keep 

at work, were presumably local managers on this estate and their plurality implies 

that the estate was not small. Didymus also asks for records of proceedings held before 

an Augustal prefect, probably the prefect of Egypt, to be sent to him because he needs 

them, or will need them, in Pelusium. Pelusium and Oxyrhynchus both belonged to 

the province of Augustamnica from its creation in ad 341, see L 3576 introd., until 

the smaller province of Arcadia was created with Oxyrhynchus as its metropolis. 

The handwriting is large and, like the grammar and spelling, rather clumsy, 

although probably not unpractised. Such hands are among the most difficult to date, 
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but it looks as if it belongs to the late fourth or to the fifth century. The title of praefectus 
Augustalis is said to have been first bestowed on Havius Eutolmius Tatianus as prefect 

of Egypt in ad 3675 see A. H. M. Jones etc., The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire 
i 876, which gives a conservative terminus post quern for this document. The fact that 

this person involved in agriculture in the Oxyrhynchite area was travelling to Pelusium, 

quite probably to transact business in the court of the praeses of Augustamnica, suggests 

that it dates from before the creation of Arcadia, which is first mentioned in a document 

in Stud. Pap. XX 117 of ad 411, cf. LI p. 75, three years after the death of the 

emperor Arcadius, from whom the province evidently derived its name. The date of its 

foundation is not known, so there remains a possibility that it dates back even into 

the reign of Theodosius I. 

A sheet-join running vertically very close to the right edge shows that the letter 

begins along the fibres of the recto of the original roll from which the piece was cut. 

Lines 1— 30 are written in this way, parallel with the short sides of the piece, with 

29~3° containing a farewell formula, but line 31, which is written downwards in the 

left margin, continues the text from the end of 28. Then the sheet was turned over 

and the letter was continued on the back, written upwards with respect to the first 

side, along the fibres of the verso of the original roll and parallel with the long sides 

of the piece. There is no address or sign of tying, but repeating patterns of damage 

indicate that the letter was rolled up from the right edge as was normal and then 

squashed flat. The absence of address probably means simply that it was delivered by 

a messenger who knew the destination well, although it might have been put into a 

parcel of goods. 

Kvpico fjiov d[S]eA(/>d> A6avacL (f, 

AlSv/xoc. 

tov kvcopaviov cov 

deov, ovTCoc vvv- 

5 (f)€vc€ic Ta apcevLKa coy 

TCKTCL, 77pO TraVTCOV 

XpedrcTTjv pec cycof) 

rye pLcyaXpc rav- 

T7]C yapt-TOC, iirUOec 

10 ceavrov elc rrjv ckX-tj- 

CLaV. Kal TTjV TipbTjV 

tov ovov Kal TaXXa 

Tpia oXokot[i]va, 

kS, avTwv avaXoycof) 
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15 Kal TtXicOCOV T7]V tK~ 

Xrjdav. rjSr/ yap tvpt(v) 

rove Xidovc 'Ictaetac 

6 Aao^ooc. cvvt<f>covr]- 

ctv ovv 77poc tov av- 

20 9pa>TTOV. Kal dyopaco(v) 

8vo ypvcivovc 

Kal apKU)VT€. TtXioDCO (v) 

tovc Kiovac. air6 Ta(fi)- 

TTtpLOV TTOLTjCOV TO 

25 ClXlCOTLKOV 7TpO TTjC 

d-nofidctooc ivtv- 

k€lv, TrapaKaXd) per] 

Trapr/Secc pov Tavrrj(v) 

(vac.) e[pp]tpc9aL c[e] tvyopae 

30 (vac.) [77]oXXolc xp[o]yoi[c. 

Downwards in the left hand margin: 

rTjV d^LOuctev. Kal yap vtttp TTjt tpr/c ifjvXyc Ka'L TVC c°v noetic. 

Back, upwards along the fibres: 

KaracKCV t)<» t<1)V pLTjyavcbv rf/c ovclac tTvpeacov. 

Trtpitpdt TT/v ovciav. dirccTifiXd col Kal 'Eopraaov cyoXaScov col . 

| tol VTTopLvrjpLaTa oXa rod AyovcTaXico a tyec (f)a»(v)- 

35 ov, ‘petXaj c^rjhiv cue XPV'> pLeTo cttovStjc p.[o]i olttoctlXov. [x]pt_ 

av yap avTO)v tyo) tv I7r]XcocLU). prj ava 17 ti t t. 

rrjc iXtvdtpac juov Kal iv tovto pet yptdocTrjv pet cytec, 

Kadujc Kal avTT) ct 77poe[ ^rptifiaro. dapeto 8t on p,aA- 

Xov TOL TTCLVTa TTOtLC CUC tpt TTapOVTOC, tLVa 8wT]6wpLtV 

40 tol 8rjpLOCLa tvptlv. per) dptXrjCLC 8t tovc klovac. t7riyt 

tovc TrpovorjTac. iXtvOtpoy dippoopov tvpt. 

3 a) corr. or rewritten; 1. eTiovpaviov 4—5 1. vvp.cj>evceic 6 1. Te/cva 7 9 I. em&ec 
10—11 1. eV/cAncicu' 13 1. oAoxorriva 14 avaAouco; 1. avaAcocov 15 1. rcAeicocov 

15-16 1. £KK\r)ciav 16 evpe 17 ictaeiac 20 ayopaco 22 1. apicowrai?; reAicuco: 
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!• T£Xeuacav 23-4 Ta\ncpov 

31 1. a^uuciv 32 1. CTolpacov 

34—5 4>UJ\0V\ 1' e'xetc <^wvd)v 35 
37 1. toutoj 39 1. ipov, "va 

25 1. dXi.evTi.Kdv 26-7 1. iveyKeiv 28 1. irapid-pc, Tavrrj 

33 1- TTepLeX9e, a77€CT£iAtX, C^oXd^OVTa 34 ^ VyOVCTttXtOV 

■ peXXco emSeiv, arrocTeiXov 35-6 1. xpttctr 36 1. Il-qXovdai 

40 1. apeXpcrjc, errelye 41 dr/pcupov: p corr. from A; 1. 9vpa>pov 

‘1 °. mV lord brother Athanasius, Didymus. By your god in heaven, as you shall find wives for your 

male children, before all, with me as your debtor for this great favour, devote yourself to the church! As 

for the price of the donkey and the other three solidi, spend out of these and finish the church, for Isiaeias 

the stonecutter has found the stones already, so he made an agreement with the man. And buy two solidi 

(worth of stones.-’) and they will be enough. Finish the columns. Have the fishing-boat transport (them) 

from lampemu before the river falls. I beg you, do not disregard this request of mine, for indeed you are 
acting for the sake of my soul and of yours.’ 

‘I pray for your health for many years.’ 

Make ready for the repair of the irrigation machines of the estate. Make a tour of the estate. I sent 

you Heortasius too to be at your disposal. All the records of proceedings of the Augustal of which you have 

been shouting, I am going to examine (them) properly’, send off to me speedily, for I have need of them 

in Pelusium ... (of. ) my wife and in this you will have me as your debtor, as she herself urged you. I am 

confident that you will do everything as if I were present all the more in order that we may be able to find 

the public taxes. Don t neglect the columns. Drive the stewards on. Find a free man to be doorkeeper.’ 

3- 4 tov enaipaviov (1. ii.Tovpdviov) cov 9eov. See H. Ljungvik, Eranos 27 (1929) 170-1 for the oath without 

an introductory particle, pa or vr/, citing \ 1 941 8 (punctuate ... povoy irapexe poi. tov 8e deov cov, eiiBvc ... 

SqXcvcov poi ttjv -nap’ airroO dnoKpiciv), XVI 1841 4, 1859 4-6, PSI VIII 973'. 3 (punctuate ... 7raw. Kal tov 

9c6v cov, elne tw ddetytu ...), 7-8 (punctuate ... KaXovvpw. r[o]v 9eov cov, ... cKvXXr/cov etc to vopuciov ...), 

9~10 (punctuate •••.[...]. at. tov 9eov cov, 8i£ov tt)v c-nicToArjv TavT-qv OeoScupw ...). Cf. S. G. Kapsomenakis, 

Voruntersuchungen zu einer Grammatik der Papyri der nachchristlichen £eit 95 n. 1, adding P. Ross.-Georg. Ill 18. 8. 

For confusion of ov and oi see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 208—211, cf. here lines 14(B), 22(?), 34, 36. 

4- 6 For this unusual expression there is a close parallel, the only one known, in P. Ant. I 44. 14-15 

aAA ovtcoc vvpcfsevctjc (1. -cclc?) to Trai8ia cov tt]c a£iwcc(oc pov pv'qp6vev(,c')ov- The future tense, as here, is 

probably more appropriate than the subjunctive. That letter is assigned to the late fourth or fifth century, 

and by coincidence also mentions Pelusium, cf. 36 here, but it is from Antinoopolis and has no relation 
with ours. 

17 Iciaaac. This name is unknown, unless it is a garbled version of ’Hcalac. If so, the initial iota is 

the phonetic equivalent of eta, cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 235-6, while ei is for iota, op. cit. i 189-191. The second 

iota would be a case of‘vowel development’, op. cit. i 310—311 (no example after sigma). 

18 Aao^ooc. See Gignac, op. cit. ii 37. Cf. XLVI 3308 5 n. 3308 of ad 373 gives a terminus ante quern for 

the reappearance in Byzantine times of the classical form, displaced in earlier papyri by Aa£oc. 

20-22 The instruction is probably to buy stones to the value of two solidi, cf. e.g. H. C. Youtie, 

Scriptiunculae Posteriores ii 672—3 irepi/tyc ... ipiotjvAov 8paxpac cikocl, ‘send ... twenty drachmas’ worth of 

cotton’, even if in other contexts the papyri speak of buying solidi by paying for them in the subsidiary 

coinage, e.g. LVIII 3401. 

The resources available were three solidi plus the price, unstated, of a donkey (11-14), and out of these 

(ii avTuiv 14) the church was to be completed. 

Comparison of t€A{c)uocov tovc kIovoc here (22—3) with tcA(c)Ioscov ttjv cK^KyXrfclav above (15—16) 

suggests that the stones of 17 were intended to make up these columns. The price of 2 solidi represents 35 of 

a libra of gold, or in modern weight just under 9 grammes. In I 134 of ad 569 a chief of an association of 

quarrymen (expand «re</iaA(aiajT-i)c) twv XaoTopoiv 15-16, similarly 33) contracted to supply and deliver 200 

large stones for 1 solidus. In XVI 1911 166-8 of ad 557 the Apion estate bought 150 large stones from 

quarrymen at 1 solidus less (a discount of) 4^ carats. These texts give some clue to the extent of the work, 

although our ideas are bound to remain vague, especially since the sums given here refer only to the end 

of the work on the church and we do not know what preceded. On church building in Egypt see 

E. Wipszycka, Les ressources ... des eglises 105-9, esP- I07 on XVI 2041, an impressive list of stones bought 

for building work on a church of St. Philoxenus, presumably the one in Oxyrhynchus, cf. XI 1357 24, 38, 

58, 64. 
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22 apKthvTcu. It is only remotely possible that this could be jussive subjunctive, ‘let them suffice , cf. 

B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 250-253 (§§554-561, esp. 560); it is more likely that it stands for &Pkovvtcu, cf. 

3—4 n. para. 2, the present tense for the future, ibid. 102-105 (§§214-219), they will be enough . 

23-4 Ta{p)trepov. Cf. P. Pruned, I centri abitati 188, with the map at the end of the book. We know 

that it was in the Eastern toparchy and it seems that the ancient name survives in the place called Tambu. 

25 aXimriKov = dAieiitlkov. For this spelling cf. SB V 8247. 20 nopotcOe for 7ropevecde, see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 234, where it is the sole example of its type. 

26 dnopdctwc, ‘fall of the Nile flood’. See SB XVI 12312. 14 (25 bc), P. Lond. IV 1346. 10, 1465 

(descr.; both 8th cent.), and especially P. Mich. inv. 5795 (O. M. Pearl, TAPA 87 (1956) 51-9, with 

D. Bonneau, Le fisc et le Ml 46-8) of the second century ad, which gives measurements for the fall of the 

flood water and repeatedly contrasts ano^acLc) with its opposite dvdfl(acic), ‘rise of the flood , cf. 4004 12. 

29-30 There was evidently a strong feeling that the bottom right hand corner of the sheet was the 

appropriate place for the farewell formula, cf. LV1 3865 34-7 n. In this case it has been crowded in there 

in a smaller, very cursive style, although it would have fitted much more comfortably at the end of the 

letter on the other side. It could possibly be in a second hand, which would not be unusual, since even 

senders who made use of an amanuensis often wrote their own farewell, but the ink and weight of the 

strokes seem much the same. 
3r For the common practice of writing lines in the left margin cf. LV 3814 29—30 n. Note that the 

passage of Cicero cited there was mentioned already by G. Zereteli, P. Jernstedt, P. Ross.-Georg. Ill 1. 28 n. 

32 KaTacK€vq(y'). For loss of nasals see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 111-114. 

p.t)Xavu)v. At this date pt]XavV can mean the land associated with an irrigation machine as well as the 

machine itself, see 4002 17-18 n., but here the primary meaning seems appropriate. 

krvpacov = erolpacov. Cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 197—9- 

33 -rreplepde = nepleXde. Cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 102-7, esp. 105 4b. 2. 

cyoAaSoiv — cxoXd^ovTa. For interchange of delta and zeta cf. Gignac, op. cit. 1 76. For the tendency of 

the nominative to predominate over the oblique cases of the participle see B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 357 

(§879- i-3>- 
34 AyovcraXlw = AvyovcraXlov. 'Ay- for Avy- is frequent, see Gignac, op. cit. i 228; on to for ov see 

3—4 n. para. 2. 

The fact that proceedings before the Augustal prefect were to be used in Pelusium in Augustamnica, 

see introd., is an indication of the application of his authority in the praesidial provinces of Egypt, cf. XLVI 

PP- 93-4- . . 
34-5 eytc <t>a>(v)ov = e'xeic fiarvwv, ‘you have been shouting’. On periphrastic perfects with excu as the 

auxiliary see R. Kiihner, B. Gerth, Ausfuhrliche Grammatik3 II. ii 61—2 (§482. 11); for late Greek, in which it 

seems that present participles are less rare, see D. Tabachovitz, Etudes sur le grec de la basse epoque 24-5. F. T. 

Gignac, Grammar ii 307 and B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 240 (§525) mention the fact that the modern 

language regularly has e'x60 as an auxiliary, but they cite from the papyri only XVI 1875 12-13 elprjKcbc 

... die raura dnoKporojc vplv eyct doOrjcopeva pot 6l' vpwv, ‘having said . . . that he would have them given 

me by you immediately’, which looks extremely idiosyncratic. Better perhaps is XIX 2228 39-40 llva 38) 

... [icai np6]voi.av voficri tov 4kt€vcl>c aura. (sc. dpeppara) Tpefiecdai, epol re SrjAcocai die lyfeic] nenoiriKWC, ‘so 

that you may ... and may take care that they (the animals) are reared carefully and that you inform me 

how you have acted’. Although inspection of the original confirms that ^[eic] is probable, and that no 

part of dpi is likely, cf. Gignac ii 305-7, some residual doubt is inevitable when the usage is so rare and 

there is damage to the text. Here too there is enough damage for the text not to be above all suspicion, but 

this interpretation is hard to resist. 

The verb pwvdv is not a neutral term for ‘say’. In proceedings we often find it used for the shouted 

utterances of the crowd, e.g. XXIV 2407 3, 11, 15, 18, 19 etc., which suggests that there is something 

uncomplimentary in the expression here. 

35 p4Xai = p4AAoi. On the simplification of double consonants and the gemination of single ones see 

Gignac, op. cit. i 154-65, esp. 155. 

efipSlv = emddv. The iotacisms are routine; the false aspiration is almost universal in this word, cf. 

Gignac, op. cit. i 136-7. 

For the position of p[o]t, which seems odd at first sight, cf. 4002 15, P. Fouad 79. 7-8, P. Strasb. IV 

286. 11, SB VI 9017 No. 9. 9. 
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36 Ilr]\(ucico = rirjXovcico. Cf. 3-4 n. para. 2. 

This may indicate that the letter was written from Pelusium, but it is also possible that eycu has a 

future sense, I shall have need of them in Pelusium’, cf. 22 n. 

For the implications of the sender’s journey to Pelusium on legal business see introd., where it is argued 

that the relation between Oxyrhynchus and Pelusium seen in this document is an indication that it should 
be dated before the foundation of Arcadia. 

The damage at the end of the line does not seem insurmountable, but so far nothing plausible has 
been found among the many possible readings. 

37 For 1) iXfvdfpa, ‘wife’, see e.g. CPR V 22. 4 n.; cf. 4004 4. 

38 77y>ot[ Jjpeif/aTo. It is virtually certain that npocTpci/iaTo was intended, but the rewriting and the 

damage make it difficult to see what went wrong. The first omicron may have been rewritten too. 

41 npovoriTac. Cf. introd. para. 2, comparing LV 3804 introd. on the functions of the stewards of the 

Apion estates, with due allowances for the large scale of the Apion enterprise. There is the possibility that 

these are ecclesiastical stewards. We have evidence, see E. Wipszycka, Les ressources ... des eglises 144-9 that 

at least the episcopal churches had finance managers bearing this title and that rich churches had more 

than one TTpovo^r-pc (XVI 1894). However, if the church here is just being built, it seems unlikely that it 

would have landed estates large enough to require more than one steward, so it is perhaps more likely that 

they are working for some secular estate, one which Didymus owns or has important functions in also. 

iXevdepov drjpwpov (1. dvpwpov). There is an implication here that a doorkeeper might be expected to 

be a slave if there was no statement to the contrary, cf. already A. Calderini, M. Mondini, ‘Repertorio per 

lo studio delle letter private’ in Studi della Scuola Papirologica di Milano ii 109-248: 'dupwpoc, portiere, 

generalmente schiavo’ (149), cf. 1. Biezunska-Malowist, L’Esclavage i 73, 75 n. 60. Compare perhaps SB XII 

m 169 (trom S. Daris, Stud. Pap. 13 (1974) 39~43)> where BepevcUp naiPlcK-r] [ (g) is followed by Adrjva'&L 

Qvpwpovcr) [ (10), cf. 13 Aifi-p Apafilccri 9vpcupo[vcr), where the ethnic may well imply servile status. 

In this context the post may well be that of doorkeeper to the church, cf. 1 141 3-4 dvpovp(w) tov 

Ayiov Iwavvov (ad 503), P- Princ. II 87. 14—15 Ovpovpco tov aylov 0eo8copov (ad 612). We learn very little 

from the papyri about the Christian church’s opposition to slavery, see J, A. Straus in Aufstieg und Niedergang 

der romischen Welt II 10. 1 p. 897, but it may very well be the reason for the insistence on a free doorkeeper, 

perhaps even if he is not to be the doorkeeper of the church. 

d-ppwpov. Read dvpwpov. For eta replacing upsilon in this word see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 263, citing 

P. Med. II 77 ( = SB VI 9509). 4, 9: dr)\ovpov, -oc; this parallel also applies here to the first rho, which is 

corrected from lambda, cf. ibid. 103. Note too that the dictionary spelling dvpcupoc is less common in the 

papyri than dvpovpoc, ibid. 211. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

4004. Theodorus to Canopus 

68 6B.23/J(i)a 17 x31cm Fifth century 

At the beginning Theodorus offers Canopus condolences on the death of his wife 

(1 -7), but as usual in papyrus letters this subject is dropped quickly and other everyday 

matters are raised, cf. LV 3819 introd., esp. para. 3 for this peculiarity. Theodorus 

then invites Canopus and another man called Valentinus to come and visit him at a 

village to which they are to be conveyed by boat. It is the season of the Nile flood, 

and since this is supposed to be news to Canopus, the flood must only just have begun, 

which it usually did about mid-July. Canopus is asked to bring with him various 

textiles which had been to the cleaner. These belonged to at least three people, whose 

names are given. The body of the letter ends with greetings to two other men, Didymus 
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and Philoxenus, and a general greeting to ‘all your people’. A second hand then adds 

a conventional farewell formula, followed by a postscript saying that he did not send 

some wheat to Canopus so that it could be given to him when he arrived. 

The body of the letter, like the address on the back, was presumably written by 

a clerk. His hand is a good big upright cursive, with many exaggerated risers and 

descenders. His spelling includes some iotacisms, but is otherwise good. The farewell 

and postscript are in a more modest sloping cursive, though this too has a few exagger¬ 

ated descenders. It is certainly the hand of Theodorus himself. It is a pity that we are 

not given any titles or any other firm clue to the social context of the people involved, 

but the general impression is that of comfortable middle or upper class life. 

A sheet join running vertically about two thirds of the width from the left edge 

shows that the letter is written along the fibres of the recto of the roll from which this 

piece of papyrus was cut. The address runs downwards along the fibres of the back. 

Its position shows that the letter was packaged to be sent in the normal way, rolled 

up with the right edge of the document inside, cf. 3989 introd. para. 3, although in 

this case there is no design to mark the central position where the binding passed 

round the package. 

'5 

CUC TOCOVTOV O VLOC COV 

Kvpito fjiov aXr][9}co<: [rjijuuurdrai dScXcfxp Kavumcp, 

(vac.) ®[eo8]cppoc. 

ttclvu eXvirr/dTj/jbev [a]Ko[u]c[a]yrec rt tt[cl9€lv M\aKaplav 

rrjv cpv iXevdepav, '/ca[i ovk\' [_ J aA[oy]< 

TpaTiavoc €7t66t]c€v avrrjv, Kai eji Sc ot 

aAAot avrrjc vIol. rrXpv rt 8vvdpLe[9a] ijOLpcai 

77poc to dvdpco7nvov? Karat; icpcoy oyy cavrov 

TTapap.v9rjcac9ou /cat cKvXpupv U7r[o]p,e[i]y [at] /cat 

cX9clv 7Tpoc pee per a rov Kypiov p.ov OvaXcvrivov 

ev rfj Nrjccov. ypetav yap eyto tt)c evyevtac <(cou)> /cat ttolXlv 

ttoloo cat Sta c/ca(f>ovc rrpo7TepL9rjvaL. p,r] [o]uv 

OKvrjC'pc, ort dvafiactc cctlv. epyo/zevoc Sc Kara^icocov 

cvcyKC [ J oca [c] cyet'c' yvduJjLp.a. etciv 8c: cnyapiov 

Na9avai)X, pdyvrj Xcvkt/, CTtyapiou CoytcXprcKr/c, 

p,acj)6piov TTjc Kvpac, criyapiov Kvpac. 

7Tpocayop€vu) ALSypcov /cat 0tAo^evov 

/cat rravrac rove cove. 

(m. 2) cppd)c9ai ce euyop.at 

XPOVOtC TToXXolc, KVptC 
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rijUiturare a8eX(f>€. 

TT€pl tov cltov /XT) ap,<f)i/3aAAe. cycp OVK 

eVe/xt/ta avrov tva col cXdovn 7r[a]/3a- 

/JLCTprjOfl. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

(m. i?) KVpccp p.ov aXr/Oajc (vac.) Tcp.LOPTa.Tcp aSeXc/xp Kavanrcp 

GeoSiopoc. 

4 dioc 6 iiioi io 1. evy€V€tac 11 1. ce, rrpoTrepc^dfivai 13 1. eveyKai 22 i'va 

'To my truly most honoured lord brother Canopus, Theodorus. We were much grieved (to hear the 

fate of Macaria) your wife, (and it is understandable that) your son Gratianus mourned her so much, (and 

also) her other sons. But what can we do against mortality? So please comfort yourself and make the effort 

and come to me with my lord Valentinus at Neson. For I have need of your kind self, and again(?) I shall 

have you brought by boat. Do not hesitate, for the river has risen. When you come please bring all the 

cleaned clothes that you have. Here is the list: Nathanael’s tunic, a white blanket(?), Syncletice’s tunic, 

Cyra’s cape, Cyra's tunic. I greet Didymus and Philoxenus and all your people.’ 

(2nd hand) 'I pray for your health for many years, most honoured lord brother.’ 

‘As for the wheat, don’t worry. I didn’t send it myself so that it could be measured out to you when 

you come.’ 

Address: (1st hand?) ‘To my truly most honoured lord brother Canopus, Theodorus.’ 

1 Above aXp[ there is an unexplained horizontal stroke running to the edge of a gap c. 1 cm wide 

beyond which there are no remains. It could possibly be the left hand part of a simple Christian cross or 

of the so-called monogrammatic cross (-P), cf. LVI 3871 1-2 n. The trace does not suit xH-y, cf. LVI 3862 
1 n., or the symbol normally transcribed n(apd), cf. LVI 3867 1 n. 

3- 5 The damage in these lines makes the exact text doubtful, but there seems to be no doubt that it 

was the wife of Canopus who died. 

A low trace of mu makes the plural iXvnridripcv virtually certain. For cXvir-qd-qv aKovcac cf. P. Lund. II 

3. 5-6, P. Mich. XIV 679. 20, XII 1481 4-5. For 7rdcyciv rt without dvdpdmivov cf. P. Eleph. 2. 3-6 (quater), 

P. Tebt. I 44. 27, M. Chr. 284. 19. There are two odd traces rather far above the line which would fall in 

the lacuna postulated by the restoration of ri Tr[addi> M]aKaplav, which in itself is rather cramped. If 

something had to be added above the line this might account for what seems on the present view to be 

surprising concision. yw[€cda 1 p]aKapcav, ‘become blessed, die’, has also been considered, but no parallel 

has been found and -ec rt compares very well with the same letters in ectw (12). For acc. and inf. after clkovciv 

cf. B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 331 (§801), F. Blass, A. Debrunner, F. Rehkopf, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen 

Griechisch15 327 (§397. 1). kol etc Se seems to occur only in the damaged text of P. Strasb. VIII 701. 19, and 

therefore must be suspect here, especially when eri Sc «ai is so common; the traces do not suit ivddde, aAA’ 

ovSe or cLSe, but (-)Se seems certain. 

4- 6 0 vtoc cov ... ol aXXoi auT-pc viol. No firm conclusions can be drawn because of the loose use of 

terms of relationship in the papyri, cf. 3988 introd. para. 1, but taken at face value these phrases would 

suggest that Gratianus was the son of Canopus and Macaria, while her other sons were from a previous 

relationship or relationships. 

6 For 7rXr/v — aXXd cf. F. Blass, A. Debrunner, F. Rehkopf, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch 15 

379-80 (§449). 

8 CKvXpov V77[o]/x€[r]y[ai]. Cf. esp. I 125 13-14 1mopelvai fiXafi-qv 7) ^Tj/LUav 7) dyA^civ 7) CKvXp.ov, 16-17 

v. ^Xa^rjv 7) dyXrjciv q cKvXp.ov, and on cKvXp.dc generally A. Passoni dell’Acqua, Aegyptus 54 (1974) 1 * * * * 6 * 897 202; 

several of her examples refer to the strains and fatigue of travelling. The Rev. Juan Chapa has kindly drawn 
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our attention to a new parallel in SB XVI 12980. 2 Trapa.Ka.Awv avrfjv (= ttjv vperepav aSeXJoTrfTa) cKvXpov 

vnopeivar ewe evravOa ... pepovrec peO ’ eavrwv k<il ra ... nai8la ... IVa anoXavcwpev ko.l ttjc Kara npoewnov 

vpwv TTpocK[v]vricewe, ‘inviting you to make the effort to come here ... bringing with you your ... children 

too ... so that we can enjoy the pleasure of saluting you face to face’. 

10 kv rfi N-qewv. The convincing interpretation of this as a place name, rather than vf)cw{v} with a 

superfluous nasal (cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 112-4), we owe to the Rev. Juan Chapa. He refers especially 

to P. Nepheros pp. 11-14 for the Ktbpr) Nr/cwv of the Heracleopolite nome. It seems to have been near the 

boundary with the Cynopolite nome on the south and on the east bank of the Nile, probably opposite 

Oxyrhynchite territory on the west bank. The k. Nfjcwv of SB I 1967, accepted as Oxyrhynchite in 

P. Pruned, I centri abitati 121, is probably the same place, likewise the oppov Nf)cwv of XVI 1997 2. 

evyevlac (cov) (1. -e(ac). Cf. H. Zilliacus, Unlersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredeformen 47, 68. Correction 

to ttjc (cr)c) evyev(e)lac might be more plausible palaeographically, and it is possible, cf. LV 3821 4, 6, PSI 

VII 843. 8, cf. 4-5, 836. 5, 7, 8, all three private letters, but P. Strasb IV 180. 2, tt) cf) evyevla, is the only 

occurrence of this form in a private letter available on the Ibycus (Duke Data Bank of Documentary 

Papyri), although it is common in contracts of the same period. The balance of the evidence suggests a 

preference for 77 cf) evy. in contracts and 17 evy. cov in letters. 

10-11 /<al naAtv ... nponep(<f>)dr/vai. Professor Parsons, pointing out that nponepnw is used particularly 

with reference to a return journey, see LSJ s.v., suggests that in this case too the offer refers to transport 

for the return. 

12 avafiacic, ‘high water’. Cf. 4003 26 n. on anofiacic, ‘low water’. 

13 eveyKe (1. eveyKai). See F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 338-40, esp. 339. 

yvdpipa. Add. lexx. These were presumably clothes which had been sent to a fuller to go through the 

fulling process (yvaifnc), cf. E. Wipszycka, L’Industrie textile dans I’Egypte romaine 129-45. We may guess that 

the fulling establishment was in Oxyrhynchus, where this letter was found, and that people living in the 

country like Theodorus had to send their clothes to the city for professional cleaning. LIV 3766 iii is a price 

declaration from the Oxyrhynchite guild of fullers. 

cTiyapiov. This was a tight shirt or tunic of linen, see S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedikt 240, 56-9 n. 

14 Nadavaf/X. This biblical name is known in the papyri otherwise only from P. Lond. IV 1431. 33 

(8th cent.). 

pdyv77, ‘blanket(?)’. This form of the word appears only in the papyri. P. Gen. 80. 7 has payvr) a, which 

Wilcken (BL i 168 = Archiv 3 (1904-6) 404) corrected to pdyvr) /3, implying a neuter pdyvoc, see LSJ s.v., 

but this seemed unlikely in view of the strong evidence for 77 payv-r), see also J. M. Diethart, J_PE 64 (1986) 

79, Analecta Papyrologica 2 (1990) 89. Dr Paul Schubert has kindly looked again at the original and informs 

us that the numeral letter is very badly abraded, but that with the aid of a microscope its remains can 

clearly be seen as those of an alpha. The editor, Jules Nicole, made the only published suggestion about 

the nature of the textile, commenting, ‘designe-t-il un tissu tres fin?’, and leaving us to guess that he derived 

it from apdyvT) and compared the weave with cobwebs. 

Stud. Pal. Ill 407. I has ]AT a $ (1. /cal?) pa.yvrl irpaciv0 eyovVl) SiAa/pf, i.e. ]At( ) a (/cal) payvir) ttpdcrvo(c) 

eyov(ca) 8iXwp( ) [, ‘i (cross-belt, fiaAriov?), and a leek green blanket with a double-striped(?) ...’, cf. Lewis 

and Short, Latin Dictionary s.v. diloris; or better perhaps, ‘with a double stripe (of another colour)’, cf. 

S. Daris, JPE 85 (1991) 273, correcting P. Strasb. II 131. 8 to read papopcov XevKov ffpiTpr^fjv (1. -ec) StXwpov 

(for ed. pr. 8l8wpov) an6 pr[,elvr)c (1. -(Ivrjc) nop<f>vpac, ‘a partly worn white cape with a double stripe of root 

purple’. Daris conjectures a substantival form of 8iAwp() for Stud. Pal. Ill 407. 1. 

P. Oslo III 161. 5 has a feminine accusative: eAajSov ... rf/v pdyvrjv. CPR VIII 65 is a list with 

feminine nominatives: 6 p. Acvk-I) ypucocr)pov(pevr)) ..., 7 p. KOKKrjpa ..., 11 p. KOKK-ppa. ..., 12 p. yAwpa ..., 

14 p. ypvcoctpov(pevr)) ... XVI 2058 22 is supposed to have the abbreviated form payvi(ov), see LSJ Suppl. 

s.v., but a photograph of the original, now in Cairo, shows no sign of abbreviation at this point, so although 

there is no formal objection to such a diminutive perhaps we should view this spelling as an iotacism, 

pdyvi a, ‘1 rachne’, with iota as the phonetic equivalent of eta. 

The most striking feature of this collection is the range of bright colours: white, white with a gold 

pattern, leek green, grass green, vermilion. Gold patterned alone is perhaps the same as white with a gold 

pattern. This encourages an otherwise obvious connection with Diocletian’s price edict (S. Lauffer, Diokletians 

Preisedikt, or M. Giacchero, Edictum Diocletiani et Collegarum) 7. 60-61, where a dyer is to be paid 16 den. 

for his work on a new sagum siue rachanam (rachem Aezani) = cayov f) paKa.vr)c (pa.KO.voy Thelphousa, see 
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A. Petronotis, EAAHNIKA 26 (1973) 255-270, Pll. 32-3 = SEG 37 (1987) p. 102, no. 335 i 60; -oy is 

confirmed by the plates), 6 den. for work on an old one. The sagum was a moderately heavy rectangular 

blanket-like cloak, see L. M. Wilson, The Clothing of the Ancient Romans 104-9. 1° '9- 4-7 the Latin text 

refers repeatedly to a rachana, where the Greek has ev8pop.lc\ the iv8pop.(c is best known as a wrap worn by 

athletes after taking exercise, see especially Martial IV 19, which suits the equation or comparison with the 

sagum, but these passages seem to refer to bedding or hangings: 

4 [rachana ... pe]dum XVI [dncta * MMD] = ev8pop.lc ic TTanvXtwva ptla exotica. pcpKovc /rat TrXarovc 

ir68ac if /SafTT-r) * jfif ■ 

'One furnishing)?) for a tent with a length and breadth of 16 feet, dyed den. 2,500’. 

5 rachana optima grabatafria] alba libr. XII * MDC = evSpopdc /raAAicTy Kpefiarrapta Atv/crj Xenpwv 

* laX- 

‘Best quality white blanket(P) for a bed, weighing 12 pounds den. 1,600’. 

6 rachana Arabica siue Damascena uel alterius ciuitatis tincta habita ratione ponderis lanae et 

plumaturae diys)tra<)h)>i debet = ev8pop.tc Apafiucx] 7) Aap.acKt]vr/ 7) erepac oTTotacSrjrroTovv fiav-Tr) Xoyov 

yevop,evov tov XetTpicptov ri]c ipeac Kal tt)c nXovpLaplcecoc TmrpdcKecdai o<f.lei'Xei. 

‘A dyed bedspread)?) from Arabia or Damascus or any other community should be sold with account 

taken of the embroidery and of the poundage of the wool’. 

7 rachana rustica p. X * D = ivSpoptlc tStam/ri) At. T * <f>' ■ 
‘A home-made)?) blanket)?) weighing 10 pounds den. 500’. 

Similarly a fuller is to receive 30 den. for work on a new rachana = ev8poptl8oc r/rot paKav-pc (paicdvac 

Theb.: 22. 4). 

The rachana, therefore, was not at all like a spider’s web. An ordinary one weighed about ten Roman 

pounds, a little over seven of our pounds, a little under three and a quarter kilos. One of the best quality 

for use on a bed weighed twelve Roman pounds. The dyed and embroidered ones sound more like bed 

covers for show than blankets; the material of these is stated to be wool. The dyed tent furnishing, a massive 

square of sixteen Roman feet, nearly four and three quarter metres, was certainly no cobweb, although the 

exact use of it in connection with a tent is not obvious from the description. 

Although the Greek transliteration of rachanae in Diocletian’s edict is pa/cavr/c (7. 60, with variant 

paKavoy in one copy; 22. 4, with variant paicdvac in one copy), the papyrus references to the as a 

textile fabric, sometimes white, sometimes brightly coloured, encourage the identification. The Latin word 

was presumably accented on the first syllable. 

One entry in G. Goetz, CGL V 327. 45, racana huitil sax, i.e. sax(onice), provides both a Latin spelling 

closer to the Edict’s Greek, paicdvrj, and a confirmation of the meaning, since Anglo-Saxon hwitel means ‘a 

whittle, cloak, mantle, blanket’, J. Bosworth, T. N. Toller, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary p. 577, cf. Suppl. pp. 

583-4, s.v. (reference kindly supplied by Dr A. V. C. Schmidt). The Oxford NED, s.v. whittle, gives 

references for the word in various related senses, going down as late as 1871 for a dialect word ‘whittle’, 

explained in that case as equivalent to ‘shawl’. A second entry in CGL V 623. 17, raganus (uel nelle sup. 

scr.) coopertorium uel panniculus, is obviously related, although the form of the lemma and the addition 

over the line present unsolved problems. 

CvyicX-pTLKfjc. This name, not in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon, can be found 

in W. Pape, G. E. Benseler, Wb. d. gr. Eigennamen, s.v. CwkX-, and in H. Solin, Die gr. Personennamen in Rom 

ii 982: one T. Antonius Syncleticus and two Syncleticae, a Papiria and an Aelia. Cf. A. H. M Jones et al., 

The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire ii 1048 s.v. Syncletica (one; mid-5th cent.). 

15 ptaipoptov. See R. S. O. Tomlin in B. Cunliffe (ed.), The Temple of Sulis Minerva at Bath, Vol. ii The 

Finds from the Sacred Spring, 192 (No. 61. 5 n.). It was a short cape covering neck and shoulders, usually 

worn by women, cf. Diocl. Edict, de pret. 29. 29 (Lauffer) = 27. 29 (Giacchero), A. Bazzero, Studi della Scuola 

Papirologica di Milano ii 95-102. In the Latin forms the stem invariably ends in -t-, maforte, mafortium, 

mafurtium\ in the papyri ptapopiov occurs frequently, presumably by contamination with pepw, but ptapopTiov 

is more common and ptaffioprujc is not uncommon, see S. Daris, Lessico latino 72-73. 

tt)c Kvpac could perhaps be interpreted as tt)c Kvpac= Kvplac, ‘the mistress’s cape’, see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 302, followed by ‘Cyra’s tunic’. This may be better, but it is hard to dissociate the two identical 

spellings. If they do refer to the same person, the article may indicate that Cyra is mentioned in a particularly 

warm and friendly tone, ‘ein gemiitlich-familiarer Ton’, E. Mayser, Grammatik ii. 2 p. 6 (§54. 1). 

21 eyw. The reading is doubtful; iirel, which would make good sense, will not fit the traces. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 
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4005. To Theodosius 

68 6B.22/0(i-2)a 30.5 x 11.5 cm Sixth century 

It emerges that Theodosius was the employee of a landowner, just possibly as a 

steward of a country area (ttpopo^rr/c), see 11-12 n. The sender called him ‘brother’ 

and in this case might have been his brother-in-law, because he wrote to reassure 

Theodosius about Mary, ‘our sister and your wife’, and later sent him a message from 

‘Abraham, your father-in-law’. The subjects are exclusively private: a cloak given to 

Mary, a failed attempt by the sender to get money due to Theodosius from the 

landowner, orders to buy a box and weaver’s combs for another woman, who had the 

unusual name of Phoebadia, as well as a lump of iron worth a quarter of a solidus, 

presumably for the sender, and a whole solidus worth of Ascalonian jars for Abraham. 

The writing is a rapid cursive, probably of the sixth century, too hasty to be 

beautiful, but very practised. There are some phonetic spelling errors and one or two 

repetitions due to haste, some corrected (3), others left unnoticed (5, 8, 10). 

The long lines are written parallel with the height of the original roll from which 

the piece was cut and across the fibres of the recto, as is shown by a sheet join running 

through line 3, overlapping downwards. This is a format for letters which became 

popular in the high Byzantine period, probably in the sixth century, cf. LVI 3866-7, 
3869-73, below 4006-8 It is in fact what is called transversa charta, see E. G. Turner, 

The Terms Recto and Verso (Pap. Brux. 16) 26-53, esP- 49_5° on the Byzantine period, 

although Turner devotes his discussion particularly to long documents. With this 

format the older prescript was not used and we only learn the names of the people 

from the addresses, which in many cases are damaged by dirt and abrasion, as here, 

where there are also heavy blots to make it even less legible. 

For dispatch the letter was folded along a vertical line about 13 cm from the right 

edge and about 1 7 cm from the left edge and the smaller right portion was laid face 

down over the left one. At this stage the normal practice would have been to roll the 

letter up from the bottom, cf. LVIII 3932 introd., but in this case it appears from the 

patterns of damage and dirt that the top and bottom edges were brought to the middle 

and the package was pressed flat. Then a binding was tied round it and on the other 

side, where the surface was not interrupted by the meeting edges, the address was 

written in two lines, one long one straddling the binding and another below the right 

half of the first, to the right of a design inked over the binding. 

5 

H-V deXrjcrjc p.p8ep.lav (f>povTlha{v} nepl ttjc r]p.wv d8eX(f>-rjc Maplac, cov 8e 

cvp-filov. ovk eoyp.ev yap, tov 9eov OcXovtoc, avrrjv Sepdr/val tlvoc, ovtc eyyovp.ev 

TroLTjcac avT-rj npdyp.a. xaddoc 8e yeypa<f>ac nepl tov KOKKr/pov tju,a[ra]riou, SeSa)/ca[ 

p.ev ctVTTj, napeyevap,r]p 8e npoc tov cov yeovxov QeXov Xafieiv eva xpvavov 

€K TOV cov oi/jcovIov, noirjcac aura> {noipcac avTw} ical Ihioxapov, /cat ovSev pve'cxcTo p.OL 

* 
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8ovvat. pucpov 8k yXwcpKa>piov Kara^iajcov ayopaccu ttj a8eX(j)f) cov &oifla8ia Kal Teccepa 

KT€via twv yepSevcov. ei 8e Swipdr/c ayopacai kvoc ypa.pp.aTOC ci8rjpiv paSkutv, pr/ oKvr/c'pc tovto 

TTOLfjccu. €TT€Tp€ifj€v pe 8e Aflpaapioc o coc rrevOepoc ypouficu cot cvcre el Xafirjc ypvclov oltto tov {y } 

yeovyov cov, cvvcovr/cacOai avru) evoc ypvcivov acKaXarvca. rroXXa 8k rrpocayopevopev oltto 

io piKpoy ecoc /u,eyaAou{c} ttjv crjv SiaOeav teat vyi.aivop.ev cvv deco. 

Back, along the fibres: 

ev(8(oc) TO) SecTTOTT] a8eX<f)(cp) Qeo8oclcp Trp 

(design) -ir(apa).a8eX(f>(ov). 

2 1. ecopev, evvoovpev 3 tjtta^rajrtov 4 1- OeXcov 3 iSioxeipov 6 1. yXcuccoKopeiov, 

reccapa 7 i. yepSiaivcuv, ciSijpetoi’ pa^lov 8 1. p.01 9 1. xpvdvov 11 emS^, aSeXrji 

12 tt , aSeXif) ~ 

Please have no anxiety about Mary, our sister and your wife, for we will not allow her to want for 

anything, God willing, nor do we intend to make trouble for her. As you have written about the vermilion 

cloak, I have(?i given (it) to her, but I went to your landlord wanting to get one solidus out of your salary, 

after making him an autograph receipt of course, and he could not bring himself to give me anything. 

Please buy a small box for your sister Phoebadia and four combs for women weavers. If you can buy a 

cake of iron for one gram (of gold), do not hesitate to do it. Your father-in-law Abraham has commissioned 

me to write to you that, if you get gold from your landlord, you should buy Ascalonian jars to the value 

of one solidus for him. Young and old, we give your kindness many greetings and we are well, with God’s 

help.’ 

Address: ‘Deliver to my lord brother Theodosius (?), steward (?) from ... his brother.’ 

1 cf>povTi8a{v}. For the superfluous nasal see 4004 10 n. 

2 eovp,€v (1. eiup.ev). For confusion of ov and w see 4003 3—4 n. para. 2. 

3 KOKKTjpoii. The form kokktjpos is much rarer than kokkivoc, but it is reasonable to presume that both 

refer to dye made from the bodies of insects of the genus Coccidae (kokkol), of which there are various 

types, see R. J. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology iv 100-106; cf. S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedikt 271 for 

more references. Until recently it was known only from Diocletian’s price edict 24. 8, preserved only in 

Greek: nop<f>vpac NeiKapvfic (or Neu<aivrjc) KOKKr^pac, which makes it clear that with the basic red pigment 

dyers could achieve shades which were considered to be purple. Since then it has also appeared several 

times in CPR VIII 65, quoted in 4004 14 n., as well as here. Although we cannot know the shade of colour, 

perhaps ‘vermilion’ is the best English translation, because its derivation from vermis makes clear the fact 

that we are dealing with a red dye made from insect bodies. 

3—4 Besides the confused cancellation at the end of the line there is a slight doubt whether we should 

read and punctuate differently, as 8e8u>Kapev avry. Tra.peyevdp.rjv 8e ktX., ‘..., we have given (it) to her. I 

went ...’. This would separate the delivery of the cloak from the next sentence. The text as printed implies 

that the attempt to get money from the sender’s landlord is connected with the cloak; perhaps the sender 

was buying the cloak for Mary, and wanted the money to come from the salary which was due to him, but 

the landlord refused to disburse money on the writer’s written receipt. ‘Your landlord’ is slightly misleading 

in English; it seems that the sender was not a tenant farmer but a salaried employee of the landowner, 

cf. 5 n. 

4 9eXov (1. deXwv). For confusion of omicron and omega see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 275-7, cf-6 

yXcocoKcupiov = yXcuccoKopeiov, 7 paSlcov = pai^lov. 

5 otfiwviov. On the salary of a irpovorjTrjc, if that is what Theodosius was, cf. 11-12 n., see LV 3804 

154 n' 
rjvecxero. On the double augment in this verb, which is classical, see LSJ s.v. avexai, F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar ii 254, B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 123 (§267. 2). Expressions with ov or another negative, plus 

dveyecdai, plus infinitive, are common in Byzantine letters on papyrus, see also LSJ s.v. aveya) C. II 5c. 
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6 yXcocpKcoplov (1. -yXcuccoKOfidov). Cf. H. G. Youtie, Scriptiunculae i 443~4 ( = TAPA 98 (1967) 5I7“8), 

453. This was originally a specialized container used by musicians to hold the reeds belonging to the auXoc, 

an instrument of the oboe family. The reeds were called yXwccat, ‘tongues’, perhaps because of their shape, 

as LSJ implies, perhaps also because they enabled the instrument to ‘speak’. The name of the container 

came to be used of any box or chest. 

&otf}a8la. This feminine version of Phoebadius (cf. P. Ross.-Georg. V 28. 2, P. Giss. I 55. 6) appears 

to be new. 

Teccepa (1. rcccapa). Cf. Gignac, Grammar ii 190-191. 

7 ktcvia tcov ycpSevdsv (1. yep8iatvcov). On weaver’s combs, used at intervals during the process to beat 

the weft more firmly into place, see H. Bliimner, Technologic2 i 159-160; LSJ s.v. ktcIc seems to be wrong on 

this point. It is not clear why women weavers are specified, except that in this case the combs are to be 

bought for a woman. Compare XXXI 2599 4-5 rreptpov rjp.lv 800 ktcvclv ycpSevetv; the vulgar spelling is 

implicitly regularized to Krevia yephiaxa in the note. This too concerns women, since the writer was a 

woman, so we should perhaps understand xrcvta yepSiaivcov. We might timidly suggest that male weavers 

used heavier combs. 

The form yepSevwv shows, as well as the common equivalence of epsilon with at, see Gignac i 192-3, 

a vowel loss which is unusual in that it is not followed by a back vowel, but cf. op. cit. 304. b 2 apxcpevc, 

Tpiaxocat. 

evoc ypapparoc (sc. xpucot)). It is not certain what it means to specify a price in terms of gold bullion, 

cf. L. C. West, A. C. Johnson, Currency 138-9. One gramma is equivalent to one quarter of a solidus, but there 

was no gold coin of this size. Most probably it refers to the equivalent in the subsidiary base-metal coinage, 

which changed as the value of gold rose. A rare parallel to this usage is SB XVI 12397 (from CE 57 (1982) 

114-7), a letter in which the writer complains that he has paid too much for an old camel and her foal, to 

wit, five solidi and one gramma for the mother and four solidi less one gramma for the foal. The total price 

was nine solidi, so that there was no practical difficulty over the payment. It is fairly clear that in this case 

too ypappa is an accounting term, not a description of a physical reality. 

ciSrjpLV ptaStojv (1. ctSripeiov pat,lov). Cf. P. Nepheros 8. 9—10 (cvvcov-rjcaro 6—7) ... xal ct8rj[p]ov pat,lov 

tv pv[cov] jpiwv pvpidScvv elxoa, ‘he bought in ... and a cake of iron weighing three minas for twenty myriads 

of denarii’. The note there cites P. Ross.-Georg. Ill 6. 6 and especially J. Gascou, ‘Sur le mot pacta dans 

la tablette du Louvre AF 6715’, ZPE 60 (1985) 254-8. Note that in XXXIV 2729 15 pa8ta = pal,ia was 

wrongly interpreted as parta, the partov being a measure of volume equivalent to one tenth of an artaba, 

which is unsuitable to the context. Read now xoptcov ... ct8rjpa Kev8(rjvdpia) ft' rewc, e^oivrec to. /3' pa8(a 

prj , i.e. ci8rjpeta KevT(rjvdpta) ft' reoic, ixovra T“ P' p-a-Ua prf, ‘... 2 hundredweight of iron so far, the 2 

containing 48 cakes’. The price of them is 1,200 myriads (corrected in Aegyptus 64 (1984) 206), i.e. 25 

myriads for the average cake, weighing 45 Roman pounds. The price is roughly comparable with P. Neph. 

8. 9-10, where the cake costing 20 myriads weighs three minas, which is just over three Roman pounds if 

pvd retains its traditional meaning, but it is perhaps likely that it was used colloquially as the exact 

equivalent of AiVpa, see D. W. Rathbone, IJPE 53 (1983) 267-8. The proportionate rate would be 18 

myriads rather than 20, but both texts must be fairly near in date, in the region of ad 350. 

8 {y.}. The ink after gamma was presumably to have been epsilon, to make the first syllable of the 

next word, yeovxov. This first attempt seems to have been abandoned, without stopping to strike out the 

superfluous writing. 

9 For acKaXcovta cf. LVI 3862 25 n. One solidus would probably have bought two or three hundred 

empty jars, cf. e.g. LVIII 3942, where three solidi buy one thousand ordinary jars from a potter plus a few 

unusual sizes. Probably we should imagine that these were full of wine. Even so this would imply quite a 

large amount, perhaps thirty or forty jars, cf. A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt: Economic Studies 

179-180. Of course any exactitude is out of our reach, since we have no information about the capacity of 

the jars or the quality of the postulated wine. 

10 a7rd pixpov laic pteydAoujc}. Cf. 4006 10. This is a commonplace in the Septuagint and the New 

Testament, cf G. H. Karlsson, H. M. Maehler, JPE 33 (!979) 291 (8-9 n.), M. Naldini, Cristianesimo p. 367, 

note to 11. 16-17. 

ttjv c-rjv Stadfciv. Strictly speaking Stadectc, ‘disposition, attitude’, requires an adjective, such as <f>tXiktj, 

prjTptKri, ‘friendly, motherly’, to give any meaning in this sort of context, but it became so routine as a title 

of address, meaning just ‘you’, that the adjective was felt to be superfluous, cf. M. Naldini, Cristianesimo 

p. 222, note to 1. 23. 

* 
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11-12 Dirt and abrasion, as well as blotting, have made this address very difficult to read, cf. introd. 

It looks as if Theodosius, if that is his name, was given a title, possibly beginning with np-. Since we know 

he was the salaried employee of a landowner, cf. 3-4, 5 nn., it may be permissible to guess that this was 

7Tpovo-pr-qc, the steward of an area of an estate, for which see LV 3804 introd. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

4006. Christopher to Theodorus 

6 1B. 17 /11 (b) 35 x17.5 cm Sixth/seventh century 

The recipient was a comes and the p-et^drepoc or major domo of the household of 

an Apion (11-12). As a mark of respect the sender gives him the epithet deopvXaKToc, 

‘God-defended’, which occurs late and is particularly common in the papyri of the 

Arab period from Apollonopolis Ano, cf. O. Hornickel, Ehren- und Rangpradikate 17. 

Consequently Apion here ought to be Flavius Apion III, who appears first in sole 

charge of his estates in ad 593 and died between July 619 and early January 620, see 

LVIII 3939 4—5 n. This date range suits the large and flowing, very professional, 

script. 

This was the third letter sent by Christopher asking Theodorus to send him a 

KapraXapiov (/capS- pap.), which was probably an elaborate belt, perhaps an item of 

military uniform, see 4 n. He gave details of the dispatch of the two previous letters 

and renewed the request for the object to be sent to him by the bearer of this third 

one. The rest is greetings, to Theodorus, to ‘our common mistress’, most probably 

Theodorus’ wife, to a magnificentissimus Faustus, who is also ‘our common brother’, and 

to all the household. The address on the back is unusually detailed and informative. 

The letter is written transversa charta, see 4005 introd. A sheet join, overlapping 

downwards, runs horizontally through line 7, showing that the long lines run across 

the fibres of the recto of the roll from which the piece was cut. The letter was rolled 

up from the foot and squashed flat to make a long narrow package, the exposed flap 

was tucked inside for protection and then the address was written along the package 

next to that flap. A space was left in the middle of the first line of the address at the 

point where there was usually a binding, but the second line extends beneath it, so 

that any binding would have obscured at least part of the final words. 

-p- rpiTrjv ravrrjv 1-mcToXrjv eypaib[a] _ [,] r[a)] iptb ayadtl) /c[a]t OeopvXaKTCp Sec7ro(rp) 

«rai e£ u>v piav pev Sia tov crafiXi’tov tov anopepovTOC avrfj ra 8i8vpa, 8eurepav Se 

opoicoc per a Amra Kvpov tov Kadociaipevov, Krai vvv raarpv, (be el-nov, 

rpLT^pv yaptv tov Kap8a.Xap.LOV, iva nepppre pop Kal paXXa) avro etc ttjv 

5 ]A[ ]v. TrapaKaX(b tolvvv tovto crelXai pot 81a tov arroSiSoivTOC 
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avT]fj ra evTeAf) pov ypappaTa, o[7ra/]c Kal ev toutw yapnac avrfj qpoAoyrjcw. 

r] aura ypdufjac nAeicTa TrpocKwd) Kal acTrdl,opai ra l'xvV T°v £pov §ec7totov 

a]ypt deac, etjaipeTwc ttjv kolv^tjJ' tj 'v SecrroLvav. + (vac.) 

e£] epov Be QavcTOV tov peyaAoirrperrecTaTOv) koivov dBeA(j>ov, kou wavTac tovc (tou)> evAoyrjpefvov) 

io v]pwv oikw, and puxpov ewe peydAov, aypi deac. + 

+ 

+ 

Back, along the fibres: 

oik(cl)w pov ay(a)d(w) (/cat) deo<f>vA(a)K(Tw) Becno^-p) (vac.) ©eoBwpw Kope{Ti) p.eL(,{o)r(epw) 

+ XpLCTO(f>opoc ype(repoc) 

BovAo(c) (/cat) a8eA<j)6(c). 

a7roS(oc) ey ’0£ypp(vy)x(<p?) tw ay(a)d(w) 0eoB(wpw) tw pei(,(o)T(epw) tov evBo{t(ov) oik(ov) Attiwvoc 

i Sec^SS 

5 1. airoSiSovroc 

2 1. £t(v<fia 

7 WV 

i9cuc, t copevov 

9 peyaAj, evAoyrjpA 

ay^deocf>vAI8ecn (vac.) 9eo8ajpwKoppei(l, up. 
o -f- oo 

cvS/ot/c/amojvoc (vac.) 8ovAl^a8eA(j>j 

Xw 9 
12 + aTTohjevo^upp TaydeoSljaipeii^l 

4 1. KapTaAapioV, ivaj 1. pijiijTai 

coot/, ^ 11 oiKp [ov in monogram) 

(ov in monogram) 

‘This I write as a third letter ... to my good and God-defended master, and of these (I sent) one by 

the stable lad who brought you the jujubes, and a second likewise with Appa Cyrus the soldier, and now 

this one, as I said, a third, on the subject of the sword-belt(?), so that you may send (it) me, and I shall 

put it ... So I beg you to send it to me by the man who delivers my poor letter to you, so that in this matter 

too I may acknowledge my thanks to you. In writing this I greatly worship and salute my master’s 

footsteps until we meet; (and) especially (I greet) our common mistress. From me (greet) Faustus, our most 

magnificent common brother, and all the members of your blessed household, young and old, until we 

meet.’ 

Address: 

‘To my own good and God-defended master Theodorus, comes, major domo, Christopher, your slave 

and brother.’ 

‘Deliver in Oxyrhynchus to the good Theodorus, the major domo of the glorious household of Apion.’ 

1 The short unread word should be something like vuv, rjSy, apTi, but none of these seems thoroughly 

suitable, although the third trace is of a doubled descender which might be tau. 

t[o/] ipai ayadw /c[a]t 9eo<j>vA6.KTW Sec7ro(rg). Cf. 11, P. Haun. Ill 52. 41. It might be more satisfactory 

if we could expand Sec^5 to Seciro(Teia) and so provide a definite antecedent for civtt) (2, 6 bis) and a third 

person subject for nepprjTe (1. -rat; 4), but none of the compounds of dyadic seems to be attested in this sort 

of expression, and tf>iAayd9w or navTayadcp would have left substantial remains of the descenders of phi and 

lambda, or tau. 

On 9eo<t>vAdKTip see introd. 

2 Kal tLv is odd, even if /cai is ‘in fact’ rather than ‘and’; the reading is clear. 

The cross above plav is slightly unexpected. However, numerals do often have some sort of distin¬ 

guishing mark, which in administrative documents of this period is often overlining. 

cra^AiVou. The stable ‘boy’ would probably have been an employee of the cursus uelox, see the analysis 

by J. Gascou, Travaux el Memoires 9 (1985) 53-9, according to which there were no private or domain postal 

services, but only the state system developed from the earlier form of the cursus publicus, still based on 

compulsory public service, but reflecting the strong influence of the new large landowners. 
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8l8v<f>a. The dictionary form {fwpov has not yet occurred in the papyri. For confusion of delta and 

zeta, especially before iota and its phonetic equivalents, such as upsilon, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 75-6. 

For 8t8v</>- see also P. Corn. Inv. II, 38 ( = SB VIII 9907, from Rech. Pap 3 (1964) 32-5). 19-20 8i8v<j>ojv 

apTafir/c rplrov £r)pd>v (ad 388). More frequent is 8i£,u<f>-: P. Mich. inv. 3630 ( = SB VI 9025, from AJP 65 

11 '44 251 5 ^ ■ Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores ii 667—671). 20 8iI,v(f>cov p[cfpov ev (2nd cent.), VI 

920 1 Sifttywv (dpra^rj) a (2nd/3rd cent.), P. Gen. II 117.6 8l^vd>a (3rd cent.). This form also occurs in 
A.P IX 503. *;(?), 2. 

On the jujube see \outie, op. cit. 669 (253), citing A. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials and Industries' 

390-1 ( = 4 446), cf. L. Keimer, Die Gartenpflanzen irn alten Agypten i 64-70, 184, and for more literature 

S. Laufler, Diokletians Preisedikt 231 (n. on 6. 36 zizyforum (gen. pi.), where the Greek is not preserved). 

Probably the papyri refer to fruit known in Pharaonic Egypt, produced by the tree fijzyphus spina Christi, 

so \ outie, quoting Lucas, loc. cit. On the other hand J. Andre, L’alimentation et la cuisine a Rome 80—81, 

writes of ^izyphus vulgaris Lmk = fi^.jujuba Mill., and says that it is of Asiatic origin and that it was introduced 

to Italy from Syria by Sextus Papinius about ad 10, referring to Pliny, .\ // 13. 47, while the Encyclopaedia 

Britannica (1911 ed.), Vol. 15. 546 s.v. jujube, distinguishes vulgaris (c. 20 feet, fruit like a plum, Japan 

to S. Europe), from z-jujuba (3° t0 5° ^eeL China, Malaya, tropical Africa, many varieties, fruit the size of 

a small filbert). It is noticeable that all the papyri mentioning jujubes are of the Roman period, but this 

need not be significant in view of the scarcity of the evidence. The z■ spina Christi is said to occur widely in 

modern Egypt, see Keimer 68, 117 (n. 33). 

3 Anna Kvpou tov Ka.9ociLop.evov (1. Kadcucicopevov). The title indicates that Appa Cyrus was a soldier 

or a civil servant of the militia officialis, see O. Hornickel, Ehren- und Rangpradikate 18. The ecclesiastical title 

an(n)a, ‘father , is therefore part of his name, which is a common one in the papyri, making it clear that 

he was named in honour of a saint or martyr, rather than a Persian king, for example. Two saints called 

Cyrus, both monks or hermits, are listed by De Lacy O’Leary, The Saints of Egypt 119-120. One of them 

is still commemorated in the name of Abuqir, near ancient Canopus, because his remains with those of 

other martyrs were transferred there from the cathedral of Alexandria by St Cyril in the early fifth century, 

see H. Delehaye, ‘Les saints d’Aboukir’, Analecta Bollandiana 30 (1911) 448-50, cf. F. Cabrol, H. Leclercq, 

Dictionnaire d’Archeologie Chretienne et de Liturgie III, 2 coll. 3216-20 s.v. Cyr et Jean (saints). 

Note that ana Clwv, the obscure eponym of many persons called ‘Ana Clcov, has twice recently been 

attested as a saint by Greek papyri, see CPR IX 68. 3 iv r)pep(a) tov aylov ana Clcovoc (5th cent.?), with 

the editor’s new reading of Stud. Pal. Ill 273 ii 2, which reveals a mention of a monastery named after the 

same patron (6th cent.), and P. Prag. I 91. 7—8 cvXoyla tov aylov ana Clcovoc (6th cent.). Cf. J. Muyser, 

‘Notice sur l’identification d’Apa Sion’, Bull. Soc. Arch. Copte 9 (1943) 79-92, LVIII 3938 12 n. 

It is sometimes doubtful whether names beginning with the same three letters belong to the same 

category, see LV 3804 221 n. on AnavaKioc/Ana Nokioc, P. Hamb. Ill 228. 13 n., on Anaclpioc/'Ana Clpioc. 

4 Kap8a\aplov (1. Kapr-). A form KapdaXap- is unknown, but KapnaXap- does occur and it seems likely 

that the voiced delta stands for unvoiced tau, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 80-83. The gloss KapraXapiov 

cartalama (G. Goetz, CGL II 339. 17; -ia one ms) is unhelpful, because there is no trace of the word in Latin. 

Another, haecfiscella o KapTaXapvc (CGL II 553. 2), probably rests on confusion with KdpraX{X)oc, KapraXXiov, 

‘basket’, which is a frequent gloss for fiscella, see CGL VI 453 (index s.v.). The only promising clue to the 

nature of this item is in John Lydus, de Magistratibus ii 13 (ed. A. C. Bandy p. 104), on the insignia of the 

praetorian prefects. He describes an elaborate belt of crimson leather with a fancy buckle which girded the 

prefect’s purple tunic and goes on, 01 'Pcopaloi ... jSaXrcov tov l,iocTrjpa Xeyovciv, tt)v 8c oXtjv KaTacKevrjv tov 

ncpi^cbparoc 01 TdXXoi Kaprapcpav, f/v to nXrjdoc KaprdXapov c£ ISicorelac ovopa^ei, ‘the Romans call ... the 

belt balteus, but the Gauls call the entire girdle outfit cartamera, which the common people call cartalamum 

out of ignorance’. Du Cange, Glossarium ... Mediae et Infimae Graecitatis, s.v. KapraXapiov, mentions the Latin 

gloss referred to above and then quotes a virtually incomprehensible passage of medieval Greek, which 

seems to record the form yapraXapiv in a connected sense: Assisae MSS. Regni Hierosolymitani cap. 101 

Kal £Jto. t(ov?) yavlcpi t(ov?) to Xovpiv tov, Kal ckcivoc crpcifn tovto Kai opcvar eyXfrj to Xovpiv tov, CKefioc 

tov, ov to xapTaXapiv tov T^aKicrrjv, &c Ubi ov significat vel. This seems to be about a belt, Xovpiv seemingly 

from Latin lorus, cf. Ducange s.v. Xovpl. 

It seems reasonable to suggest that KapSaXapiov here is related to KaprdXapov and that the word in 

different forms was used of other belts besides the specially distinctive one of the praetorian prefects. It may 

well have been confined to the belts of military or pseudo-military uniforms, but there is no other indication 

that Christopher was a soldier or civil servant. 
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4-5 In late Greek jSaAAetr can mean ‘wear’, see Du Cange s.v. It may be that we should restore 

[77o]A[ir] and translate, ‘and I shall wear it in the city’. The lambda is virtually certain, but the restoration 

and the sense are no more than speculative. 

5 a7roSiSo0vToc. See F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 383. 

6 Ta evTeXrj pov ypappaTa. On the habitual expressions of humility in Byzantine letters see H. Zilhacus, 

Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredeformen 77—9, esp. 79 on r) ipy evreXeia (cf. P. Michael. 38. 12, VIII 

1165 2, 8, XVI 1944 4, L. Dinneen, Titles of Address in Christian Greek Epistolography 78-80, 109), which is 

matched by similar expressions with ranelvojcTC, peTpLorric, ovdeveia, and comparable abstracts in Latin. For 

the adjective cf. e.g. VIII 2479 3—4 totc 8ia<f>epovciv poi eineXeciv TTpd.yp.aciv, XXVII 2479 22 ra cvtcAt) pov 

TTpdypara, XVI 1872 6-7 ra ... anocraXevTa nap’ epov evTeXecTara, P. Apoll. 36. 4, 52. 2 81a tov evreXovc 

pov ypdpparoc. For the persistence of such expressions of humility into the late Byzantine period cf. 

H. Hunger, Schreiben und Lesen in Byzanz 93, with 83-84, where figg. 30-32 show the subscriptions of priests 

to a document of ad 1357, many of which take the form: 6 evreX-rjc lepevc ... vneypatfia, *I> the humble priest 

... subscribed’. 

7 ixvr/, cf. 4008 2. See H. Ljungvik, Studien zur Sprache der apokryphen Apostelgeschichten 86-8 on the 

progress of the meaning, ‘footprint/sole of foot/foot’, as well as the use of it in expressions of this kind in 

Byzantine letters; for similar Coptic expressions cf. A. Biedenkopf-Ziehner, Untersuchungen zum koptischen 

Briefformular unter Berucksichtigung agyptischer und griechischer Parallelen 92, 100. 

' 8 [a]xpi Beac. Cf. 10, XVI 1860 15, P. Herm. 16. 6. 

i^acpcTcuc TTjv rj 'v decnoivav. The language is very elliptical; we feel the need of /cat or even /cat 

acna^opai before e^atpeVaic. Similarly in the next sentence we need to understand acnd^ov or some similar 

expression. 

Since tov epov Secnorov just before means ‘you’, probably ‘our common mistress’ refers to the wife of 

Theodorus, although it could refer, for instance, to a lady of the family of his employer Apion. 

In KOivlyiJ'ri'v the first eta was written so hurriedly and incompletely that it seems to merge with the 

following nu. The second eta was added above the line for clarification. 

9 On the decline of the honorific epithet peyaXonpenecraToc, in Latin magnificentissimus, see 

O. Hornickel, Ehren- und Rangpradikate 28—9, cf. LVI 3870 4 n. 

9-10 We need to understand an instruction to greet Faustus, who has not been identified elsewhere, 

exactly as in XVI 1940 4. For contexts containing the complete instruction cf. XVI 1837 15, 1872 8, 1875 
9-10, 1933 11. 

ndprac rove <(to{/)> evXoyrjpe(vov) [u]pdiv oikw (1. otkov) . Cf. PSI XIII 1345' M T°f cvXoyrjpevov ’/cat 

atpBovov' vpwv ot/cou. 

10 ano piKpov ease peyaXov. Cf 4005 IO n. 

11 ouc(et)a/. Cf. P. Haun. Ill 52. 41; XVI 1869 20. In P. Haun. there may perhaps have been a (/cat) 

between aya8(w) and Beorf>[vXaKTo>, represented as here simply by the double curve symbol, cf. 1 above and 

XVI 1944 5—6 napaKaXdo tov ayaBov /cat BeopvXaKTOv SecnoTTjv. 

©eoBdipai Kopefi) pei£,(o)T(epcp). The name is so common that no attempt at identification is likely to 

be reliable, cf. LVI 3871 introd., but XVI 1857 and LVI 3871, also of the late sixth or early seventh 

century, are addressed to a homonym with the same titles; 3871 itself refers to another Theodorus to0 

Xapnpordrov peforepov (3). 1849-52, from a similar date range, cf. LVIII 3954 introd., 3957 8 n., are 

addressed to a Theodorus peforepoc, without Kopec; 1861 9 refers to Cynopolis and to ©eo8wpw ™ peforepw 

t<1> cKei. The Menas who sent 1857, see introd., is thought to be the same as the one who sent 1860 and is 

described there as defensor of Cynopolis. Our letter is addressed specifically to Oxyrhynchus, but the very 

care with which the address is amplified, see 12 n., may suggest that our Theodorus was not normally to 

be found in Oxyrhynchus. The Theodorus peforepoc of XXVII 2480 3, 13, 16, who is probably the same 

as the one mentioned, but not named, in 6, 68, 102, travelled with bucellarii of Cynopolis and probably held 

his post there, but that account probably relates to ad 565/6, which is too early to be relevant to our letter. 

Kopefi). Cf. LVI 3871 10 n. for this title in the late period. 

peT^(o)r(epoj). Cf. LVI 3871 3 n., LVIII 3960 25 n. Here line 12, p. tov ev8o£(ov) oik(ov), makes it 

clear that this is a household post, maior domus, ‘major domo’. Another passage in which the proximity of 

pefoTepoc and tov ev86£ov oikov positively proves the same is VI 943 3-4. 

n-12 XpLCTo<f)opoc vpefepoc) 8ovAo(c) (/cat) 6.8eA</>o(c). The presence of a8eX<f>o(c) makes it doubly 

clear that SouAo(c), as often in this period, see I. F. Fikhman, Akten des XIII Internationalen Papyrologen- 

\ 
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kongresses 119, cf. XLIII 3149 7-8 n., XXVII 2479 2 n., LVI 3870 4 n., is another expression of humility, 

cf. 6 n. There is no likelihood that Christopher was a slave. 

12 T &7T08 (oc) ... Antcuvoc. This section of the address is in a smaller and less formal style. It could be 

by a second hand, but there is no very obvious difference in the colour of the ink or the thickness of the 

pen. In any case it is unusual to find anything so specific in such addresses; it may have been necessary 

because Oxyrhynchus was not the place where this Theodoras was usually to be found, cf. 11 n. 

0£vpp(vy)x((fJ?) ■ 1 here is no persuasive parallel for double rho in the name of Oxyrhynchus, although 

it would seem to be correct by Attic or Atticistic standards, so that the reading is at this point very doubtful, 

but the traces and the spacing seem to favour -ypp- over simple -yp-. The other point of doubt is the ending, 

but this is the period at which the bare name ’O^vpvyyoc began to be used of the city, cf. LVI 3860 9—10 n., 

4002 22, and it seems unlikely that ’0£ypp(vy)x(cuv rroAei) was really intended here. 

p.€i^[°)T(epuj) tov iv8o(;(ov) oik(ov). Cf. 11 n. 

Am'cuvoc. Probably Flavius Apion III, see introd. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

4007. Julius to Cyriacus 

4 iB.63/D(a) 30 x 14 cm Sixth/seventh century 

Cyriacus is described in the address as Ittltp^ottco) and receives the honorific title 

and epithet of Oavp-acLorr^c (5, 6) and davp-acnoraroc (14). It seems unlikely that he 

was the guardian of Julius, whose tone of command may allow that Cyriacus was his 

agent, procurator, but another possibility is that eTTiTpovoc is the title of some minor 

official or semi-official post, see 14 n. Reference is made to a patricius, who may well 

have been a great landowner, see 8 n., but it is not clear whether the transactions in 

grain and money that are mentioned are private or estate business. A large hole 

affecting lines 5-7 is particularly damaging to the run of the sense. Two -rralSec who 

are involved with the carriage of grain might well be estate servants or slaves, see 2 n. 

The writer made use of a piece of papyrus which had already been used on both 

sides, washing off the previous ink not very effectively, although it has not been possible 

to read the earlier writing. Under the letter and seemingly upside down to it are the 

rather pale remains of a few lines of a large Byzantine cursive. On the back the address 

consists of only one line, but there are extensive washed out remains of cursive writing 

in at least two directions and some other traces which look more like pen trials than 

proper writing, cf. H. Harrauer, P. J. Sijpesteijn, Neue Texte aus dem antiken Unterricht 

p. 25, Taf. 1. It seems clear that all this was washed over before the address was 

written. 

In spite of the untidy state of the papyrus the letter is written in a well practised 

and not excessively careless sloping Byzantine cursive, probably of the late sixth or 

seventh century. It was written transversa charta, see 4005 introd., as is shown by a 

sheet-join, overlapping downwards, running horizontally very close to the bottom 

edge. For dispatch the letter was rolled up from the foot and squashed flat; then the 

exposed edge was tucked inside for protection and the address was written along the 
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panel next to that fold. A space was left at the middle of the address for a binding 

and when that was in place a simple design of three horizontal strokes was inked across 

it. The removal of the binding has removed the middles of the strokes. 

.0 
+ KareXafiev ra ivravda Appurv 6 nrale cj>epu>v eiKOcnrevre apra^ac 

cltov to) peTpcp tov Kvplov LIapovdlov. peraSeSoikcv Se poc ate otl 

ra 8vo oXoKOTTiva ra avTcrfrcovridevTa p.01 rrapa ttjc crjc 

5 davpaciOTproc airaLTr)0r)cav elc rr/v «•[.] y kcll KaXtoc eTrocrjcev cov 

f) Oavpaciorrjc cvyywprjcaca avroiic 8. [.]eai cyovTec wXeov v-nep 

■nepvcc rpLOLKOvra Keparia 'rid Oeoc oc8ev o povoc, 

el eyevaprjv Kara tov TraTplxiov, ovk e8vvopr]v 7rpoTeAeta<(r)> to[v 

evoc Ke par lov Sovvai. elne 8e AttoAAco tco ttou81 oti, ‘to vtto\oltto[v 

10 TTjC Kpidf/C 7T€pl/j0V poi , 67761, 06OC 0l8eV 6 TTOIVTCUV heCTTOTTjC, 

ea v cvpfifi ’pe iXdelv, TeTpanXa avTOV avaLTU). Kal Xolttov per a KaAov 

8oc rj to lcov tov Xoyov tov citov Trepipov poc iva pavdavcov ypaifno col 

SovvaL Qeohcopcp Kal ujtlvl _ + 

Back, along the hbres: 

+ 677iS(oc) rcp Ta rraivTa) davpac^coTaTw) KvpiaKto (design) eTrLTpiovep) (vac.) n(apa) IovXlov. _|_ 

3 (be: c corr. 4 oXokot’ tlvli 5 1. a-nrjTr)dr)caV, rr/v: 77 corr. 6 1. e\ovTac I 2 iva 

14 €Tri8^Ta)TTr^dav^.ac , (vac.) ir' 

‘Ammon the “boy” arrived in these parts bringing twenty-five artabas of wheat by the measure of the 

lord Pamuthius, and he informed me that the two gold solidi which were guaranteed me by your Excellency 

were exacted for the ..., and your Excellency did well to permit that they should ..., for they have a surplus 

in respect of last year of thirty carats .... and—the One God knows—if I had gone to the patricius, I could 

not have given an advance of even the one carat! Say to Apollos the “boy”, “Send me the remainder of 

the barley”, since,—God, who is master of all things, knows—if it turns out that I come, I will exact four 

times the amount from him! And furthermore make delivery properly or send me the duplicate of the 

account of the grain(?), so that when I have the information I may write to you to make delivery to 

Theodorus and to whomsoever ...’ 

Address: 

‘Deliver to the most excellent in all respects Cyriacus, warden)?), from Julius.’ 

1 , (). This is the mysterious sign often transcribed as Tr(apa), which is frequently found at the head 

of late Byzantine letters in this format, see LVI 3867 1 n. In this case the writer began his letter proper a 

little too high and therefore wrote straight through the sign, so that it interferes with the reading of -rraic. 

It seems clear from the character of the ink that it belongs to the letter and not to the earlier writing which 

was washed out, see introd. 

2 KareXafiev ra ivravda. Cf. LI 3637 2 n. 

Hfi/jUtiv 6 Trace. Cf. 9 AttoXXw tco naiSi, P. Hamb. Ill 228. 11 TJerpoc Kal Mrjvac ol naiSec', 229. 2 /Terpoc 

o vale. It is doubtful whether these ‘boys’ were free men or slaves, since there is a perennial problem about 

the meaning and associations of the words rraic, naiSiov, rraiSapiov. These two, to judge from their names, 

I 
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could perhaps fall into the category of the naiSapia AlyvvTta on the Apion estates, on whom see LVIII 

3960 28 n. It was tentatively suggested there that those were slaves, because of an implication in the 

preceding entry in the account, which by referring to napapovapcoL eXevdepoi suggests that there were slaves 

of the Apion household from whom the free contracted servants had to be distinguished in the context of 
that account. 

3 citou. By this late date ceroc usually means ‘wheat’, rather than ‘grain’ in general, see especially 

H. Cadell, Akten d. XIII lnternationalen Papyrologenkongresses 61—8, esp. 3, and some specific meaning is 

probably needed here. A doubt arises below in 12, where the request for a copy of the account of ctroc 

seems to be associated with the demand in to for the delivery of a quantity of barley. Unless appearances 

are misleading, in that passage ctroc does have its earlier and more general meaning. 

Till p.(Tpw TOV Kvptov ILapovdlov. Various men called ‘lord’ Pamuthius appear, for instance, in I 128 1 

(VI/VII), 142 3 (ad 534), cf. 143 1 lAD 535)' I 1842 6 (VI), 1871 8 (V), but the name is so common 

that no reliable identification can be made. lor private measures cf. D. Hennig, Untersuchungen zur Bodenpacht 
13-21. 

cue on. Cf. f. Blass, A. Debrunner, F. Rehkopf, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch 15 326 (§396 
Anm. 6). 

4 dvTL(/>iuvT]devTa, ‘guaranteed’. Strictly speaking this is a term of Byzantine law. A glossary, G. Goetz, 

CGL II 230. 56—7, gives avTi<f>cuvcu constituo, dvripcuv^ccc pecunia constituta, cf. M. Gdz. 269, A. Berger, 

Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law s.vv. constitutum debiti alieni, receptum argentarii, J. G. Keenan, fPE 29 

(197®) *98; one Latin version of the title of Justinian, Novella 4 gives constitutae pecuniae reos in place of the 

Greek dvTi<pcuvT]Tcuv, which occurs in I 136 (=W. Chr. 383). 39 in a waiver of this Novella. The phrasing 

here should mean that the two solidi were owed by the writer, but that the recipient had undertaken to 

pay the debt as guarantor and that the money had been demanded and paid. It is unfortunate that the 

damage in line 5 seems to have removed the word or words which would have explained the transfer of the 

money, and that the next two lines, which may well be continuing on the same subject, are equally seriously 

damaged. 

4—5 TVC °7C Savp.aciorriTOC, cf. 5—6 cov i) davp,aciOTT)c, 14 Tii ra ttd(vra) davp,ac{uUTaTcp). Cf. LVI 3869 
14: the title and epithet are usually associated with some fairly modest official rank, cf. 14 n. 

7 After KepaTia it might be just possible to read and restore Srjp.[oclcp &y]d1, ‘by the public standard’, 

cf. LV 3805 7-8 n., although the transition from eta to mu is not easy to accept and the space might be a 

little too long. 

deoc oiSer 6 poCoc is a rare turn of phrase, cf. BGU IV 1035. 12, P. Hamb. Ill 228. 8 and n, 229. 8. 

8 eyeudp-rjv. Cf. 3988 4 n. 

rraTpiKiov. The patriciate indicated very high rank and was probably still conferred by imperial grant 

at this period, cf. LVIII 3939 4-5 n., para. 3. This person is likely to have been one of the great landlords 

of Egypt and may well have been the patron and employer of both the correspondents. The Apion family 

spring to mind, although the late patrician John, for instance, of PSI I 76. 2, cf. J. G. Keenan, fPE 29 

1 1978) 193, was a landlord in the Oxyrhynchus area contemporaneously with the Apions and not yet 

obviously connected with them. 

ovk iSvvopcTjv. For omission of av in the apodosis of an unreal past conditional sentence cf. F. Blass, 

A. Debrunner, F. Rehkopf, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch15 290-1 (§360 and Anm. 2). 

On the thematic form see B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 75 n. 2. Here is perfectly clear and so 

provides a little more support for so reading the very damaged word in XVI 1854 6. 

irpoTeXeialy')■ On the omission of final nasals see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 111-114. 

This passage does nothing to help us out of difficulty over the meaning of TTporeXeia, on which see CPR 

V 25. 9 n.; add new references CPR VI 6. 15, IX 34. 5. According to A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine 

Egypt: Economic Studies 273, 315, it may sometimes be connected with tax payments in advance. A basic 

meaning of advance payment is discernible, but it is not clear how npoTeXeia might differ from -rrpoxpeia, 

on which see LVIII 3943 9 n. 

9 rraiSl. Cf. 2 n. 

10 It looks as if pot refers illogically to the sender, although in this passage of direct speech it should 

strictly refer to the recipient. 

deoc otSev 6 navreuv SecrroTtjc. Cf SB VI 9107. 3 ° deoc 6 rravTCuv SecnoTrjc cjsvXaU1 ( = ~£v possibly 

also 8986. 13 t]ou -ndvrcuv Sccttotov cvpcnpd^aVTac (sic\ 1. -toc?) [. 
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11 /u.et(x kclXov. Cf. P. Bed. Zill. 14. 17, P. Ross-Georg. V 11 3 5, P. Koln V 240. 7, XVI 1855 16 and 

n., on the naturalization of the phrase in Coptic, e.g. W. E. Crum, Koptische Rechtsurkunden 66. 32, 67. 46, 

76. 29 (references kindly supplied by Dr Mark Smith.) 

12 CITOU. Cf. 3 n. 

13 After cpTivi we expect something like 9eXa, or dcXac, or /SouAet or alpfi, but nothing that has been 

thought of will fit the traces, although it is probable that a good guess could be verified. 

14 E771Tp( 07701 ). It does not look likely that Cyriacus was the guardian of Julius, although it is not quite 

out of the question. Judging by the tone of command Cyriacus could have been the agent, procurator, of 

Julius, but it may be that he was in charge of some particular institution, cf. the eniTpoTroc tov £evo8ox{e)(°v, 

‘warden of the hostel’, in XVI 2058 131. The use of itrcTpotroclprocurator as the title of a high Roman official 

probably does not last beyond the fifth century, e.g. XVI 1973 5 ituTpo-noi ttjc 6a.0Ta.Ttjc oIkloc, ad 420. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 

4008. To John, Vice-Do minus 

63 6B.64/E(i-2)a 33x11cm Sixth/seventh century 

This letter was intended to accompany a fish, which was to be delivered, probably 

as a gift, to a great landowner’s representative on his Oxyrhynchite estates, an 

avTiyeovyoc. It was written on behalf of some estate servants described as 77atSapta, a 

term of debated meaning which may imply that they were slaves, see 4007 2 n. 

The writer’s sloping cursive has a professional look, but his spelling is phonetic, 

e.g. TTpcxrTcov for TTpaoTov (2), Slttot€ for TL7TOT6 (5). The masculine article instead of the 

feminine in Kara tov oi/ur (5) looks like an oversight and so does the double accusative 

after npocKvvopev (for npocKvvovpev 2). The mixture of respectable appearance and 

low level of literacy is what we might expect on the working fringes of high society. 

The earliest datable avTiyeovyoc is probably the unnamed one mentioned 

repeatedly in XXVII 2480 48, 51-3, 55, 57, 59, probably of ad 566, and the term 

appears in a Coptic papyrus of the Arab period from Aphrodito, P. Lond. IV 1529. 7. 

A date in the late sixth or early seventh century would be suitable for this document. 

The letter is written transversa charta, see 4005 introd. para. 3, as is shown by a 

sheet-join, overlapping downwards, running horizontally very close to the lower edge. 

For despatch the letter was rolled up from the foot, the exposed edge was tucked inside 

for protection, and the address was written along the panel nearest that last fold. A 

gap was left at the middle of the address for a binding, over which a design was inked 

once it was in place. Traces of the design survive now that the binding has disappeared. 

+ XVY 
+ TrpwTOJv pev -noXXa. -npocKvvopev Ta txvrl tov rjpwv ayaOcbv SecTTOTrjv. 

-napa.KaXovp.ev vpac, SecnoTa, KeXevcare Se^acdai, to pcKpov 

ccpapcv etc Aoyov reov -nai.8ap[a>v vpd>v. oi8apev yap, 8ecnoTa, 

5 otl ovk evpicKopev 8lttot€ koto, tov oi/jlv vp,d>v, + SecTroTa. + 
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Back, along the fibres: 

4~ T<j) rjfiuiv aya[0((£>)?] Sec7ror(ij) Kvp^ico) ’/toavvrj (design) IXXovcrp^icp) (xai) arrtyeoi;^ tt 

7 (vac.) ...[.].vp.erep( ). + . 

2 1. 7TptltTOV, npocKvvovpcv', i'xvT)', 1. roO ijp-oiv ayadov 8ecitotov 3 0p.ac: corr. (from vpibv?) 

6 
4 1. cipa.pi.ov', vpcov 5 1. tIttotc, TTjv\ iipcov 6 aya?, 8ec7ror^Kvp^, lAAouerp/jj 7 opcTcp/? 

‘Firstly we kiss the feet of our good lord. We beg you, lord, give orders to accept the little simarium 

(a fish) to the credit of your “boys”. For we know, lord, that we cannot find anything worthy of your 

dignity, lord.’ 

Address: 

‘To our good master, lord John, uir illustris and representative of the landlord, ... your ...’ 

1 xpy. After a voluminous amount of commentary this common Christian symbol remains without an 

entirely satisfactory explanation, cf. LVI 3862 i n. 

2 7rpocicvvopev (1. -ovpev). Since the writer spells rrapaKaXovpcv (3) correctly, it is perhaps more likely 

that the upsilon is omitted accidentally than that omicron was pronounced indistinguishably from ov, 

although similar spellings are known elsewhere, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 211-12. 

fXV7I- Cf. 4006 7 n. He probably intended to write npocKwodpev to. lyvr) tov rjpwv ayadov 8ccttotov, but 

he forgot ra lyv-rj and proceeded, as if he had not mentioned them, with tov Xpcov ayadcuv (1. -dov) bccnoT-qv 

in the accusative. In a more pretentious writer we might have accepted to. lyv-rj as ‘accusative of respect’, 

but that seems less likely in this badly spelled letter. 

3 vp.dc, kcXcvcotc, cf. vpuiv 4, 5. For the use of the pluralis reverentiae in private letters on papyrus see 

H. Zilliacus, Selbstgefiihl und Servilitat, Studien zum unregelmiissigen JVumerusgebrauch im Griechischen 71—8. 

3-4 to puicpov cipdpiv (= -apiov). Cf. XVI 1857 i, where cLpapcv recurs along with the Nile fish aXa^rjc, 

and is presumably a diminutive form, cf. L. R. Palmer, A Grammar of the Post-Ptolemaic Papyri 88, referring 

to the Nile fish ctpoc listed by Athenaeus, Deipnosoph., VII 88 ( = 3i2a), cf. D’Arcy W. Thompson, JEA 14 

(1928) 32. Oppian, Hal., I 170, mentions dpoi among Mediterranean fish which inhabit both rocky and 

sandy areas and Artemidorus, Onirocr. ii 14 (ed. Teubn. p. 132. 10), describes these as a kind of tunny and 

says that they had no scales. Xenocrates, nepl tt)c a-no tcov ivv8paiv rpo(f>rjc XXXVI (J. L. Ideler, Physici et 

Medici Graeci i p. 133), mentions them: tuiv 8e -noTaplcov Kal Xipvalcov Taplyoov pepci pev 6 NclXoc K-pruiSctc 

clpovc re xai paypovc. The name is taken to be from the Greek adjective ci,poc, ‘snub-nosed’. The meaning 

of kt)tw8t]c is not clear; it could mean just that they were big, or it could denote some resemblance to 

whales, or perhaps dolphins, which are also described as cipol, cf. D’Arcy W. Thompson, A Glossary of Greek 

Fishes 53, where it is pointed out that in this case ‘pug-nosed’ is meant rather than ‘snub-nosed’. 

The variously shaped snouts of very many fish could be described as cipoc, but it may be that dpoc 

and apapiov were deliberately chosen with particular reference to the ot;vp(p)vyxoc, ‘the sharp-snouted fish’, 

a name which probably covers both Mormyrus caschive and M. kannume, see G. A. Boulenger, £oology of Egypt: 

The Fishes of the Nile i 68, cf. ii PI. XII, and it may be, therefore, that they refer to another of the mormyrs. 

Members of the Mormyridae family have snouts in a startling variety of shapes; some could very well be 

described as flat-nosed. The best contrast is perhaps provided by Hyperopisus bebe, as is shown vividly by the 

small diagrams of oxyrhynchus and H. bebe juxtaposed in I. Gamer-Wallert, Fische und Fischkulte im alten 

Agypten 29, Abb. 5, 6. A detailed scientific account and the best illustration of H. bebe are given by Boulenger, 

op. cit. i 70-73, ii PI. V. 2. Douglas J. Brewer and Renee F. Friedman, Fish and Fishing in Ancient Egypt 53, 

provide a shorter account with two photographs of fish represented in relief from the Tomb of Mereruka 

(Saqqara, Dynasty VI), which they tentatively identify as H. bebe. 

It is clear from the two letters that the ctpapiov was regarded as being specially good to eat: in 1857 
one was part of a consignment of fish sent for the feast of Epiphany (tt)v [-rrav]rfyvpiv tuiv dcocpavlwv 4-5); 

here it is a present to the avTiycovyoc, the most important local representative of a magnate who owned an 

estate, cf. 6 n. According to Boulenger on H. bebe, op. cit. i 73, ‘The flesh is, like that of other Mormyrs, 
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much esteemed in Senegambia; but this does not appear to be the case in Egypt at present, although 

Sonnini, the first describer of this species, at the close of the 18th century, found it firm and delicate’. 

It may be reasonably suspected that this one was not all that small; one cip.apiov plus five aXdfhjTec 

weighed seventy Roman pounds, c. 22.5 kilos, in 1857 1-2, an average of 3.75 kilos per fish. The humble 

protestations about the inadequacy of its size and about its unworthiness as a gift to the distinguished 

recipient are required by the conventions of the Byzantine epistolary style. 

4 naiSaplcov. Cf. 4007 2 n., on the doubt about the free or servile status of people described as irate or 

irarSapiov. 

oi!8ap,ev. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 410-11. 

5 Stirore (1. nVore). Cf LVI 3870 5 and n., on the same form. 

For iiiTOTc, ‘anything’, see F. Blass, A. Debrunner, F. Rehkopf, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch 

25' (§3°3)- 
oi/nv. Cf. F. Preisigke, Worterbuch s.v. 01/uc (5) for the meaning ‘position, dignity’. 

6 ’Icoavvy. No dvTiyeovxoc of this name is known. A photograph shows that Capp.ajr] avTrye(ovxqj) of 

XVI 1861 11 does not conceal him, and the reading there remains not improbable. In "XXIV 2420 5-6 

instead of 81a 'Pov<f>[ read 8id cov 0[A(aouiou) name, plus e.g. tov coSo^ordrov (cf. LVI 3871 6 n.j 

] dvreyeovyov; the person may have been Flavius Victor, cf. LVI 11 3957 8 n. 

iXXovcTp(ico). On the origin and early history of the honorific adjective illustris see A. H. M. Jones, The 

Later Roman Empire i 528-30, 535-6. On its development and use in the papyri as an substantival title, as 

here, see O. Hornickel, Ehren- und Rangpradikate 17, cf. 9 citing XVI 1859 8, 1860 6 for the combination 

IXXovcTproc real avnyeovyoc. 

avnyeoux ,. This looks more like the foot of the double curve abbreviation sign than like an omega, 

i.e. read probably dvTiyeovx(qr). On the post see E. R. Hardy, The Large Estates 85-6, A. H. M. Jones, The 

Later Roman Empire ii 789—90. It is the highest executive office in the hierarchy of estate administration, cf. 

LVI 3871 6 n. 

6—7 We might expect iraiSapra, cf. 4, among the traces in the worst damaged area, but they have not 

been found. 

7 vp.eTep(oi) or -(cov) appears, unusually, to be the last word: sc. SovXoi (SovXwv)? Cf. XVI 1936 18. 

H. G. IOANNIDOU 
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Figures in small raised type refer to fragments, small roman numerals to columns. 

Square brackets indicate that a word is wholly or substantially restored by conjecture 

or from other sources, round brackets that it is expanded from an abbreviation or a 

symbol. An asterisk denotes a word not recorded in LSJ or Suppl. The article is not 

indexed. 

I. POETIC TEXTS 

ayadoc 3965 26 I 2 

ayaApa 3965 27 9 

ayeiv 3965 25 8? 
dyelpeiv? 3965 19 ii 4 

ayepeaxoc 3965 1 10(6) 
ayAao- 3965 22 5 

d.yXao<l>Tjp.oc [3965 20 13?] 
deiK-qc [3965 25 15] 
adavaroc [3965 1 11(7)]; 2 7(24) 
aldr/p 3965 5 1 

AXe£av8poc 3965 1 7(3) 
aX-r/OeLa [3965 1 13(9)] 
-aAioc 3965 1 16(12)? 
aXioc 3965 1 16(12)? 
dAAa [3965 1 15(11)]; 26 11 

aAAoc 3965 3 4? 
aXc [3965 20 13?] 
aAcoc 3964 3 

aX<j>dveiv 3965 25 10? 
ap.aip.aK€Toc [3965 1 5] 
a va t peye 11 3963 1 

av-qp [3965 1 11(7)] 
olvOoc 3965 26 5; [27 12?]; 27 14? 
avdpanroc 3965 2 I (18); 7(24); 12 4? 
ivrldeoc [3965 2 21(38)] 

aoiSi) [3965 1 19(15)] 
6.ol8illoc 3965 1 9(5) 
ino 3965 27 12 

AttoXXojv [3965 1 4] 
avopoc 3965 ~7 3? 
apiCTOC 3965 2 12(29) 
appa 3965 1 8(4) 
apnaXeoc [3964 I 7?] 
dcTTO.Lp€LV 3965 19 ii 15? 
CLCTTjp 3965 3 I? 
acrv 3965 2 8(25) 
dreXecroc [3965 26 6] 
avrap 3965 1 16(12) 
avTLKa 3963 I 
.'I dipod ir r) 3964 4 

axapic 3965 25 4 

|8dAAeu' 3965 21 2 

i8ap/Sap- 3965 7 3 

/3ap|8iT- 3965 7 3? 
jSioroc 3965 26 10 

Bopeac [3965 12 8?] 

jSpa^uc [3964 11?] 

yapoc [3964 I 1?] 
yap 3964 I 3965 26 7 

yacr-qp 3965 3 I? 

ye [3965 2 1(18)] 
yeXdr 3965 25 2? 
yevea 3965 1 14(10) 
yqpdcKeiv 3965 26 7 

ylyvecdai [3965 25 4?] 
yXtoecTj 3965 26 14 

ScuW 3965 16 3? 
Satyptov [3965 1 19(15)?] 
Saudt^eiv [3965 1 3] 3965 2 22(39) 
Aavaoc 3965 1 10(6) 

M 3964 14? 3965 [l 9(5)?]; 2 18(35); 26 55 26 *3? 
SeiKvroai 3965 1 12(8) 
Appr/ripp 3965 19 ii 1? 
Sqpoc 3965 19 ii 5 

8i€7Teiv 3965 12 6? 
Slkt) 3965 1 8(4) 
Alowcoc 3965 8 5? 
Sop.oc 3963 7 

Suo 3965 25 5 

eyed 3965 1 16(12); 17(13); 21 3? 
ISoc 3965 27 8 

el 3965 21 11? 
elSevae 3965 26 9 

elvai 3964 1? 3965 26 8; [10] 
elvaXioc 3965 1 16(12)? 
et-nep [3965 2 1(18)] 
eKrjTL 3965 1 11 (7) 
eK<J>evyea' 3965 26 14 

'EXev-q [3964 2] 
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cXttlc 3965 10 2; la 9; 26 7 
ip-p-aneaic [3964 14] 
ipoc 3963 6 
b> 3964 3 3965 4 3?; 4?; [5 1]; 1 

evelvac 3964 1? 
evV 3964 I? 
evda 3965 26 19; 27 4 
evdanep 3965 2 11(28); 16(33) 
€Vl€VCU 3964 1? 

3965 20 7 
i£a\elc9cu 3963 4 
iijeAavveiv [3965 2 20(37)?] 
€7ti 3965 26 3 
€7TixAeT/c 3965 2 14(30 
irriKoupoc 3965 1 17(13) 

€77 OC 3965 11 10 
€7TCOVVp,OC 3965 1 13(9) 
IpaToc 3965 5 5 

tpyov 3965 2 14(30 
-epyoc? [3965 25 6?] 

'Eptfevc 3965 20 7 
epiKvhr)c 3965 1 15(11) 
€px€cdau 3965 19 ii 20? 
evaypc [3965 27 9?] 
evavd-pc 3965 3 4 
evr/Oeia 3965 1 8(4)? 
evdvc 3965 1 8(4)? 
evTnvrjc 3964 6 
evpv^-rjc 3965 2 10(27) 
iijCTpeTTTOC 3965 26 18 
Edpcdrac [3965 2 8(25)] 
evT€ 3964 2 
evxzcdcu 3965 1 18(14) 
e<j>opp.av [3965 12 5] 

3965 26 5; 6; 7; 8 
’Ex^KpariSac [3965 27 10?] 

Zedc 3965 2 9(26) 

f/Pr, 3965 26 5; 10 
ijye/xtuv 3965 2 11(28) 
^Aeoc [3965 19 ii 12] 
rpiap 3965 21 6 
■pp.i9eoc [3965 1 14(10)] 
'HpaK\i)c 3964 12 

r/pa)C [3965 1 10(6)?]; 2 10(27) 
TJVKOpLOC [3965 20 II?] 
ijrop 3965 18 9 

9dAacca [3965 20 12]; 27 2 
9aAia 3965 26 17 

9ea 3965 1 15(10 
9eac9ai 3965 19 ii 11? 

3965 1 8(4) 

0€foc 3965 1 8(4)? 
9eoc 3965 3 2 
9vrjcKfiv 3965 26 7 

9 18?; 26 17?; 27 14 9vVr6c [3965 26 5]; 11 
9vpi6c 3965 26 6 

levai 3964 1? 
I9vc 3965 1 8(4)? 
’iKvelc9ai 3965 1 9(5); [27 8?] 
lp.cP6tLc 3965 27 13 
tva 3965 2 3(20) 
LOCT€<f>aVOC 3965 27 7 
16tt)c 3965 20 4? 
ImroSafioc 3965 2 9(26) 

lcx^lv 3965 19 ii 13 

Ka9aiptiv 3965 1 8(4) 

rat'3965 1 13(9);2 2(19);2 10(27);2 14(30; 19 “ 8? 
25 9; 26 10; 26 19? 

rarac 3965 19 i 17? 
KaKO(f)pahrjc [3965 1 7(3)H 
KaKo<t>pajv [3965 1 7(3)] 
KdXak 3965 20 5 
(-) KaXlJ7TT€LV 3963 8 
KOLfMCLTOC [3965 26 8] 
ra/xveiv 3965 11 3? 
Kav9rjAia [3965 23 9] 
Kara [3963 6?] 
K(Lc9ai 3965 26 9 
keXcv9oc 3965 27 6 
kA<£oc 3965 1 11(7) 
Kopr, 3965 20 II? 
K6piv9oc 3965 2 14(31) 
ra'cuoc [3965 1 19(15)]; 27 7 
Kovcf>oc 3965 26 6 
KpiCCCOV 3965 25 5 
(-)KpT]TTLC 3965 21 9 

Aap.jSavav 3965 27 11 
Aav9dveiv 3965 2 6(23) 
Aewreir 3965 2 8(25) 
Aiyupoc 3965 25 9? 
Aiydc 3965 25 9? 

p.av9aveiv 3965 26 I I 
p.dXv 3965 10 4? 
-p^axv- 3965 10 4? 
p.€yac 3965 13 5 
fxelyvvvai 3964 13 3965 4 2 

{-)p.eXfTav 3965 11 4? 
pieAi^paiv [3965 1 19(15)] 
pte'v [3965 1 15(11)] 
MeveAaoc 3965 2 10(27) 
lirjdf 3964 I? 

* 
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/xrjSeic 3964 I? 
puc66c 3965 25 15? 

Movca 3965 1 17(13) 

veofiXacToc 3965 27 16 
vcoc 3964 11 

V€V€tV 3965 21 7 
VT/7TL0C 3965 26 9 
Nrjpevc 3965 1 16(12) 
vr/coc 3965 27 9 

Nkoc [3965 2 16(33)?] 
voeiv 3965 26 6 
vooc 3965 18 5?; 26 9 

vvv 3965 1 15(11) 
vatTov 3965 25 16? 

£avdorpix- 3965 J 10 
£ecvoc 3965 19 ii 19? 

rrepLKTLOvec 3965 2 17(34) 
TTTjKTLC 3964 I5 
Iliepibec 3965 1 12(8) 
-7r\oKap,oc 3965 1 12(8) 

tto\lc 3965 [l 9(5)?]; 2 11(28); 2 16(33) 
noXvScvSpoc 39 6 5 2 7 8 
■noXv-qpaToc 3965 26 5 
ttoXvttolklXoc [3965 1 17(13)] 
ttoXvc 3965 5 3?; 26 6 

7roXvvp.voc (v.L) 39 6 5 2 7 8 

TToXvUIWUOC [3965 1 17(13)] 
Tropoc 39 6 5 27 3? 
TTOTCipOC 3965 21 3 
7Tore 3965 21 II? 
7roue 3964 14 
Ilpiap.oc 3965 1 6(2) 
7TpOC 3965 26 11 
77poiToc 3964 13 3965 21 4 

oSe 3965 2 2(19)?; 2 18(35)? 
otKaSe [3965 1 9(5)] 
oiKerrjc 3963 3? 
oXlyoc 3965 26 10 
op.i)Xi{; 3964 5 
ov>oc 3965 25 6 
OTrXorepoc [3965 1 13(9)] 
6par 3964 2 

opp,oc 3965 12 II? 
OC, rj, O 3965 26 9 
orav [3965 26 8]' 
ore 3964 12 
ovSc 3964 I 3965 26 8; [9] 
OVK 3965 25 4; 10 
ovpavo- 3965 2 6(23) 
ovpavop.r)Ki)c [3965 2 6?] 
ovc 3965 25 16? 
out£ 3965 26 7 bis 

OVTOC 3965 26 9; 11 
6<t>Pa 3965 26 5 

riai^cov 3965 25 1? 
■naic 3965 1 6(2); 2 9(26); 3 5? 
navhUov [3965 2 20(37)?] 
7rapap-cvciv 3965 26 4? 
7rapdevoc [3964 3?] 
Tide 3965 18 7; 21 6 
IJdrpOKXoc [3965 1 2] 
77<jLT pWLOC [3965 2 11(28)?] 
riavcavtac 3965 2 13(3°) 
7reSiov 3965 2 19(36) 

ttclOclv 3965 2 1 ^ (35) 
rieXoip 3965 2 15(32) 
7T€paLV€LV 3965 27 4 

nepdeiv 3965 1 9(5) 

{,6610c [3965 27 2?] 
pvcioc 3965 19 ii 7 

CK07TCLV 3963 6 
C-rraprV 3965 2 4(21); [2 8(25)] 
cttcvSclv 3965 19 ii 17? 
cTrovhrj [3965 16 3?] 
crvyoc 3965 25 17? 
Cr3965 25 17? 

cv [3965 1 15(11)]; 17(13); t26 n] 
cvp,p,ax^o. [3965 21 8] 

cvv- 3965 2 18(35) 
CVV 3963 3? 3965 2 9(26) 
CVVOLKCTTjC 3963 3 

TavTaXibrjc 3965 2 15(32) 
T€ 3963 6 

T€pLV€lV 3965 11 3? 
rcpac 3965 3 1? 
rcpp.a 3965 1 8(4)? (v.L); 26 n 
tic 3965 2 3(20)?; [26 5] 

tic, tl 3965 20 14 

tXt)6i 3965 26 12 

Tpc<f>€Lv 3965 3 6 
rpvi [3965 20 12?] 
Tpwcc [3965 1 io(6)?] 

vyirjc [3965 26 8] 
vloc [3965 1 15(11)] 
vXaKopicupoc [3964 7] 
vrrcvepOc 3965 3 3 

V7T0 3964 15 [3965 20 12?] 

cfxavoc 3964 10? 
(fxapKLC 3965 2/ 15 
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<f>acyavov 3963 9 
</bepeiv 3965 23 16 
<j>iAoc 3965 21 8; 25 3 
</>o/Stir 3963 2 
(j>opfuy(; 3965 11 5? 
(-)(/>pd£fLv 3965 26 13 
()>pi.Kovc9ai 3965 19 ii 16? 
<j)povTic 3965 26 8 
-<f>pu)v 3965 1 19(15) 
1iv\ov 3965 2 17(34) 
cf>cdc 3964 16? 
cf>tbc 3964 16? 

xatpeiv 3965 1 15(11) 
xa.\fTTT€iv [3965 1 6(2)]? 

XapUic [3965 27 12] 

II. 

ayadoc 3967 403 3971 6 
aSetv [3966 10?]; [14] 
dOdvaToc 3967 402 
aic9avec9ae [3970 12] 
(-)<JLKOV€LV 3968 i 17 
d\r]9r)c 3966 7 
aAAa 3967 1 394 3968 ii 4 3969 1 8; 12? 

10?; 12 3971 2 
dp.a [3966 4?] 
ap,apraveLV 3970 12 
av 3966 ii 3970 15 
avex^Lv 3972 9; 11 
avOpamoc 3970 10 
avocioc 3967 2 411? 
OLTTaC [3967 1 388?] 3968 ii 13? 
arro [3966 9] 

aTToAayxd-veiv [3971 5?] 
a.7To\api^av€iv 3967 1 392 
aTroAeyeLV [3971 5?] 
OL7T O At L7T € IV [3971 5?] 
AnoXXotv 3969 1 10 
d-nopoc 3967 400 
diroifiepeLV [3966 12?] 
apna^Lv [3967 1 398] 
dc9evr\e 3967 1 400 
acyaAdv [3967 1 395] 

dryx^ip-oi 3967 ‘ 390 
auAoc 3966 10 
avroc 3966 6; [i 3] 3967 1 401; 403 3968 
; 3972 5; 8 

d(/>ieva 1 3967 1 394 
dfjiviTvi^eiv 3966 12 

INDEXES 

Xap^ee9ac [3965 1 6(2)]?; [26 12] 

{-)x^v 3965 1 11(7) 
Xe(P 3965 1 4 3965 27 11 
Xtpcoc 3965 12 6 

Xpfipea 3965 1 ' ii 2 
Xpovoc 13965 26 3?]; [10] 
xpcoc 3965 27 12 

ipv&poc 3965 26 16 
3965 26 12 

WKUpiOpOC 3965 ' 14(10) 

-UIVVpLOC 3965 2 24(40 
die 3964 12 3965 1 7(3)?; 26 10 
wc 3965 1 7(3)? 
cacre 13965 ! 7(3)]? 

COMEDY 

/3a8t£cii' 3972 8 
/910c 3967 1 396 
/3AeVeiv [3967 1 318] 
fiov\ec9ai 3972 7 

yap.eiv 3966 9 
3970 yap 3966 8; 14; 16 3967 1 385; [407] 

3972 9 
yew c [3971 1?] 
yi'yvec9ai [3967 1 393]; 1 399? 3970 18 
yvvrj 3966 I I 

8a/cpu- [3971 11?] 
Sc 3971 3 
Scf 3966 15 3967 401 
Scii' 3966 4 
Sia 3967 1 389 
SiSac/ccti' 3969 1 6 
SiSovai 3967 1 403 3969 1 3; 4 
SoKelr 3966 16 [3970 16] 
A ova f 3972 10 (in margine) 
Svcrvxrfc 3968 i 8 
SdiSc/ca 3969 1 7 
Acupic 3971 4? 

iav 3966 4 
cy/cAciciv 3966 13 

eyed 3966 15; 16 3967 1 389; 403; 404 
ii 11 3970 17 3971 3 

ci’3967 397; 3972 12 
etva 1 3966 16 3967 3gg; 403; [2 407] 
etc [3967 1 405] 

3968 1 3 

3972 10 

3969 1 9 
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dc 3971 5 
elcopav [3971 9?] 
etc to 3970 13 3972 8 
€K€tVOC [3967 1 390] 
eWeetvoc 3967 1 387 
ifjLavTOv 3967 1 [389]; 2 414? 
£p6c [3967 1 390?] 3970 6 
evSov 3966 13 
€V€LVCU 3967 1 391 
ev0dSe 3968 i 5 
ivoyXelv 3969 1 12 
i^epx^cdai 3967 1 [386; 387] 
€TTOLKOV€ IV 3966 11 
emVA^poc 3972 13 
i-nlcr^pov 3967 397 
ipvdpLav 3972 6' 
-£pxecdai 3967 1 386 3968 ii 17 
ircpoc 3970 11 
ev(-) 3971 1? 
ev 3967 402 3972 10 
etnrujyujv 3971 1? 
evipvxoc 3967 400 

ex*lv 3967 1 393 3972 13 

ivv t39®7 1 394]; [400] [3972 7?] 

17Sue 3966 11 
■flfj.de [3971 7?] 3972 11 

Bate 3968 ii 5 
davpacroc 3970 14 
diXyav 3967 1 394 
Beoc 3966 10 3968 i 16 [3969 1 7]; 10 
dvyaTTjp 3969 1 5 

iccoc 3967 399 
LTCLpLOC 3967 399 
lyOvc [3968 ii io] 

Kadevheiv 3966 13 

Ka( 3966 10 3967 2 396; 413 3968 ii 5 3969 1 10 
3970 13; 14 3971 8 

KaXoc 3968 ii 6 
KarayeXacroc 3970 18 
KaraXeLTTeLv 3967 1 401 
KOprj 3967 397 
KprjVT) [3966 9] 
KTacOat 3968 i 18 
KcuXveiv 3967 1 391 

AaAetv 3967 1 388 
Aa/^jSaveii' 3968 1 13; [25] 
XavOaveiv 3968 i 6; [7] 
Xeytip 3967 1 389; 394 3968 i 14 [3970 17] 

AtjSavajroc 3968 ii 12 
Xoyi.cp.6c [3967 1 399] 
XoLTTOC 3970 15 
Xovrpov 3966 8 

peXeLv [3967 1 389] 
peXoc 3966 15 
pev 3972 12 
(-) pcvciv 3969 1 9 (bis?) 
pCVTOi [3966 1 o]" 
p,rj 3969 1 3?; 4; 12 
Mlklcov 3970 19 
p,LcOoi)V 3966 14 
picour 3967 1 
poXic 3971 8 
povoc 3968 ii 8? 

vj] 3972 13 
vvv 3966 6 3967 1 399 
V6I [3971 11?] 

oSvvrjpoc 3967 1 400 
OLKOTpaf) 3966 16 
OLKTOC [3967 1 395?] 
oiKTpoc [3967 1 395?] 
olvoyooc [3966 7?] 
ovetSoc 3967 401 
(-)opav 3971 9 

opYV f3967 ' 387] 
oii 3967 1 390 
ov8<e 3972 6 
OVK [3967 1 403] 3972 9 

OVKOVV 3967 1 39i 
outoc 3966 8; 14 3967 1 388; [389]; 390; 391; 392 

bis; 398; 401; 405 3970 17 [3972 11] 
ovtcuc 3967 1 393; 407? 

77 aibapcov 3966 16 
nalc 3968 ii 9 
7Ta.VTa.YOV [3967 1 2Q2] 
7raw 3968 i 2 1 
irapaytiv 3970 13 
Flapdcvlc [3968 i 4] 
Tra.pi.ivai [3966 11] 
7TOLC [3967 1 388] 
7Tacxeiv 3967 1 388; [402]; 2 410? 
7T€pL7T€LV 3967 1 405 
TrXeove^ia 3967 398 
7roioc 3966 15 
7TOT6 3966 11; [15] 3970 7?; 9 [3971 8] 
ttov 3967 396 
7Tpayp,a 3966 7 
ITpLV 3968 ii 1 
7TpOKoXlTLOV 3968 i I 5 
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■npoc 3966 io bis; 14; 15 3967 1 393? 
TTpOcSoKipiOC [3971 7?] 
77pocOev 3967 1 393? 
npocTTOieiv 3967 1 404 

■npocTidcvai 3970 I I 

7rdjc 3967 1 403 

pcovvvvai 3969 1 11 (ippcopevoc) [3971 3?] 

ceavToii [3967 1 395] 

CifjiLKrj 3967 1 387' 
dputptvTjc 3969 1 8; 11 

CTradrj 3967 2 410? 
CTpC<f>€lV 3968 i 10; 11? 
CV 3967 '391; [393?]; 396; 2 401 

cw(-?) 3967 1 386 

Ccociac 3968 i 1; 20 

CCJTTjpLa [3967 1 396?] 

ra\ac [3966 14] [3967 1 394?] 3968 i 7 3971 4 

re 3967 1 389 

Tcraproc [3972 12] 
Tipuopciv [3967 1 402] 
nc, ti 3966 10 3967 397 

TIC, Tl 3967 1 388; 396; 2 410? 3968 i 3; ii 3 3970 
13 3972 7 

rot 3972 10 

III. RULERS AND 

Marcus and Verus 

AvTOjvivoc kai Ovijpoc 01 Kvpioi AvTOKpaTopcc (year 6) 

3974 15-16 
AinoKpaTcop Kaicap Mapxoc Avpr/Aioc Avtwvivoc xa'i 

AvtokpiXTcop Kaicap [ (oath formula) [3975 

n-13] 

Gordian III 

Map/coc Avtwvioc Pophiavoc Kaicap 6 xvpioc (oath 

formula of year 6) 3976 7-8 

Decius 

AvTOKparcup Kaicap T^atoc Mcccloc Kovlvtoc Tpaiavoc 

Ackloc [ (year i) 3978 19-21 

Toivvv 3969 1 11 
Tp€(f>€LV 3968 i 10; II? 
rpLcaOXioc 3967 4j3 
TpOTTOC 3970 8 
Tvyxdveiv [3967 2 409] 
Tvcf>A6c 3968 i 2 

v8po(f)opeiv 3966 15 
viTcp [3967 1 388] 
{mo (-) 3968 ii 13? 

<f>avai [3967 1 388] 
0aviac 3968 i 12 
cf>dpp,aKOV 3967 2 416 
<t>cpeiv 3966 9 
(/iiAraroc 3970 16 

3967 1 385 

Xaipciv 3970 16 
X°pdc 3966 5 [3967 2 413/414] 

ijjeyciv 3967 1 390 

cL 3968 i 16 3971 4 
die 3967 1 395 
djenep 3968 1 2 

REGNAL YEARS 

Gallienus 

6 Kvpioc rjp,cov raXXLTjvoc Cefiacroc (year 14) 3979 
20-21 

Galerius 

No titulature (year 20 = 311/12; posthumous) 3982 
10—11 

Constantine and Licinius 

No titulature (year 7, 5 = 312/13) 3982 12 
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IV. CONSULS 
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AD 312 UTTGLTGLOLC TOJV 8tC7TOTCxJV 1)/rd)V K.COVCTOLVT LVOV 

Kal Auawiov Ce/Sacraiy to /S' 3981 21—22 
AD 314 vvaTeiac *P ovc^iov OvoXovccavov Kal IleTpu)- 

vlov Avviavov tujv XapnpoTaTOiv 3982 16-17 3983 
I ({martia ktX), 12, 16 

AD 340 vnaTtLac Ceimplov AklvSvvov t[ou 

Xap(npoTaTov)] firapxov rod lepov -npaiTLopiov Kal 

I7oirOv[XcOVLOv] npOKXoV TOV \ap(jTpOTaTOV) 3984 

1-3 

AD 473 paTa ttjv vvo-Ttiav &Xaoutov MapKLavov tov 

Xapirporarov Kal tov SrjXcod-pcopevov 3985 I 
AD 494 pfra tt)v xmarelav <PXaovtov EvcefKov tov 

XapiTporaTov to fi" 3986 2-4 

AD 532? VTraretac 0Xaovtwv 'OpecTOV Kal Afinjvov 

tcov Xa]pirpoTdTU)v [3987 i] 

V. INDICTIONS 

nth., apxfi 12th. (472/3) 3985 1 

12th. (473/4) 3985 7> 10 
13th. (474/5) 3985 7, 10 

2nd. (493/4) 3986 5 

1 oth. (531/2?) 3987 1 

nth. (532/3?) 3987 8, 12 

VI. MONTHS 

Owe 3979 21? 

naXcov 13982 17) 3983 i, 12 3985 1 3992 21 

7’0/St 3991 30 

&ap.€vcud [3979 21?] 3981 22 3983 17 3986 4 

3987 1 [3989 17] 3998 8 

<Pappovdi 3999 io, 28 

VII. DATES 

26 September 266 (or 25 March 267?) 3979 20-21 

26 February—26 March 312 3981 21-2 

26 March 314 3983 16-17 

5 May 314 3982 16-17 

7 May 314 3983 1,12 

9 May 473 3985 1 

8 March 494 3986 2-4 

21 March 532? 3987 1 

VIII. PERSONAL NAMES 

APltjvoc see Index IV s.v. AD 532? 

Afipaapuoc 4005 8 
Ayadoc: Aur. Agathus 3982 19-20 

Adavacioc 4003 I 
Adavaaoc, j801760c 4002 10 

At'Atoc 0€o>v 3992 1, 34 

Aklv8vvoc see Index IV s.v. AD 340 

AAeic, w. of Calocaerus 3994 5 

AXe£av8poc: Aur. Alexander, decaprotus 3980 3 

AXe£av8poc: Aur. Alexander, former hypomnemato- 

graphus, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite [3980 1] 

AXe£av8poc, odoviaKoc 3979 16— I 7 

ApaTOKOc, f. of Aur. Psenamunis comarch of Phobou 

3982 3 3983 3 

’Appcov, irate 4007 2 

AppwvLavoc 4000 r 
Appcjvioc [3997 28] 

Appwvioc: Aur. Ammonius alias Apollonius, strat¬ 

egus of the Oxyrhynchite 3976 i, 10? 3977 1-2 

Appwvovc, m. of Copres 3997 38, 39? 

Avviavoc see Index IV s.v. AD 314 
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Avovfiiwv, f. of Flavius Serenus primicerius quaestiona- 

riorum 3986 7 

Avov<f>ioc: Aur. Anuphius nomicarius, s. of Theodoras, 

gd.-s. of Megas alias Didymus 3985 3, 6 

Avrcovivoc see Index III s.v. Marcus and Verus 

Avtcvvloc 3976 7 sw g/jo Index III s.v. Gordian III 

^47Ta[ 3988 11 

Anla 3990 I 
A 77L(VI 4000 2 

Anlwv: Flavius Apion III 4006 12 

Ano\ivapi,oc: Domidus Apolinarius, strategus of the 

Athribite 3973 4-5, 6 

AnoXXtuvla 3989 14 

AttoWcovioc 3998 31 

AnoXXcvvioc: Aurelius Ammonius alias Apollonius, 

strategus of the Oxyrhynchite 3976 1,10? 3977 
1-2 

AnoXXujc, irate 4007 9 

Anna Kijpoc, Kadcucuopevoc 4006 3 

Ancfivc 3993 22, 49 

Apictcuv, empeXrjrrjC 3982 IO 
Appacic: Aur. Harmasis s. of Tithoes, priest 3981 

2, 23 

Apnaijcic: Aur. Harpaesis s. of Pathatres, comarch 

of Phobou 3982 2, 18 3983 3 

Apnoxparlaiva 3996 10 

Arpeuc: Aur. Hatreus s. of Panotbeus, comarch of 

Posompoys 3983 8 

Arp-ijc: Aur. Hatres 3984 5 

Avp-qXroc [3975 12] 3976 1, 2, 10, 11 3977 1, 4 

3978 1, 3 3980 1, 3 3981 2, 23, 24 3982 1, 2, 

5, 18, 19, 22, 23 3983 2, 3, 6 {bis), 7, 8, 11 3984 
4, 5 3985 3, 17 3986 14 3987 10, 14 

AvpijXioc see also Ayadoc, AXe^avSpoc, Appiuvioc, 

Avou<f>ioc, AnoXXcvvcoc, Appacic, Apnaijcic, Arpevc, 

Arprjc, A<f>dovioc, Tcppavoc, ArjpTrjTpioc, Aiovvca- 

pioc, 'HpaxXclSrfc, "Hpojv, OcoScopoc, 0ccuv, ’lean, 

’Icvdvvrjc, Mowdnoc, NcyOcpwac, Ilcxvcic, 

fl pwrapyoc, Capanltuv, Ccpijvoc, Crparovixoc, 

Cvpoc, xl/evap.ovvic, WevTaccvc, TQpoc 

AvprjXioc see also Index III s.v.v. Antoninus and 

Verus 

A<f>dovioc. Aur. Aphthonius, STjpoclcuv xpr}pd.Tiav 

Tpanc^lrrjc 3982 5 

A(j>ovc 3997 39 3999 1, 30 

Brjcaploov 3988 1, 2 I 

Br/cdc 3973 11 (margin) 

rdioc 3978 20 see also Index III s.v. Decius 

raXXirj voc 3979 20-21 see also Index III s.v. 

Gallienus 

reppiavoc: Aur. Germanus s. of Johannes 3985 17 

FopSiavoc 3976 7 see also Index III s.v. Gordian III 

rpajiavoc 4004 5 

Ackioc [3978 21] see also Index III s.v. Decius 

Ar)pr)Tpioc 3991 22 3998 33 

AypiriTpioc: Aur. Demetrius s. of Theon 3978 6 

Ar)p.r)Tpioc: f. of M. Aur. Theon, h. ofDionysia alias 

Thaesis 3976 3 

Ativpioc 3999 6, 10, 17 4003 2 4004 16 

AlSvpioc: Megas alias Didymus, gd.-f. of Aur. Anu¬ 

phius nomicarius, f. of Aur. Theodorus nomicarius 

3985 4 3986i5-i6 

Aioyac 3992 22, 31 

Aioyevrjc, scholasticus 4002 2, 23 

dioStopoc 3988 12 

Aiovvcdpioc: Aur. Dionysarius, strategus of the 

Oxyrhynchite nome 3984 4 

A wove la 3992 5 4002 19 

Awvvcla'. Dionysia alias Thaesis, m. of M. Aur. 

Theon, w. of Demetrius 3976 3-4 

Aiovvcioc: Heras alias Dionysius, strategus of the 

Saite nome 3973 2, 6-7 

Aiovvcioc, vop.oypd<j>oc 3992 24 

Aiovvcioc, royal scribe, acting strategus of the 

Oxyrhynchite 3974 1 3975 1 

dioocopac [3994 17?] 

dioc/copoc 3993 42 3999 5 

Aiocxopoc, f. of Pansophium (3984 7) 

Aopilrioc: Domitius Apolinarius, strategus of the 

Athribite 3973 4-5, 6 

'EXcvr) 3997 39, 40 

'EXevrj, embroidress 4001 19 

'Eopracioc 4003 33 

Ena<f)podiToc 3991 2 1-22 

'EpfALvoc 3992 1, 34 

EvSaifituv, doctor 4001 2, 37 

Evr/Otoc: Valerius Euethius, rationalis 3980 7 

EvXoyLoc 3998 31 (cuAoyic pap. ) 

Evp-ddcoc 4002 I, 22 

Evcefitoc see Index IV s.v. AD 494 

Evcjxpocvvr} 3994 I, 16 

'HpaKXafipuov 3999 1, 7, 2g 4001 8 

'//paxAeiSijc 3991 23 

'HpaicXelSTjc: Aur. Heracleides s. of Cephalon 3979 5 

'HpaicXelBrjc, f. of Clemens, s. of Clemens, h. of 

Taharthonis 3975 4 

'HpaxXelSrjc, village scribe of Therythis (Saite) 

3973 3 

'HpaxXeioc 4000 10 

'HpaxXijc 3997 1, 44 

'Hpac 3993 43 3997 29 

'Hpac: Heras alias Dionysius, strategus of the Saite 

nome 3973 2, 6-7 
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"Hptov 3997 18 

”Hpcuv: Aur. Protarchus alias Heron, strategus of the 

Oxyrhynchite 3978 1-2 

'Heil^ioc, former strategus of the Oxyrhynchite 

3981 7 

©arjcic 3993 38 

©aijcic: Dionysia alias Thaesis, m. of M. Aur. 

Theon, w. of Demetrius 3976 3-4 

©alcove 3994 i 2 

©eoSocioc 4005 1 I? 

©eo8wpa 3998 I 2 

©eoScopoc 4001 26 4002 16 4004 2, 24 4007 13 

0eo8ojpoc: Aur. Theodorus nomicarius, f. of Aur. Anu- 

phius nomicarius, s. of Megas alias Didymus 3985 
3, 4, 7 3986 14 

0eo8copoc: Aur. Theodorus protodemotes, s. of 

Maximus 3987 10, [15] 

©eo8ujpoc, Kop.ec, pei^orepoc 4006 11, 12 

©ecuv: Aelius Theon 3992 1, 34 

©ecuv: ... alias Theon 3976 12 

©ecuv: Aur. Theon 3982 23 

©ecuv: Aur. Theon alias Munatius, town councillor 

3978 3 4 

©ecuv, f. of Aur. Demetrius 3978 6 

©ecuv, f. of Petosiris 3993 27, 31 

©e'cov: M. Aur. Theon s. of Demetrius, m. Dionysia 

alias Thaesis 3976 2-4 

©r)doT)C see TlOotjc 

©ujvlc 3998 1, 32, 33 (3 persons) 

©civic, s. of Cephalas 3993 45 

©civic, s. of Plutarchus, f. of Thonis the elder deayoc 

of Thoeris and of Thonis the younger deceased 

3974 4 

©civic, s. of Thonis the elder, gd.-s. of Thonis, 

gt.-gd.-s. of Plutarchus, m. Talobais 3974 9 

©ujvlc, s. of Thonis the younger deceased 3974 13 

©ujvlc, the elder, deayoc of Thoeris; s. of Thonis, 

gd.-s. of Plutarchus, m. Taysiris d. of Petalus; f. 

ofThonis; h. ofTalobais; b. ofThonis the younger 

deceased 3974 4 

©ujvlc, the younger, deceased, s. ofThonis, gd.-s. of 

Plutarchus, m. Taysiris; b. of Thonis the elder 

deayoc of Thoeris; f. ofThonis 3974 12 

'IepaKLUjv 3988 1, 21 

’IovXloc 4007 14 

’Icolk: Aur. Isak, bleacher, s. of Johannes 3987 14 

'I c Lae lac, stonecutter 4003 17 

7cyVf)L(ov 3991 1, 32 

’Iujavvr)c: Aur. Johannes s. of Patbos 3985 2, 14 

’Icodwpc, f. of Aur. Germanus 3985 1 7 

’Iaiavvrjc, f. of Aur. Isak bleacher 3987 14 

'Icodvvrjc, IXXovcTpLOC Kal avTLyeovyoc 4008 6 

K L<f>Lc, d. of Psosnaus 3981 3 

Katcap 3975 11,13 3976 7 3978 20 see also Index 

III s.v. Marcus and Verus, Gordian III, Decius 

KaXXlvLKoc 3998 1, 32 (2 persons?) 

KdXXLTTTTOC 3998 32 

KaXoKaLpoc, h. of Aleis 3994 1 

KaVCOTTOC 4004 1, 24 

Kep8a>v 3997 f 1 ], 44 

KepaXdc, f. of Thonis 3993 46 

KepaXcuv, f. of Aur. Heracleides 3979 5—6 

KX-pprfc, gd.-f. of Clemens, f. of Heracleides 3975 4-5 

KX-ppipc, s. of Heracleides, gd.-s. of Clemens, m. 

Taharthonis 3975 4 

Ko-npf)c, s. of Ammonus 3997 38 

K07Tpvc 3993 1 

AopvJAioc 4002 17 

Kovlvtoc [3978 21] see also Index III s.v. Decius 

Kpavac 3997 i4 
Kvpa 4001 2, 9 4004 15 (bis) 

KvpLaKOC, e-JTLTpOTTOC 4007 14 
KvpiXXa 4001 15 

Kvpoc see iUmra Kvpoc 

KwvcTavTLvoc see Index IV s.v. AD 312 

Aecuvl8T]c 3979 7 

AecovlS-pc, s.(?) of Sinpsansneus 3979 1 

Alklwloc see Index IV s.v. AD 312 

AvKaplcuv, former gymnasiarch of Oxyrhynchus 

3989 1, 18 

MaKapla 4004 3 

MatevTLOC 4000 12 

MaLpoc, f. of Aur. Theodorus protodemotes 3987 10 

Mapla 4005 1 

MapKLavoc see Index IV s.v. AD 473 

MapKoc [3975 12] 3976 2, 7, 11 see also Qeujv\ Index 

III s.vv. Marcus and Verus, Gordian III 

Marpeac, f. of Aur. Psentaseus comarch of Posom- 

poys 3983 8 

Meyac: Megas alias Didymus, gd.-f. of Aur. Anu- 

phius nomicarius, f. of Aur. Theodorus nomicarius 

3985 4 3986 15-16 

MeXac, speculator 4002 5 

Mcccloc 3978 20 see also Index III s.v. Decius 

Movvoltloc: Aur. Theon alias Munatius, town coun¬ 

cillor 3978 3-4 

NadavafiX 4004 14 

NeLXac: Aur. Nilas s. of Serenus 3985 2, 15 

NeydepweLc: Aur. Nechtheroeis s. of Phthimuis 3981 
24 

NlXolc see NeiXac 

'OvcupaTLavoc, vavKX-ppoc [3980 10] 
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'Opccr-qc see Index IV s.v. AD 532? 

OvaXevTivoc 4004 9 

OvaXcpioc 3988 5 (ovaXepw acc.) 

OvaXcpioc EvrjOloc. rationalis 3980 7 

Ovijpoc see Index III s.v. Marcus and Verus 

OvoXovciavoc see Index IV s.v. AD 314 

IlaaTnc 3993 38 

nadarpfjc, f. of Aur. Harpaesis comarch of Phobou 

3982 2 (TTaTadprjToc pap.) 3983 3 

ria\iov6ioc 4007 3 

FlaviCKOC 3996 3 

llavoT^evc, f. of Aur. Hatreus comarch of Posompoys 

3983 8 

navcotfriov, d. of Dioscorus 3984 7 

77aTj8<uc, f. of Aur. Johannes 3985 [2], 15 

IleKvcic. Aur. Pecysis s. of Pecysis 3983 7 

IleKvcic, f. of Aur. Pecysis 3983 7 

IJeraXoc, f. ofTaysiris w. ofThonis s. of Plutarchus, 

m. of Thonis the elder Ocayoc of Thoeris 3974 5 

IleTocipLc 3995 1 

fteTocipic, priest, s. of Theon 3993 12-13, 26, 27 

rJeTpwvLoc see Index IV s.v. AD 314 

nXovrapxoc 3995 1 

nXovrapxoc, f. of Thonis, gd.-f. of Thonis the elder 

dcayoc of Thoeris and ofThonis the younger de¬ 

ceased 3974 4 

nXovrapxoc, priest 3989 I, 18 

no-rrovXwvioc see Index IV s.v. AD 340 

npoxXoc see Index IV s.v. AD 340 

npwrapxoc: Aur. Protarchus alias Heron, strategus 

of the Oxyrhynchite 3978 1-2 

nroXcpaioc 3990 13 3993 43 

nroXcpaioc. Flavius Ptolemaeus, primicerius quaestion- 

ariorum, s. of Phoebammon 3986 7 

nroXcpaioc, peXXoyvpvaciapxoc 3992 25 

'Povcfnoc see Index IV s.v. AD 314 

CaXiovc 4002 9 

Capana/x/xcup 3993 I 

Capairac 3989 6, 8 

Capamac 3991 i. 32 

CapamoScopoc, merchant 3992 29 

Capairicov: Aur. Sarapion alias Serenus, strategus of 

the Oxyrhynchite nome 3982 1, 22 3983 2, [6], 11 

Capaniatv, ex-gymnasiarch, deputy strategus 

(3975 2) 

CaparriLov see also Index IX (b) s.v. Caparricovoc 

Xaipr^povoc 

Ccfiacroc 3979 8, [21] 3981 22 see also Index III s.v. 

Gallienus, IV s.v. AD 312, XIII (b) s.v. apyvpiov 

Ccfiacrov vop.icp.aroc 

CcTTTipLoc see Index IV s.v. AD 340 

Ceprjvoc 3990 12 3993 40 3996 1 

Cep-qvoc. Aur. Sarapion alias Serenus, strategus of 

the Oxyrhynchite nome 3982 1, 22 3983 2, 6, 

["] 
Ceprivoc, centurion 4000 26 

Ccpr/voc, f. of Aur. Nilas 3985 2, 15 

Ccpi)voc: Flavius Serenus, primicerius quaestionariorum, 

s. of Anubion 3986 6 

Civffocuvic 3991 19-20 

ClvBwvic 3993 1 

Civipavcvcvc, m. (?) of Leonides 3979 1 

CrparoviKoc. Aur. Stratonicus, decaprotus 3980 3 

CvyxXT]TiKr] 4004 14 

Cvpa 3993 i 
Cvpac 3998 i 
Cvpoc, Aur. freedman 3977 4 

TaapdwvK, m. of Clemens, w. of Heracleides 3975 5 

TaXofiak, m. ofThonis, w. ofThonis the elder, s. of 

Thonis, gd.-s. of Plutarchus 3974 10 

Tavclpic, d. of Petalus, w. ofThonis s. of Plutarchus, 

m. ofThonis the elder dcayoc of Thoeris 3974 5 

Ta6vyxir- 3997 3 

Taijjaic 3996 1 

Tidopc, f. of Aur. Harmasis, priest 3981 2, 23 (d-qdo- 

rjovc pap.) 

Torracrac 3997 3g 

Tpa'iavoc [3978 21] see also Index III s.v. Decius 

Tp6cf>ipoc 3993 6, 11, 20 

<Pavcroc, p,€yaXo(7Tp€Tr€CTaroc) 4006 9 

00LpLovic, f. of Aur. Nechtheroeis 3981 24 

QtAaSeA(j>oc 4002 8 
0lA6^€POC 4004 16 

0A6.ovioc see riroAep^aloc, Ceprjvoc see also Index I\ 

s.vv. AD 473, AD 494, AD 532? 

<PoifiaSla 4005 6 

&oifiappiov, f. of Flavius Ptolemaeus primicerius quaes¬ 

tionariorum 3986 8 

XaiprjfjLcov see Index IX (b) s.v. Capairicuvoc 

Xaipripiovoc 

Xevapiovv 3997 41 

Xotbc, assistant of Heraclius 4000 9 

XpiCT0(f)OpOC 4006 I I 

xPavapLovvLC see Wevap.ovvic 

'PevapiovvLc: Aur. Psenamunis, s. of Amatocus, com¬ 

arch of Phobou 3982 [2], 18 (i/iava/x-pap) 3983 3 

^cvraceuc: Aur. Psentaseus s. of Matreas, comarch 

of Posompoys 3983 8 

^ocvauc, f. of K i(f)ic 3981 3 

*Qptyac 4000 5, IO 

TQpoc: Aur. Horus [3984 6] 

'Q^eAlvrj 3993 42 



IX. GEOGRAPHICAL 

IX.GEOGRAPHICAL 

(a) Countries, Nomes, 

AdptfliTTjc (vo/ioc) 3973 5, 6 
AAe£dv8peta 3982 i o 3988 4-5 4000 18 
ApKa8ia 3986 11 

AcKaXdjviov see Index XIII (a) 

ITpaKAeonoAirr/c (yopoc) 3975 7 

'HpaKAeonoAtTwv (noAic) 3986 9 

&r)fiatCK 3990 [3-4], g-IO, 16 

Kara) ronapyia 3980 4 

vopLoc 3973 12 3975 7 3985 2 

'Ogvpvyxi > 3987 16 3989 19 

YJ^vpvyxiTpc i 3989 19?) 3998 7 

Toparchies, Cities, Etc. 

’0£vpuyxiTT)c (vop.oc) 3975 8 (3976 2, 11) (3977 3) 

(3978 2) 3979 4 3980 2 (3982 [1], 22) 3983 
(2), 6,ii [3984 4] 3985 2 

'O^vpvyxiTcjv (776Aic) 3978 5-6 3985 4 3986 13, 

[17] 3987 2, [3] 

'O^vpvyxoc 4002 22 (4006 12?) 
'Ogvpvyxaw voAic 3974 5-6 (3985 1) 3986 5 

(3987 1) 

nayoc (5 th) 3983 9, 13 

n-rjAovciov 4003 36 (vr^Aaic-pap.) 

GxiVtjc (vopoc) 3973 2, 7 

TOTrapxio. see Karen r. 

b) Villages. Etc. 

A8aiov 4002 I 7 (aSeov pap.) 

Ausuipta (Heracleopolite?) 3993 7 

QepvQic (Saite) 3973 3, 24 

N-qcwv (kujp.7?: Heracleopolite) 4004 10 

riocopL-novc 3983 9, 13, (ig) 3989 10 

Caparricovoc Xai.p-r/povoc (Kuipri) 3984 5-6 

Cepv<f>LC 3978 15 

Cec<f>da 3975 8 

Cecf>9a 3979 12 

TaKova 3985 2, 18 

Tap.nep.ov 4003 23—4 

Toko 4002 10 

0o/S (I)OV 3982 3 

Xeuercoptc 3981 3 

XoLvwdpic (Heracleopolite) 3975 6 (Xvvcodpecvc) 

XuvoiOpLc see Xoivwdpic 

X. RELIGION AND MAGIC 

eoprrj 3991 6 

Bed 3974 7 

Oeayeta 3974 18 
Oeayoc 3974 6 

Qev€(TT(i6i) see Gorjpelov 

(a) Pagan 

8e6c 3992 15 {bis?) 3993 5 

Gorjpelov Oeve^irpLoi) Kat erepov llacLv[ 3974 7-8 
Oof/pic 3974 6 

Upevc 3981 2 3989 18 3993 6, 13 

lepo [ 3973 25 
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Upov 3993 i9—20 
Upoc 3984 2 see also Index XI S.v. e-rrapxoc rob Upov 

TrpacTiupiov 

IlavavTlvooc 3980 g 
riaciv[ see &ot)pelov 

7TpocKvvTjpia. 3988 18 3992 14 3993 4 see also Index 

X (b) 

C6.pa.Tnc 3992 16 
Cepamc 3988 16 

TKt<Arj(La 4003 10—II, 15-16 
enovpavLoc 4003 3 (cTrwpavLOV pap.) 

eOAa(3-qc 3986 I 5 

deloc see TTpovoca 

0£O'c 3997 8, 11, 12 3998 2, 5 3999 3 

4005 2, 10 4007 7 (6. 6 p,ovoc), 10 (9. 

SeCTTOTTIc) 

(b) Christian 

KVpLOC 3998 2, 5 3999 3 

TTpOVOia (6ela) 4000 3 4001 5, 11 

TrpocKVvrjpia 39979 10 39984 

4003 4 xw 3986 1 4008 1 
6 TTaVTCOV 

(c) Magic 

APpataTaXvT[ ) 3976 14 XpPaXvT{ ) 3976 13 

2l|8pacgraxUT( ) 3976 15 

XI. OFFICIAL AND MILITARY TERMS AND TITLES 

apc^oSoypapparevc 3976 5—6 
avnyeovyoc 4008 6 
apxa>v (praeses) 3987 6 
AvyovcraAi-oc 4003 34 (ayovcT- pap.) 

(SciciAikoc ypap.p.arcvc (3974 l) (3975 i) 
fjorjOoc 4000 g 4002 io 
fiovAevTrjc 3978 4-5 

enapxla. 3986 11 
eirapyoc rov Upov rrpairajpLOV 3984 2 

eiripeXeia 4000 16 
€77 L peXrjTrjc 3982 IO 
€7TLV€pT]CLC 3985 7 3987 8,12 
€77tcraAjU,a 3973 4 3982 6 

ilTLCToXafiopOC 3993 9 

irTLcrpar-pyoc 3990 13-14 

yvp.vaCLapxclv (3975 2—3) (3989 19) pycpcovla 3986 11 

SeKarrpajTOC 3980 4 
8r/p,ocLov 3982 9 3983 io, 14? 15 
SrjpocLcov xpiyxo-Toiv rpaTre^Lrrjc 3982 5—6 
StaSo^oc ttjc crpariqyLac (3975 3) 
htaKpLT'fjc 3973 13 
SiacrjpLOTaToc (perfectissimus) 3980 7 

eicayyeXXeiv 3987 9 

etcStSovat 3976 5 
CLCKpLTLKOV 3974 18 
eKOLTOVTCLpXOC (4000 2j) 

ippe Xeia 3981 17 

Ocloc [3983 4?] 

IXXovcrpLOC 4008 6 
IvSlktlojv 3985 1, 10 3986 5) 3987 1 see also 

Index V 

KadoXiKoc (rationalis) 3980 7 
Kadojcicapcevoc 4006 3 
KOiVOV 3985 2 3987 2 
Kop.ec 4006 I I 
KveccLcvvapLOC 3986 IO 
Kcopapx'pc 3982 3 3983 4, 9* 18 
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KtopoypappaTCvc (3973 3) 

XafiTTpoc 3986 12 3987 2 

XaprrpoTaToc 3982 17 3983 1, 12, 16 3984 [(1)] (3) 
3985 . 3986 4, 13 3987 1 

XdTovpyui 3987 12 

peyaXo-rrpeTTfCTaToc 3987 5 (4006 9) 
pCL^OTCpOC (4006 11, 12) 

peXXoyvpvaclapxoc 3992 26 

vop.iKa.ptoc 3985 (4), 5, 8 (bis), 12, 16, (18) 3986 16 
vopoypatftoc 3992 25 
vopoc 3973 12 3975 7 3985 2 

ovopa^av 3985 [5], 6 3987 9 

ovopacia 3985 14, 16, (18) 3987 13, (15) 
6ppo<t>vXa£ 3990 7 

TrarptKioc 4007 8 

irpatTwpiov 3984 2 see also Index IV s.v. AD 340 
TrpiyLLKTJpLOC 3986 9 
vpofioXri 3987 7 

XII. PROFESSIONS, 

yeovxoc 4005 4, 9 
yepSlatva 4005 7 (ycpSevaiv pap.) 

epnopoc 3992 29 
i-rriTpoTToc (4007 14) 

dvpcopoc 4003 41 (drjpojpov pap.) 

larpctov see Index XV 

Kv^epvfjTTpc 3975 8—9 

Aaofdoc 4003 18 
XcvKavTrjc 3897 [3], 7, 14 

vavKXrjpoc 3980 10 

TTpocraypa [3987 5] 
7TpOCTaCC€LV 3987 9 

TtpoetpaTr/yetv 3981 6—7, 11 
TTpCOToSsipOTr/C 3987 7, I 1 (bis) 

cotfitoraroc 3987 5 
CTreKovXaTwp 4002 6 
craflXlTTp 4006 2 

CTpaTTjyla (3974 2) (3975 2, 3) 
crparriyoc 3973 2, 5, (6), (7) 3976 2, (10) (3977 3) 

(3978 2) 3980 2 (3982 1, 22) 3983 2, 6, n 
3984 4 

cuppaxoc 4002 5 
cvvaivr/ 3982 9 3983 4, 11, 14 

rd£tc 3986 10 

vnarcta 3981 21 3982 16 3983 1, 12, 16 3984 1 
3985 1 3986 2 [3987 1] see also Index IV s.v. 

3!2, 3!4, 340, 473. 494, 532? 
xmopvqpa 4003 34 
VTTopvr\paTOypa<fsoc (3980 1) 

vavrtKOC 3993 36 

odovtaKoc 3979 17 
opvtdac 3979 6 

natSaptov 4008 4 
natc 4007 2, 9 
nXovpapta 4001 20 
Trotr/Tipc 3988 13 
TrpovorjTrjC 4003 41 4005 II? 

cxoXacTtKoc (4002 23) 

Tparrc^trrjc see Index XI s.v. SrjpocLcov xprjpdrojv Tpa- 

Trc'ClrrjC 

TRADES, AND OCCUPATIONS 

XIII. MEASURES 

(a) Weights and Measures 

ayKaXf] 3990 5 
apra^rj 3980 13 4000 25 4007 2 
(apTafir)) 3980 9, 16 

acKaXtuvtov 4005 9 

ypappa 4005 7 
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rHAiapTafiiov 3995 3 (iprapra^rov pap.) 

KeVTT/l’dpLOV (3982 11, 12) 

xepdpiov 3993 27, 33 4002 .1 

K€pOLTLOV 4007 7, 9 

\irpa 3998 38 4001 35 

pat,iov 4005 7 (paSrcov pap.) 

perpov [3980 12] (p. Srjpociov) 4007 3 (p. Toil xvpiov 

Flapovdcov) 

pvd 3982 11, 13 

CTOLfJLVOC 3996 9 

v8pta 4001 24, 28, 29-30 (v8per- ter pap.) 4002 7 

(b) Money 

a pyvptov 3981 8 3982 19 3998 25 4000 20 

apyvpLov Cefiacrov voputcpiaTOc 3979 8-9 

hpa\p,r) 3979 9, 11 (3982 11, [11], 12, 13 (bis), 14> 
[14]) (3990 4, 11) (3993 7,8, 13, 16, 18) 

f.ivpLac 4000 6 (bis), 7, (9), (11) 

vopucp,aTiov 3985 11 (4000 8,n) 

d/3oAoc (3993 7) 
6\okottwo c 4003 13 4007 4 

raXavrov 3999 18 

(raXavTOv) 3982 11, 12, 13? [ 13]> *4 3984 7 

(rpuxj^oXov) 3993 8 

XclXkoc 3990 11 3996 4 
xpvcwoc 4003 21 4005 4) 9 

XIV. TAXES 

8r)fi6cLa 3985 11 4003 40 

eKarocrrj 3980 15 (3982 II, 13) 

reXoc 3993 8 

cf>opoc (tax?) 3973 24 4002 18 

XV. GENERAL INDEX OF WORDS 

ayadoc 4006 I, (n), (12) 4008 2, [6?] 
ayava.KT€LV 3983 17? 
ayetv 3981 7, 11 
ayKaXri see Index XIII (a) 

dyvwpovetv 3993 14 

ayopd£,€Lv 4003 20 4005 6, 7 
aycjyrj 3980 9 
aycuvia 3991 24 
dSeA^ 3989 14 3990 [2], 15 3992 24 3994 2, 3, 

13, 16 3998 12, 19, 30 4001 10, 15 4005 1, 6 
dSeA^dc 3974 12 3979 7 3988 12 3990 12 

3991 2 3992 2 3993 41 3994 7-8 3995 1, 2 
3997 1, [28-9], 44 3998 9, 13 3999 i, 5, 30 
4001 25 4003 1 4004 1, 20, 24 (4005 11, 12) 
4006 9, 12 

aSecrrOTOC 3973 25 
a-r/Sia 3999 8 (aeiSt-pap.) 

rupee lc 3992 23 

at re tv 3982 7 3983 9, 13 

olkolvOlvoc 4000 24 

olkoXovOcdc 3980 6 

a.KOV€LV 3997 26 3998 23 4004 3 

aAyetv 4002 16 

dXrjdwc 4004 I, 24 

clXl€vtik6v 4003 25 (aAitoT-pap.) 
aXXa 3979 12 3993 26 39977 399817 4001 10 

dXXrjXeyyvr) 3987 13 

aXXrjXajv 3997 13-14 

aAAoc (3973 3) 3985 3, 15 3992 12 3998 16 4001 
23,31 4002 6 4003 12 4004 6 

aXXore 3996 2 
aXXcvc 3994 11 

aXoycuc [4004 4?] 
dXwTrrii 3998 37 
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dp. a 3997 2 
*dpftovAAa 3993 8 

dptAelv 3989 9 399348 399615 3997 41 3998 
17 4003 40 

dp-rrlAivoc 3990 5-6 

*dp-TrovXXa see apfiovAXa 
dfufufidAXeiv 4004 21 

appodoypapparevc see Index XI 
dp.<f>oTepoi 3974 14 (3982 3) 3983 3, 8, 13 
avaytvtooceiv 3996 13 3997 42 
av 3997 12 3998 20 
dvafiacic 3993 34 4004 [Q 
avayKaioc 3993 26 
dvdy/07 3981 19 

dvaSf'xecda 1 3985 [3], 15 (3987 4] 
avaSiSovai 3988 13 [3990 3] 
avaXiCKeiv 4003 14 
avaXoyla 3985 5 
di'awAeu' 3992 22 
dvapdpuv 3995 3 
dveyecOai 4005 5 

dvr]K€iv 3985 12 
durjp 3998 12 

dvdccTavai 4000 13—14 
dvdpdmivoc 4004 7 
avdpumoc 3997 10 4003 19-20 
dvoKvwc 3997 21 
dvr? 3979 10 4001 28-29 
avTiyeovxoc see Index XI 
avrlypapov 3973 5) 
dmi8lK€LV 3992 31 
dvriAap.fidv€Lv 3976 8-9 
OLVTl(f)tOV€LV 4007 4 
a£ioc 3992 I 2 

d£iouv 3981 17 3985 17 3997 15, 19 
d^LOJCLC 4003 31 

afcuv 4000 8 (av£ovoc pap.) 
dirairelv 3993 7 4007 5, 11 
d-naLTTjCic 3973 11 
drrapTL^eiv 3996 4 
aveiAeiv 3997 8 
d-rreXevdepoc 3977 5 
d-rrepxecdaL 3988 5—6 3998 18 

d-treye iv 3982 4 
avXouc 3985 14 [3987 14?] 
dno 3973 24 3974 5 3975 6 3976 4 3978 [7], 

8 3981 4, 15 3982 g 3983 4, 10, 14, 19 3984 5 
3985 [2], 4, 18 3986 8, [16] 3988 21 3991 32 
3992 34 3993 7 3994 6-7 3997 16 4001 35 
4002 10 4003 23 4005 8, 9 4006 10 

a-rrojiacic 4003 26 
aTTo&eiKvvvat 3981 1 I 
d^ro8^86va^ 3993 22 (3997 44) 4001 37 4006 5, 

12 

d-noKadicrdvcLL 3995 4 
aTTOKplvecdcu 3985 I I 
dnoKpLCic 3985 12 

anoXap.^dveiv 3993 14, 20-21 3997 2 4000 4 
4001 6 

anoAeiveiv 3985 9, 13 

dnocTeXXeiv 4000 19, 21, 22, 24, 27 4001 16-17, 22> 
31, 35 4002 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12 (bis), 14, 15 4003 

> 33. 35 
d-77-OTdccetv 3998 26-27, 27-28 
ctwoc^epeiv 4006 2? 

anox 1) 3982 15 
dpyvpiov see Index XIII (b) 
dp^9p.fh• 3982 [4-5], 18 
dpxeiv 4003 22 

dpjievo. 4001 31 
app.evoi’ 3990 9 
dpceviKoc 4003 5 
apra/S77 see Index XIII (a) 
apToc 3990 11 

apyri 3985 1 see also Index V s.v. 472/3 
apxojv (praeses) see Index XI 
dcKaXcovLov see Index XIII (a) 
dcvd^ecdou 3988 10 ii 3989 13, 14 3990 12 3991 

18, 21 3992 3-4, 17 3993 37, 39-40 3994 12 
3996 15 3997 [28], 32, 38, 39, 40, 41 3998 29, 
30, 30-31, 31, 32 3999 25 4000 27 4006 7 

acpaXeLa 3985 13 
dcpaXr/c 3991 18 3993 29 
av£cuv see a^cov 

AvTOKparaip see Index III s.vv. Marcus and Verus, 
Decius 

avrdc (he, she, it) 3974 17 3979 13 3981 9, 18, 25 
3982 20 3985 i7 3987 11 39887,8,10 3989 
9-10 3990 4-5, 18 3992 6, 11, 12, 14, 17 (bis), 
18, 33 3993 15, 17, 18-19, 30, 32, 35 3994 8-9, 
9, 10, 12, 13 3995 5 3996 7, [11], 13 3997 14, 
15- 16, 19, 21, 42 3998 13-14, 14, [20], 27, 38 
3999 6, 7, 9, 20, 22 (bis), 24 4000 13, 14, 15, 16 
4001 17, 27 4003 14, 36 4004 5, 6, 22 4005 

2, 3. 4. 5 (bm> 9 4006 2, 4. [6], 6 4007 6, 11 
adrdc (same, self) [3974 18?] 3976 4 3978 7, 

16- 17 3981 4 (3983 4?) 3985 7,8 [3987 3] 

3992 6,8 3998 27 3999 10, 21 4000 10 4001 
13, 32 4003 38 

dptivai 4000 17 
acjncravai 3981 9-10 
d^pi 4006 [8], 10 

fdaXaveiov 3998 36 
(SaAAei v 4006 4 
fiaaXiKoc see Index XI 
PolckclvAlov 3998 36 
ftavKaXic 4002 7 
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(Si/SAiStov 3973 23 [3978 18-19] 

/3i|BXlov 3981 16 4001 20 

fiorjdeiv 4001 12—13 

fiorjdoc see Index XI 

fioppac 3973 25 

/3ovXevTr/c see Index XI 

yap 3981 6, 10 3992 9, 32 3993 14, 15 (bis), 16, 

17, 28, 30 3996 6, 10 3997 ir, 14 3998 18, 

21, 26, 27 4001 7 4003 16, 31, 36 4004 10 

4005 2 4008 4 

ye 3992 27 

yeovyoc see Index XII 

yepSiWa. see Index XII 

ytvecdai (3980 1) (3982 II, 13) 3985 6 3987 9, 

16 3991 24-5 3993 34 3997 22 4007 8 

yivdocKfiv 3988 10 3998 5-6 3999 4 4001 13-14, 

27 
yXvKvc 3997 3 

yXusccoKoptiov 4005 6 

yvrjcioc 4001 16 

*yvau/np,oc 4004 13 

yvcoju.?] 3985 3, 6, 15 3987 9 

ypaia 3997 42 

ypapparevc see Index XI s.v. )3aciXikoc ypapparevc 

ypdppa 398I25 3982 20 3985 17 39915,28-9 

3993 10, 18 3997 12 4000 4 4001 7 [4002 4] 

4005 7 4006 6 see also Index XIII (a) 

ypdfeiv 3973 4 3980 6 3981 24 3982 20 3985 
14, 17 [3987 14] 3988 16 3989 6 3992 3 

3993 23, 31 3994 6, 7, 10, 14 3996 2, 6-7 3997 
4, 5, 6, 7, 7-8, 22, 24, 34 4000 23, 26 4001 
21-22 40027,9,15 4005 3, 8 4006 1, 7 4007 

12 

yvpLvaaapxelv see Index XI 

yvvr) 3994 5 

Sanavav 3996 5 

Se 3981 12 3989 8 3990 6, 19 3991 8 3992 10 

3993 19 [3996 5] 3997 5, 6, 8 399820,36 3999 
20 4000 22, 23 4001 19, 21, 23, 30, 35 4003 38, 

40 40045,12,13 40051,3,4,6,7,8,9 4006 

2, 9 4007 3, 9 

Secv 4005 2 

SeKaTTpojroc see Index XI 

8eXrapLOv 4001 30—31 

SeciroLva 4006 8 

Sec7rorr/c 3981 21 3997 18 4002 i, 22 4005 11 

4006 (1), 7, 11 4007 10 4008 2, 3, 4, 5, (6) see 

also Index IV s.v. AD 312 

Seurepoc 3998 18 4006 2 

Seyecdai 4008 3 

8-qXoiv 3973 12 3985 1 3990 14 3993 12, 16, 21 

(bis), 23, 31-2, 49 3996 2 4002 15, 17 

87/xocioc 3980 8, 12 3982 5,9 3987 13 see also Index 
XI s.vv. hrjpociov, 8rip.oclcjv xpriparcuv Tpa-ne!)iTrjc, 

XIII (a) S.v. perpov, XIV S.V. 8i)pocia 
Sia 3973 23 3975 2 3982 10 3985 2,3,6 3987 3 

3993 20, 35 3996 7 3997 12, 23 4002 3, 5, 8 

4004 11 4006 2, 5 
81 ayeiv (3993 47) 4002 9, 19 
Siaypd<t>ei.v [3974 ig] 
SiaSe'xecflai (3974 i) (3975 1) 
SiaSoxoc see Index XI 
biddecic 4005 10 
Sia/cpmjc see Index XI 
8iacr\poc see Index XI s.v. hiac-pporaToc 

Siai/iepeiv 4002 5 
8id<f>opoc 3981 10 
8i8<W 3973 21 [3990 4] 3993 11, 18, 26-7, 44-5 

3996 [3], 10 3997 12 399825 3999 19 4000 
5, 14? 4002 10 4005 3, 6 4007 9, 12, 13 

(-)SiSdvai 4000 14 
8i8v(f>ov see £i£u</>oi' 
SievoyAcu' 3981 20 
8i€px^c6aL [3978 7-8] 
8lotl 399717 3998 II 399914,23 

8 tea k Kia 4001 21 
SicyiAioi 4000 7 
8ok€lv 3985 9 3996 14 
SovXeilew 3987 8 
SoOAoc 4006 12 
bpaxpr) see Index XIII (b) 

Svvacdai 3987 11 3991 17 3992 i2-i3 3997 17 
3998 10, 19 3999 21 (bis) 4003 39 4004 6 
4005 7 4007 8 (e&wop.r)v pap.) 

8vo 3996 9 3998 37, 38 4000 25 (bis) 4003 21 
4007 4 

8coSeKaroc 3985 7, IO 

iav 3973 20 3992 12, 27 3993 20, 30, 34 3994 
3, 13 3997 20, 37 3998 19, 20 3999 20? (4001 
15) 4007 11 

edv 4005 2 
eyy pd<f>€Lv 3985 16 
eyym] 3999 [16], 24 
eySrjpeiv see iK&rjptiv 

iyxei-pl^eiv 3987 11 
iyeb 3973 12 3974 9, 11 3980 6 3981 5, 7, 12, 

13, 18 3988 6, [16] 3989 6 3990 14 3992 4, 
8, 24, 30, 31 3994 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 14 3995 3 
3996 [2], 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 15 3997 4 (bis), 6, 7 
(bis), 8, 19, 22, 24 3998 2, 7, 8, 15, 34 3999 1, 
4, 6, 22 4000 1, 4, 5 4001 1, 7, 31 4002 1, 7, 
9, 15 (bis), 17, 21, 22 4003 1, 7, 28, 35,-37 (ter), 

39 4004 1, 9 (bis), 21, 24 4005 5,8 40064,5, 
6, 9, 11 4007 3, 4, 10, 11, 12 

— (ypelc) 3979 8, 20 3981 21 3982 [8] 3983 

1 
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10,14 39852,5,9,12,13,16 3987 3, 4 {bis), 
6 (ter), 7, 10 (bis), 11 3990 11 3991 8 3992 8 
3993 12 (bis), 15, 16-17, 17-18, 18, 21, 23 (bis), 
37,39 3996 15-!6 3997 21, 30, 31?, 37 4000 
17,23,27 40017-8,10,12,15,25 4002 11, 12 
4005 1 4008 2, 6 

« 3992 8, 12 3993 16, 17, 21 3994 5, 9 3996 
[2], 4 4000 21,22 4002 16 (bis), 18 4005 7,8 
4007 8 

eiSeiv 3973 10 3981 25 3982 20-21 3985 17 
3990 20 3997 9, 14 3998 27 3999 7-8 4007 
7, 10 4008 4 

etSoc 3998 25, 26, 28, 36 (all 18-) 
elxac 3998 8 
€LKOCL 3985 11 

€LKOCL€£ 3985 11 

€LKOCL7T€VT€ 4007 2 

eivai 3973 5 3985 11, 14 3987 11 3989 9 3992 
27 3993 io-ii, 16 (bis), 17, 24, 26 3994 9 
3997 17 3998 13, 36 3999 8 4004 12, 13 

etc 3974 17 [3978 10] 3980 8 3981 19 3982 9, 
10 3983 4, 10, 14 3985 7, 8 [3988 9] 3989 
10 3992 19 3998 34 (tc pap.) 4000 6, 7, 11 
400112,37 4003 10 4006 4 4007 5 4008 4 

efc 3985 6 (bis) 3987 9 (bis) 3990 9 3996 10 
3997 6 4000 7 4005 4, 7, 9 4006 2 4007 9 

eicayyeXXeiv see Index XI 
€icSiSovai see Index XI 
elcepyecOai 3999 2 I 
eicxpiTixov see Index XI 
eire 3997 IO (bis: rjre ... r/re pap.) 
eK 3982 6 3987 7, 10, 13 3993 22 3994 10-11 

3996 8 4003 14 4005 5 4006 2, [9] 
exacroc 3981 14 3985 9 3992 13 3997 9 3998 

4-5 3999 8 
exarovrapyoc see Index XI 
(KarocTri see Index XIV 
exSippeiv 3988 7 (ey8e8rip.TpKai.vai) 
exSiSovai 3989 6-7, 7 
€K€L 3997 17 (e/a pap.) 
€KK\r)cia see Index X (b) 
€KTr\€K€lV 4000 15 
€KTOC 3980 11 3985io 
e/croc 3974 15 

eXaia 4002 12 

eXevdepa (wife) 4003 37 4004 4 
eXevdepoc 4003 41 
epftalvei.v 3979 16 
efi^aXAeiv 3979 14 3980 8 
ifjLfjueAeLa see Index XI 
€fJ,fJ,€V€lV 3987 4 
epoc 3992 22 4003 31 4006 1, 7 
epTTOpLKOJC 3989 12 

eprropoc see Index XII 

ep(f>avi^eiv 3987 6 

eV 3975 8 3978 13, 14, [15] 3979 4, 12 3985 1 

39865 3987 1, 13 39884,12 3991 24 3992 
30 3993 10, 19 [3997 34] 3998 2, 12 4000 
22,24 4001 21 4002 18, 22 400336,37 4004 
10 4006 6, 12 

evaKOClOL 3979 9-IO, II 
kvhtKCLTOC 3987 8 
ev8r\peiv 3986 12 

eVSofoc 4006 1 2 

evexa 3998 14 

evexev 3999 9 (eveKCLL pap.) 
ivOaSe 3979 12 3994 14 

evL avroc 3985 9 

ivLCTavaL 3974 15 3976 6 3982 4 3983 9, 13 

3987 8 
evvoeiv 4005 2 

evravda 3986 12 4002 11 4007 2 

evdniov 3998 37-38 (evcuSi-pap.) 
et; 3980 14 3985 II 3993 6 
efcuperajc 4006 8 
e£avveiv 3987 12 

e(;eyyvac8ai 3987 12 

e£epya£ec9ai 3981 5-6 

egepyecdat 3996 11-12 

ei;eTat,eiv 3993 24-5 3997 14-15 

e^r/c 3987 3, 4 

efoSid^eiv [3982 8] 3983 10, 13-14 

e^ovcla 3981 20 

koprr) see Index X (a) 

errapyia see Index XI 
e-napyoe see Index XI 
err et 3981 14 (em pap.) 3989 9 3990 18 3994 8 

(em pap.) 4007 10 

€TT€Ly€LV 4003 40 

erreibrj 3995 3 (ai-nib-p pap.) 
irreptuTav 3979 18 3982 15 3985 14 [3987 14] 
err eye iv 3991 11 

erri 3981 6, 10 3985 7, 8 3987 8, 12, 13 3990 10, 
18 3992 22 3999 16, 24 4000 18 

irTL^aLveiv 3981 18 

im^aiXXeLV 3985 5, 12 

eViSiSovai 3978 18 3981 16-17, 23 (4005 n) 
(4007 14) 

em^rjTeiv 3987 13 3997 5 

emOr/KT] 3979 17— 18 

€7Tl6v[J.€LV 3997 11 

€TTLKOVpia 3985 11 
imXeyeiV 3987 g 
empeXeia see Index XI 
empeXrjTric see Index XI 
eTTipr/via 3991 9 

€7TLfjir]Vi8ia 4002 8 
emveprjcic see Index XI 
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€7TtcraA/Lta see Index XI 
ImcTtWeiv 3973 [7—8], 12 [3982 7] 3983 9, 13 
€TncTo\a(f)6poc see Index XI 
€Tncro\ri 3996 14 3997 4 4002 3? 6 4006 1 
emcroAiov 3988 8 (enlctoAlv pap.) 3990 3 3998 22 

(cttlctoAlv pap.) 
€7TLCTpdTr)yoc see Index XI 
€7tltl6€vgu 3996 12 4003 9 
€TTLTp€TT€LV 4005 8 
eniTpoTroc see Index XII 
eVt^eipeiV 3981 14 
e-rrovpavLoc see Index X (b) 
Irrwpihiov 3998 38 
epyacCa 3987 7 
epyov 4002 18 
* Ipio^vXoc 3991 14 
ipyecdai 3990 18 3991 7 3996 3 3998 2 1 4001 

8, 16 4004 g, 12, 22 4007 11 
ecre 3997 12 
€T€pOC 3974 8 4001 36 
€tl 4004 5? 
€TOLp,d^€w 4003 32 (eru/u.- pap.) 
€TOC 3974i5 3982 4 39839,13 
(croc) 397313 3976 6 397819 3979 20 3982 

io, 12 (bis) 
ev 3993 47 3995 2 3998 20 
eilyeveia 4004 10 
evdetoc 3976 8 3988 3—4 3989 7 
CvOvpLClV 4000 3-4 4001 5 
evKoupia 4001 4 
evAafirjc see Index X (b) 
evAoyeiv (4006 9) 
evpLCK€Lv 3993 25, 28 [3997 37] 3999 10 4001 4, 

16, 21 4003 16, 40, 41 4008 5 
evreXrjc 4006 6 
evrvyric 3987 8 
evyapicreiv 4001 10-11 
i<J>opav 4003 35 
evyecdai (3973 i2( 3988 3 3989 15 (3990 15) 

3992 19 3993 3, 47 3994 15 (3996 16) 3997 
[2], [36], 43 3998 34 3999 2, 27 4000 3, 28 
4001 4 4002 20 4003 29 4004 18 

'iyeiv 3978 [g 10], 11, [14] 3979 io 3988 15, 17 
3994 9 3998 20, 25, 37 3999 23-24 4001 
18-19,22 40037,34,36,37 4004 1 o, 13 4005 1 
4007 6 

€OJC 4005 10 4006 ro 

£euyoc 3993 9 
£[r/relv 3991 16 4001 26 

4006 2 (StSvcfia pap.) 

r) 4007 12 
i)yep.ovLa see Index XI 

7)877400014,15 4003 16 
rjp.epa 3992 3, 13 3997 9 3998 5 3999 8 
Tj fi.€T€ pOC 3985 5 3987 io 
i7fuaprdj3iov see Index XIII (a) 
(f/pucvc) 3982 11, 13 

davpa^ew 3997 3-4 4000 I 7 
davp.aciOTT)c 4007 5, 6 
daupLacuoraroc 4007 14 
dea 4006 8, IO 
dea see Index X (a) 
*deayeia see Index X (a) 
deayoc see Index X (a) 
deioc see Index X (b), XI 
dt\ew 3988 17 3993 17, 21-2 [3994 4] 3997 23 

3998 6 3999 4 4005 1, 2, 4 
deoc see Index X (a), (b) 
deocjsvXaKTOc 4006 I, (11) 
depivoc 4002 18 
dr/pa 3990 20 
dvydrrip (3984 7) 3992 5 3993 39 3997 3, 27> 4° 

3998 14, 15, 28, 35, 39 
dvpuspoc see Index XII 

laTpeiov 4001 37 
18 € a 3998 36 
l'Sloc 3975 9 3987 io 
IhLoyeipoc 4005 5 
lepevc see Index X (a) 
lepo [ see Index X (a) 
lepov see Index X (a) 
lepoc see Index XI s.v. enapxoc tov Upov -npantupiov 
LKavoc 3987 11 
IKaVOTTjC 3987 13 
lXXovctpioc see Index XI 
IfLO.TIOV [3996 4] 4005 3 
tv a 3973 10 3981 19 3988 8 ( cue tva) 3995 4 

3996 14 3997 16, 21 4001 31, 33 4002 6, 10, 
15 4003 39 4004 22 4006 4 4007 12 

ivSiktIuiv see Index XI 
Zcov 4007 12 
icoc 3979 10 
icxveu’ 3999 20, 22-23 
i'xdva 3990 20 

fyvoc 4006 7 4008 2 

KaSiov 3998 36 (/caStv pap-) 
Ka.9a.p6c 3980 11 3981 15 
Kadrjcdai 4000 18 
KadoXiKoc see Index XI 
xadociovv see Index XI s.v. KadusciojfjLevoc 
Kaddc 4003 38 4005 3 
Kadcocicojiie'voc see Index XI 
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KO.L 3973 2, 3, 7, 10, 2i, 25 3974 2, 8, 10, 16, 17 
3975 1, [13] 3976 i, 4, 12 3977 2 3978 2, [4], 
[6] 3979 18 3980 3 {bis), [11], [15] 3981 9, 
14, 22 3982 1, 2, 4, 15, 16, 18, 22 3983 1, 2, 3, 
6, [8], ii, 12, 16 3984 2,6 3985 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 
7, 8 {ter), 9 {bis), 10, 11, 12, 13 {bis), 14, 15 {bis), 

16 3986 7, 13, 16 3987 3, [4], 5, 6, 9 {bis), 10, 

I2> [13]> [14] 3988 6, 11 {bis), 12, 13, 15, 18, 19 
3989 12, 13 3990 8, 9, 11, 13, 20 3991 19, 20, 

22, 23 3992 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 16 {bis), 17, 20, 24 
{bis), 25, 30 3993 1 {bis), 4, 6 {bis), 8 (ter), 9, 10, 
■3> *8, 25, 38, 41, 42, 43 (bis) 3994 5, 10, 13 
3996 2, 4, 5, 13 3997 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
22, 23, 24, 29 (bis), [30], 33 [34], 39 (ter), 40 (bis), 

42 (bis) 3998 1, 7, 9, 12, 16, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 

32> [32L 33 (ler)> 36 (bis), 37 (quinquies), 38 (bis) 

3999 3, 6, 9, 13, 15, 26 4000 3, 7 (bis), 9, 12, 13, 
15 (bis), 16, 25 4001 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 13, 15, 17, 
18, 20, 23, 27, 32, 33, 35, 36 4002 5 (bis), 7 (bis), 

ii, 12, 13, 14, 17 (bis), 18 4003 11, 12, 15, 20, 
22, 31 (bis), 33, 37, 38 4004 4, 5, 8 (bis), 10, 16, 
17 4005 5 (bis), 6, 10 4006 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 
(11), (12) 40075,7,11,13 .4008 6) 

KCLLVOC 3989 7 

xaipoc 3987 8 3989 10-11 
KaAelv 3985 1 o— 11 
xaXoc 3997 13, 37 4001 36 4007 II (^ra xaAov) 
xaAajc 3979 3 3989 11 3998 14-15, 25-26 4007 5 
xap tjAoc 3997 18 
KapdxaXXoc 4001 18 
k apraXdpiov 4006 4 (KOLpS PaP-) 
Kara 3974 2 3975 2 3981 5, 14-15, 16 3985 5, 

9, 12 3997 9 3998 4, 36' 3999 8, 26 4000 28 
4007 8 4008 5 

xarayivibcxciv 3981 9 
xaraylvccdai 3975 8 
KaTaKop.CC.eiv 3992 11 
KaraAap.fXdve iv 4007 2 
Kara^LOvv 4004 7, 12 4005 6 
xaranXclv 3992 10 
Krarac/ceua^etv 3991 15 
xaracxcv-q 4003 32 
xareicepyecdai 3998 8—9, 11 
KOLTeyeiv 3979 13 3990 9 3998 6 4000 12 

k<1tcd see Index IX (a) s.v. xo.tw rorrapyia 

xeipla 4002 14? (xcpeac pap-) 
k€lc9ou 3993 22 (bis) 

(-)k€ic6cll 3973 10 
KeXevetv [3980 13] 4008 3 
xevrrfvapiov see Index XIII (a) 

xcpala 4002 14? (Kepeac pap.) 
Kepdfjuov see Index XIII (a) 

KepaTLov see Index XIII (a) 

K€(j>aXaLov 3973 10 

klvSwoc 3987 10 
KLOJV 4003 23, 40 

kXtjpovop,oc 3993 24 
kolvov see Index XI 
KOLVOC 3987 5 4006 8, 9 
KOLVCOVOC 3980 4 
xoxxr/poc 4005 3 
xoxxopac 3998 36 
xoAAovpiov 4000 26 (xovAXoupuov pap.) 
xoXXvpiov 4001 29, 35 (xoXAovpicov bis pap.) 
K0jU.ec see Index XI 
KOjui^eiv 3990 5, 16 3991 3-4, 17, 27-8 3993 5, 

9~I0> 3°. 32 4002 4 
KOjUl/fOIC 3988 17 
KOVTOC 3990 8 

kotvXl^zlv 3989 12-13 
KOV(f>OV 3993 6 

xpafiaxToc 4002 15 
xpaTtiv 3985 6 3987 9 
xpCo.c 3993 28, 33 
xpepacroc 3998 37 
Xpid-q 4007 10 
xreviov 4005 7 
xvfiepvriT-qc see Index XII 
xvecciwvapioc see Index XI 
xvdpa 4002 7 
xvxXoc 3985 5 
xvpioc (legally binding) 3979 18 [3982 14] 3985 

14 3987 13 
xvpioc (lord, lady) 3974 16 3976 8 3979 20 3980 6 

3992 4, 8, 15 3998 1-2, 2, 15, 34 3999 1, 3, 4 
4000 1, 5 4001 1 4002 21 4003 1 4004 1, 9, 
19, 24 4007 3 (4008 6) see also Index X (b) 

xwXvciv 3981 18 
xcopapyric see Index XI 
xojprj 3975 6 3978 15 3979 12 3981 3, 4 3982 3 

3983 4, 9, 13, [18?], (19) [3984 5]' 3985 2, 5, 
18 

Kcupioypapvp,aT€vc see Index XI 
K(1)777) 3990 8 

XaKKOC 4002 I 7 
Xap.f5dveiv 3988 7—8 3993 12 3997 20? 3998 22, 

26, 36 3999 15-16, 24 4001 36 4002 16 4005 

4, 8 
XapcTTpoc see Index XI s.vv. Xap.Trpoc, Xap.7rpdraroc 

Aaofooc see Index XII 
Xavpa 3997 31 
XeyeLv 3985 9 3988 6, 19 3989 8 3993 14, 15, 19 

3994 13 3999 6 4006 3 4007 9 
Xeirovpyla see Index XI 
XevTLov 3978 10 
XeitiI,€lv 4002 13 (bis) 

XevKavrrjc see Index XII 
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Xcvkoc 4004 14 
Xiav 3991 3 (Xctav pap.) 
XtOoc 4003 1 7 
XivoKaXafij) [3978 13] 
XlvovSlov 4001 14 
AivoOc 3979 15 
Xlrpa see Index XIII (a) 
Aii/f 3973 25 
Xoyoc 3982 9 3983 4, 10, 14 3985 10 3996 7 

4000 6, J8, 11 4007 12 4008 4 
AotTTO.C 4000 20, 22, 23 
Xolttoc 3982 12 (Au7ra pap.), [13] 3988 10 (to Xolttov) 

4007 I I (Aoi7TOv) 
Xvtt€lv 3992 30 4004 3 
Xv^via 3998 37 
Avxvoc 3998 37 

fia^iov see Index XIII (a) 
fj.aK.p6c 3992 19 
pLdXXov 4003 38—9 
fidpLfn] 4001 1 (fiafiacc pap.) 
fj.avOavciv 4007 12 
fiaprvpccOal 3978 17-18 3992 32 
fiapTvc 3981 10 
fj.a<f>6piov 4004 15 

peyaXoTTpeTTqc see Index XI s.v. peyaXonpeTrecTaroc 
peyac 3974 7 (fxeyicroc) 3981 20 (p,ei£a)v) 4000 8 

4003 8 4005 10 4006 io 

peyicroc 3974 7 
fLCLyvvvai 4001 35 
fiei^orepoc see Index XI 
pLCL^COV 3981 20 

pelc 3999 11 
pdXew 3994 8 
peXXeiv 3990 i g 3991 9-10 3993 29 3998 17 

400335 

peXXoyvpvaclapxoc see Index XI 
pip.</>ecdai 3996 6 
piv 3973 23 3981 6 3988 2 3997 1 3998 19 

3999 2 4005 4? 4006 2 4008 2 
piveiv 3990 19 
pivroL 3985 11 [3992 13] 
pepoc 3980 4 3985 13 3996 14 
peciTtvew 3993 19 
perd 3979 16 [3985 1 ] 3986 2 3992 18 3998 9, 

13 3999 5,9 4000 15 400335 4004 9 4006 3 
4007 11 

ptTa^dXXeiv 3979 3 
peTaSiSovcu 3973 14 3992 23 4007 3 
peraXXdcceiv [3974 10—11] 
pfTprjcic 3980 I 2 
perpioc 3981 5 

fxcrpov [3980 12] 3989 8 see also Index XIII (a) 
peyp1 3993 13, 23 3998 8, 18 

p-q 3973 22 3979 13 3981 19, 25 3982 20 3985 
17 3989 5,9,12 3991 27 3992 2 7 3993 48 
3994 6, 10 3996 [5], 14 3997 41 3998 10, 17 
4000 22 4001 32 4003 27, 36, 40 4004 11,21 
4005 1, 7 

pqSapwc 3985 9, 13 
/2.778 c 4000 19 
/xtjScic 3981 12 4000 19 4005 1 
pr/TTUI 3992 8 

Pvtvp 3974 (4), [ (9) ], 13 3975 5 3976 3,12 3991 
14, 19 3992 6, 16, 18 3996 1, (16) 3997 40 
4001 1 

prjxavrj 4002 18 4003 32 
ptKpoc 3991 25 (peiKp- pap.) 4005 6, 10 4006 10 

4008 3 
pipelcdaL 3992 33 
pi.pvricKeiv 3996 8, 11 
picddc 3985 10 
plcOcOCLC 3978 14 
fiva see Index XIII (a) 

fjLVT]fjLri 3986 15 
flVr)fjLOV€V€LV 3987 12 
fjoycc 3999 19 
PloXlc 4002 3 
fiovov 3992 32 3997 6 

pLOVOC 3997 8 4001 20, 23 4007 7 
pvpiac see Index XIII (b) 

vavKX-qpoc see Index XII 
vavXov 3993 7 4000 12 
vavriKoc see Index XII 
veoc 3992 10 
veojTcpoc [3974 12] 
vopi-Kapioc see Index XI 
vdpicpa 3979 9 see also Index XIII (b) s.v. apyvpiov 

Ceflacrov voplcparoc 
vopicpaTiov see Index XIII (b) 
vopoypac/soc see Index XI 
vopoc see Index XI 
vocelv 4001 9 
uvpfj.fi ue tv 4003 4—5 

vvv 3981 17 3992 6,30 3993 13 3996 10 3997 
19 3999 7, 9 4001 3 4002 5 

raw 3976 5 3999 20 

^ccttjc 3998 37 

o/3oAoc see Index XIII (b) 
oSe 3973 11 
oSoc 3997 13 
oSoiJc 4002 16 
odev 4001 24 
odoviaKoc see Index XII 
oiVcioc 4006 11 
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oiKia 3978 15 

olkoc 3988 12 3992 20 [3997 4006 10, (12) 
olvoc 3989 12 
oKvelv 4004 12 4005 7 

oAi'yoc 3997 37 4002 13 (bis) 

oXlycoc 3997 8 
oXoKXrjpeiv 3999 3 
oXoKXypia [3997 35] 3998 23 
oXoKXrjpoc 3997 2 
oXokottivoc see Index XIII (b) 
oAoc 3992 20 3993 3 3997 33 4003 34 
opvveiv [3975 11] 3976 6 
ofjLoyvrjCLOc [3974 11?] 
o^Loepyoc 3987 4 
opolajc 3982 12) 4001 33 4006 3 
Op.OKWpr]TT)C 3985 3, 15 
opLoXoytiv 3979 19 3982 15 3985 14 [ 3987 14] 

4006 6 
ojudre^voc 3987 IO 
6p.ov 3982 14 4001 2 
ovapLOV 3995 2 (ovapiv pap.) 
ovopa 3999 26 4000 28 
ovo/id£eiv see Index XI 
ovopacia see Index XI 
ovoc 4003 12 
o£vyyl°v 4001 24, 29 (otjvyye 1- bis pap.) 
OTTCUC 3973 20 3989 6 4001 5 [4006 6] 
opai1 3989 9 3993 48 
oppav 3987 11 
opp.o<f>vXa£ see Index XI 
opvidac see Index XII 

oc 3973 5 3978 9, II, [14] 3979 10 3980 8 3982 
7, 8, 11, 13 3983 10, 14 3987 12 3988 15 
3990 10, 17 3991 9 3992 18, 26 3993 10, 11, 
iq, 23, 25, 44, 48 3996 8 3999 19 4000 20, 26 
4002 4 4003 34 4006 2 

ococ 3985 II 3997 37 4002 14 4004 13 
OCTIC 3985 14 4007 13 
orav 3992 10 
or€ 3979 14 (1. on), 16 
on 3979 14 (ore) 3993 15 (bis), 17, 19, 3^ 3996 

11 3997 9, 14 3998 6, 24-25, 27 3999 4, 6 
4000 14 4001 9, 13, 14, 22 4003 38 4004 12 
4007 3, 9 4008 5 

OV 3979 12 3981 4, 9, 13 3991 25 3992 32 3993 
14 (bis), 28 3994 8 3997 8, 17 3998 26, 27 
(bis) 3999 7 4004 [4?], 21 4005 2 4007 8 
4008 5 

ovSe 3996 7 3997 6-7 3999 14?, 23, 24 
ovSeL 3997 4, 23 3999 14?, [15], 22, 24 4002 9 

4005 5 
oSv 3973 IO, 23 3989 7, 9 3992 17 3993 16 3997 

20 (bis) 3998 15, [26] 3999 7, 10 4002 6 4003 
19 4004 7, [11] 

oviTw 3992 9 3998 25 
ovcia 4003 32, 33 
ovre 4005 2 
oJtoc 3973 10 3978 [16], 17 3981 16 (bis), 20 

3985 13 3987 [2], 8 3991 12 3992 31 3993 
13, 16 3994 11 3996 12, 13 3998 21, 28 3999 
9, 19 4002 6 4003 8-9, 28, 37 4005 7 4006 

1, 3, 5, 6, 7 
OVTCOC 3998 29 4000 15 4003 4 
6<f>eiXeiv 3974 17 3987 7 3989 6 3990 4 3994 6 
di/nc 4008 5 
oi/ituviov 4005 5 

nayoc see Index IX (a) 
Traihapiov see Index XII 
muSiov 3989 13 3998 24 
7raic see Index XII 

3989 7, 8 
irdXiv 3993 20 3997 7 4004 10 
navrayov 4001 11-12 
TTQLVV 3998 910 4001 7 4004 3 
■napd 3973 3 3974 3 3976 2,11 3977 4 [3978 3] 

3979 4 3981 2, 14 3982 2, 5, 23 3983 3, 6, 
7, 8 [3984 5] 3987 2, 11 3988 10 <3989 i8>? 
3990 16 3992 14-15 3993 4, 6, 9, 12 3994 g 
3997 10 (bis), 24, (44) 3998 5 3999 3, (30) 
4000 4 4001 7, 19, [37] 4002 3 (4005 12) 
4007 (i?), 4, (14) 

napayivecdai 3988 4 4005 4 
■napaypd<{>(.iv 3974 1 7 
napaSiSovai 3987 13 3990 6 3999 6—7 
-rrapaKaXeiv 3992 7 3994 3 4003 27 4006 5 4008 3 
TrapaxeAeueiv 3987 6 
TrapapeveLV 3985 8 
irapapeTpeiv 4004 22-23 
Trapapudeicdcu 4004 8 
vapacppov 3980 8—9 
Trapeivcu 3987 3 4003 39 
■napeyeev 3982 8 3983 IO, 14, [15] 3985 IO, 12 

4000 IO 4001 28 
■napopav 4003 28 
napovcta 3991 12 
7rdc3980 u 3981 15 3983 4 3985 12, 16 3987 s 

3988 2-3, 12, 19 3996 16 3997 2, 25, 30 3998 
20, 36 (bis) 3999 2 4000 28 4001 12, 23, 35 
4003 6, 39 4004 17 4006 9 4007 10, (14) 

ndcyeiv [4004 3?] 
77 arrip 3985 7 3991 20 3993 27 3997 7, 40 4000 

fi]> 5 
7T(ztpiKioc see Index XI 
7TCLV€IV 3981 4, 13 4002 16 
■neiOeiv 3998 20 
■newav 3999 15 (7Ttv- pap.) 
■neXvKtov 3998 37 (TreXvKLV pap.) 
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irefATreiv 3988 9 3990 10 3991 10 3992 8—9, 11 
3993 35, 44 3996 8 3997 20, 23, 37 4002 4 
4004 22 4006 4 4007 10, 12 

vevdepoc 4005 8 
vevrdSiov 4001 33-4? 
776/31 3981 20 3987 8 398815 3989 10 3990 13 

3992 31 3993 17, 26, 48 3994 8, 11-12 3996 
12 3997 15, 27, 34, 41 3998 23, 28 3999 5 
4000 12, 16, 25 4001 27 4002 8, 16, 17 (bis) 

4004 21 4005 1, 3 
vepifpyd£,ecdai 3994 4 
vepiepyecdai 4003 33 
vepicrepd 3989 5 
Trepvci 4002 14 4007 7 
TTfTaXoV 3993 I I 
varpcpoc 3993 5 
■nivapiov 3998 38 (vivap- pap.) 
vivpacKetv 3989 5 
TrXavdv 3992 27—8 
TrXeicroc 3988 2 3997 1 3998 3 3999 2 4006 7 
jrXeLwv 4007 6 
vX-pv 4004 6 
vX-r/pT/c 3979 11 3982 14, 19 
vXrjpovv 3987 6 4000 16 
vXrjclov 3978 9 
vXoiov 3980 8 4002 8 
vXovpapia see Index XII 
vodeiv 4004 5 
voieiv 3973 11 3979 3 3985 12, 13, 16 3987 7 

3988i8 19 3989 11 39927,14 3993 4 3995 2 
3997 10 3998 4, 7, 15, 21, [26], 36 3999 5, 9, 
17, 20, 23 4000 9, 19 4001 31-32, 33 4002 q 
4003 24, 31, 39 4004 6, 11 4005 3, 5 (bis), 8 
4007 5 

voirjT-pc see Index XII 
7roioc 3992 23 
voXic 3974 6 3976 4, 5 3978 5-6, 7 (3985 1) 

3986 5, 13, [17] 3987 1, 2, [3], 10 see also Index 
IX (a) s.vv. ’OljvpvyxiTcuv voXic, ’O^vpayyiov voXic 

voXXaKic 3981 6 3992 30 3997 5 4002 15 
voXvv pay povelv 3998 1516 

voXvc 3979 2 (voXXa yaipetv) 3988 2 (vXelcra X-) 

3991 8, 26 3997 1 (vXelcra X-) 3998 3 (vXelcra 

yaipe) 3999 2 (vXelcra yaipe), 25, 27 4000 29 
4002 3 (bis), 19 4003 30 4004 19 4005 9 4006 
7 (vXelcra) 4007 6 (vXeov) 4008 2 

vop<t>vpd 4000 11 ? 
vop<f>vpovc 4000 11? 4001 17 
vococ 3996 5 3999 4 
7TOV 3999 8 
irpayp-a 4005 3 
TrpaiT(x)pLov see Index IV s.v. AD 340 
77-pacic 3973 20 

TTpacceiv 3973 22 3994 5 3998 17 3999 22 

7Tp€CpVT€pOC 3974 3 
TTpLpLLKTjpLoc see Index XI 
npo 3988 2 3992 3 3993 3 3997 1 3998 21 

3999 2 4003 6, 25 
7rpodyeiv 3981 19 
irpofioXrj see Index XI 
7Tpoypd(f)€Lv 3985 6, 15 
TTpodecpiia 3998 10-11 
TTpoKelcdai 3982 19 3985 17 
7TpoXap.pdv€iv 3994 11 
7TpovorjTTjc see Index XII 
TTpovoia see Index X (b) 

7TpOTT€pL7T€LV 4004 n 
vpdc 3973 4, 8, 25 3985 11,13 3988 5 3991 6, 7 

3998 10, 19 4003 19 4004 7, 9 4005 4 
vpocayopeveiv 4004 16 4005 9 
TTpOcfiaLV€LV 3974 14 
TTpOchoKaV 3991 II—12 3998 18 
7TpOC€LTT€LV 4001 3 
vpocrjKOVTCjc 3987 12 
vpocKwelv 3997 11, 13 3998 2 1-22 4006 7 4008 2 
vpocKvvr)pia see Index X (a), (b) 
vpocraypia see Index XI 
vpocTacceiv see Index XI 
77pocridevai 3973 11 
vpocTpaTTjyeiv see Index XI 
77poreXeia 4007 8 
vporpevciv 3990 17 3997 20—21 4003 38 
vpaiToS-ppoTric see Index XI 
vpdnoc 3997 16 4008 2 
WpiaTT/p 4001 32 
vvpoc 3980 10 
TTCoXeLV 3989 I 2 
77toe 3997 4, 14 4000 17 4002 9, 19 

paKOc 3993 10 
pdxvr) 4004 14 

pcuvvvvai (3973 12) 3988 20 3989 15, [17] 3990 
14 3991 30 3992i8-ig,2i 39933,46 3994 
15 3996 16 3997 35, 43 3998 34 3999 27 
4000 28 4002 19 4003 29 4004 18 

cayyaffov 3997 37. 4i 
caKKoc 3990 16—17 
c aXapiov 3999 19 

ceavrou 3994 7 4003 10 4004 7 (cavrov) 
*cep.ecra (pi.) 3979 15 
crjpieiov 3979 13 
crjpepov 3988 6 3995 5 
ciSr/peioc 4005 7 (ciSrjpiv pap.) 
c iKva 4001 33 

cipdpiov 4008 4 (cipapiv pap.) 
Cl77776- see C7"1777710V 

CLTOLpLOV 4002 13 
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cltoc 4004 21 4007 3, 12 

a<a<t>r) [3975 9] 3990 7 
cKafioc 4004 11 
ciceOoc 4001 19 
CKvXfJLOC 4004 8 
cfiffpca 3996 9 

coAiov 3993 8 

coc 3981 17 3985 7, 13 4004 4, 17 4005 4, 5, 8, 
1 o 4007 4 

co</>oc see Index XI s.v. co^oitcitoc 
CTTaVLWC 4002 4 
c7TeKovXarcup see Index XI 
crrevSew 4001 3 
c-nivd-qp 3978 8 
c7Tou8d(civ 4000 5 4001 25, 30 
c-nov8r] 4003 35 

cTa/3Arrr)c see Index XI 
cTOLpLvoc see Index XIII (a) 

CTOLTLKOC 4001 36 
creAAciv 4006 5 

ctlttttlov 3982 g 3983 to 3998 38 (cimrcov pap.) 
CTLxd.pl.OV 4004 14, 15 

CTpaTTjyia see Index XI 
crpaTTqyoc see Index XI 
cv 3973 4, 12 (bis) 3979 4, 15 3981 17 3985 3, 

6, 8, 10, 11, 13 3988 3, 18 3989 8, 13, 15 3990 
3, 15 3991 4, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16, 19, 21, 28 3992 
3, 4, 5, 16, 19, 20, 23 3993 21, 27, 30, 35, 49 
3994 6, [6], 8, 15 3996 2, 3, 16 3997 2, 3, 5 
(bis), 6, 10, 11 (bis), 17, 20, 40 3998 6, 9, 12, 19, 
22, 30 (ter) 3999 2, 4, 20, 25, 26 4000 3, 26 
4002 3, 10, 15, 19 4003 3, 5, [29], 31, 33 (bis), 

38 4004 4, <io>, 11, 18, 22 4005 1, 6, 8, 9 
4007 5, 12 

— (vpeeLc) 3989 14 3992 32 3993 3, 4, 5, 10, 40, 
41, 46 3995 2 3997 15, 25, [35], 35, 38, 39, 
[43] 3998 4, 22, 23, 24, 31, [31], 34 3999 27 
4000 17 4001 3,2 1 [4006 10] 40083,4,5 

cvyyiyvojCKCLV 3992 7 
cvyxoupelv 4007 6 
cv £77x7700 3998 13 

cvXXap,fiav€Lv 3992 26—7 
*CvXXaVpLTTJC 3979 6—7 ( CVvXaVpCLTT)) 

cvXXeyciv 3993 15 

CVp,P<ll'.V€LV 4007 11 

CVpL^LOC 3999 25 4005 2 
cvfj.p.axoc see Index XII 
cvfjnXrfpovv 4002 18 
cvfj.nXoKrf 3981 4—5 
cvpic/jcuveiv 3985 9, 16 4003 18-19 
cvv 3987 4 3990 8 3998 38 4005 10 
cvveyew 3998 10 
cvvrfdrfc 3993 36 

cvvcljvcicdai 4005 9 

cvvcwf) see Index XI 
cvcKfva^eiv 3981 13 
cyoXd(eiv 4003 33 

cyoXacriKoc see Index XII 

raXavTov see Index XIII (b) 
rafic see Index XI 
rapdccav 4001 8-9 
racceiv 3997 19 
raya 3999 2 I 
rayewc 3990 I 7 
rdyoc 4000 22 
rayvc 3976 13-15 n. 
T€ 3973 12 3974 9 

TCKVOV 3997 42 3998 2 3999 26 4003 6 (re/ora 
pap.) 

TCKVOTTOieicdai 3993 25 
TcXelv 3976 13— i5n. 
tcXciovv 4003 15, 22 

TcXcordv 3993 24 3998 11 

re'Aoc see Index XIV 
TCjJVCLV 4001 14 

Tcccapcc 4005 6 

TeccapecKatScKaeTric (3974 17) 
TeTpanXovc 4007 11 
T LK T€LV 3989 5 

TljU-77 3982 8 3983 io,i4,i5 4003 11 

TLp,7]p,a 3987 io 
TipucoTaroc 3989 15— 16 3993 2 4004 1, 20, 24 
TLTTOTC 4008 5 (SiTTOTC pap.) 
tic 3992 12 3994 4, 9, 13 3996 3 3997 17, 20 

3998 17 4004 3? 4005 2 
tic 3993 24 3994 5 3997 22, 23 3998 16 4004 6 
TOIVVV 4006 5 
TOLOVTOC 3987 11 
Torrapyia. (3980 4) see also Index IX (a) s.v. Karev 

Torrapyla 

TOTTOC 3987 13 
TOcavraKic 3996 6 
TOCOVTOC 4002 14 4004 4 
Tore 3996 3 
TpayripLaTLOv 3992 9 
Tpo.TTct>irr]c (3982 6) see also Index XI s.v. Sr/pLocLwv 

Xprjpbdrojv Tparrc^ir'pc 

TpCLC 4001 35 4002 6 4003 13 
rpLOLKOvra 3999 18 4007 7 
TpiaKOCLOl 3979 15 
TpLCKai-SeKaTOC 3985 7, 10 
TpLTOC 4006 I, [4] 
TpiwfioXov see Index XIII (b) 
tpv(j>€poc 3998 38 
Tvyxdvav 3980 12 3981 8 
TVpOC 4002 11 
Tvy-r) (fortuna) 3976 8 
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vyiatveiv 3988 3 3999 3 (vyeviv pap.) 4000 3 
(tii€V€Lv) 4001 6, 13 4005 ro 

vSpta see Index XIII (a) 
v8po<f)v\aKLa 3989 I I 
vioc 3974 9, 13 3979 2, 5 3985 3, 4 3986 6, 8, 

[14] 3987 10, 14 3993 2, 37, 45 3997 38 4004 

4, 6 
l)fl€T€pOC (4006 11) (4008 7) 
V7TCLKOV€LV 3985 8 
VTrap [ 3999 13 
vTrareia 3981 21 3982 16 3983 1, 12, 16 3984 1 

3985 1 3986 2 [3987 1] see also Index IV s.vv. 
312, 314, 340, 473, 494, 532? 

VTT€K€pXecdai 3987 7 
irnip 3973 II [3974 18?] [3980 15] 3981 25 

3982 8, 20 3983 10, (14) 3985 10, 12, 17 4003 
31 4007 6 

vtto 3973 4 3976 5 3980 6,io 3981 17 3985 
[6] 3987 9 3998 6 3999 13? 

U7TOypd(f>€LV 3987 3 
imoSextcOdL 4002 6 
VTToSrjua 4001 18 
VTToXoLTTOC 4007 9 
viroNveLv 3992 33 4004 8 
vn6p.vrip.a see Index XI 
VTTop.vTjfji.aToypd<l>oc see Index XI 
V7T07T iTTTeiV 3973 20 

V7T0rdcC€LV 3987 4-5 
xmoxpeoc 3981 8 
V(f>d7TT€LV 3978 I 6 
v(j)rj 3978 io 

(ftaivecOai 3981 15 
cftcuvoAiov see cfteXovcov 
(f>aKTj 4002 12 
(ftavcu 3990 19 4001 9 
(ftavepcuc 3981 r 2 
(ftavXorrjc 3980 I I 
<ftipeiv 3997 16-17 4002 8 4003 26-7 4004 13 

4007 2 
(fteAoviov 4002 10 

<fidaveiv 3995 4 
3997 6 

<f>lXoc (3973 7) ((^lAraroc) 3980 5 (^lAraroc) 3989 
18 3992 29, 34 

<f>iXraToc (3973 7) 3980 5 
(f>of}epd>c 3987 9 
^>o/3oc 3987 8 
<f>opd 3997 16 
<f>6poc (rent?) 3973 24 4002 18 

(f>pOVTlC 3985 8 4005 i 
(frpovTLcpLa 3985 8 3987 8 
(/>ol)V€iv 4003 34-5 

XOLLp€LV 3973 7 3979 2 3980 5 3983 4?) 3985 4 

3988 2 [3989 2] 3990 2 3991 2, 3 3992 2 

3993 2 3994 2 3995 1 [3996 1] 3997 1 3998 
3, 23 3999 2 (4000 2) 4001 2 

XclXkoc see Index XIII (b) 
XO-Xkovc 4001 30 

xapl&cdai 3994 4 

X^piv 3979 14 4006 4 
X<xpic 4003 9 4006 6 
Xaprapiov 3993 44 
X^ipoy pa(f>eiv 3998 7-8, 16-17 4000 20-21 

Xeipdypa<f>ov 3999 17 
xlXioi 3980 14 
Xitoiv 3991 13 
Xoproc 4002 16 

Xp&v 3995 2 

xpeta 3988 15 3989 9 4003 35-6 4004 10 

Xpeoc 3981 15-16 

Xpecocrelv 3981 12 

Xp€COCTJ]C 4003 7> 37 
xpri&iv 3994 14 3997 22 

XPVP-a 3982 6 see also Index XI s.v. &qp.oclu>v 

XP"rjpd-TOJv rpaTTe^LTTjC 

XPVV 4003 35 

xpovoc 3991 26 3992 19 3999 27 4000 29 4002 
20 4003 30 4004 19 

Xpva,voc see Index XIII (b) 

xpvclov 4005 8 

Xpvcoc 3985 11 

xpvcovc 3993 11 

XVTpa see Kvdpa 

X<d> p.a [3989 10] 3990 io, 18-19 

Xcupa (country ) 3988 9 

Xcopa (place) 3985 8 
xcopeiv 3983 14 n.? 
^copic 3983 14? 4001 23 

1jiLadiov 4000 24 (iJjcltlolc pap. ) 

i/jvXV 4003 31 

ipwfjLLov 3995 4 3999 23 (iftcup.Lv) 

cue 3982 19 3985 9, 17 3988 8 (cue Iva ), 19 3991 6 

3994 7 4000 21 4003 35, 39 4006 3 4007 3 

(cue on) 

cbcav 3981 8 

dicre 3982 10 (atcTt ei’c) 3985 5, 9 4005 8 
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P. Oslo III 191.2 4002 12-13 n. XXXIV 2729 15 

XXIV 2420 5-6 4008 6 n. XLVII1 3416 r 1 

4005 7 n. 

4000 26-7 n. 
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